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T9566531

%99Z
PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

DocketNe 9438

Anticipated Classification of this application

Subclass _______________________

Prior application

ooney

Art Unit
3301

Box Patent Application

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

Washington D.C 20231

TRANSMITFAL OF FILING UNER 37 CFR 1.60b

WARNING c-i-p continuation-in-part cannot be filed under 37 CFR 1.61

WARNING Filing under 37 CFR 1.60 is permitted only if filed by the same or less than all the loves3 ors named

in the prior application

WARNiNG The filing of an application as tire United States stage of an international Application requires an

oath or declaration 37CFR 1.61a

WARNiNG The claims of this new application may be finally rejected in the first Office action where all claims

of the new application are drawn to the same invention claimed in the earlier application and

would have been properly finally rejected on the grounds or art of record in the next Office action if

they had been entered in the earlier application MPEP 706.07b

This is request for
filing

LI Continuation

Divisional

application under 37 CFR 1.60 of pending prior application

serial no 682243
filed on

4/9/91

date
James Jervis

MEDICAL DEVIcES ve4s9y EENTS
for

title of invention

CERTIFICATION UNDER 37 CFR 1.10

hereby certify that this 37 CFR 1.60 request and the documenjs refrred to as attched therein are being depos

ited with the United States Postal Service on this date OL4 17 in an envelope as

Es ss ii st Office to Addressee service under 37 CFR 1.10 Mailing Label Number959930US
addressed to the Commissioner of D.C 20231

Type or print name of person mailing paper

Ward

SIgnature of person mailing paper

NOTE Each paper or fee filed by Express Mail must have the number of the Express Mail mailing label

placed thereon ps-icr to mailing 37 CFR 1.10b

37 CFR 1.60b 4-31page of
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NOTE 37 CFR 1.60 permits the omission of declaration only if the prior application was complete as set

forth in 37 CFR 1.51a name the prior application comprised at least specification including

claim or claims declaration drawings when necessary and the prescribed filing fee Ac
cordingly as presently worded 37 CFR 1.60 does not permit this procedure to be used where the prior

application is pending but only the processing and retention fee required by 37 CFR 1.211 is paid or

nere the declaration was not filtid

Copy of Prior Application as Filed Which is Attached

NOTE Under 37 CFFI 1.60 practice signing and execution of the application by the applicant may be omitted

provided the copy is supplied by and accompanied by statement by the applicant or his or her attor

ney or agent that the application papers comprise true copy of the
prior application as filed and that

no amendments referred to in the declaration filed to complete the prior application introduced new

matter therein

NOTE This statement need not be verified it made by an attorney registered to practice before the PTO 37
CFR 1.60b

hereby verify that the attached papers are true copy of what is shown in my
records to be the above identified prior application including the oath or decla

ration originally filed 37 CFR 1.60

The copy of the papers of prior application as filed which are attached are as follows

19 pages of specification

pages of claims

pages of abstract

sheets of drawing

Also complete part below if drawings are to be transferred

pages of declaration and power of attorney

If the copy of the declaration being filed does not show appllcants signature in

dicate thereon that it was signed and complete the following

in accordance with the indication required by 37 CFR 60b my re

cords reflect that the original signed declaration showing appli

cants signature was filed on __________________________

the amendment referred to in the declaration filed to complete the prior applica

tion and hereby state in accordance with the requirements of 37 CFR 1.60b
that this amendment did not introduce new matter therein

Amendments

WARNING The claim of new application may be finally rejected in the first Office action in those situations

where the new application is continuing application o1 or substitute for an earlier applica

tion and all the claims of the new application are drawn to the same invention claimed in

the earlier application and would have been property finally rejected on the grounds or art of

record in the next Office action if they had been entered in the earlier application MPEP

706.07b

El Cancel in this application original claims ___________________ of the prior ap
plication before calculating the

filing
fee At least one original independent

claim must be retained for filing purposes

preliminary amendment is enclosed Claims added by this amendment have

been properly numbered consecutively beginning with the number next following

the highest numbered original claim in the prior application

NOTE Only amendments reducing the number of claims or adding reference to the prior application Rule

1.78a will be entered before calculating the flhing fee and granting the filing date 37 CFR 1.60b

NOTE When ffling under Rule 1.60 retain at least one original
claim from the patent application to assure

complete application Notice of March 19861064 QG 37-38

37 CFR 1.60b of
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Petition for Suspension of Prosecution for the Time Necessary to File an Amendmert

NOTE Where it is possible that the claims on file will give rise to first action final for this continuation appli

cation and-for some reason an amendment cannot be filed promptly .e.g experimental data is being-

gathered ii may be desirable to file petition for suspension of prosecution for the time necessary

check the next item if applicable

LI There is provided herewith- PetitLon To Suspend Prosecution For The Time

Necessary to File An Amendment New Application Filed Concurrently

Information Disclosure Statement

check this item if applicable

An information disclosure statement is-submitted herewith

Fee Calculation 37 CFR 1.16
--

CLA1MS AS FILED fla1JDG PRIIvffNPRY

Number filed Number Extra Rate Basic Fee

37 CFR 1.16a
$690.00

Total

Claims 37 CFR 1.16c 52 20 32 20.00 640

Independent
360

Claims 37 CFR 1.16b 72.00

Multiple dependent claims if any

37 CFR 1.16d $220.00 1100

LI Fee for extra claims is not being paid at this time 37 CFR 1.16d

NOTE If the fees for extra claims are not paid on filing they must be paid or the claims cancelled by amend

ment prior to the expiration of the time period set for response by the PTO in any notice of fee defi

ciency 37CFR 1.16d

Filing Fee Calculation 2190

Small Entity Status
--

verified statement that this filing is by small entity

is attached

has been filed in the parent application and such status is stilt proper and

desired 37 CFR .1.28a

Filing Fee Calculation 50% of above

NOTE Any excess of thit full fee paid will be refunded if verified statement is filed within months of the

date of timely payment of full fee then the excess fee paid will be refunded on request 37 CFR

1.28a

NOTE 37 GFR 1.28a last sentence states 4ppllcations filed under 1.60 or 1.62 of this part must in

clude reference to verified statement in parent application if status as small entity is still proper

and desired

37 CFR 1.60b of
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DrawIngs

WARNING Do not check the following box if prior case is not to be abandonei

Transfer the drawings from the prior application to this application and sublect

to item 17 below abandon said prior application as of the filing date accorded

this application duplicate copy of this request isenclosed for filing
in the prior

application file May onFy be used if signed by applicant assiinee of re

cord or attorney or agent of record authorized by 37 CFR 1.138 and before

payment of issue fee

NOTE -A registered attorney or agent acting under the provisions of 1.34a or of record may also ex

pressly abandon prior application as of the filing dale granted to continuing application when filing

such continuing application 37 CFR 1.138

Transfer the following sheets of drawing from the prior application to this

application

NOTE Transferred sheets must be cancelled in pnor application 37 CFR 1.88

copy of the amendment cancelling these sheets of drawing in the prior

application is attached

New drawings are enclosed

formal

informal

WARNING DO NOT submit original drawings high quality copy of drawings should be supplied when filing

patent application The drawings that are submitted to the Office must be on strong white

smooth and non-shiny paper and meet the standards of 1.84.11 corrections to the drawings are

necessaiy they should be made to the original drawings and high-quality copy of the corrected

original drawing then submitted to the Office Only one copy is required or desired Comments on

proposed new 37 CFR 1.84 Notice of March 1988 1090 QG57-62

NOTE Identifying indicia such as the serial numbe group art uni1 title of the inventor attorneys docket

numbei inventors name number of sheets etc not to exceed 2/4 inches 7.0 cm in width may be

placed in centered location between the side edges within three fourths inch 19.1 mm of the top

edge Either this marking technique on the front of the drawing or the placement although not pre

ferred of this information and the title of the invention on the back of the drawings is acceptable Pro

posed 37 CFR 1.841 Notice of March 19881090 O.G 57.62

Priority35 U.S.C 119

Priority of application serial no /________________ filed on

_______________________________ in _______________________________

is claimed under 35 U.S.C 119 countiy

The certified copy has been filed in prior U.S application serial no
/____________ on _____________________

LI The certified copy will follow

Relate Back35 U.S.C 120

Amend the specification by inserting before the first line the sentence

This is

continuation

divisional

of copending applications

Serial number /________________ tiled

on __________

LI International Application filed on ____________________ and

which designated the U.S
37 CFR 1.60b of
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NOTE The proper reference to prior filed PCT application which entered the U.S national phase is the U.S

serial number and the filing date of the PCT application which designated the U.S

10 Inventorship Statement

NOTE If the continuation or divisional application is filed by less than all the inventors named in the prior appli

cation statement must accompany the application when filed requesting deletion of the names of the

person orpersons who are not inventors of the invention being claimed in the continuation or divisional

application 37 CFR 1.60b emphasis addedJ

complete appropriate items and

With respect to the prior copending U.S application from which this application

claims benefit under 35 Usc 120 the inventors in this application is are

complete applicable item below

the same

less than those named in the prior application and it is reqUested that the

following inventors identified above for the prior application be deleted

Type names of inventors to be deleted

The inventorship for all the claims in this application are

the same

not the same and an explanation including the ownership of the various

claims at the time the last claimed invention was made is submitted

11 Assignment

The prior application is assigned of record to

Paychem Corporation

LI an assignment of the invention to _______________________________________

is attached separate ASSIGNMENT COVER LE1TER ACCOMPANYING
NEW PATENT APPLICATION is also attached

NOTE If an asgnment is submitted with new application send two separate letters one for the applica

tion and one for the assignment Notice of May 1990 1114 77-78

12 Fee Payment Being Made At This Time

LI Not Enclosed

Li No
filing

fee is submitted This and the surcharge required by 37 CFR

1.16e can be paid subsequenily

Enclosed

basic filing fee
690

fl recording assignmertt

$40.00 37 CFR

1.21h

processing and retention fee

$130.00 37 CFR 1.53
and 1.211

Additional Claims $1500

37 CFR 1.60b of
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$7 CFR 2fJ establishes fee for processing and retaining any application which is abandoned for

feiIn9 /0 complete the application pursuant to 37 CFFI 153d and this as well as the changes to 37

CFR 1.53 and 1.78 indicate that in oder to obtain the benefit of prior U.S appllcation either the basic

filing fee must be paid or else the processing and retention fee of 1.211 must be paid within year

flvm notification under 53d

Total fees enclosed 2190

13 Method of Payment of Fees

enclosed is check in the amount of 2190

charge AcOount NO ________________ in the amount of $________________

duplicate of this request is attached

NOTE Fees should be itemized in such manner that is clear for which purpose the fees are paid 37 CFR

122b

14 Authorization To Charge Additional Fees

WARNING If no fees are beingpaidon filing do not complete this item

WARNING Accurately count claims especially multiple dependent claims to avoid unexpected high charges if

ex/r.p
claim charges are authorized

The Commissioneris hereby authorized to charge the foUowing additional fees

which may be required by this paper and during the entire pendency of the appli

cation to Account No i92u90

37 CFR 1.16 or thing fees

37 CFR 1.16 and ci presentation of extra claims

NOTE Because additional fees for excess or multiple dependent claims not paid on filing or on later presenta

tion must only be paid or these claims cancelled by amendment prior
to the expiration of the time per

oil set for response by the PTO in any notice of fee del idency 37 CFR 1.16d it might be best not to

authorize the PTO to charge additional claim fees except possibly when dealing with amendments af

ter final action

37 CFR 1.17 application processing fees

WARNING While 37 CFFI 1.17a and deal with extensions of time under 1.136a this authoriza

lion should be made only with the knowledge that Submission of the appropriate extension fee

under 37 CFR 1.136a is to no avail unless request or petition for extension is filed femphasis

added Notice of November 1985 lOSOaG 27

El 37 CFR 1.18 issue fee at or before mailing Notice of Allowance pursuant

to 37 CFR 1.311b

NOTE Where an authorization to charge the issue fee to deposit account has been filed before the mailing

of Notice of Allowance the issue fee will be automatically charged to the deposit account at the ime

0/mailing the notice of allowance 37CFR 1.311b

NOTE 37 CFR 1.28b requires Notification of any change in status resulting in loss of entitlement to small

entity status must be filed in the application prior to paying or at the time of paying issue fee

From the wording of 37 CFFI 128b notification of change of status must be made even if the fee

is paid as ther than small entity and no notification is required if the change is to another small

entity

15 Power of Attorney

The power of attorney in the prior application is to

Jeffrey Sheldon 27953

Attorney Reg No

The power appears in the original papers in the prior application

37 CFR 1.60b 4-3page of
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Since the power does not appear in the original papers copy of the power in

the prior application is enclosed

new power has been executed and is attached

Address all future communications to

ry Sheldon Esq 818 7964000

Sheldon Mak
225 Lake Av nue 9th Floor

Pasadena CA iiw
Item mayonly be completed by /ficât or attorney or agent of record

16 Maintenance of Copendency of Prior Application

This item must be completed and the papers filed in the prior application if the period set

in the prior application has run

fl petition fee and response has been filed to extend the term in the pending

prior application until _______________________________________________

NOTE The P70 finds it useful if copy Qf the petition tiled in the prior application extending the term for re

sponse filed with the papers constituting the filing of the Continuation Appilcation Notice of Novem

ber5 1985 1060 QG 27

fl copy Of the petition for extension of time in the prior application is at

tached

17 Conditional Petition for Extension of Time in Prior Application

complete this item and file conditional petition in the prior application if previous item not

applicable

conditional petition for extension of time is being filed in the pending parent

application

NOTE The PTO finds it useful if copy of the petition tiled in the prior application extending the term for re

sponse is filed with the paper constituting the fIling of the continuation application Notice of November

19851060 O.G 27

copy of the conditional petition for extension of time in the prior applica

tion is attached

18 Abandonment of Prior Application if applicable

WARNING Do not complete this item if the application being filed is divisional of the prior application which

is not being abandoned

NOTE registered attorney or agent acting under the provisions of 1.34a or of record may also ex

pressly abandon prior application as of the filing date granted to continuing application when filing

such continuingapplication 37 CFR 1i38

Please abandon the prior application at time while the prior application is

pending or when the petition for extension of time or to revive in that application

is granted and when this application is granted filing date so as to make this

application copending with said prior application

37 CFR 1.60b of
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19 Notification In Parent Application of the Filing of This Continuation Application

Li notification of the filing of this continuation is being filed in the

parent application from which this application claims priorityunder

35USC 120

hereby declare further that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true

and that all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true and further

that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the

like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment or both under Section 1001 of Title

18 of the United States Code and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the va

lidity
of the application or any patent issuing thereon

Jeffrey Sheldon

Type or

Date Sheldon Mak
sgnatur6l

225 Lake Avenue

Pasadena Cl 91101

P.O Address of Signatory Inventor

LI Assignee of complete interest

LI Person authorized to sign on behalf of assignee

Tel No 8l 7964000 Attorneyoragentof record

LI Filed under Rule 34a

Reg.No 27953

if
appiji

Complete the following if applicable

Raychem Corporation

Type name of ass gnee

300 Constitution Drive

Address of assignee

n1o Park 94025

Title of person authorized to sign on behalf of assignee

Assignment recorded in PTO on

Reel _________ Frame _________

LI Plus ASSIGNMENT DOCUMENT COVER LEUER ACCOMPANYING NEW

PATENT APPLICATION

37 CFR 1.60b of
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01/956653

MPD8L_U51

MEDICAL DEVICES INCORPORATING

SIN ALLOY ELEMENTS

James Jervis

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

Medical devices which are currently proposed to use

elements made from shape memory alloys may be improved by

the use of stressinduced martensite alloy elements instead

The use of stressinduced martensite decreases the temperature

sensitivity of the devices thereby making them easier to

install and/or remove
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1992 .j MPO8BLU51

BACKCROUWD OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

This invention relates to medical devices incorporating

shape memory alloys and to improvements therein

Introduction to the Invention

Materials both organic and metallic capable

of possessing shape memory are well known Afl article

made of such materials can be deformed from an original

heatstable configuration to second heatunstable

10 configuration The article is said to have shape

memory for the reason that upon the application of

heat alone it can be caused to revert or to attempt-

to revert from its heatunstable configuration to its

oriinal heatstable configuration i.e it remembers
15 its original shape

Among metallic alloys the ability to possess shape

memory is result of the fact that the alloy undergoes

reversible transformation from an austenitic state to

martensitic state with change in temperature This

20 transformation is sometimes referred to as athermoelastic

martensitic transformation An article maa from such an

alloy for example hollow-sleeve is easily deformed from

its origina1 configuration to new configuration -when

cooled below the temperature at which the alloy is trans

25 formed from the austenitic state to the martensitic state

Edwards Exhibit 1033, p. 13



a3 HPOBBAUS1

The temperature at which this transformation begins is

usually referred to as
H5

and the temperature at which it

finishes When an article thus deformed is warmed to

the temperature at which the alloy starts to revert bsck to

austenite referred to as
A5 being the temperature

at which the reversion is complete the deformed object will

begin to return to its origirl configuration

Hanyshape memory alloys SHAm are known to display

stressinduced jnartensite SIM When an SMA sample exhibit

10
ing stressinduced martensite is stressed at temperature

above M5 so that the austenitic state is initially

stable but below
Md the maximum temperature at which

martensite formation can occur even under stress it first

deforms elastically and then at critical stress begins

to transform by the formation of stressinduced martensite

Depending on whether the temperature is above or below

the behavior when the deforming stress is released differs

If the temperature is below A5 the stressinduced martensite

is stable but if the temperature is above the martensite

20
is unstable and transforms back to austenite with the

sample returning or attempting to return to its original

shape The effect is seen in almost all alloys which

exhibit thermoelastic martensitic transformation along

with the shape memory effect However the extent of the

25
temperature range over which SIM is seen and the stress and

strain ranges for the effect vary greatly with the alloy

In copending and commonly assigned U.. Patent Applic
flokJ L2..5kJcttCr1 fl

ation to Quin the disclosure of

which is incorporated herein by reference nickel/titanium

.0 vanadium alloy having SIM over wide temperature range is

disclosed

Edwards Exhibit 1033, p. 14
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Shape memory alloys have found use in recent years in

for example pipe couplings such as are described in U.S

Pat Nos 4035007 and 4198081 to Harrison and Jervis

electrical connectors such as are described in U.S Pat No

3740839 to Otte Fischer switches such as are described

in U.S Patent No 4205293 actuators etc

Various proposals have also been made to employ shape

memory alloys in the medical field For example U.S Pat

No 3620212 to Fannon et al proposes the use of an SMA

10 intrauterine contraceptive device U.S Pat No 3786806

to Johnson et al proposes the use of an SHA bone plate

U.S Pat No 3890977 Wilson proposes the use of an SNA

element to bend catheter or cannula etc

These medical SHA devices rely on the property of shape

memory to achieve their desired effects That is to say

they rely on the fact that when an SMA element is cooled to

its martensitic state and is subsequently deformed it will

retain its new shape but when it is warmed to its austeriitic

state the original shape will be recovered

20 However the use of the shape memory effect in medicai

applications is attended with two principal disadvantages

First it is difficult to control the transformation temper

atures of shape memory alloys with accuracy as they are

usually extremely compositionsensitive although various

tec7iques
have been proposed including the blending by

e-rraetallurgy of alreadymade alloys of differing trans

formation temperatures see 13.5 Pat No 4310354 to

Fountain et al. Second in many shape memory alloys there

Edwards Exhibit 1033, p. 15
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is large hysteresis as the alloy is transformed between

austenitic and martensitic states so that reversing of the

state of an SMA element may require temperature excursion

of several tens of degrees Celsius The combination of these

factors with.the limitation that it is inconvenient to

have to engage in any temperature manipulation and

human tissue cannot be heated or cooled beyond certain

relatively narrow limits approximately 60C for short

periods without suffering temporary or permanent damage is

10
expected to limit the use that can be made of SMA medical

devices It would thus be desirable to develop way in

which the advantageous property of shape memory alloys

i.e their ability to return to an original shape after

relatively substantial deformation could be used in medical

15 devices without requiring the delicacy of alloying control

and/or the temperature control of placement or rempval

needed by present shape memory alloy devices

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTIDN

Summary of the Invention

20
have discovered that if in medical device containing

shape memory alloy element which uses the shape memory

property of that alloy an element which shows the property

of stressinduced ma rtensite is used instead an improved device

results

25
Accordingly this invention provides medical device

intended for use within mammalian body or in such proximity

to mammalian body that the device is substantially at body

temperature which device comprises shape memory alloy

element the improvement in which comprises the substitution

30
of an alloy element which displays stressinduced martensite

at said body temperature for the shape memory alloy element

Edwards Exhibit 1033, p. 16
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Brief Descriotion of the Drawinq

Figures and illustrate the stressstrain behavior

of an alloy which exhibits constant stress versus strain

behavior due to stressinduced martensite

Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiments

The invention will be discussed first by introducing

the concept of stressinduced martensite and the effect

achievable by its use and then by examples showing how SI1

alloy elements can be substituted for conventional SMA

10 elements in medical devices to achieve the beneficial effect

of the invention

The Ficures illustrate the phenomenon of stress

induced martensite by means of stressstrain curves In

both Figure and Figure the alloy is at temperature

.15 between and Md so that it is initially austenitic

and it will be assumed for the puposes of this discussion

that is equal to Mf and
A5

equal to Af Figure

shows the case when the temperature is below so triat

any martensite formed by the applied stress is stable while

20 Figure -2 shows the case where the temperature is above

so that austenite is the only stable phase at zero stress

In Figure when stress is applied to the alloy

it deforms elastically along the line OA At critical

applied stress the austenitic alloy begins to trans

25 form to stressinduced martensite This transformation

Edwards Exhibit 1033, p. 17



MPD8SL1JS1

takes place at essentially constant stress until the alloy

becomes fully martens itic at point From that point on

as further stress is applied the martensite yields first

elastically and then plastically only elastic deformation

is shown at point When the stress is released the

martensite recovers elastically to point at which there

is zero residual stress but nonzero residual strain

Because the alloy is below the deformation is not

recoverable until heating above results in reversion

10
to austenite At that point if the sample is unrestrained

the original shape will be essentially completely recovered

if not it willbe recovered to the extent permitted by the

restraint However if tHe material is then allowed to

recool to the original temperature at which it was deformed

or temperature where 51W behavior of this type is seen

the stress produced in the sample will be constant regardless

of the strain provided that the strain lies within the

plateau region of th stressstrain curve That is for

and the strain will be This

20 means that known constant force calculable from can

be applied over wide up to or more for certain Ni/Ti

alloys strain range Thus thouoh this resembles the

conventional shape memory effect because the alloy shows SIM

and is below
A5

constant force can be achieved

In Figure when stress is applied to the alloy

it deforms elastically along line DA then by 51W along line

A3 and by deformation of the mertensi.te to point just as

in Figure However the stressstrain behavior on unloading

is significantly different since the alloy is above

Edwards Exhibit 1033, p. 18



and the stable phase is therefore austenite As trie stress

is removed the a1lov recovers elastral rcc

then at acritcsl stress tne ailo reverts

austerute without requiring change in terperature Ihuc

reversion occurs at essentially constant stress Finally if

the stress is removed from the reverted austenite it

recovers elastically along line ED The rec6verable deform

ation associated with the formation and reversion of stress-

induced rnartensite has been referred to as pseudoelasticity

10 While may be comparatively high e.g 50 ksi
cA

is

usually substantially lowere.g less than 13 ksi thereby

creating constantforce spring with an effective working

range of about ce The shape chanoe available

in the SMA is thus mechanically rather than thermally

15 actuated and controlled permitting greater control over

device incorporating it.

Suitable alloy for this invention i.e those displaying

stressinduced martensite at temperatures near mammalian

body temperature 35LLDC may be selected from known SMAs

by those of ordinary skill having recard to this

disclosure by i_or the exitence of the SIN effect at

the desired temperature particularly preferred alloy is

the nickel/titanium/vanadium alloy of U.S Patent Application
us P-kT i1 iO/Th7

No to previously

Ji3
The inventin will now be discussed in detail by some

Examples of the use of an SIN alloy

Example Heart Valves

Akins in U.S Patent No 233690 the disclosure of

which is incorporated herein by reference describes the use

of shape memory alloy ring to hold sewing cuff to the

body of an artifical heart valve The ring is made in the

austenstic phase cooled to the martensitic phase deformed

placed around the valve body and heated or allowed to warm

to cause reversion to the austenitic phase and recovery of

35 the rin into engagement with the valve body
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However this technique has not founc cDmmercial

acceptance Present medical technique requires that the

valve body be capable of being rotated relative to the cuff

thereby enabling the surgeon to set the rotational orientation

of the valve after it has been sewn into place This is

desirable because the techniques used make it difficult to

visualize or accomplish optimal orientation during initial

placement

In order to accomplish the desired torque control to

permit the desired rotation and yet ensure firm hold of

the cuff on the valve body precise control of the pressure

exerted on the valve body by the ring is needed This is

difficult because there are substantial manufacturing

tolerances in the valve body which may be made for example

of pyrolytic graphite or ceramics etc Because the austenite

stressstrain curve is extremely steep it is not considered

practical to use the simple shape memory technique proposed

by Akins -Indeed Akins does not even address the issue of

rotation of the cuff with respect to the valve body

However if an 91W alloy is used instead of conventional

shape memory the process may be considerably simplified

First if the alloy has stressstrain curve like that

of Figure the alloy ring may be made just as for Akins

The ring is then expanded from its initial austenitic state

by the formation of 51W When the rirg is placed about the

valve body it needs only to be heated above Af
and

allowed to cool to its original temperature for the ring to
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engaae the valve body with constant force even if the

valve body has deviation from the specified size The

torque may thus be controlled to the desired level despite

manufacturing tolerances

.5 Second if the alloy has stressstrain curve like

that of Figure the ring may be expanded placed over the

valve body and the stress ieieased all atthe same temperature

Because the austenitic phase is stable the stressinduced

martensite spontaneously reverts to austenite until recovery

10 is restrained by the ring engaging the valve body Because

the reversion to austenite takes place at constant stress

constant force and hence constant torque ma be obtained

regardless of manufacturing tolerances Close temperature

control is not required either and the fact that the

15
patient in heart valve replacement operation is convention

ally cooled as much as 15CC or so below normal body temperature

does not affect the operation of the ring

To control the torque at sufficiently low level

it may be desirable for the alloy ring to be other than

20 solid ring such as for example continuous helical spring

flat zizag spring etc Such variations permit the

achievement of greater range of movement wIth constant

force and reduction in the force exerted by the ring on

the value body since the ring recovers in bending mode

25 rather than in tension

Jo
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Ecample II Catheters And Cannulas

Wilson in U.S Patent No 3890977 the disclosure

ofwhich.is incorporated herein by reference discloses

catheter or eannula both being included hereinafter in the

-- word catheter made of or containing an SMA element to

cause all or portion of thTecatheter to deploy in useful

form once introduced into living body

However again this -device has not been commercialized

Possible defects of the device which have prevented commercial

10 ization include the inability to slowly emplace the

catheter in desired position when the transition temperature

of the alloy is below body temperature since the SMA

element will attempt to revert to its original shape as it

reaches body temperature thus limiting the ability of the

15
physician to place the device carefully and precisely or

alternatively if the transition temperature of the
allot

is

above body temperature the requirement that the device..b-

heated to temperature above body temperature to cause

recovery and that the device be placed so as not to change

20
shape again when it recools since the body temperature is

below the transition temperature ii the inability to

remove the device easily and iii the need for controlled

temperature storage to prevent premature reversion to

austenite of the 5MA with consequent shape change

25 The issue of removal of catheter is especially

significant and not addressed by Wilson Consider for

example tracheal puncture catheter This should be
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straight for easy insertion into the trachea through

puncture into the front of the neck but should curve after

insertion so that the flow of air or oxygen through the

catheter passes axially down the trachea rather than impinging

on the surface of the trachea and damaging it If shape

memory catheteris used as coptemplated by Wilson it would

presumably become austenitic and bend after insertion see

Figures la and Ib and corresponding text of Wilson But

removal would require either cooling to below the transition

temperature which could easily mean cooling to so low

temperature that the tracheal tissue is damaged removal in

the bent shape presumably damaging tissue or forcing the

austenitic SHA to straighten to permit direct removal unlikely

to be satisfactory since the austenitic alloys e.g of Ni/Ti

may have yield strengths of 100 ksi or more and force

sufficient to cause plastic deformation would be required

If an 51W element is used instead however removal can

be accomplished almost as easily as insertion if the

catheter is made in bent shape as in Wilson it can be

straightened by insertion of straight pin down the catheter

axis the catheter deforming by the formation of stressinduced

martensite Insertion of the catheter into the trachea is

accomplished while the catheter is straight at whatever

rate is desired permitting easy and accurate placement

and the pin is gradually withdrawn to permit the catheter to

take up its desired shape as the martensite reverts to

austenite is assumed here that the stressstrain curve

of the alloy at the temperature of use- is of the form of

Figure so spontaneous reversion occurs on removal of the

stress induced by the pin When removal is desired it may

be achieved simply by the gradual insertion of the pin

straightenirg the catheter and permitting easy withdrawal

Insertion of the catheter into the body and pin removal may

of course take place simultaneously if desired as may pin

reinsertion and removal of the catheter from the body
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Example III IUDS

Fannon et al in U.S Patent No 3620212 the

disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference

discloses an intrauterine contraceptive device an IUD

proposed to be formed or shape memory alloy The device

is suggested to be deformd -in the martensitic phase the

transition temperature being below the temperature of the

uterus and the deformed device insulated with e.g ax

and inerted. Removal is contemplated only by using two

10 SMA elements in opposition the higher temperature one being

martensitic at body temperature but strong enough so that

if heated it will overcome the lower temperature element

and deform the IUD back to removable shape The heating

contemplated is electrical The storage problem discussed

15 in Example II also exists here so that the device must be

stored below its transition temperature

By the use of an SIM element however these dis

advantages may be overcome Again assume that the-alloy is

SIM psuedaelastic i.e that it has the stressstrain curve of

20 Figure Then an IUD may be formed into the desired shape

in the austenitic state and deformed by compression into

tubular placement device the deformation being such that

the strain levels lie within the plateau of the stress

JI/rain curve ./When the placement device is inserted into

the uterus the IUD may be deployed by extrusion of the IJD

from the placement device Deployment is then controlled but

immediate so that the physician may satisfy himself with

placement Removal is the reversal of placement the

placement device is inserted into the uterus the IUD deformed

by withdrawal into the placement device and the placement

device withdrawn Temperature control is not required
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Example IV Bone Plates

Johnson at ml in U.S Patent No 3786806 the

disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference

propose the use of Ni/Ti SMA bone plates in fracture

fixation The plate is deformed in its martensitic state

screwed to the two ends of the bone it is desired to compress

together and warmed or al1oed to warm to the austenitic

state when the plate contracts compressing the bone ends

7together.J\

10 Because of the high elastic moduli of the austenitic

shape memory alv it will be difficult to control the

amount of force be applied by bone plate of the

type proposed by Johnson et al and precision placement of

the bone ends and elongation of the plate will be required

15 If however an SIN pseudoelastic bone plate is used

itwill be easily possible to elongate the plate and fasten

it to the bone ends without requiring high precision

Because of the comparatively large e.g strain range

at essentially constant stress the force which will be put

on the bone ends to compress them will be readily djustable

by the size of the plate for example and will be insensitive

to precise placement of the bone ends and/or elongation of

the plate Also the recovery of the plate since it is

controlled by mechanical restraint may be as gradual as

desired achieving excellent force and time control and

permitting the surgeon to make adjustments as desired
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Example Marrow Nails

Baumgart et al in U.S Patent No 4170990 the

disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference

discloses the use of the twoway shape memory effect where

an SMA element exhibits first shape in the austenitic

state and second in the martensitic state and spontaneously

changes bçtwen the two shapes with change in temperature
.s4chs

in inter
alia..marrow

nails see Figures la through le and

corresponding text of Bauagart et al
10 The method proposed however requires the use of

wide temperature range in order to cause the phase change

which is the origin of the twoway shape memory effect 5C
to 60C for the water used to cool or heat the nail In

addition it requires the manufacture of twoway shape

15
memory elements which is generally more complex than the

manufacture of conventional piape memory elements and
tn.nait fl

precise control of the c-a-n-S-s4--t-i-e-e.temperature is required

However if an SlM pseudoelastic alloy element is employed

these disadvantages may be overcome If internalc.aigs_which
20

may be gripped by an inserted tool are provided within

marrow nail of the type shown in Figure la of Ba.uagart et

al then the nail may be radially coapressed by the application

of stress by such tool When the nail is released by the

tool it will expand to fill the bone channel with constant

25 force not readily available by Bauagart et al and it may

be withdrawn by the reverse procedure
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Exanle VI Dental Arch Wire

Andreasen in U.S Patent No 4037324 the disclosure

of which is incorporated herein by reference proposes the

use of dental arch wires made of Ni/Ti alloys insteadof

conventional 18B stainless steel wires The wires are

stated to be of lower elastic modulus and higher elastic

limit than stainless steel which is stated to be advantageous

Heat recovery of an SMA wire is also suggested as technique

for orthodonture

10 The technique of using the conventional shape memory

effect is not believed to have found clinical application

possibly because such technique would require rapid

placement of the wire in its martensitic state to avoid

premature recovery and would result in rapid recovery with

L5
extremely high forces which would be painful for the patient

The use of wire which displays lower elastic modulus

and higher elastic limit than stainles steel has found some

application however Otsuka et al in Metals Forum

pp 14252 1981 have suggested that this behavior may be

the result of elasticity enhanced by cold working and

martensitetornartensite psuedoelasticity in an alloy which

has transition temperature below body temperature The

alloy then is martensitic rather than austenitic in its

undeformed state

While the use of an enhanced elasticity wire may offer

some advantages over the more usual stainless steel wire it

remains the situation that the amount of motion in the teeth

that may be produced by an arch wire without further adjustment
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is largely limited by the pain tolerance of the patient

since the force applied by the arch wire is proportional to

the deformation of the wire However if an Sill pseudoelastic

wire is used it can exert relatively constant force

chosen by the dentist to be sufficient to cause tooth

movement but not painful over strain range of up to 5%

The load may be applied mechanically and is thus more

readily established and no precise temperature control of

the alloy is needed as would be required for the shape

10
memory effect

Example VII Coil Stents and Filters

The use of tubular coiled wire stent grafts has been

discussed in the medical literature since 1969 Although

the coils-helped maintain patency of the vessels in which

15
they were placed they were difficult of insertion unless

narrow enough to significantly narrow the lumen of the

vesel Recently it has been proposed see Radiology

147 pp 25960 and pp 2613 1983 the disclosures of

which areincorporated herein by reference to use SMA wire

20
to form these tubular coils The wire which has trans

formation temperature below body temperature is introduced

through catheter after being straightened in its aartensitic

state When the wire is heated the coil ref6rms

Because of the difficulty of controlling the trans

25 formation temperature accurately it has proved necessary

to cool the straightened wire during insertion and/or to

heat the wire to form the coil after insertion These

procedures add to the complexity of the operation
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If an SIM pseudôelastic wire is used to form the

coil which is then isothermally deformed by loading into

catheter then the need for temperature control is avoided

The wire remains straight when in the catheter but re.-forms

the coil spontaneously when it is extruded from the catheter

Accurate placement is thus readily obtainable since there

is no urgency as might be required with conventional shape

memory effect element

It has similarly been proposed to use SMA wire to form

10 filter for emplacement by catheter in the vena cava to

trap blood clots The filter is formed in the austenitic

state the wire straightened in the martensitic state and

inserted and the filterreforms on warming Just as for

the coil stents discussed above the use of an 5114 pseudo
15 elastic wire would greatly simplify manufacture and insertion

of such vena cava filter permitting accurate placement

with no need for urgency or temperature manipulation

Examie VIII Bone Stanles Clios etc

Bone staples are frequently used to hold fragments of

20 fractured bone together when the fracture is fixed and may

be used in some cases as replacement for bone plates in

the same situation Sometimes the staples are inserted into

drilled holes sometimes merely driven into the bone directly

it would be desirable to
hae..one staple which provided

cntro1led force between the .es- which would tend to hold

the staple in place Shape memory alloys have been proposed

for this application but again the problem of accurate place

ment while operating quickly enough to prevent the shape

change associated with the martensitetoaustenite transition

and/or the need for temperature control complicate their use
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If an SIM alloy is used these disadvantages may be

readily overcome If the alloy is below it may be

emplaced in the martensitic state Brief heating will then

be required to cause it to become austenitic but on re

cooling to body temperature constant force can be achieved

If the alloy is above A5 the staple can be held deformed

by moderate force then released after insertion to also

provide an accuratelyknown force In either event removal

is easier than if the alloy is purely austenitic as discussed

l0 above for Examples II and for example

Similarly SIM alloy especially alloy which is

pseudoeiastic above at its utilization temperature

may be used to manufacture vascular clips etc The alloy

element here acts as constant force spring over wide

15 strain range greater than conventional elastic metals

resulting in ease of use

From the foregoing it is clear that in situation

where narrow temperature differences are available or

preferable as often is the case in medical applications

20 mºchanically constrained shape change is much more useful

solution than heat actuated shape change It offers

degree of control heat actuation does not it offers easier

alloy composition control it eases mating part tolerance

requirements and it offers simple mechanical reversal at

25 minimal stress levels all without heating cooling or

insui ation complications

It will be obvious to those skilled in the art having

regard to this disclosure that other variations on this

invention beyond those specifically exemplified here and

30 other medical devices making use of stressinduced martensite

may be made Such variations are however to be considered

as coming within the scope of this invention as limited

solely by the following claims

IC
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claim

In medical device intended for use within

rnammalan body or in such proximity to mammalian body

that th device is substantially at body temperature which

device mprises shape memory alloy element the improvement

which comp ises the substitution of an alloy element which

displays at essinduced martensite at said body temperature

for the shap memory alloy element

The devic of claim which is heart yalve the

alloy element ing ring employed to hold sewing cuff

onto the valve dy

The device of claim which is catheter the alloy element

being the cathter rt thereof which causes the catheter

to assume be shap

The device of clai whic tracheal catherter

The device of claim which is an intraterine

contraceptive device

The device of claim wh ch is boneplate

The device of claim which is marrow nail

The device of claim which dental arch wire

The device of claim which is bone staple

10 The device of claim which is ip

1-7

c/
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IN HE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In Re Application of Group Art Unit

JAMES JERVIS Examiner

Divisional of
Serial No 07/682243

Filed Herewith

For MEDICAL DEVICES INCORPORATING
SIM ALLOY ELEMENTS

PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT AND INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Honorable Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
Washington 20231

Sir

Please amend the aboveidentified patent application as

follows

IN THE SPECIFICATION

Page before the heading Background of the

Invention insert

._

-- CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application is divisional of application Serial

No 682243 filed on April 1991 now U.S Patent No

____________ which is divisional of Serial No 252019 filed

on September 27 1988 now U.S Patent No 5O6795--which is
--

pc\wp51docs\rrractions.pto\Baychem\7757Pre2.Arnd September 25 1992
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Ii
continuation of Application Serial No 177817 lied Narch 30

_t-CJf 1988 now abandoned which is continuation of Application

Serial No 047824 filed May 1987 now abandoned which is

continuation of Application Serial No 865703 filed May 21

1986 now U.S Patent No 4665906 which is continuation of

Application Serial No 541852 filed October 14 1983 now------abandoned._

No 4505767

powder

Page line 28 after Quin insert now U.S Patent

Page line 26 delete power and insert

Page line ite please insert

Page line 19 delete En

stress

insert --

Page line 19 delete strain and insert

Page line

the art

20 delete theart and insert

pc4wp5l \docs\mjractions.ptolRaychem\7757Pre2.Aind Septecnbev 25 1992
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Page line 21 delete tsting and insert

testing

Page line 24 after Docket No MP0873-IJS1 insert

now U.S Patent No 4505767

Page between lines 24 and 25 insert the following

paragraph

eerature data for alloys disclosed in TJS-4505767

--

TABLE

Composition atomic percent

A90

49.50 43.50 7.00 107 88
50.00 44.00 6.00 96 84
49.00 43.00 8.00 83 61
50.00 45.00 5.00 42 33
49.00 45.00 6.00 35 12
50.50 48.00 1.50 32
48.50 44.50 7.00 30 13
50.00 46.00 4.00 11
48.50 45.00 6.50 10 15

49.00 45.50 5.50 10 14

48.00 44.25 7.75

48.50 45.50 6.00 27

41.50 38.50 20.00 86
46.50 43.50 10.00 50
36.25 33.75 30.00 42

49.50 46.00 4.50 35

48.00 46.00 6.00 12 36

47.75 45.75 6.50 20 54

pc4\wp5l\docs\mjr\actions.pto\Raycham\7757Pra2.Arnd september 25 1992
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47.50 45.50 7.00 26 58
48.50 46.50 5.00 27 58
45.00 45.00 10.00 30 71

Page 11 line 17 delete by and insert be

Page 13 line delete it

Page 14 line 12 delete whch and insert which

Page 14 line after

oblong configuration

overlaps bon fracture and is secured by two screws to one

portion of the bone and by two other screws to the other portion

of the bon

Page 15 line before niarrow nails insert

inplants such as

Page 15 line insert after Baunigart et a1.f._
Marrow nails according to Baunigart et al comprise tube of

memory alloy which has been split along its longitudinal axis and

which may have circular elliptical cloverleaf or other

rotation preventing cross section which may also be variable

along the axis of the nail prepared marrow nail having

pc4\wp5l\docz\mjr\actionspto\Raychem\7757Pre2.Amd september 25 1992
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reduced diameter is loosely inserted into slightly or not at

all pre-drilled marrow channel of bone which has been broken

or fractured By means of heating probe the marrow nail is

heated and thus expands This achieves relative fixing of the

two bone ends along the marrow channel axis Compression of the

fracture is effected by the available muscle tension If it

should be necessary the marrow nail may also be additionally

prestretched along its longitudinal axis so that it is

additionally compressed in the longitudinal direction when

heated In this case it is necessary however to anchor the

nail at both of its ends which anchoring can be effected for

example by sprockets or teeth on the outer surface of the

15 line 17 delete tranisition and insert --

transition

IN THE CLAIMS

Cancel Claims to 10

Add new Claims 11 to 53 as follows

11 medical device for use with.n amualian body

or in such proximity to mammalian body tha the device is

pc4wp51\docs\mjr\actions.pto\Raychem\7757Pro2.Amd September 25 1992
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at body temperature the device prising an

comprises shape memory alloy which

displays stress induced
iiiarjke

si behavior

at body temperature and

has an A90 temperature ore than

OC .H
II _ir

evice as claimed in claim 11 which includes

of which the shape memory alloy element is

configuration to allow it to be positioned

mity to mammalian body the deformation

the formation of stress induced martensite

13 evice as claimed in claim 12 in which the

restraint is
holl/ow

and the shape memory alloy element is

deformed in
such/a

that it is compressed transversely and is

positioned with4.1 restraint the restraint preventing

transverse expa sion of the element

14 device as claimed

restraint is catheter

device as cla

shape memory alloy element is an

substantially

Co2jlement which

restraint

held in

within or

occurring

12

by mean

deforme

in prox

through

claim 13 in which the

device

pc4\wp51\docswr\actions.pto\Raycheml7757Pve2.Amd

13 in which the

contraceptive

September 25 1992
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i6 device as claimed in c1aim.44-in whi9 the

Lty shape memory alloy element is filter for blood ye sel

17 device as claimed in claim 12 in ich the

shape memory alloy element is tubular and the
rest/aint

is

positioned within the shape memory alloy element deform it

18 device as claimed in claim 17 wthe
shape memory alloy element is tracheal cathete

19 medical device which comprises

an element for use within mammalian body -or

in such pr ximity to mammalian body that the device is

substantia ly at body temperature the element comprising

shape memo alloy which displays stress induced martensite

behavior body temperature and

restraint by means of which the shape

memory all element is held in deformed configuration to

allow it be positioned within or in proximity to

mammalian ody the deformation occurring through the

formation stress-induced martensite

wher in the device is adapted so that removal of the

restraint from pe memory alloy element without change in

temperature of the Ce releases at least portion of the

element from eformed configuration

pc4\wp51docs\mjr\actions.pto ychom\7757PT02.Amd September 25 1992
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2i.A device as claimed in Claini.W in which the

restraint is hollow and the shape memory alloy element is

positioned at least partially within the restraint

device as claimed in Claim in which the

restraint is catheter

device as claimed in Claim .2.0-i in which the

shape memory alloy element is an intrauterine contraceptive

device

claimed in Claim in which the

is filter for blood vessel

24 device as claimed in Claim J9 in which the

shape memory alloy element is tubular and the restraint is

positioned within the shape memory alloy element to deform it

25 device as claimed in Claim 20 in which the

shape ry alloy element is deformed in such way that its

transver dimension is reduced the restraint preventing

transver expansion of the element

The device of Claim 19 wherein removal of the

restrain the shape memory alloy releases at least portion

device as

menioy alloy element

pc4\wp5l docsmjr\actions.poRaychom\1757Pra2.Amd September 25 1992
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of the shape memory alloy element om its deformed configuration

Cij-Itwithout change in state of the rest aint

27 medical device sui able for placement within or

proximate to mammalian body for eatment of the mammalian

body the device comprising estraining means and ii

memory alloy element formed at lea partly from pseudoelastic

shape-memory alloy the alloy disp aying reversible stress

induced martens ite at about body mperature such that it has

stress-induced iuartensitic state an austenitic state the

memory alloy element having deformed shape when the alloy

is in its stress-induced martensi Ic state and ii different

unstressed shape

the restraining ns engaging and stressing the

memory alloy element at perature greater than the As of

the alloy so that the memor alloy element is in its

deformed shape

wherein the restr ining means is adapted to be

removed from the memory all element at temperature

greater than the As of the lloy when the device is placed

within or proximate to the aimnalian body to transform at

least portion of the all from its stressinduced

martensitic state so that mory alloy element

transforms from its def or pe toward its unstressed

shape and wherein the de ice is adapted so that the

pc4\wp51\docsmjr\ac1ions.pto\Raychem\7757Pe2.Amd September 25 1992
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transformation can occur with Ut any change in temperature

of the restraining means or memory alloy element

28 medical device treatment of mammalian

body the device comprising hollow restraining member and

ii memory alloy element forme at least partly from

pseudoelastic shape-memory alloy the alloy displaying reversible

stressinduced martensite at abou body temperature such that it

has stressinduced martensitic state and an austenitic state

the memory alloy element having deformed shape when the

alloy is in its stress-induced in rtensitic state and ii

different unstressed shape

the memory alloy lement being within the

restraining member the res raining member engaging and

stressing the memory alloy lement at temperature greater

than the As of the alloy so that the memory alloy element is

in its deformed shape

wherein the rest ining member and the memory

alloy element are movable elative to each other to

transform at least porti of the alloy from its stress

induced martensitic state temperature greater than the

As of the alloy so that em ry alloy element transforms

from its deformed shape its unstressed shape and

wherein the device is ada ted so that the transformation can

pc4\wp5l \docs\mjr\aclion.pto\Raychem\7757Pe2.Amd
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occur without any

member or the

\29 The medical
deiice

of Claim 28 wherein the

restraining member is tube
a\1d

the memory alloy element is

axially slidable within the tue and wherein the device is

adapted so that relative axial
ioveinent

between the tube and the

memory alloy element extends
at\least portion of the memory

alloy element beyond the tube a4 thereby transforms the memory

alloy element toward its austeniic state

Lt
The device of Claim -2Twherein the memory alloy

element can be extruded completely out of the tube for deployment

in the mammalian body

3X medical device for treatment of mammalian

body the device comprising restraining member and ii

hollow memory alloy element formed at least partly from

pseudoelastic shape-memory alloy the alloy displaying reversible

stressinduced martensite at about body temperature such that it

has stressinduced martensitic state and an austenitic state

the memory alloy element having deformed shape when the

alloy is in its stress-induced martensitic state and ii

different unstressed shape

pc4wp51 docs\nactions.pto\Raychem7757Pe2.Amd
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the restraining member being within the hollow

memory alloy element and engaging and stressing the memory

alloy element at temperature greater than the As of the

alloy so that the memory alloy element is in its deformed

shape

wherein the restraining member and the memory

alloy element are movable relative to each other to

transform at least portion of the alloy from its stress

induced martensitic state at temperature greater than the

As of the alloy so that the memory alloy element transforms

from its deformed shape toward its ujistresed shap nd

wherein the ireis a4apbedo-.hat ie transformation can

occur without any change in temperature of the restraining

member or the memory alloy element

The device of Claimtwherein the memory alloy

element is tube and the restraining member is axal lidablq

within the tube and wherein the

relative axi mo ment between the tube and the restraining

err tends at east portion of the tube beyond the

restraining means and thereby transforms the tube toward its

austenitic shape

medical device for insertion into mammalian

comprising restraining member and ii

12 september 25 1992

body the
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hollow catheter formed at least partly fL.om pseudoelastic

shapememory alloy the alloy displayin
reversible stress

induced martensite at about body tempe ature such that it has

stress-induced martensitic state and austenitic state the

catheter having an easily inserte shape when the alloy is in

its stressinduced martensitic state nd ii different

unstressed shape when the alloy is its austenitic state

the restraint or inter engaging

and stressing the catheter at temperature greater than the

As of the alloy so that the theter is in its easily

inserted shape

wherein disengagem nt of the restraining member

from the catheter at tempe ature greater than the As of

the alloy transforms at lea portion of the alloy from

its stress-induced martensi ic state to its austenitic state

so that the catheter transf rms from its easiW inserted

oLL
shape toward its unstresse shape and wherein tir_ia
-adapt.- so that the transf ion can occur without any

change in temperature of restraining member or the

catheter

The medical device of Claim 8wherein the

catheter is cannula

pc4\wp51docs\mjr\actions.pto\Raychem7757Pe2.Amd 13
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medical device for insertion into amanmT1an

body the device comprising straight pin and ii

catheter fprmed at least partly from pseudoelastic shape-memory

alloy the alloy displaying reversible stressinduced martensite

at abobc1emperature such that it has stress-induced

martensitic state and an austenitic state the catheter having

straight shape when the alloy is in its stress-induced

inartensitic state and ii curved unstressed shape when the

alloy is in its austenitic state

the straight pin engaging and stressing the inside

of the catheter at temperature greater than the As of the

alloy so that the catheter is in its straight shape

wherein withdrawal of the pin from the catheter at

temperature greater than the As of the alloy transforms at

least portion of the alloy from its stress-induced

martensitic state to its austenitic state so that the

catheter transforms from its straight
shape

to J1ts curved_fe

shape and wherein the

transformation can occur without any change in temperature

of the pin or the catheter

36- The medical device of Claim wherein the

catheter is tracheal insertion catheter

14
September 25 1992
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37 medical device for ins tion into inanunalian

body the device comprising hollow/placement device and

ii memory alloy element formed at last partly from

pseudoelastic shape-memory alloy the
a/lloy displaying reversible

stress-induced martensite at about bod3 temperature such that it

has stressinduced martensitic stat and an austenitic state

the memory alloy element having a/deformed shape when the

alloy is in its stress-induced
martel/sitic

state and ii

different unstressed shape when the lloy is in its austenitic

state

the memory alloy elinent being within the hollow

placement device the hollow lacentent device stressing the

memory alloy element at perature greater than the As of

the alloy so that the meinor alloy element is in its

deformed shape

wherein the inem ry alloy element can be extruded

from the hollow placeinen device at temperature greater

than the As of the alloy to transform at least portion of

the alloy from its stre s-induced inartensitic state so that

the memory alloy eleme transforms

to its unstressed sha and wherein the

IIII so that the transfor ti occur without any change in

temperature of the acement device or the memory alloy

element

pc4\wp51\docsnr\actons.ptoRaycheml7757Pe2Amd 15
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The medical device Claim 37 wherein the memory

alloy element is an intrauterine co traceptive device

39 The device of Claim 37 wherein the memory alloy

element is stent graft

4d The device of Clai 37 wherein the memory alloy

element is filter for trappin ood clots

The invention of Clainu2- wherein the

transformation of the alloy occurs without any change in the

state of the restraining means

.4-2 The invention of Claim .2 or ..3 wherein the

transformation of the alloy occurs without any change in the

state of the restraining- ien

4j3 The inve tb of Claim 37 wherein the

transformation occurs out change in the state of the

placement device

\1

The invention of Claim 3wherein the

transformation of the alloy occurs without any change in the

state of the pin

pc4\wp51docs\njæactions.pto\Raychem\7757Pe2.Aiud 16
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invention of Claim21 2or.-.-twherein the

memory alloy element exerts constant stress during its

trans formation

46 The invention of Claim YorVwherein the

catheter exerts constant stress during its transformation

The medical device of ClaiiuY7wherein the removal

of the restraining means from the memory alloy element causes at

least portion of the alloy to transform to its austenitic

state

The medical device of Claim831 awherein

relative movement of the restraining member and the memory alloy

element causes at least portion of the alloy to transform to

its austenitic state

49 The device of Clai1nV7hereir1 the -dev-ioe j--4

dapt-ethso that engaging the restraining means with the memory

alloy element after removal results in the memory alloy element

transforming toward its deformed shape by reversion of at least

portion of the alloy from its austenitic state to its stress

induced martensitic state

pc4lwp51\docs\mjractiQns.pto\Raychem\7157Pe2.Amd 17 September 25 1992
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50 The device of Clai48 wherein the device is

adapted so that the restrain4g member can be completely

disengaged and separated from th memory alloy element and

ii engaging the restraining me/iber
with the memory alloy

element after separation result in the memory alloy element

transforming towards its defored shape by reversion of at least

portion of the alloy from is austenitic state to its stress

induced martensitic state

51 The device Claim 33 wherein the device is

adapted so that the reraining member can be completely

disengaged and separated f/.om
the catheter and ii reengaging

the restraining member wilh
the catheter after separation results

in the catheter
transform/ing

toward its easily inserted shape by

reversion of at least lortion
of the alloy from its austenitic

state to its stressindu ed martensitic state

52 The dev of Claim 35 wherein the device is

adapted so that th pin can be completely disengaged and

separated from the
cay1e

and ii re-engaging the restraining

means with the memor element after separation results in

the catheter
transfo/ming

toward its deformed shape by reversion

of at least porticJn
of the alloy from its austenitic state to

its stressinduced artensitic state
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53 The device of Cl im 36 wherein the device is

adapted so that the placeme device can be completely

disengaged and separated from catheter and ii re-engaging

the placement device with the atheter after separation results

in
the catheter transforming its deformed shape by

reversion of at least portio the alloy from its austenitic

state to its stress-induced ma tensitic state

REMARKS

Entry of the amendments is respectfully requested All

the amendments to the specification and drawings are the same as

were made in the parent application

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Attached hereto are copies of Forms PTO1449 These

forms list all the references cited in the parent application

Copies of the references are available in the file of the parent

application It is believed that these cited references are

relevant to claims pending in the present application for the

same reason as discussed in the parent application Not all of

these references are relevant to the newly filed claims

If the Examiner would like further description or

copies of any of the references please call the undersigned In

pc4\wp5l docs\n$actions.pto\Raychem7757Pre2.Amd 19 Soptoner 25 1992
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view of the bulk of the references and the fact that they are

available in the file of the parent application Applicant does

not desire to overload the Patent Office files with duplicate

copies of references However if the Examiner has need for

the copies applicant would be most happy to provide them

Respectfully submitted

SHELDON MAX

DATED 1992 By rey Sheldon
keg No 27953

SHELDON MAX
225 South Lake Avenue 9th Floor

Pasadena California 91101

818 7964000
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT

Re Application of

JAMES JERVIS

Serial No 07/956653

Filed October 1992

For MEDICAL DEVICES INCORPORATING
SIM ALLOY ELEMENTS

PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT

Honorable Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

Washington D.C 20231

Dear Sir

IN THE CLAIMS

54 method for com essing two ends of mammalian

bone together at body temperatur the method comprising the

steps of

providing bone late formed from pseudoelastic

shape-memory alloy wherein the shape-memory alloy can

display reversible stress-i duced mnartensite at about body

temperature such that the apememory alloy has stress

induced inartensitic state Ld an austenitic state the bone

plate being elongated the alloy is in its stressed

induced martensitic state .d ii shortened when the alloy

statetj 140 103 2.öocilT

stressing the bon..p1ate at temperaturj greater
i.\209 14-0

than the As of the alloy for\placing the alloy in its
060

01/29/93
07956653

60
01/29/93 079562

103

cWP5JtF1L19438-PAMD
53

102

3ky
k4J /I/c3

9438

AND TRADEMARK OFFICE/
/I71J2

Group Art Unit 3301

Please add the following claim

2O.O dc

72.00 CI

PC15f12JJ/9il1O3fr
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225 Lake Avenue 9th Floor

Pasadena California 91101

818 7964000

stressinduced martensitic state and elongating the
I\one

plate

attaching the stressed and elongated bone/Plate
to

the two ends of the bone at temperature greater Ihan the

As of the alloy and

releasing the stress from the bone plae so that

at least portion of the alloy transforms from ress

induced martensitic state to its austenitic stat

the bone plate compresses the two ends of the

at essentially constant stress

REMARKS

The above claim was submitted in an Amendment after

Allowance dated July 1992 in the parent application Serial

No 07/682243 However the Patent and Trademark Office did not

enter the Amendment in the parent case on the basis that the

claim was not prosecuted during the pendency of the application

Respectfully submitted

SHELDON MAX

DATED By_________________
Jef Sheldon

Reg No 27953

ClW5flHLFS19438-P.AM.D
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MENlMENT COVER SHEET

INREAP AIOF James Jervis

SERJALNO.O2I53 FILED October 1992

FOR MEDICAL DEVICES INCORPORATING SIN ALLOY ELEMENTS

HONORABLE COMMISSIONER OF

PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

Washington D.C 20231

Sir

DOCKET NO 9438

PcAcpI

Transmitted herewith is paper in the above-identified application Any necessary extension of time period set for this

paper is hereby requested

No additional fee is required

The fee has been calculated as shown below

EXTENSION FEE RATE RATE

I4og-Small Entity Small-Entity FEE

FIRST MONTH AFTER TIME PERIOD SET 110.00 55.00

SECOND MONTH AFTER TIME PERIOD SET 360.00 180.00

THIRD MONTH AFTER TIME PERIOD SET 840.00 420.00

FOURTH MONTH AFTER TIME PERIOD SET 1320.00 660.00

TOTAL EXTENSION FEE

FEE FOR EXTRA CLAIMS added by Amendment in this response

Column Column Column

Number of Number

.C after reviousty 4nb- of Nan-Small RATE FEE
Amendment Paid fbr Extraçlaims Entity Small Entity

PFOTAL CLAIMS 53 MINUS 52 20 10 20

INDEPENDENT MINUS 72 36 72

First presentation of multiple dependent claim 220 110

TOTALFEEFOREXTRACLAIMS$ 92.00

If the entsy in Column is less than the entry of Column write in Column

If the number of Total Claims previously paid for is less than 20 write 20 in this space

If the number of Independent Claims previously paid for is less than write in this space

Enclosed is the fee of 92.00 by Check No 3645

Please charge Deposit Account No 19-2090 in the amount of
________________________________

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment of any additional fees in particular the following

fees associated with this communication or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No 19-2090

Any filing fees under 37 C.F.R 1.16 for the presentation of extra claims

Any patent application processing fees under 37 C.F.R 1.17

SHELDON

Date \- By ________________________________
Reg.No. effrey GSheldon

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

hereby certify
that this correspondence is being deposited with the United

States Postal Service as first class in an envelope addressed to Commissioner
of Patents and Trademarks washington D.C 20231 on 12/30/92

venue Signature

.iI9fu1 Kira Lunk

13 681-9000 Typed or Printed Name of Person Mailing Paper or Fee

PC2O\FORS\PATENTS\A11BND.CS
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.UNITEOSTATLi DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademark Office

Address COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS
Washington D.C 20231

rtERIAL NUFAOER 1UNO OATh FIRST fl3NN
07/956653 10/02/92 JERVIS 9438

EXAMINEF

XEJcJEnEy1Y
JEFFREY SHELDON

SHELDON NAK _____
225 LAKE AVENUE 9TH FLOOR

MIT UNIT PAP NWlBEi1j

PASADENA CA 91101 3301

tLTE tFiLED 02/22/95\

30 zn1rnurca Worn the 000rnrrrr2r in orarn .rOplcnt0n

cOUthssONER OF PATEFif ANOTItADEMARKS

This application has been examined Responsive to communication filed on____________________ This action is made final

shortened statutory.periodfor responneto this action is net to expire months ttayn from the date of this letter

Failure to respond withinthe.pertodforresponsewillcaune the applcation to become abandoned 35 U.S.C 133

Part THE FOLLOWING AUACHMENTS ARE PART OF THIS ACTION

Notice of References Cited by Examiner PTO-g92 Notice re Patent Drawing PTO-948

Notice of Art Cited by Appucant PTO-l 449 Notice of Informal Patent Application Form PTO-1 52

Information on How to Effect Drawing Changes PTO-1 474 Cl ______________________________________

Part It SUMMARY OF ACTION

iimp /1
L1

are pending in the application

/I UI auua.iajiiu _______________________________________________________________
are withdrawn from consideration

RTciaims /0 have been cancelled

3.0 Claims are allowed

4.E Claims are rejected

Qairns are objected to

Tiairns /1 z-S4 are subject to restriction or election requirement

fl This application has beenjilad with infonnat
drawings under 37 CF.R LBS which.are acceptable for examination purposes

a.D Format drawings are required in
response

to this Office action

Thecorrected.or substitute drawingafrave been received on ___________________________ Under 37 C.F.ft 1.64 these drawings

are acceptable not acceptable see explanation or Notice re Patent Drawing PTO-948

10 The proponed additional or substitute sheela of drawings filed on haahave been approved by the

examiner disapproved by the esinriner see explanation

11 The-proposed-drawing correction filed .---- baa been epproved disepprovedaee explanation

12 Acknowledgement Ia made ofthe claim for priority under U.S.C 119 The.certifled copy has been received not been received

been filed in parent.epplicatiqn serial no __________________ ed.pn _____________________

13.0 Since thiaapplication.apppeara fobein condition br allowance exceptior formal mailers preseoition aa to the merits is closed in

accordance with.the practice underEx perle Quayte 1935 CD 114530.0.213

14 Other

EXAMJNflSACON
PTOL42e Rav.94e
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Serial No 956653

Art Unit 331

The drawings are objected to under 37 C.F.R 1.83a The

drawings must show every feature of the invention specified in

the claims Therefore the IUD the tubular structure the

catheter the filter for blood vessel the tracheal catheter

etc must be shown or the feature canceled from the claim No

new matter should be entered It is difficult to interpret the

claims without drawings especially in the instance of claim 25

which claims transverse dimension without any antecedent basis

and has no drawing for reference

Restriction to one of the following inventions is required

under 35 U.S.C 121

Claims 1153 drawn to medical devices incorporating

SIM alloy elements classified in Class 606 subclass 78

II Claim 54 drawn to method for compressing two

mammalian bones together classified in Class 606 and Class 128

subclass 898

Inventions and II are related as process and apparatus for

its practice The inventions are distinct if it can be shown

that either the process as claimed can be practiced by

another materially different apparatus or by hand or the

apparatus as claimed can be used to practice another and

materially different process M.P.E.P 806.05e In this

case the apparatus as -claimed can be used to practice another and
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Serial No 956653

Art Unit 331

materially different process such as contraception or

catheterization

Because these inventions are distinct for the reasons given

above and have acquired separate status in the art because of

their recognized divergent subject matter restriction for

examination purposes as indicated is proper

This application contains claims directed to the following

patentably distinct species of the claimed invention where the

shape memory alloy is an IUD stent graft blood filter

catheter and tracheal catheter

Applicant is required under 35 U.S.C 121 to elect

single disclosed species for prosecution on the merits to which

the claims shall be restricted if no generic claim is finally

held to be allowable Currently claims 1219 and 37 are

generic

Applicant is advised that response to this requirement
must include an identification of the species that is elected
consonant with this requirement and listing of all claims

readable thereon including any claims subsequently added An

argument that claim is allowable or that all claims are generic
is considered nonresponsive unless accompanied by an election

Upon the allowance of generic claim applicant will be

entitled to consideration of claims to additional species which

are written in dependent form or otherwise include all the

limitations of an allowed generic claim as provided by 37 C.F.R
1.141 If claims are added after the election applicant must

indicate which are readable upon the elected species M.P.E.P
809.02a

Should applicant traverse on the ground that the species are

not patentably distinct applicant should submit evidence or
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Serial No 956653

Art Unit 331

identify such evidence now of record showing the species to be
obvious variants or clearly admit on the record that this is the

case In either instance if the examiner finds one of the

inventions unpatentable over the prior art the evidence or
admission may be used in rejection under 35 U.S.C 103 of the
other invention

It should be noted that most of the claims subsequent to

claim 41 are functional in nature and it is difficult for this

examiner to comprehend what structure is being claimed with the

limitations presented Claims 4953 all contain the term

adapted which has little meaning in terms of patent language

used for claiming structural item

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier
communications from the examiner should be directed to David

Kenealy whose telephone number is 703 3082680

Any inquiry of general nature or relating to the status of
this applicationshould be directed to the Group receptionist
whose telephone number is 703 3080858

David Kenealy
February 21 1993
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Honorable Commissioner of

Patents and Trademarks

Washington D.C 20231

Dear Madam/Sir

Attached hereto are PTO-1449 forms listing documents

believed relevant to the subject application It is respectfully

requested that these documents be considered by the Examiner and

an initialed copy of each form be returned to the undersigned

Enclosed is check no 3875 for $200 the fee due under

37 C.F.R 1.17p

Enclosed please find references cited by the

Japanese Patent Office in counterpart Japanese application

Opposition papers and references cited to counterpart

European patent application and EPO Search Report and

references cited therein

Please note that U.S Patent 5190546 is parent of

the present application E.P.O 0l45l66 is European Patent

Office counterpart application and Japanese Patent Kokai

100956/1985 is the Japanese counterpart application These

PC2O\ KJ\PATENT\9438-1 .IDS

080 KJ 03/31/93 07956653 126 200.00 CN

UNITED STATES NPENT AND TRADEM1 OFFICE

In rrplication of

JAMES JERVIS

Serial No 07/956653

Filed October 1992

For MEDICAL DEVICES
INCORPORATING SIM ALLOY
ELEMENTS

/J 33/

Group Art Unit 3301

Examiner

Pasadena California

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
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references have the same inventor as the present application

Hence these references are not prior art

It should be noted that the word tpriortI has been

deleted from the form

It is believed that this disclosure complies with the

requirements of 37 C.F.R 1.56 1.97 and 1.98 and the Manual

of Patent Examining Procedures 707.05b If for some reason

the Examiner considers otherwise it is respectfully requested

that the undersigned be called so that any deficiencies can be

remedied

copyof each document is enclosed

Some of the documents may have markings thereon No

significance is meant to be attached to the markings

With regard to any translation provided herewith the

undersigned does not know how and who made the translations

Therefore no representation is being made as to the accuracy of

any translation

These documents are not necessarily analogous

Respectfully submitted

SHELDON MAX

Dated _____________ By

Reg 27953

225 South Lake Avenue
Ninth Floor HB
Pasadena California 91101

18 7964000 SERvIcE AS FIRST CLASS MAIL IN AN ENV
ADDR.SED TO OMMNSIER OF PATENTS

Ends TA5HUGToNDG

PC2OAKJ\PATENT\9438-1 ms
DATE SIGNED
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SHEET OF

fORM pTO-i449 DEP1lENT.f COMMERCE ATTORNEY DOCKET NO 9438 SERIAL NO
FENT MiD TRRK OFFICE 07/956653

LIST OF ART CITb$LTANT APPLICANT JAMES JERVIS

Use several sheets if necessary
FILING DATE OCTOBER 1992 GROUP 3301
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MEDICAL DEVICES INCORPORAflNG SIM

ALLOY ELEMENTS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

5190546

This application is divtaional application Ser No
252.019 filed Sept 27 198L now U.S PaL No
506797 which is contion of application Ser

177317 fiied Mar 30 1988 now abandoned which

is continuation of application SerN 7.S24 filed

May 1987 now abandoned which is cndnuation of

application Se.r No 6703 filed May 21 1986 now

U.S Pat No 4.665906 which continuation of ap

plicacion Set No 541852 filed Oct 14 1983 now aban

doned

BACKOROUN OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

This invention relates to medical dcvices ineorporat-
20

mg shape memory alloys and to iinprovetnents tbrein

Introduction so the Invention

Materials both organic and metJ1ic capable of pos
sessing shape memOry arc well known An article m.adc

of such matenals can be deformed from an original
25

heat-stable configuration to second heat-unstable

configuration The article is said to have shape memory
for the reason that upon the application of heat alone it

can be caused tO revert or to attempt to revert from its

heat-unstable configuration to its original heat-stable 30

configuration i.e it remeiflbers its original shape

.rnong metajlie alloys the ability to possess shape

memory is reu1t of the fact that the alloy undergoes

rever$ible transformation from an ausseniuc state to

m.artensitlc state with change in temperature This 35

transformation is sometimes referred to as thenso.elas

tic martensitic transformation An article made from

such an alloy for example hollow sleeve is easily

deformed from its ongtnal configuration to new con

figuration when cooled below the temperature at which 40

the alloy is transformed from the austenitic state to tIle

martensitic State The temperarure at which this trans

formation begins i.s usually referred to as M5 and the

temperature at which it finishes M1 When an article

thus deformed is warmed to the temperature at which 4$

the alloy si.arts to revert baCk tOanstenate referred to as

A/being the temperature at which the ieversion is

complete the deformed object will begin to return to its

original conliguration

Many shape memory alloys SMAs are known to SO

display stresa-indticed marsensise SIM When an SMA
sample exhibiting strs-induced martensne is stressed at

temperature above so that the auStefutiC StatC is

initially stable but below M4 the msnnnum tempera
ture at which rnartensite formation can occur even 55

under stress is first deforms elastically nd then at

entical stress begins to transform by the fortnauort Of

stress-induced inat-tensite Depending on whether the

temperature is 3bove or below A5 the behavior when

the deforstung stress is released differs If the tempera- 60

lure is below the stress-induced nsartensite is stable

but if the- temperature is above the niarteitsite is

unstable and transforms back so au5teflitc with the

sample rctui-nJng or attempting to return to its ongirtal

shape The effect is seen itt almost all IllOyt which es- 6$

hibit thrtnoeiasiic maCtCnsitLc transformation along

with the shape memory effect However the extent of

th temperature range over which SIM is seen ano the

streas and strain ranges lor the effect vary greatly with

the alloy

Its the commonly assigned Quin U.S Pat No
04505767 the dtsclosure of which is incorporated

herein by reference nickel/titanium/vanadium alloy

having SIM over wide temperature range is disclosed

Shape memory alloys have found use in recent years

in for example pipe couplings such as arc described in

Harrison and Jervis U.S Pat Nos 4Q35.7 and

4198.081 electrical connectors such as described in

One and Fischer U.S Pat No 3.740839 switches

such as are described in U.S Pat No a205.293 actua

tors CtC

Various proposals have also been made to employ

shape memory alloys in the medical field For e.axnpk

Fannon Cl aL U.S Pat No 3620.212 proposes th use

of an SMA intrauterine contraceptive device Johnson

et si U.S Pat No 3786806 proposes the use of an

SMA bone plate Wilson U.S Pat No 3890.977 prorn

poses the use of an SMA element to bend catheter or

cannula etc

These medical SMA devices rely on the property of

shape memory to achieve their desired effects That is

to say they rely on the fact that when an SMA element

is cooled its tnancnsirjc itate ansi is subseslucatly

defOrmed it will metin its new shape but when it is

warmed to its au.stethtic state the original shape will be

recovered

However the use of the shape memory eflŁcr in med
ical applications attended with two principal disad

vantages First it is difficult to control the transfrma

tion temperatures of shape memory alloys with accu

racy as they are usually extremely composition-sensi

tive although iarious techniques have been proposed

including she blending by powder metallurgy of al

ready-made alloys of differing transformation tempera

tures see Fountain ci xl U.S Pat No 4.310354 Sec

ond in many shape memory alloys there is large hys

teresis as the alloy is transformed be5ween austen tie

and marsensitic states so that reversing of the state of an

SMA clement may require temperature excursion of

svcra1 tens of degrees Celsius The combination of

these factors with the limitation chat it is inconve

ment so have to engage in any temperature tnasuptila

non and buman tissue cannot bc heated or cooled

beyond certain relatively narrow limits approximately

0-60 for short periods without suffering tempo

rary or permanent damage is expected to limit the use

that can be made of SMA medical devices It would

thus be desirable to develop way in which the a1van

tageous property of shape memory alloys i.e their

ability to return so sit original shape after relatively

substantial deformation could be used in medical de

vices without requiring the delicacy of alloying control

and/or the temperature control 01 placement or re

moval needed by present shape memory alloy devices

DESCRIPTION OF ThE INVENTION

Summary 01 the Invention

have discovered that ji in medical device contain

sag shipe memory alloy element which useS the shape

memory property of that alloy an element which shows

the property of stress-induced marsensue is used in

stead an improved device results

Accordingly this inventiOn provides medical de

vice intended for use within mammalian body or ifl

such procumty to mammalian body that she device IS
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substantiaUy at bocy temperature which devtce corn

prtses shape memory alloy element the improverrtertt

in which comprtses the substitution of an alloy element

which dspiays stress-induced mactensite at said body

emperatu7e for the shape memory alloy element

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

FIGS and illustrate thestress.stratn behavior of

an alloy which exhibits constant stress versus strain

behavior due to stress-induced martensite

FIG is front plan view of bone implant namely

The Figures illuitrate the phenomenon of stress

induccs tnartensite by means of stress-strain curves In

both FIG and FIG the alloy is at temperature

between NI and NI4 so that it is initially ausenmc and 25

it will be assumed for the pupctses of this discussion that

Mis equal to 14 and equal to Ap FIG shows the

ease when the temperature is below A5 so that any

manensite formed by the applied stress is stable while 4.505.767

FIG shows the case where the temperature is above 30

so that austenite is the only stable phase at Zero

stress

In FIG when stress is applied to the alloy it

deforms elastically along the line GA At crtticai ap
plied stress the austenitie alloy begins to transform

to stress-induced.tnartensite This transformation takes

place at essentially constant stress until the alloy be

tomes fully martensiuc at point From that point on

as further stress is applied the tnartettsite yields iirtt

elastically and then plastically only elastic ceformation 80

is showti at point When the stress is released the

maxtensite recovers elastically to point at which

there ta aer residual stress but non-zero residual

strain Because the alloy is below the deformation is

not recoverable anal heating above Aresults tO rever- 45

sion to austenite At that potnt if the sample is unre

strained the onginal shape will be essentially com
pletely recovered if not it will be recovered to the

extent permitted by the restraint However if the mate
rial is then allowed to re-cool to the onginal tempera- 50

lure at which it was deformed or temperature where

5114 behavior of this type is seen the stress produced

in the sample will be constant regardless of the strain

provided that the strain Lies within the plateau region

of the stress-stra.tn curve That is for strain between

c9 and the stress will be This means that

known constant force calculaole from o-M can be

applied over wide ttp to 5% or more for certain Ni/Ti

alloys strain range Thus- though this resembles the

conventional shape memory effect because the alloy 60

shows SIM and is below constant force can be

achieved

In FIG when stress is applied to the alloy it

deforms elas along line GA then by SIM along

line AB and by deformation of the mactensile to point 65

just as tgt FIG However the stress-strain behavior

On unioaoing is signtficantly different since the alloy is

above and the staole phase is therefore austentte As

EXAMPLE

Heart Valves

the stress IS removed the alloy recovers etasttcaily from

to then at critical stress TA the alloy reverts to

austenite without requiring change in temperature

Thus reycrston occurs at essentially constant stress

Finally tithe stress is removed from the reverted aus

tenite tt recovers efastically along line The recov

erabie deformation associated with the formation and

reversion of stress-induced manensite has been referred

to as pseudoelassicity While
o-.sj may be comparatively

high e.g 50 kat is usually substantially lower e.g

less than 10 ksi thereby creating constant-force spring
nail

wsth an effective working range of about 5% ct-SA
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE The

sh.ape change available tn the SvtA is thus tnechan

PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS call rather than thermally actuated and controlled

The invention will be discussed first by introducing
permitting greater control over device tncorporat

the concept of stress-induced marten$ite and the effect
ing it

achievable by its use and then by examples showing
Sutt.able alloy for this invention i.e those displaying

how SIM alloy elements can oe substituted for conven-
stress-induced tna.nensite at temperatures near mamma

tional SMA elements in medical devices to achieve the 20
han body temperature 35-40 may be selected

beneficial effect of the invention
from known SMA5 by those of ordinary skill in the art

having regard to this disclosure by testing for the eats

tence of the 5114 effect at the desired temperature

particularly preferred alloy is the nickel/titanium/

vanaditim alloy of U.S Pat No 4505.767 referred to

previously

The following table sets forth transformation temper

ature data for alloys disclosed in U.S Pat No

TABLE

Csstposiiios iatotrtseyteesii

Ni 54 A90

4950 43.50 7.03 cl at
sore 44.03 6CO -So .z-

49CC 43.03 30 23 6i
50.0 .s5CC 5.03 42 33
4902 45.0 6.03 37 i2
70.30 45cC isO 22
Iso .t-isQ ICC 30 t3
5050 44.0 4CC it
450 4503 6.50 to is

49.03 45.30 5.50 to i4

ICC 4425 I.75

6.20 43.30 6.0

t.so 3550 2003 a6

e.ro 43.50 io.o 50

36.25 33.75 30.02

4I$i3 460 4.50 35

iSO 44.0 6.0 tl 36

47.75 45.7s 6.30 10 54

4750 .4550 750 26 58

45.50 i4y3 5.03 51

4550 45CC iOCC 30 73

4750 4.30 oo 32

4630 46.3 750 34 70

The invention will now be discussed in deS by some

eaamples of the use of an 5114 alloy

Mans Pat No 4233690 the disclosure of

which is incorporated herein by reference describes the

use of shape memory alloy ring to hold sewing cuff

to the body of an artificial heart valve The ring is made

in the austenstic phase cooled to the rnartensitit phase

deformed placed around the valve body and heatS or

allowed ro warm to cause revertiott to the auatenitic

phase and recovery of the ring into engagement with

the valve body
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However this technique has nOt found commercial

acceptance Present mecicai technique reauires that the

valve body be capabie of being rotated relative to the

ruff ttsereoy enabling the surgeon to set the rotational

orientation of the valve after it has been sewn into place

This desirable because the techntques used make it

difflEult to visualize or accomplish optimal orientation

during initial placement

In order to accomplish the desired torque control to

permtt the desireo rotation anc yet ensure ttrm hold of to

the cuff on the valve body precise control of the pres

sure exerted On the valve body by the ring is needed

This is difficult because there are substantial manufac

turtng tolerances in the Valve body which may be made
for example of pyrolytic graphite or ceramics etc is

Because the austenite stress-strain curve is eatreotely

steep it is not considered practical to use the simple

shape memory technique proposed by Akists Indeed

Akins does not even address the issue of rotation of the

cuff with respect to the valve body 20

However if an SIM alloy is used instead of conven

tional shape memory the process may be considerably

simplified

First if the alloy has stress-strain curve like that of

FIG the alloy ring may be made just as for Akins 25

The ring is then expanded from its initial austetutic state

by the formation of SB When the ring is placed about

the valve body it needs only to be heated above A/and
allowed to cool to its original temperature for the ring

to engage the valve body with constant force even if

the valve body has deviation from the specified size

The torque may thus be controlled to the desired level

despite manufacturing tolerances

Second if the alloy has stress-strain curve like that

of FiG the ring may be expanded placed over the

valve body and the stress released all at the tame tem

perature Because the austenitic phase is stable the

stress-induced martensite spontaneously reverts to aus

tenite until recover is restrained by the ring engaging

the valve body Because the reversion to austenite takes

place at constant stress constant force and hence

constant torque may be obtained regardless of manu

facturing tolerances Close temperature control is not

required esthet and the fact that the patient in heart

valve replacement operation is conventionally cooled

as much as IY or so below normal body temperature

does not affect the operation of the ring

To control the torque at sufficiently lowldvel it

may be desirable for the alloy ring to be other than

solid ring such as for example continuous helical

spring flat aigzag spring etc Such vanationa pci-mit

the achievement of greater range of movement with

constant force and reduction in the force exerted by

the ring on the value body since the
ring recovers in

bending mode rather than in tension

EXAMPLE

Catheters and Cannulas

Wilson Pat No 3890971 the disclosure of

which is incorporated herein by reference discloses 60

catheter or cannula both being included hereinafter tn

the word catherer made of or containing an SMe
element to cause all or portion of the catheter to de

ploy in useful lot-ni once introduced into living body
Nowever again this device has not been commercial

ized Possible defects of the devtce which have pre
vented commercialization include the inability to

slowly emplace the catheter in desired position when

the transition temperature of the
alloy ts below body

temperature since the SMA element will attempt to

revert to tts original shape as it reaches body tempera
ture thus limiting the ability of the physician to place

the device carefully and prectseiy or altertiatively if

the transition temperature of the alloy is above body

temperature the requirement that the device be heated

to temperature above body temperature tocause re

covery and that the device be placed so as not to change

shape again when it re-cools since the body tempera

ture is balow the transition temperature iithe inabil

ity to remove the device easily and iii the need for

controlled temperature storage to prevent premature

reversion to austenite of the SMA with consequent

shape change

The issue of removal of catheter is especially signifi

cant and not addressed by Wilson Consider for exam

ple tracheal puncture catheter This should be

straight for easy insertion into the trachea through

puncture into the front of the neck but should curve

after insertion so that the flow of air or oxygen through

the catheter passai axially down the trachea rather than

impinging on the surface of the trachea and damaging it

If shape memory catheter is used as contemplated by

Wilson it would presumably become austenitic and

bend after insertion see FIGS Ia and lb and cot-re

sponding text of Wilson But removal would require

either cooling to below the transition temperature

which could easily mean cooling to so low rempera

tare that the tracheal tissue is damaged removal in the

bent shape presumably damaging tissue or forcing the

austenitic SMA to straighten to permit direct removal

unlikely to be satisfactory since the austenitic alloys

e.g of Ni/ti may have yield strengths of 100 ksi or

more and force sufficient to cause plastic deformation

would be required

If an SIM element is used instead however removal

can be accomplished almost as easily as insertion If the

catheter is made in bent shape as in Wilson it can be

straightened by macmon of straight pin down the

catheter axis the catheter defortning by the formation

of stre-ss.indueed martensite Insertion of the catheter

into the trachea is accomplished while the catheter is

straight at whatever rate is desired permirting easy and

accurate placement and the pin is gradually with

drawn to permit the catheter to take up its desired shape

as the martensite reverts to austenite It is asaumed here

that the stress-strain curve of the alloy at the tempera

ture of use is of the form of FIG so spontaneous

reversion occurs on removal of the stress induced by

the pin When removal is desired it may be achieved

simply by the gradual insertion of the pin straightening

the catheter and permitting easy withdrawal Insertion

of the catheter into the body and pin removal may of

course take place simultaneously if desired as may pin

reinsertton and removal of the catheter from the body

EXAMPLE 111

IUDS

Fannon cc al U.S Pat No 3620212 the disclosure

of which is incorporated herein by reference discloses

an intrauterine contraceptive device an flit proposed

to be formed of shape memory alloy The device is

65 suggested to be deformed in the martensitic phase the

transition temperature being below the temperature of

the uterus and the deformed device insulated with

e.g. wax and inserted Removal is contemplated Only

35

40
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by using two SMA elements in opposition the htgher

temperature one beutg tnartenstuc at bocy temperature

but strong enough so that if heated it will overcome

the lower temperature element and deform the IUD

nack to the removable shape The hea tine contemplated

is electncal The storage problem discussed in Example

11 also exists here so that the device must be stored

below its transition temperature

By the use of an SINI element however these disad

vantages may be overcome Again assume that the

alloy is S1M pseudoelastic i.e that it has the stress-

strain curve of FIG Then an IUD may be formed

into the desired shape in the austenitic nate and de

formed by compression into tubular placement device

the deformation being such that the strata levels tic

within the plateau of the stress-strain cane When

the placement device is inserted into the uterus the

IUD may be deployed by extrusion of the lID from the

placement device Deployment is then controlled but

immediate so that the physician may satisfy himself

with placement Removal is the reversal of placement

the placement device is inserted into the uterus the

IUD deformed by withdrawal into the placement de

vice and the placement device withdrawn Tempera-

lure controi is not required

EXAMPLE IV

Bone Plates

Johnson et al U.S Pat No 3786S06 the disclosure

of which is incorporated herein by reference propose

the use of Ni/Ti SMA bone plates
in fracture jjxatton

The plate is deformed in its martensitic state screwed to

the two ends of the bone it is desired to compress to

gether and warmed or allowed to warm to the austen

itic state when the plate contracts compressing the

bone ends together The Johnson cc si bone plate ts of

generally oblong configuration overlaps bone frac

ture and is secured by two screws to One portion of the

bone and by two other screws to the other portion of

the bone

Because of the high elastic nioduli of the austeniric

shape memory alloys it will be difficult to control the

amount of force which may be applied by bone
plate

of the type proposed by Johnson cc al and prectston

placement 01 the bone ends and elongation of the plate

will be required
1f however an MM pseudoela.stic bone plate is used

it will be easily possible to eiongate the plate and fasten

it to the bone ends without requinng high preciston

Because of the comparatively large e.g $4strain

range at essentially constant stress the force which will

be put On the bone ends to compress them will be

readily adjustable by the stae of the plate for example
and will be insensitive to precise placement of the bone

ends and/or cloegation of the plate Also the tecovery

of the plate since it is controlled by mechanteal re

straint may be as grathsal as desired achteving excellent

force and time control and permitting .thc surgeon to

make adiusiments as desired

EXAMPLE

Marrow Nails

Baumgart et al US Pat No 4170990 the disclo

sure of which tS incorporated heretn by reference dis

closes the use of the two-way shape memory effect 65

where an SMA element exhibits first shape in the

austenitic state and second in the marrensitic state and

spontaneously changes between the two shapes with

change in temperaturet tn inter alia marrow nails see

FIGS it through is and corresponding text of Baum

gart et al Marrow nails according to Sauctgart et ii

comprise tube of memory alloy which has been split

along its longttudinal a.tis and which may have circu

lar elliptical clover-leaf or other rotation preventing

cross section which may also be variable along the axis

of the nail prepared marrow nail having reduced

diameter is loosely inserted into slightly or not at all

pre-drilled marrow channel of bone which has been

broken or fractured By means of heating probe the

marrow nail is heated and thus expands This achieves

relative fining
of the two bone ends along the macow

channel axis Compression of the fracture is effected by
IS

the available muscle tension If it should be necessary

the marrow nail may also be additionally prestretched

along its longitudinal axis so that it is additionally com
pressed in the longitudinal direction when bested In

this case it is necessary however to anchor the nail at

both of its ends which anchoring can be effected for

example by sprockets Or teeth on the outer surface of

the nail

The method proposed however requires the use of

25
wide temperature range in order to cause the phase

change which is the origin of the two-way shape mem
ory effect to 60 for the water used to cool or

heat the nail In addition it requires the manufacture of

two-way shape memory elements which is generally

30 more complex than the manufacture of conventional

shape memory elements and precise control of the

transition temperature is required

However if an SIM pseudoelastic alloy element is

employed these disadvantages may be overcome If

35 internal wigs wnich may be gripped by an inserted

tool are provided within marrow nail of the type

shown in FIG- It of Baucigart et at then the nail may
be radially compressed by the application of stress by

such tool When the nail is released by the tool it will

40 expand to fill the bone channel with constant force

nor readily available by Bautngart eta and it may be

withdrawn by the reverse procedure

EXAMPLE VI

Dental Arch Wire

Andreasen U.S Pat No 4037324 the disclosure of

which is incorporated herein by referencet proposes the

use of dental arch wires made of Ni/Ti alloys instead of

so
conventional 18-8 stainless steel wires The wires are

stated to be of towet elastic modulus and higher elastic

limit than stainless steel which is states to be adv-anta

genus Heat recovery of an SMA wire is also suggested

as technique for orthodonture

The technique of using the conventional shape mcci

ory effect is not believed to have found clinical applica

tion possibly because such technique would require

rapid placement of the wire in it$ martenaitic state to

avoid premature recovery and would ratrir in rapid

5i3 recover with extremely high forces which would be

painful for the patient

The use of wire which diaçlays Iowee-elaadcmadta

lus and higher elastic lint than stainless steel has found

some application however Otsuka et aL in Mesnis Fe-

runt pp 142-S2 1981 have suggested that this

behavior may be the result of elasticily enhanced by

cold working and tnartensste-to-martenslte pseudoelas

ticity
in an alloy which has transition temperature
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beiow body temperature The alloy then martensitic

rather than austeniiic in its undeformed stale

Whtie the usc of an enhanced elasticity wire may

oiler tome advantages over the more usual stainless

sleet wire it remains the situation that the amount of

motion in the-teeth that may be produced by an arch

wire uthovt further adjustment is largely limited by

the pain tolerance of the pattent since the force applied

by the arch wire is proportional to the deformation of

The wire However if an MM pseudoela.stic wire is

used it can cxett relatively constant force chosen by

the dentist to be sufficient to cause tooth movement but

not painful over strain range of up to 5% The load

may be applied mechanically and is thus more readily

established and no precise temperature control of the

alloy is needed as would be required for the shape men-

ory effect

tCAMPLE VII

Coil Scents and Filters

The use of tubular coiled wire stent grafts has been

discussed in the medial literature since 1969 Although

the coils helped maintain patency of the vessels in

which they were placed they were difficult of insertion

unless narrow enough to significantly carrow ihe lumen

of the vessel Recently it has been proposed see Radi

ology l47 pp 25960 and pp- 2613 19831 the

disclosures of which are incoorated herein by refer

ence to use SMA wire to form these tubular coils The

wire which has transformation temperature below

body temperature is introduced through catheter

alter being straightened in its thanensitic state When

the wire is heated the coil re-forms

Because of the difficulty of controlling the transfor

mation temperature accurately it has proved necessary

to cool the straightened wire during insertton and/or to

heat the wire to form the coil after insertion These

procedures add to the complexity of the operation

if an SIM pseudoelastic wire is used to form the coil

which is then isothermally deformed by loading into

catheter then the need for temperature control is

avoided The wire remains straight when in the cathe

ter but re-forms the coil spontaneously when it is ex
truded from the catheter Accurate placement is thus

readily obtainable since there is no urgency as might be is

required with conventional shape memory effect dc
menL

It has similarly been proposed use SMA wire to

form filter for emplacement by catheter in the vena

can to trap blood clots The filter is formed in the

austenitic stare the wire straightened in the martensitic

state and inserted and the filter re-forms on warming
Just as for me coil stents discussed above the use of an

SIM pseudoelastic wire would greatly simplify manu
facture and insertion of such vena cava filter permit

ting accurate placement with no need for ergency or

temperature marupuiation

EXAMPLE VIII

Bone Staples Clips etc

Bone staples are frequently used to hold fragments of

fractured bone together when the fracture is flied and

ma be used in some cases as replacement for bone

plates in the same situation Sometimes the
staples

are

inserted into drilled holes sometimes merely driven intO

the bone directly

it would be desirable to have bone staple which

provided controlled force between the tines which

10

would tend to hold the staple in place Shape memory

alloys have been proposed for this appltcation but again

the problem of accurate placement while operaung

quickly enough to prevent thc shape change associated

with the martensite-to-austenite transition and/or the

need Icr temperature control complicate their use

If an SIM alloy is used these disadvantages may be

readily overcome If the alloy is below it may be

emplaced in the martensitic state Brief heating will then

10 be required to cause it to become austenitic but on

recooling to body temperature constant force can bt

achieved 11 the alloy is above As the staple can be held

deformed by moderate force then released after inser

tion to also provide an accurately-known force in ci

ther event removal is easier than if the alloy is purely

austenitic as discussed above for Eaamplea II and

for example

Similarly MM alloy especially alloy which is

pseudoelastic above As at its utilization temperature
20

may be used to manufacture vascular clips et The alloy

element here acts as constant force spring over wide

strain range greater than conventional elastic metals

resulting in ease of use

From the foregoing it is clear that in situation

where narrow temperature differences are available or

preferable as often is the case in medical applications

mechanically constrained shape change is much more

useful solution than heat actuated shape change It of

30
fers degree of control heat actuation does not it offers

easier alloy composition control it eases mating pan

tolerance requiremeths and it offers simple mechanical

reversal at minimal stress levels ail without heating

cooling or insulation complications

It will be obvious to those skilled in the art having

regard to this disclosure that other variations on this

invention beyond those specifically exemplified here

and other medical devices making use of stress-induced

martenaite may be made Such variations are however

to be considered as coming within the scope of this

invention as limited solely by the following claims

claim

method of forming an attachment to bone

which compnses positioning in an aperture in the bone

an element formed at least partially from shape mem
ory alloy which displays stress induced martenstie be

havior at body temperature the element being so posi

tioned that it is deformed by the walls of the aperture by

the formation of stress-induced martensite and thereby

50 exerts force outwardly on the wails of the aperture

method as claimed in claim in which the aper

ture is formed before the element is positioned

The method of claim wherein thestep of position

ing takes place at temperature greater than the A4 of

ss the alloy

The method of claim wherein substantially all of

the formation of martensite results from deformation of

the element and not from any change in temperature of

the element

oo method for
installing

bone attachment into

bone of mammalian body such thai the device is sub

st.antially at body temperature the method comprising

the steps of

providing bone attachment device at least partly

65 formed from pseudoelastic shapetnemory alloy

wherein the shape.memo alloy can display rc

veraible stress-induced martensite at about body

temperature such that the shape-memory alloy haa
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stress-induced martensitic state and anausterittc

state the memory alloy element having de

formed shape when the alloy cs in its stresseS

induced martensitic state and ii different an

stressed shape when the allow is in its austcntttc

state

deforrning the bone attachment device with tool

at temperature greater than the As of the alloy for

placng the alloy in its stress.induced martensitic

state and the bone attachment device in its de 10

formed shape

inserting and positioning the bone attachment

device into channel in the bode at temperature

greater than the As of the alloy while the bone

attachment remains in its deformed shape and t5

while maintaining the temperature of the bone

attachment device above the As of the alloy re

leasing the bone attachment device from the tool so

that at least portion of the alloy transforms from

its stress-induced martens tic state so that the bone

attachment device tranaibrtns from its deformed

shape toward its unstressed shape tà fill the bone

channel and exert constant force wherein sub

stantially
all of the transformation occurs from

releasing the bone attachment device from the tool

and not from any change in temperature of the

bone attachment device or the tool

The method of claim wherein the bone attach

rnent device is man-ow nail

Thc method ot claim or comprising the addi- 30

tional steps after step of deforming the device

with the tool at temperature greater than the As of

alloy so that at least portion of the alloy transforms

from its austenitic state so that the bone attachment

device transforms into its deformed shape and if with- 35

drawing the deformed bone attachment device from the

bone without changing the temperature of the device

The method of claim wherein the bone attach

ntetit device is bone staple

method for installing an implant into bone 40

mammalian body comprising the steps ofi

drilling channel in the bone

selecting bone implant comprised of pseudo-

elastic shape memory alloy the alloy displaying

reversible stress-induced martensite at about body a5

temperature such that it has stress-induced mar

tensitic state and an austenitic statc the bone im

plant having an insertable shape suitable for

insertion into the channel when the alloy is in its

stress-induced martenaitic state and ii aecond 50

different shape when the alloy is in its austenitic

state the bone implant being in its second shape

and

Cc inserting the bone implant into the channel and

stressing the bone implant so that the alloy trans

forms toward its stress-induced manensitic state

and the bone implant transforms to its inserrable

shapc

10 The method of claim wttereinthe bone implant

is inserted into the channel and stressed at temperature

rester than the Asof the alloy

11 The method of claim wherein substantially all of

the transformaraon of the bone implant to its insertable

shape occun from inserting and
stressing

the bone im

plant and not front any change in temperature of the

bone implant

12 The method of claim wherein the bone implant

that is selected is marrow nail

12

13 The rnctnod of claim compnsing the additional

step after step of

dl causing thc stres-son the implant to be released so

that the alloy transforms toward its austenitie state

and the implant transforms toward its second

shape

14 The method of claim compnsing the additional

step after step Cc of

causing the stress on the implant to be released so

that the implant exerts constant force in the chart

nd
15 The method of claim 13 or 14 including the addi

tionai step after step of stressing the implant so that

the alloy transforms toward its strcsa.induced martens

inc state arid the implant transforms toward is-s insert-

able shape and thereafter withdrawing the Stalled

implant from the channel

16 The method of claim 15 wherein the inaplatit is

marrow nail

17 bone implant sized for insertion into channel

in bone in masnanalian body the bone implant being

comprised of pseudoelaatic shape memory alloy the

alloy dIsplaying reversible stress-induced mas-tensite at

about body temperature such that it has stresa-induce4

martensitic state and an austenicic state the bone im
plant having an insertable shape for inaction into the

bone when the alloy is in its stress-induced martensitic

state and ii second different non-insertable shape

when the alloy is in its austenitic state

1$ The bone implant of claim 17 wherein the bone

implant is nail

19 The bone implant of claim IS wherein the nail has

tine

20 method for holding onto bone in mammalian

body comprising the steps of

drilling hole into the bone

selecting bone-holding device compnsed of

pseudoelastic shape memory alloy the alloy dis

playing reversible stress-induced martenaite at

about body zemperacure such that it has stress-

induced martensitic state and an austeniric state

the device having deformed shape when the

alloy ts in its stress-induced naartensitic state and

ii different unstressed shape when the alloy is in

its austenicic state the bone-holding device being in

its unstressed shape and

inserting the device into the hole and deforming
the device to its deformed shape so that the alloy

transforms toward its stress-induced martensitic

state

21 The method of claim 20 wherein the device is

bone staple

22 The method of claim 20 wherein the step of select

ing comprises selecting device having tine

55 23 The method of claim 20 wherein the step of insert

ing the device and deforming the device takes place at

temperature greater than the As of the alloy

24 The method of claim 211 wherein sabstantially all

of the transformation of the alloy results from inserting

the device and deformang the device and not from any

change in temperature of the dencc

25 The method of claim 20 wherein the bone holding

device-is bone nail

The method of claim 25 wherein the- nail has-

65 tine

27 method for removmg from mammalian body

medical device comprising memory alloy element at

least partly formed from tic shape memory

20

25
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alloy the alloy displaycn reversible stress-induced

martcnsice at about oocv temperature such that ci has

scress-cnduced manensitic state and an austenitic state

the device having removable shape when the alloy

in its stress-induced martensitic state ano ii differ

ent non-removable shape when the allay is in its austen

itic state the device being positioned in mammalian

body and being ici its non-removable shape the method

comprising the steps of

Si stressing
the device so that the alloy transforms

toward jts stress-induced tnartensitic state and the

device transforms to us removable shape without

changing the temperature of the device and

withdrawing the transformed device from the

mammalian body
28 The method of claim 27 wherein both steps

and take place at temperature greater than the A$
of the alloy

29 The method of claim 27 wherein the medical

device is bone implant
30 The method of claim 29 wherein the medical

device is marrow nail

The method of claim 29 wherein the medical

device is bone staple

32 The method of claim 27 wherein the medical 25

device is an intrautenne contraceptive device

33 The method of claim 27 whern the medical

devtce is illter for blood vessel

34 The method of claim 27 wherein the medical

device is tubular

35 The method of claim 34 wherein the medical

device is catheter

34 The method of claim 35 wherein the medical

device is tracheal catheter

37 An article formed at least partially from shape

memory alloy which displays stress-induced martensitc

behavior at human body tetriperature the article

adapted to be positioned in an aperture in bone of

human body so that the article is deformed by the walls

lO of the aperture by the formation of stress-induced mar
censite and thereby exerts force outwardly on the

wall of the aperture

38 bonc plate for compressing two ends of frac

tured mammalian bone together the bone plate being

iS formed at least partly from pseudoelastic shapc-mcrn

ory alloy the alloy displaying reversible stres.s-induced

m.aatensite at about body temperature such that it has

stress-induced mancusitic state and an auatcniuc state

the bone plate being elongated when the alloy is in its

20 stress-induced itsartensitic state and ii shortened when

the alloy is in its austenicic state

the bone plate being provided with means for secur

ing the bone plate to both ends of fractured bone

39 The method of claim wherein the step of stress

ing of the bone implant is performed before placement

of the bone implant into the channel in the bone

40 The method of claim 20 wherein the step of de

forming the device is performed before the device is

inserted into the hole

30

45

50

55

60
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF JAPANESE PATENT KOKAI PUBLICATION

NO 1516/1983

APPLICATION NO 1Ol77/1981
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KOKAI DATE MARCH 10 1983

APPLICANT SUWA-SEIKOSHA

INVENTORS Susuinu TANAKA Takehiko OOSAKU
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CLAIMS

device for orthodonture orthodontic load of

which corresponds to and changed by temperature difference

between temperature corresponding to body temperature and

temperature generated by applying temperature stimula

ting material to buccal cavity

The device for orthodonture according to claim

which comprises an alloy mainly consisting of metal

compound of NiTi

The device for orthodonture according to claim

whsein temperature at which reverse martensite trans

formation of the NiTi alloys finishes is lower than the

body temperature

IN THE DESCRIPTION

Page 282 lower left column lines 13 to 19
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The super elasticity has completely different

mechanism and properties from proportional elasticity found

In conventional metallic materials Even when it is defor

med by about it super elastically reverts to its origi
nal shape

Page 283 upper left column line 10 to upper

right column line

Metallic materials having super elastic effect and

shape memory effect Include an alloy mainly consisting of

Ni-Ti metal compound Cu-Zn Cu-Zn-X wherein is Si Sn Al

or the like Cu-Al-Ni Au-Cd Ag-Cd Ni-Al Cu-Au-Zn Cu

Sn etc These alloys are super lattice alloys which exhi

bit marterisite transformation namely thermoelastic trans

formation Super elasticity utilizes as motive force

stress-induced martensite transformation caused in tempe

rature rage higher than the martensite transformation

temperature of these alloys and Its reverse transforma

tion Generally this transformation has small hysterisis

of forward and reverse transformations between mother

phase austenite phase and martensite phase and is crys

tallographica.ly reversible Crystallographically reversi

ble means that not only the alloy reverts to its crystal

structure of the mother phase but also the orientation of

the crystal reverts to its original orientation
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF JAPANESE PATENT KOKAI PUBLICATION

NO 50951/1983

APPLICATION NO 1501125/1981

APPLICATION DATE SEPTEMBER 22 1981

KOKAI DATE MARCH 25 1983

APPLICANT SUWA-SEIKOSHA

INVENTOR Susumu TANAKA

CLAIMS

bracket for orthodonture which comprises

substrate member which is attached to tooth body and

wire supporting member which grips and support wire

wherein the wire supporting member is imparted with elastic

deformation ability

The bracket for orthodonture according to claim

wherein the wire supporting member is Imparted with defor

mation ability due to super elasticity

The bracket for orthodonture wherein the at

least th wire supporting member is made of an alloy mainly

consisting of rnetal compound of Ni-Ti

IN THE DESCRIPTION

Page 3O2 lower left column line 11 to lower

right column line

Metallic materials having super elastic effect and

shape memory effect include an alloy mainly consisting of
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Ni-Ti metal compound Cu-Zn Cu-Zn-X wherein is Si Sn Al

or the like CuAl-Ni AuCd Ag-Cd Ni-Al Cu-Au-Zn Cu-

Sn etc These alloys are super lattice alloys which exhi

bit martensite transformation namely thermoelastic trans

formation Super elasticity utilizes as motive force

stress-induced martensite transformation caused in tempe

rature rage higher than the martensite transformation

temperature of these alloys and Its reverse transforma

tIo Generally this transformation has small hysterisis

of forward and reverse transformations between mother

phase austenite phase and martensite phase and Is crys

tallographically reversible Crystallographically reversi

ble means that not only the alloy reverts to its crystal

structure of the mother phase but also the orientation of

the crystal reverts to its original orientation
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Some
Applications of

Shape-Memory

Alloys

Vavman

University of Illinois

at Urbana-Champaign

Urbana Illinois

And the LORD said unto Moses What is that in

your hand And he said rod
Then HE said Cast it on the ground And he cast

it on the ground and it became serpent and Moses
f/ed from it

And the LORD said unto Moses Put forth thine

hand and take it by the tail And he put forth his hand

and caught it and it became rod in his hand

OLD TESTAMENT
Exodus Chapter 42-4

SUMMARY
Uses or potential uses of shape memor alloys jail into

industrial energy and dental medical categories These

Lartous applications are considered after brief discussion

cii tne nature of the shape niemorv effect and other interest

zn properties in shape memor alloys Most appiicacions

lntoite NiTi-tvpe and Cu-based ailos the latter being

reiarileiv inexpenstle to produce and fabricate into numer
ous forms

NATURE AND MECHANISTICS OF THE
SHAPE MEMORY EFFECT

The shape-memory effect SME can be dectibed as fol

iows basically an object in the low-temperature martensitic

condition when it is deformed and the stress then removed

will regain its original shape when heated Strains typically

may be completely recovered The process of regain

ing the original shape is associated with the reverse trans

lormation of the deformed martensitic phase to the higher

temperature parent phase

Many materials are now kn9wn to exhibit the shape-mem

ciry or marmem martensdememojy effect partial

ist includes the alloy systems Cu-Zn Cu-Zn-Al Cu-Zn-Ga
Cu-Zn-Sn Cu-Zn-Si Cu-Al-Ni Cu-Au-Zn Cu-Sn Au-Cd
Ni-Ti Ni-Ti-X ternary element Nj-Al and Fe-Pt

These alloys are all ordered both parent and martensite

ann exhibit crystallographicallv reversible thermoelastic

martensitic transformation

Substantial progress has recently been made in under

stanaing the nature of SME As is well known crystal of

the parent phase will transform into many orientations

piates or variants of martensite on cooling Ideally

-ngie crystal of the parent phase will form 24 orientations

martensite on cooling between the and tempera
ures But when this multi-orientation configuration of

nartensite is deformed single orientation of martensite

sventuallr results because of twinning and the movement of

certain martensite interfaces It has been shown that the

twins which form in the martensite are simply other orienta

tions variants of martensite thus twinning can convert one

orientation of martensite to another The same thing happens
when martensite martensite interfaces move under stress

me orientation grows at the expense of another in the final

analysis the single remaining orientation of martensite is

ne variant whose shear or shape deformation will permit
toe maximum elongation the specimen in the direction

of the tensile axis

Although the original single crystal of the parent phase

transforms into many iup to 24 orientations of martensite

the reverse does not occur Instead the single crystal of

martensite obtained from deformation below the tem
perature transforms on heating to single orientation of

the parent phase This is consequence of the relative sym
metries involved and the necessity to maintain ordering In

other words the highly symmetric usuallv cubic parent

phase has many crystallographically equivalent principal

axes for the lattice change iBain distortioni which will thus

lead to the many variants of martensite which are observed

On the other hand the relatively unsymmetric martensite

te.g. monoclinic in Cu-Zn-Al alloys does not enjoy such

multiplicity of choices and only single variant of the parent

is usually nucleated during the reverse martensite-to-parent

transformation In essence the single crystal of martensite

unshears to torm single crystal of the parent and this

unshearing during reverse transformation restores the

specimen to its original shape This sequence is metallogra

phicallv depicted in Figure

The above account appears to be generally valid irrespec

tive of the alloy system or marrensite crystal structure

OTHER INTERESTING PROPERTIES
OF MARMEM ALLOYS

Shape-memory alloys have interesting properties and

characteristics in addition to the shape-memory e1fecter

se As will be described later excessively deformed some
3Oi strain and well beyond the limit of shape-memory re

coverable strain martensitic NiTi alloys have unusual elastic

properties When mans of the martensitic Cu-based alloys

are continually deformed beyond the single-crystal marten-

site stage new martensite phase is generated i.e.

stress-induced martensite-to-martensite transformation

occurs This successive mode of martensite deformation

allows recoverable strains of more than 17c Shape-memory

alloys are also excellent damping materials The relative

ease of movement of internal boundaries such as marten

site-martensite boundaries under small stress is strongly

attenuating Finally two-way shape memory can be

programmed into various memory alloys by appropriate

stress andy or thermal cycling Once this conditioning has

been achieved specimen will spontaneously bend when

toe parent transforms into rnartensite and unbend to the

initial shape ouring the reverse transformation
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INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS OF
SHAPE-MEMORY ALLOYS

Fasteners and Couplings

One of the earliest widespread applications of SME was

Ravchem Corporations Menlo Park Calif..introductjon

tubing or pipe couplings which shrink during heating

Typical of such NiTi-tvpe couplings are those used for

connecting aircraft hydraulic lines The couplings are ex

panded
in the martensitic condition at liquid-nitrogen

temPerature then placed around the tubes to be joined

During warming to room temperature they contract produc

ing tight seal The use of such fittings avoids metaliurgical

degradation which can result from welding or brazing and

avoids damage to the aircraft skin Over 300.000 such high-

performance connectors have been used in U.S Navy air

craft with no reported failures

Similar NiTitype fixtures have been used extensively for

plumbing on submarines and surface ships during the past

five years by the British Royal Navy and within the past

two years by the U.S Navy for variety of surface ships an

example is shown in Figure

The size of Nih-type fittings has been irtcreased consider

ably recently and fittings which join carbon-steel subsea

pipe up to six inches in diameter have been installed suc

Lesslullv .r oeins up 300 using saLrati.i C.ivin

techniques taking pre-chilled fitting down in the divin

chamber For oroken subsea piping SME fittings are justi

lied by speed and ease of installation compared with other

techniques and by no necessity to rely on operator skill

Raychem has also developed Crvocon shape-memory

type electrical connector particularly suited for multicon

nector electrical plugs

Extensive research and development on NiTi and NiTiX

ternary alloys is also being conducted at the Brown Boveri

Research Center in Baden Switzerland

Raychem recently introduced new line of Cu-based alloy

heat-shrinkable fittings in addition to other fasteners ano

devices These devices can be provided in the field in th

deformedi martensitic condition at room temperature ano

applied simply by heating them with propane torcn

Figures 3-5 are examples showing coupling retainer and

clamp and Figures and are photographs of clamp and

seal made of Cu-based SME alloy Figure shows

clamp and expander demonstrating that the engineering

parameters for the Cu alloys have been well worked out

Additional fasteners clamps plugs nvets etc will un
doubtedly appear in the near future including plugs for

nuclear reactors which will eliminate welding

Figure OptIcal micrographs showing
numerous orientations of martensite

in as-transformed Cu-Zn-Ga alloy

the coalescence of variants upon
stressing nucleation of only single

variant of the parent phase during

heating and the original single

crystal of the parent phase
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Tube

Thin-Wall Ferrule

Assemble

Heat

Betailoy Clamp

Figure Bank of hydraulic piping on the USS Peleliu installed

with heat-shrinkable N1TI-type couplings Courtesy Raychem

Corp

Figure Clamp or crimp made from Cu-based shape-memory

alloy Courtesy Raychein Corp

Betalloy Coupling Driver

Coupling Liner

and

Figure Tube or pipe coupling made from Cu-based shape-

memory alloy Courtesy Raychem Corp Figure Clamp made from Cu-based shape-memory alloy

Courtesy Raychem Corp

DISC iATED TO FORM SEAL

id

Figure Disc seal made from Cu-based shape-memory alloy

Courtesy Raychem Corp
iCure Retainer made from Cu-based shape-memory alloy

Qurtesy Raychem Corp
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Numerous patents have also iieen tiled for various SME
cievices not yet been marKeted such as mechanisms ior

platform motion pumps for fluids and thermal warning
devices which can he attached to containers used for shipping

refrigerated biological materials such as human blood

20

15

10

.2 .6 .8 1.0

Leverage ratio a/I

Figure Clamp and expander made from Cu.based shepe

memory alloy Courtesy Raychem Corp

Thermomechanical and Thermostatic Devices

uhstantiai efforts in developing Cu.based shape-mem

nrv alloys nave neen made by the Delta Memory Meta

Company uffolk Englandi They have developed rangs

u-Zn-Al IE alloys with emphasis on thermostats

controls for heating and cooling equipment automotive

control devices and actuators for equipment ranging from

greenhouse windows to fire doors Many of these prototypes

have been cycled half-million times or so with no observ

able fatigue creep or cPange in deflection characteristics

Figure shows an actuator for greenhouse windows basi

cally spring-loaded hinge containing bias spring and

SME spring Below 18C the SME spring is in the co

tracted Imartensitici condition and the window is closet

When the temperature rises the shape-memory spring over

comes the restraining bias spring and at 25C the window

is fully opened The window is automatically pulled shut

when the temperature falls As expected the hysteresis of

an unloaded actuator is some iO15C but this can be

compensated for by forcing the actuator to work against

bias spring Delta has proposed similar devices to open fire

doors actuate ventilators in factories open radiator vents

in diesel trucks and control vents in warm-air heating

systems

Another SME spring-actuator/bias-spring device is

thermostatic radiator valve for residential hot-water heatin

systems tFigure 1W As the temperature in room increases

the actuator expands overcomes the force of the bias spring

and closes the port of the valve on the hot water line of the

radiator system The temperature can be adjusted by rotating

the top head assembly which alters the compression of the

bias spring Such regulators are comparatively inexpensive

and have much tster system response time With proper

bias spring thermal hysteresis can be held to l.2C There

is remote-control version of these valves

Another Delta device an automotive clutch fan Figu

11 uses an SME actuator in the form of helical spri

which is biased against set of four steel leaf springs The

SME actuator coil engages clutch which turns an automo

tive engine fan when the air-off temperature exceeds

certain value typically 53C the actuator closes the clutch

plate until the temperature is under control At low tem

peratures the tan idles at 250 rpm At higher tempera

tures the clutch fan speeds up sufficiently to cool the engine

assembly If this speed is less than engine speed the clutch

fan will slip Thus the fan does only as much work as required

and accordingly saves energy Such device has been roafl

tested for 20000 miles and indications are that it wouic

operate an additional 60.000 miles The clutch fan was pro

posed in order to reduce engine noise at idling and ruel

consumption Ibecause it removes the energy loss from the

fan when it is not required to cool the enginef

Another automotive application of Cu-type SME alloys

concerns the carburetor In this case atmospheric pollution

is minimized and fuel consumptiàn optimized by compensat

ing for fuel viscosity simple jet made of Cu-Zn-Al SME

alloy is inserted in Stromberg-type carburetor As the tuel

warms an orifice reduces in size and thus meters the correct

fuel volume Figure 12 shows the performance of such

Note particularly the reduction in CO emission at tu
fuel temperatures

further automotive application also concerning

carburetor is to use Cu-type SME actuator to close

cold starf choke at predetermined time after an engine

has started The SME actuator is energized by heat trom an

electrical source causing the actuator to close the choke

Figure 13 shows room-temperature thermostat control

designed by Delta This control consists of an actuator

spring and bias spring mounted to standard rnicrOSwiti

with simple adjustment for temperature similar therim

static principle is involved in the use ot an SME elemen

switch off electrically-operated tea kettles once the

BetalioyCIm
ExOander

Figure Greenhouse window control incorporating Cu-based

shape-memory alloy Courtesy Delta Memory Metal Co

Figure 10 Thermostatic radiator valve incorporating Cu-based

shape-memory alloy actuator spring Courtesy Delta Memory
Metal Co
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nois It the kettle boils dlv or is ..t tilled the S\IE ele

ment heated switching ott the kettle

Other examples ot u-Zn-Al SME devices are the tubular

and coil-type torsion actuators shown in Figures 14 and

in the closed and open positions sornewriat similar

line of Cu-Zn-Al SME devices is being developed by \V
Bekaert in Zwevegen Belgium hut they have riot yet been

introduced in the LS
The above discussion emphasizes many existing thermo

Figure 11 Automotive clutch fan with heat-energized actuator

made from Cu-based shape-memory alloy Courtesy Delta

Memory Metal Co

Fuel Metering Needle

Jet On

ficeDio.71...

_JS.M.E

Brass Rinq

Conditioned to ContractBrass or Stainless
on heatingSteel

Jet Orifice Insert
Brass Body

JOURNAL OF METALS June igo

Figure 12 Carburetor el assembly with variable 0111cc con
trolled by Cu-based Shape-memory alloy Note the reduction

Ot CO emission by using the SME compensated jet Courtesy
Delta Memory Metal Co

necha.iica .ino tnerrnusta.ic aopiications of i-based

lE ailoys Niore wul urelv illow considering the Inex

pensiveness it sucn hrasses and their ease oi tabrication

However -uch alloys are subieci to aging eliects and cannot

cyciicuilv operate indeunutelv when the upper tempera

ture is i.O ir more The nature ot the aging effects

which cause deterioration at the shape memory remains to

be determined Higher operating temperatures are expected

in the tuture through alloy oevelopment

Figure 13 Room-temperature thermostat control using Cu-

based shape-memory alloy spring Courtesy Delta Memory
Metal Co

Figure 14 Tubular torsion actuator made from Cu-based shape-

memory alloy Courtesy Delta Memory Metal Co

Figure 15 Coil-type torsion actuator made from Cu-based

shape-memory alloy Courtesy Delta Memory Metal Co
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Recording Pen Drive Unit Numerous neat engines built in the past few veers tvpicaI

The Foxboro Company Foxboro Mass.j has developed perate between two fixed temperatures usually maintainec

simplitied servomechanism to drive recording pens and hy two water reservoirs and have modest efficiencies

indicating-pointer assemblies The servodrive unit Figure when operated at room temperature and above They
16 contains NiTi wire maintained under tensile stress are consequently well suited to extract heat from low-

The input signal is converted to current which is induced rade energy sources such as industrial coolant water dis

nto the SME wire the thus-heated wire changes its length charge water from nuclear reactors geothermal sources

and moves connected lever This device eliminates many and solar heated masses

moving parts and is extremely reliable Over 500.000 such

units have been produced since their introduction in 1972 DENTAL AND MEDICAL APPLICATIONS

Orthodontic Dental Arch WiresENERGY APPLICATIONS
Cnitek Corporation iMonrovia Calif.i now extensive

That large stresses are generated during the shape-memory markets an orthodontic dental arch wire made from Ni7
ettect has been known for some time For example in NiTi alloy This arch wire attached to bands on the teeth is nov
alloys stresses as high as 100000 psi are created by the re- replacing the traditional stainless steel arch wire in many
verse transformation of the deformed martensite to the

cases Since its introduction about years ago over 5.000

memory configuration during heating Such stresses are an of the estimated 6500 orthodontists in the U.S have used

order of magnitude higher than those necessary to deform this device tor straightening teeth

the martensite at lower temperatures Thus heat can be In contrast to the other SME devices mentioned in this

used to create mechanical force which can do work Figure report the dental arch wire is used in the martensitic con-

17 illustrates the principle involved
dition Because the martensitic wires have been plastically

deformed to more than 30 however they exhibit an un
usual springback and rubberlike character After 90 benci

test the coidworked NiTi wires will almost completer

unbend in contrast to similar stainless steel wires whict

remain bent at 45 angle Figure 18 shows the results

comparative bend tests and Figure 19 shows how the NiTi

arch wires are tied into malposed teeth

It is claimed that using NiTi arch wires offers advantages

such as fewer arch wire changes during treatment greater

working range land thus fewer arch wire adjustments less

patient discomfort and shorter treatment time

Blood Clot Filters

Lena cata filter using NiTi alloy has been evaluated

by Dr Simon of the Harvard Medical School and other

colleagues Th device the propose is new method

trapping wandering blood clots chilled inittail

straight NiTi wire martensitic condition assumes corn

plex filter shape as it warms to body temperature parent

phase condition after being placed into the Lena caua

large vein which returns blood to the heart by catheter

inserted in vein in the arm straight martensitic wire

obtains complex cross sectional shape once ejected from

the catheter into the warm body process schematically

shown in Figure 20

UtV
below

application of shape-memory alloy

Figure 17 Schematic of heat engine me
WI

apply load W1

Figure 16 Servodrive unit using NITi wire actuator Courtesy
Foxboro Co

UET ENGINE APPLICATION SME

below Mf

specimen bends

apply additional load

WalOW1
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Figure 18 Bend tests comparIng cold-

worked stainless steel and coidworked

NiTi martensitc alloy Courlesy G.F

Andreasen

Figure 20 Schematic of vena cava litter

operation Courtesy Simon

DEFLECTION ANGLE DEGREES
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Figure 19 Nih dental arch wire before above and after below being fastened to malposed teeth Courtesy G.F Andreasen
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.ucn ds prevent of clots iormeo in the legs

pelvis or thighs ann which later dislodge irom reaching tn

heart lung region ann causing pulmonary embolism Th

NITI filter oilers several advantages such as avoiding anti

coagulant drugs idangerous when internal bleeding may

Occurl and surgery both risky procedures and requiring

only local anesthetic Such devices promise greater satety

simplicity ann speed oi introduction

Experiments on dogs have been very encouraging and those

involving humans are anticipated soon Figure 21 radio

graph 01 an NiTi filter implanted into the tena coca of

dog clearly shows the trapped embolus at one side of the

biter

intracranial Aneurism Clips

Aneurism clips or clamps used to tie off unwanted bulge

which form in arteries have to be easily applied and removed

.After experimenting with different versions of metallic

aneurism clips Honma and colleagues in Japan reported on

basic silver clip straddled by supplementary clip made

of NiTi Such composite clips as shown in Figure 22 met all

mechanical conditions for practical use and could be re

moved easily by local heating

Artificial Hearts

Dr Philip Sawyer and associates at the State University

of New York conceived the intriguing idea of using NiTi

SM.E alloys to act as prosthetic muscles when heat pulsed
and they have proposed using NiTi wire strands as con

tractile artificial muscle br an artificial heart They claim

that NiTi alloys are potentially practical means of obtain

ing proximate contractility of the chamber wall and satis

factory beginning towards developing an artificial muscle

skin-activated cardiac chamber The wire strands were

initially constructed using muscle groups which were

anchored to the exterior of the chamber in various configura

tions to attempt to replicate the contractility of the left

heart ventricle

Such artificial hearts are envisioned to be activated

electrical heating and programmed timing cycles involving

various groups of contractile elements Using NiTi elements

attached to an ejastorner chamber significant pumping

speeds were obtained Such devices have pumped water up

160 cm gradient 1215 times per minute

Sawyer and colleagues suggest that the next critical step

is an evaluation in LILO following the implantation of such

devices in dogs and calves This is novel exciting possi

bility for applying an SME alloy Figure 23 shows prototype

artificial heart with elastomer pumping elements activated

by bands of NiTi wires

Orthopedic Devices

Workers at the Polytechnic Institute of New ork see

Castleman et have suggested the manufacture of bone

plates from NiTi alloys for the compression fixation of bone

fractures .Apreprogrammed NiTi implant would be

fastened to fractured bone on each side of the tracture

Raising the plate temperature locally some iO15F above

body temperature would cause the shape memor to con

tract the plate and fit the ends of the fractured bone

securely together Such process would involve much

simpler surgical procedure than is now common using im

plants made of i-jtallium and other alloys with stati

dimensions However recognizing the possible bioincorL

patibilitc 01 NiTi alloys these workers carried ut tissu

response studs by implanting NiTi bone plates in dogs \o

adverse tissue reactions loss of implant material to surround

ing tissue corrosion effects or contamination at body organs

by implant materials were found leading to the conclusion

that NiTi alloys are sufficiently compatible with dog tissue

to warrant further investigation as biomateria

Another evaiudtion of NiTi alloys br orthopedic impiants

was conaucted by Dr James Hughes 01 the Lniversity

Mississippi He also prepared hone plates Figure 24 arL

Figure 21 Radiograph showing placement of vena cava filter

in dog Courtesy Simon

Figure 22 Composite aneurism clip of Ag of NiTi

Courtesy Ilonma

Figure 23 Prototype artificial heart using

NiTi contractile elements Courtesy
P.N Sawyer
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entirmed the biologic acceptabil1 of NiTi alloys Huoies

aiso suggested new vpe 04 hip prosthesis and intramenul

ry rod Instead of cement to hold the stern of the prostoesis

place the metallic components within the bone are rirm

fixed by the gripping segments of NiTi in the stem of the

prosthesis

Another proposed orthopedic device involves using NiTi

ailoys in Harrington rod for straightening bent spinal

column

SOME FURTHER APPLICATIONS
few additional applications of SME alloys can be brietly

mentioned U.S patent has been obtained for variety of

jtrauterine contraceptive devices IUDsj fabricated from

NiTi SME alloys Cu-Zn SME alloy has been proposed

ir manufacturing integrated circuit packages with SME
used in making contacts Finally researchers at the Poly
technic Institute of New York have developed blind plugs
of NiTI to be used as remotely activated internally placed

seals for old gas lines under streets in New York City

CLOSURE

The previous discussion suggests that from metallurgi

cal point of view shape-memory alloys are reasonably well

understood Some of the many existing and proposed appli
cations of this new class of materials have been described

and this admittedly nonexhaustive discussion indicates

remarkable variety of new things that can be done with

tnese materials Since the shape-memory effect is an intrin

sic consequence of martensitic transformations this type

of phase change once thought to be of interest only for

quenched steels takes on new dimension and importance

Many new developments and applications are expected now
that the Biblical serpent has been tamed
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Figure 24 Radiograph showing bone plate made from NITi

alloy attached to bone Courtesy James Hughes
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PC2O\AKFtPATTPTO-9438.1 March 12 1993
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK

OFFI
Group Art Unit 331

Examiner David Kenealy

RESPONSE TO OFFICE ACTION

Honorable Commissioner of
Patents and Trademarks

Washington D.C 20231

Dear Madam/Sir

In response to the Office Action of February 22 1993

please amend the aboveidentified patent application as follows

IN THE SPECIFICATION

In the Crossreference section of the Preliminary

Amendment in the blank line after U.S Patent No please

insert 5190546

PC2O\AKJPATENT\9438 RSP

22J

In re Application of

JAMES JERVIS

Serial No 07/956653

Filed October 1992

For MEDICAL DEVICES
INCORPORATING SIM ALLOY

ELEMENTS Pasadena California 4i

Page line delete the language --Fig is front

plan view of bone implant namely nail as inadvertently

added by the preliminary amendment There is no Figure in the

application as filed
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Page line after Itmartensjte.II please add

-Figure is side elevation view of partial

section of catheter of the present invention in stressed

configuration

Figure is side elevation view of the catheter of

Figure in an unstressed configuration

IN THE DRAWINGS

Please add Figures and to the drawings

IN THE CLAIMS

Please amend the following claim

25 once amended device

device having transverse dimension

shape memory alloy element is deformed

way that its transverse dimension is

preventing and transverse expansion of

obstructed

PC2O\AKflPATENfl9438.RSP

claimed in claim 20 jj

which wherein the

the restraint in such

ced the restraint

element is
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RESPONSE TO RESTRICTION REOUIREMENT

In response to the Office Action mailed on February 22

1993 applicant elects the claims of Group as defined by the

Examiner namely claims 1153

PROVISIONAL ELECTION

The Office Action also requires provisional election

between the claims directed to an IUD stent graft blood

filter catheter and tracheal catheter

Applicant provisionally elects the catheter with

traverse The generic and species claim directed to catheters

are 1114 1721 2437 and 4153

Applicant respectfully submits that no election is

required between tracheal catheters and catheters because

tracheal catheters are as their name suggests merely species

of catheters namely those catheters that are inserted into the

throat of patient This relationship is evident from the fact

that Claim 36 which is directed to tracheal catheters depends

upon Claim 35 which is directed to the generic catheters Thus

Applicant has included Claims 18 and 36 which are directed to

tracheal catheters in the list defined above

POXJWATT\9438RSp
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Applicant respectfully traverses this election

requirement Restriction is proper only when two or more

independent and distinct inventions are claimed in one

application 35 U.S.C 121 37 C.F.R 1.142 The IUD stent

graft blood filter and catheter devices are not independent

because they have common design and operational features The

relationship between the devices is evident from the structure of

the claims Many of the claims to these devices were drafted as

claims which are dependent upon independent claims which recited

common structural and operational features For example Claim

14 directed to catheter claim 15 IUD Claim 16 blood

filter and Claim 18 tracheal catheter are all dependent on

Claim 11 which recites common structural features Similarly

Claims 38 ItJD 39 stent graft and 40 blood filter are all

dependent upon independent Claim 37 which has common design

elements Thus these devices are connected in both design and

operation

Furthermore if the Examiner requires election is it

the Examiners position that these devices are patentably

distinct i.e novel and non-obvious over each other as claimed

If they are not patentably distinct as claimed restriction

requirement is improper M.P.E.P 802.01

Finally Applicant wishes to direct the Examiners

attention to U.S Patent No 5190546 in which allowed Claim

nos 29-36 are directed to methods of using bone implant
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marrow nail bone staple IUD blood filter tubular device

catheter and tracheal catheter respectively Since these

claims directed to separate devices were allowed in the parent

application Applicant respectfully submits that these claims

should all be examined here

REMARKS

Figures show catheter with tubular structure

in the stressed and unstressed configurations respectively

These drawings were added pursuant to the request of the

Examiner Both Figures and are merely copies of the drawings

shown in U.S Patent 3890977 to Wilson Figures la and lb in

theWilson patent These figures are expressly incorporated by

reference in the specification on page 12 lines 78 Hence no

new matter is added

Since applicant has provisionally elected the catheter

species applicant believes that it is not necessary at the

present time to submit drawings showing the IUD or the filter for

blood vessel Applicant will submit such drawings if and when

it is determined that the generic claim is allowable

CLAIM 25

As per the Examiners request claim 25 was amended to

provide antecedent basis for transverse dimension

PC2OAKJ\PATINT\9438.RSP
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CLAIMS 4144

The Office Action also objects to claims subsequent to

claim 41 on grounds that these claims are functional in nature

and it is difficult for this Examiner to comprehend what

structures being claimed with the limitations being presented

Applicant respectfully submits that claims 41-44 merely

impose limitation that the restraining means placement device

or pin does not change in state Such limitations are allowed

in claims See In re Bankowski 318 F.2d 778 138 U.S.P.Q 75

C.C.P.A 1963 limitation that virus propagating medium is

devoid of avian tissue held not objectionable JohnsManville

Corp Guardian Indus Corp 586 F.Supp 1034 E.D Mich

1983 affd 770 F.2d 178 Fed Cir 1985 limitation in claim

of without using hot gas blast continuation allowed In re

Duva 387 F.2d 402 156 U.S.P.Q 90 C.C.P.A 1967 limitation

that read absent sufficient CM ions to prevent decomposition

held proper

USE OF ADAPTED

The Office Action also states that the term adapted

present in claims 4953 has little meaning in terms of patent

language used for claiming structural item This rejection is

respectfully traversed

PC2O\AKJPATENT\9438RSP
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Applicant has identified over 25 issued patents where

the term adapted has been used for claiming structural item

partial listing of these issued patents includes U.S Patent

4386477 tube adapted to be inserted U.S Patent 4386486

adapted to fit within the eye of an anchor insert adapted

to engage the anchor insert .adapted to receive U.S Patent

4386646 adapted to be mounted U.S Patent 4431111

adapted to engage U.S Patent 4431155 adapted to

receive

Thus applicant respectfully submits that the term

adapted has widespread use for claiming structural item and

consequently should be allowed by the Examiner

CONCLUSION

For the reasons given above entry of the amendments

and allowance of the claims is respectfully requested

Dated

225 Lake Avenue
Ninth Floor

Pasadena CA 91101

818 7964000

Respectfully submitted

SHELDON MAK

By_____
Je heldon

Reg No 27953

EXPRESS MAIL MAILING LABEL NO 1B309073644US DATE OF DEPOSIT March 22 1993

HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THIS PAPER OR FEE IS BEING DEPOSITED WITH THE UNITED

STATES POSTAL SERVICE EXPRESS MAIL POST OFFICE TO ADDRESSEE SERVICE UNDER

37 CFR 1.10 ON THE DATE INDICATED ABOVE AND IS ADDRESSED TO ThE COMMISSIONER

OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARK WASHINGTON D.C 2023t BY MELISSA ALEXANDER

PC2O\AXJ\PATENT\9438.RSP
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RATE RATE

-Non-Smalt.tIty Small-Entity FEE

FIRST MONTH AFTER TIME PERIOD SET 110.00 55.00

SECOND MONTH AFTER TIME PERIOD SET 360.00 180.00

TIllED MONTH AFTER TIME PERIOD SET 840.00 420.00

FOURTH MONTH AFFER TIME PERIOD SET 1320.00 660.00

TOTAL EXTENSION FEE

FEE FOR EXTRA CLAIMS added by Amendment in this response

ani Column2

TOTAL CLAIMS MINUS 20 10

INDEPENDENT MINUS 72 36

presentation of multiple dependent claim 220 110

TOTAL FEE FOR EXTRA CLAIMS _________________________

If the entry in Column is less than the entry of Column write in Column

If the number of Total Claims previously paid for is less than 20 write 20 in this space

If the number of
Independent Claims previously paid for is less than write in This space

Enclosed is the fee of
________________________________ by Check No

___________________

Please charge Deposit Account No 19-2090 in the amount of
________________________________

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment of any additional fees in particular the following

fees associated with this communication or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No 19-2090

Any filing fees under 37 C.F.R 1.16 for the presentation of extra claims

Any patent application processing fees under 37 C.F.R 1.17

SHELDO /1

Date By _________________________________________
Reg No 93

EXPRESS MAIL mailing label number TB3O9073644U.

Date of Deposit March 22 1993

hereby certify that this paper is being deposited with the United States Postal

Service Express Mall Post Office to Addressee service under 37 C.F.R

1.10 on the date indicated above and is addressed to the Commissioner of

Patents and Trademarks Washington D.C 20231

\225 South Lake Avenue

te 900

Pa4ena California 91101

818 796-4000 213 681-9000

MENDMNT COVER SHEE
993 DOCKET NO 9438

IN RE ON OF JAMES JERVIS

SERIAL NO 07/956653 FILED OCTOBER 1992

FOR MEDICAL DEVICES INCORPORATING SIM ALLOY ELEMENTS

HONORABLE COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS
Washington D.C 20231

Sir

Transmitted herewith is
paper in the above-identified application Any necessary extension of time period set for this

paper is hereby requested

No additional fee is required

The fee has been calculated as shown below

EXTENSION FEE

signature

pKnpAratrn943s.cs

AlvrIs

Typed or Printed NamŁof Person Mailing Paper or Fee
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT ANrRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of Group Art Unit 3301

JAMES JERVIS Examiner

Serial No 07/956653

Filed October 1992

For MEDICAL DEVICES

INCORPORATING SIM ALLOY
ELEMENTS Pasadena California

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Honorable Commissioner of
Patents and Trademarks

Washington D.C 20231

Dear Madam/Sir

Attached hereto is PTO-1449 form listing documents

believed relevant to the subject application It is respectfully

requested that this document be considered by the Examiner and an

initialled copy of this form be returned to the undersigned

It should be noted the word prior has been deleted

from the form

00 MS 04/19/93 079566S3 126 200.00 CK

PC2OAKJ\RAYdHeM\9438SUPJDS

9438

It is believed that this disclosure complies with the

requirements of 37 C.F.R 1.56 and the Manual of Patent

Examining procedures 707.05b If for some reason the

Examiner considers otherwise it is respectfully requested that

the undersigned be called so that any deficiencies can be

remedied
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These documents are not necessarily analogous art

Enclosed is check no 3929 for $200 the fee due under

37 C.F.R 1.17p

Respectfully submitted

SHELDON MAX

Dated By_____________
aey She1don

eg No 27953

225 South Lake Avenue
.Jünth Floor

Pasadena California 91101

818 7964000

Ends

HEREBY CERTIFY ThAT ThIS CORRESPONDENCE IS BEING DEPOSITED WITH THE

U.S POSTAL SERVICE AS FIRST CLASS MAIL IN AN ENVELOPE ADDRESSED TO

COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS WASHINGTON .C ON 793
BY MELISSA ALEXANDER ___________________________________

PC2O\AKJRAYCHEM\9438SIJP lbS
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SHEET OF

U.S DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE ATTORNEY DOCKET NO 9438 SERIAL NO
PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 07/956653

LIST OF ART CITED BY APPLICANT APPLICANT James Jervis

Use severaL sheets if necessary
FILING DATE October 1992 GROUP 3301

US ATENT CUMENTS

Examiner DOCKET NUMBER DATE NAME CLASS SUBCLASS FILING DATE
InitiaL IF APPROPRIATE

$%t/ AA 04/15/80 HARRISON El AL

AB 03/19/85 QUIN

AC 05/15/90 SAKAMOTO El AL

AD

AE

AF

AG

._______
AH

Al

AJ

AK

Ef PATEr DOCUMENTS

DOCKET NUMBER DATE COUNTRY CLASS SUBCLASS TRANSLATION

YES NO

AL

AM

AN

AO

AP

OJ IE 4R Tm idin Mithor rt1e Date PeEtment ages

AR

AS

AT

EXAMINER DATE CONSIDERED c.fg

EXAMINER Initial if rerence considered whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609 Draw Line through citation
II if not in conformance and not considered Include COD/ of this form with next comunication to aooticant

PC2O\AKJ\RAYCHSMwrO-9438.SuP
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SERIAL NUMBER HUNG DATE

UNITED STA1L .PARTMENT OF COMMERCE1
Patent and Trademark Office ---

Address COMMISSiONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS
Washington D.C 20231

FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO

O7916G5.3 10/02/92 .JERVI9

F3NI /0G24

.3 EFF REY SHEI_DUN

SHELDUN1
LAKE AVENUE 9TH FLOOR

FAr3ADENA CA ii1

This is communicatbn from the examiner in tharge of your applicanon

COMMISSiONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

EXAMINER

KENEALY

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER

.33U

DATE MAILED

Ci/24/93

is
application has teen examined

sponsive
to communication flied on _________________ ThIs action is made final

shortened statutory period for response to this action is set to expire monlhs days from the dateof this letter

Failure to respond within the period for response will cause the application to become abandoned 35 U.S.C 133

Part
TJIE

FOI.LO WING ATTACHMENTSARE PART OF ThiS ACTION

tice of References Cited by Examiner PTO-892

Notice of Art Cited by Applicant PTO-1449

information on How to Effect Drawing Changes PTO-1474 _____________________________________________

Part II SUMMARY OF ACTION

lialms
are pending in.the

appiication

Of the above claims Sf are withdrawn from consideration

Caims
have been canceiied

Claims are allowed

Ciaima Ii 2.at laAJ.L 41 ._.53
are rejected

Claims sre objected to

ClaIms are subject to restriction or election requirement

This application has been flied with Informal drawings under 37 C.F.R 1.86 which are acceptable for examination purposes

Formal drawings are requIred-In response to lhisOflice action

The corrected or substitute drawings have been received on _______________________ Under 37 C.F.R 1.84 these drawings

are acceptable not acceptable see explanation or Notice re Patent Drawing PTO-948

10 The proposed additional or substitute sheets of drawIngs flied on _________________ has have been approved by the

examiner disapproved by the examiner see explanation

ii The proposed drawing correction flled.on- has been approved disapproved see explanation

12 Acknowledgment is made of the cialm for priority under US.C 119 The certified copy has been received not been received

been tiled in parent application serial no _______________________ flied on _________________________________________

13 Since thIs application appears to be-in condition for allowance except for formal matters prosecution as to-the merits is closed in

accordance with the practice under Ex parle Ouayie 1935 C.D 11 453 0G 213

14 Other

EXAMERS A1ON
PTOL.326 iReo 9.89

--

.iotice
re Patent Drawing PTO-948

Notice of informal Patent Appiication Form PTO-152

e.D
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Serial No 956653

Art Unit 331

The following is quotation of the first paragraph of 35

U.S.C 112
The specification shall contain written description of the

invention and of the manner and process of making and using
it in such full clear concise and exact terms as to enable

any person skilled in the art to which it pertains or with

which it is most nearly connected to make and use the same
and shall set forth the best mode contemplated by the inventor
of carrying out his invention

The specification isobjected to under 35 U.S.C 112 first

paragraph as failing to provide an adequate description of the

invention There is no basis in the specification for the variable

A90 In the claims it is not understood what limitation such

variable intends to claim Although there is an A90 column in

applicants description of the Quinn 4505767 device in the

9/25/92 preliminary amendment applicant does not describe the

characteristics that the variable represents nor the units of

measurement

Claims 111417 and 18 are rejected under 35 U.S.C 112

first paragraph for the reasons set forth in the objection to the

specification

Claims 131433 are rejected under 35 U.S.C 112 second

paragraph as being indefinite for failing to particularly point

out and distinctly claim the subject matter which applicant regards

as the invention

Claim 13 is indefinite because it contains language concerning

transverse compression when there has been no transverse dimension

set forth Without drawings it is difficult to understand such
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Serial No 956653

Art Unit 331

limitations

Claim 33 uses incorrect alternative language at line 10 where

applicant claims the restraint externally OR internally

engaging...

It is requested that applicant use the standard means or

language when claiming structure that has particular function

and for which applicant desires broad coverage For example in

claim 12 preferable way of claiming the restraint is

restraint means for holding the shape memory alloy element in

deformed configuration. This type of claim language should be

used throughout the claims whenever applicant desires function to

have structural weight

In response to applicants remarks in the 3/22/93 Office

response this examiner was not stating that adapted .for language

is forbidden in any patent claim However such language does not

carry with it the patentable weight that positively reciting

structure or its characteristics carries Applicant is welcome to

use adapted or language in the claims but please note that this

examiner gives little structural weight to such language

The drawings are objected to under 37 C.F.R 1.83a The

drawings must show every feature of the invention specified in the

claims Therefore the restraint the catheter the tracheal

catheter and the straight pin must be shown or the feature

canceled from the claims Mo new matter should be entered
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Serial No 956653

Art Unit 331

An election of species restriction is typically accomplished

by applicant selecting one of the figured embodiments Presently

applicant does not have drawing for each of the different

embodiments but has selected to prosecute the group of claims that

are directed towards the catheter It has been determined that

claims 111417212437 and 4153 all depend from generic claim

The claims for tracheal catheter will be included

The following is quotation of 35 U.S.C 103 which forms
the basis for all obviousness rejections set forth in this Office
action

patent may not be obtained though the invention is not

identically disclosed or described as set forth in section 102

of this title if the differences between the subject matter

sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the

subject matter as whole would have been obvious at the time

the invention was made to person having ordinary skill in

the art to which said subject matter pertains Patentability
shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention
was made

Subject matter developed by another person which qualifies as

prior art only under subsection or of section 102 of

this title shall not preclude patentability under this
section where the subject matter and the claimed invention

were at the time the invention was made owned by the same

person or subject to an obligation of assignment to the same

person

Claims 111417212437 and 4153 are rejected under 35

U.S.C 103 as being unpatentable over Schreck in view of Wilson

Schreck discloses the use of restraint means and for

holding shape memory catheter in predetermined

configuration portion of the restraint is hollow so that

the catheter is held within the restraint and compressed

transversely The catheter displays stress induced martensite
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Serial No 956653

Art Unit 331

behavior at body temperature It is not known whether the

catheter has an A90 temperature of not more than degrees due

to the insufficiency of the specification Wilson teaches the use

of varying compositions in shape memory alloy such that the

temperature range where the alloy is in its transitional phase can

vary between -396 and 331 degrees It is believed that the

range of transitional temperatures being claimed would have been an

obvious characteristic to have included in the material traits of

Schrecks catheter in light of the teaching of Wilson because if

one had desired catheter that would return to its original shape

at body temperature after being deformed at temperature below

degrees one could have looked to Wilson to see that such

temperature range ma shape memory alloy is well known in the art

Wilson also teaches the use of curved shape being desirable

at the catheters unstressed state so that it can be placed in

certain body regions with greater ease It is also believed to

have been obvious to have had the Schreck devices unstressed state

be in curved configuration instead of just at larger diameter

because if one had wanted to place the device at angle in the human

body one could have looked to Wilson to see how this is done in

shape memory catheter Item of Schreck could be obviously

replaced by straight pin for design reasons if fenestration

already existed in the area that the catheter is desirably

inserted

It is requested that applicant define more structural
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Serial No 956653

Art Unit 331

limitations that allow applicants device to function in the manner

described in the claims Some of applicants limitations are

strictly functional such as can be extruded from the device at

temperature. the hollow placement device stressing the

memory alloy at temperature.. transformation of the alloy

occurs without any change in the state and more What are the

structural limitations that allow the device to function in these

manners and how are they different from the prior art

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier
communications from the examiner should be directed to David

Kenealy whose telephone number is 703 3082680

Any inquiry of general nature or relating to the status of

this application should be directed to the Group receptionist whose

telephone number is 703 308-0858

MICIEY YU

PRIMARY EXAMINER
David Kenealy
June 13 1993
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FORM PTO-892 us DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
SERIAL NO ROUP ART UNIT

ATTACHMENT
REV 2-92 PATENT AND TRADEMARN OFFICE TO

1S53 NUMBER

NOTICE OF REFERENCES CITED
APPLICANTS

Jeirvis

U.S PATENT DOCUMENTS

SUB- FILING DATE IF

UMENTNO
DATE NAME CLASS CLASS APPROPRIATEiH f2t

11 351 i/ .t Z$

Q/75 \.ç14fS

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

SUB- ERTINENT
bCUMENT NO DATE COUNTRV NAME CLASS CLASS SHTS PP

-F- OWG SPEC.

11K Krtr

OTHER REFERENCES Including Author Title Date Pertinent Pages EtC

EXAMINER DATE4i
COPY of this reference is not being furnished with this office action

See Manual of Patent Examining Procedure section 707.05
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MENDMENT COVER SHEET
DOCKET NO 94391MP0884-US7

IN jtE APPLICATION OF JAMES JERVIS

SERIAL NO 07/956653 FILED October21f92 QQ
FOR MEDICAL DEVICES INCORPORATING SIM ALLOY ELEMENTS

_iL RWCEIVED
HONORABLE COMMISSIONER OF LjE_f

PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS DEC 141993

Washington.1
GROUP 330

Sir
NOV

Transmst heipJs parr in the above identified application Any necessasy extension of time penod set for this paper is

hereby

reested.-

NotiOiiàlee is required

The fee has been calculated as shown below

EXTENSION FEE RATE RATE

FIRST MONTH AFTER TIME PERIOD SET 110.00 55.00

SECOND MONTH AFFER TIME PERIOD SET 360.00 180.00 $360.00

-THIRD MONTH AFTER TIME PERIOD SET 840.00 420.00

FOURTH MONTH AFTER TIME PERIOD SET 1320.00 660.00

TOTAL EXTENSION FEE $360.00

FEE FOR EXTRA CLAIMS added by Amendment in this response

Column Column Column

Number of Number RA.TI

Claims aftn PrviousIy umber oI Won-Sm WtTL- FEE

Antendisient Paid for raClahus Entit Small En6

TOTAL CLAIMS 46 MINUS x22 10 s6.d0

INDEPENDENT MINUS 36
74.00

First
presentation

of multiple dependent claim 220 110

TOTAL FEE FOR EXTRA CLAIMS $13200

If the entry in Column is less than the entry of Column wniie in Column

If the number of Total Claims previously paid for is less than 20 writer 20 in this space

If the numbe of Independent Claims previously paid for is less than wrIte this
space

Enclosed is the fee of $50iO0 by Check No -451

Please charge Deposit Account No 19-2090 in the amount of
________________________________

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment of any additional fees in particu following

fees associated with this communication or credit any overpayment to Deposit AccountNo.1
9Q

Any filing fees under 37 C.F.R 1.16 for the presentation of extra claims -\
Any patent application processing fees under 37 C.FR 1.17

Date /J ________________________
Je eldon Reg No 27953

CERTIFICATE OF MAILiNG hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the U.S Postal Service

as first class mall in an envelope addressed to Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks Washington 20231 on

November 24 1993

Date Signed it ifg_
.iEJ DON MAK
225 SOUTh LAKE AVENUkd11rE
PASADENA CALIFORNIA 91101

bc 796-4000 Direct Line 818 356-1201

c2o\FORMs\PATENs\rsreND Cs

--

ii6 360.00 Ck
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94884-US7
IN THE ITED STATES PATENT AND TDEMARK OFFICE

In re application of Group Art Unit 3301

ANES JERVIS Examiner KENEALY

Serial No 07/956653

DEC1 i99Filed October 1992

For MEDICAL DEVICES INCORPORATING iUUPi3O
SIM ALLOY ELEMENTS Pasadena California

NENDMENT HER3BY CERTIT TLT V.V-
IS BEiNG POSTAL

Honorable Commissioner of

Patents and Trademarks

Washington 20231

Si

In response to the Office Action of June 24 1993

please amend the above-identified application as follows

IN THE SPECIFICATION

At page between lines 24 and 25 and after the table

added by the preliminary amendment filed with the application

please insert

--The A90 temperature is the temperature at which the

transformation from the martnsitic phase to the austenitic phase

is 90 complete.-

ii 7LOO OK

j.ç

l2 WP 12/13/93 O79ó5
At page line after the description of Figures

and added by the Amendment of March 22 1993 please insert

WP51\PC3\TENP\9439-2.At1O Nov 24 1993
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--Fig is tracheal catheter which is curved in its

unstressed configuration partially straightened by straight

pin restraint

Fig shows an IUD formed at least partly from

pseudoelastic shape-memory alloy being restrained in deformed

shape by restraining tube.-

At page 13 line 24 before When11 insertj-_The IUD

longitudinal dimension and transverse dimension.-

IN THE CLAIMS

Please amend the claims as follows

12 Amended device as aimed in Claim 11 which

includes restraint means of whic holding the shape memory

alloy element held in deformed configuration to allow it

to be positioned within or in proximi to mammalian body the

deformation occurring through the for ation of stress-induced

martensite

13 Amended device clai ed in claim 12 in

which the restraint is hollow and memory alloy element

has transverse dimension and lo git in dimension and

wherein the shane memory 1ov deformed such way

that it is by being compressed tr sversely and is positioned

_L

Wp5flPc3\TEMP\9438-2MD NoV 24 1993
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Amended medical
flevice

which comprises

an element fo/use within mammalian body or

in such proximity to mammalian/body that the device is

substantially at body temperatue the element comprising shape

memory alloy which displays st/ess_induced
martensite behavior at

body temperature and

restr nt means of which holding the

shape memory alloy element held in deformed configuration

to allow it to be positio within or in proximity to

mammalian bod the defo ion occurring through the formation

of stress-induced marte si

sufficiently deforme that removal of the restraint from the

wherein device is adapted so that the element is

6AJ shape memory alloy lenient without change in temperature of the

device releases least portion of the element from its

deformed confi ration

Amended device as claimed in claim-6 in

çwhich the shape memory alloy element has transverse dimension

and longitudinal dimension and wherein the shape memory alloy

element is deformed such way that its transverse

dimension being reduced and wherein the restraint

prevents transverse expansion of the element

wP51\Pc3\TEMP\9438-2N1D Nov 24 1993

within the restraint the restraint preventing

expansion of the element
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Amended The device of claim wherein the

shape memory alloy element is sufficiently deformed that removal

of the restraint from the shape memory alloy releases at least

portion of the shape memory alloy element from its deformed

configuration without change in state of the restraint

27 Ame ded medical device suitable for placement

within or proximate to mammalian body for treatment of the

mammalian body the evice comprising restraining means

and ii
memory alloy element formed at least partly

from pseudoelastic shape-memory alloy the alloy displaying

reversible stress-in uced martensitic state and an austenitic

state the memory al oy element having deformed shape when

the alloy is in its stress-induced niartensitic state and ii

different unstresse shape and

jj restraining means engaging and

the memo alloy element at temperature greater than

the allo so that the memory alloy element is in its

shape

wherein he alloy is selected so that removal of the

restraining means adapted to be removed from the memory

alloy element at temperature greater than the As of the alloy

when the device placed within or proximate to the mammalian

body transfo
i7iransforms

at least portion of the alloy

from its stress-i ud martensitic state so that the memory

alloy element tra sforms from its deformed shape toward its

L..
Wp5i\PC3\TEI4P\94382.1D Nov 24 1.993

stressing

the As of

deformed
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is adapted so that the

ange in temperature of

element being required

28 Amended medical dev ce for treatment of

mammalian body the device comprising hollow restraining

member and ii
memory alloy el ment formed at least partly

from pseudoelastic shape-memory al oy the alloy displaying

reversible stress-induced martensite at about body temperature

uch that it has stress-induced ma tensitic state and an

austenitic state the memory alloy lement having deformed

shape when the alloy is in its stre s-induced martensitic state

and ii different unstressed sha and

.kkl hollow restraning member with the memory

alloy element being within the res aining member the

restraining member engaging and st essing the memory alloy

element at temperature greater an the As of the alloy so that

the memory alloy element is in its deformed shape

wherein the restraining member and the memory alloy

element are movable relative to ch other to transform at least

portion of the alloy from its ress-induced martensitic state

at temperature greater than th As of the alloy so that the

memory alloy element transforms from its deformed shape toward

its unstressed shape and where
q...he

is adaptedj alloy

is selected so that the transf rion can occur without any

wp51\pC3\TEMP\9438-2.2ND Nov 24 1993
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transformation can occur without any

the restraining means or the memory all

or the transformation of the alloy
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change in temperature of the restrainirfg
member or the memory

alloy element

Amended The medical device of claim-wherein

the restraining member is tube and the memory alloy element is

axially slidable within the tube and wherein the is

adapted so memory alloy element is sufficiently long that

relative axial movement between the tube and the memory alloy

element extends at least portion of the memory alloy element

beyond the tube and thereby transforms the memory alloy element

toward its austenitic state

Claim 31 line 21 change device is adapted so to --

alloy is selected--

Claim 32 line change device is adapted so

to --tube is sufficiently long--

Claim 3r11ne 10 delete externally or internally

in lines 19-20 and change device is adapted to --alloy is

selected--

Claim 35 line 18 change device is adapted to

--alloy is selected--

Claim 3721ine 21 change device is adapted to --alloy

is selected--

WP51\pC3\TEMP\9438-2AMD Nov 24 1993
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Claim 49 lines 1-2 change device is adapted to

--alloy is selected--

Amended The device of claimkrwherein

device is adapted so that the restraining member can be

completely disengaged and separated from the memory alloy

element and ii the alloy is selected so that engaging the

restraining member with the memory alloy element after separation

results in the memory alloy element transforming towards its

deformed shape by reversion to its stress-induced martensitic

state

Amended The device of c1aim-3wherein

device is adapted so that the restraining member can be

completely disengaged and separated from the catheter and

ii the alloy is selected so that reengaging the restraining

member with the catheter after separation results in the catheter

transforming toward its easily inserted shape by reversion of at

least portion of the alloy from its austenitic state to its

stress-induced martensitic state

Amended The device of claimwherein

device is adapted so that the pin can be completely

disengaged and separated from the catheter and ii the alloy is

selected so that reengaging the restraining means with the memory

alloy element after separation results in the catheter

transforming toward its deformed shape by reversion of at least

Iov 24 193
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portion of the alloy from its austenitic state to its stress-

induced martensitic state

31 Amended The device of claim 36 wherein

device is adapted so that the placement device can be

completely disengaged and separated from the catheter and

ii p11w 1chr fht- reengaging the placement

device with the catheter after separation results in the catheter

transforming toward its deformed shape by reversion of at least

portion of the alloy from its austenitic state to its stress-

induced martensitic state

Please add the following claims to the application

The medical device of claim 2-wherein the

restraint externally engages the catheter

The medical device of claim1wherein the

restraint internally engages the catheter

L- .J medical device itable for placement within or

proximate to mammalian body fo treatment of the mammalian

body the device comprising restraint and ii an element

formed at least partly from ps udoelastic shape-memory alloy

the alloy displa ing rersible
stress-induced

martensite by virtue of being ove tA and above its and

below its Md at about body temp rature

WP51\PC3\TEMP\94382.1I4D Nov 24 1993
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such that it has stress-induced ma tensitic

state and an austenitic state the element having deformed

shape when the alloy is in its stress-induced mart nsitic state

and ii different unstressed shape

wherein the restraint is capable th of stressing

the element and of being at least partially remo ed from the

element while the device is within or proximate to the said body

at the said body temperature and the element therefore at an

operating temperature greater than the and and below the Md

of the alloy

such removal of the restraint ausing at least

portion of the alloy to transform from its ress-induced

martensitic state to its austenitic state that the element

spontaneously transforms from its deformed shape toward its

unstressed shape

and such transformation occur without change

in temperature of the restraint or of element from the

operating temperature

IN THE DRAWINGS

Please approve new Figures and accompanying this

amendment

REMARKS

Claims 11-56 are pending in this application Claims

54-56 are added by this amendment Claim 15 l6 22 23 and 38-

40 are withdrawn from consideration Claims 11-14 17 18 and

WP51\PC3\TEMP\9438-2.IND Nov 24 1993
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33 were rejected under 35 U.S.C 112 The drawings were

objected to under 37 C.F.R 1.83a All of the claims

originally submitted were rejected under 35 U.S.C 103

Reexamination reconsideration and allowance are respectfully

requested

It is noted the Examiner referred to claim 54 in the

Office Action It is believed this was in error in that there

was no claim 54 in the application prior to this amendment

Entry of the amendments is respectfully requested No

new matter is added by the amendments in that they are clearly

supported by the specification In particular the amendments to

the claims are to meet some objections raised by the Examiner

For example new claims 54 and 55 result from deletion of the

alternative language that appeared in claim 33 Claim 56 is

similar to claim undergoing prosecution in Europe based on the

present application

New Fig is based on Fig with pin inserted as

described in the specification Fig is based on drawings in

U.S Patent No 3620212 which was incorporated by reference at

page 13 lines 2-5 The new drawings have been added pursuant to

the request of the Examiner to include in the application

drawing showing all features claimed Since these features are

claimed and the claims are supported by the specification no

new matter is added

Wp51\Pc3\ThMP\9438-2ND
10 Nov 24 1993
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The reference explaining the significant of A90
which was added to page of the specification is based on the

amendment and declaration tiled in great-grandparent Application

Serial No 177817 filed March 30 1988 in response to an

Office Action filed August 11 1988 Relevant portions of that

amendment and the declaration are provided herewith for the

convenience of the Examiner As is made clear that amendment and

declaration A90 is an inherent property of the materials

listed in the table

REJECTIONS AND OBJECTIONS UNDER 35 U.S.C 112

The specification was objected to as failing to provide

an adequate description of UA90u By this amendment that

objection has been obviated This also obviates the rejection of

claims 11-14 17 and 18 under 35 U.S.C 112 based on the same

grounds

Claim 13 was objected to because of reference to

transverse compression This objection has been obviated by

providing an antecedent basis in claim 13 for transverse

dimension Moreover the specification has been amended to make

it clear that an IUD has transverse and longitudinal dimension

which is inherent in such device

The rejection to claim 33 has been obviated by removing

the alternative language

WP51\PC3\TEMP\94382.ND
11 Nov 24 1993
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Applicant has used means for language where

appropriate However in view of recent decisions by the Federal

Circuit where it is unclear exactly what scope the Federal

Circuit will apply to means for language Applicant has elected

to use broad language such as restraint

With regard to the use of adapted for language

Applicant respectfully disagrees with the Examiners position

that adapted for language cannot be considered in determining

the patentability of the claimed invention Nevertheless to

avoid controversy Applicant has revised the claims without

prejudice to eliminate the adapted for language

In view of the foregoing remarks removal of the

objections and rejections under 35 U.S.C 112 is respectfully

requested

OBJECTION TO THE DRAWINGS

The drawings were objected to for not showing every

feature of the invention specified in the claims The drawings

have been amended to specify all such features Accordingly

approval of the accompanying drawings and removal of the

objection are respectfully requested

REJECTION UNDER 35 U.S.C 103

All the claims under consideration were rejected under

35 U.S.C 103 as being unpatentable over Schreck U.S Patent

WP51\PC3\TEMP\9438-2.1I41D
12 Nov 24 1993
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No 4411655 in view of Wilson U.S Patent No 3890977 This

rejection is respectfully traversed

This rejection assumes that Schrecks catheter displays

stress-induced martensite behavior As detailed below Schreck

teaches no such thing Thus no prima fade case of obviousness

has been made and the rejection should be withdrawn

As is made clear throughout the specification key

feature of the claimed invention is medical device that

comprises an alloy in its stress-induced martensitic state By

way of background there are two techniques available for

transforming an appropriate alloy into the martensitic state

The first technique which is the common technique is cooling

the material so that martensite forms at under no stress By

the second technique the same material martensite can form

above if stress is applied thereby forming stress-induced

martensite The present invention is directed to use of the

unique properties of stress-induced inartensite not martensite

formed by cooling

Contrarily Schreck only teaches conventional

martensite formed by cooling In particular Schreck first

describes one way mode where martensite phase

transformation occurs as the specimen is cooled through the

appropriate temperature range Mf 11 Column lines 18-20

wp51\PC3\TEMP\943B-2.I4D
13 NoV 24 1993
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Thus it is clear that in Schrecks one way mode martensite

formed through conventional cooling

Schreck then goes on to discuss 11two way or

reversible mode Again however martensite is clearly formed by

cooling Schreck states if shape-memory alloy is deformed

beyond minimum stained sic strained value while in its

martensite phase the original parent1 shape will be recovered

on heating the specimen above the phase change as in the one

way effect emphasis added Column lines 32-37 Thus

clearly Schreck is referring to deformation after the alloy is

in its martensite phase and not the use of stress or deformation

to put the alloy into its martensite phase Thus Schreck has no

teaching of stress-induced martensite

Moreover by no stretch of the imagination can

Schrecks elastomeric sleeve be considered to be restraint that

causes stress-induced martensite transformation As Schreck

states at column lines 21-25 the shape memory alloy cannula

may advantageously be encased in elastomeric sleeve whose lumenal

diameter is stretched by the SMl material as it equilibrates to

the desired temperature Thus the elastomeric sheath is

deformed by the dilating cannula not the reverse There is no

suggestion that the sheath could possibly deform the cannula and

cause phase transformation i.e the formation of stress-induced

martensite Indeed there is no mention of stress-induced

martensite anywhere in Schreck

WP51\PC3\TEMP\9438-2.1D
14

Nov 24 1993
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Moreover as specifically recited in many of the

claims such as claims 19 27 28 31 33 35 37 and 56 and

the claims dependent therefrom the changes that take place in

the memory alloy element occur without any change in temperature

of the restraining means or the memory alloy element be required

for the transformation of the alloy This is language quoted

from claim 27 This is clearly not what is taught by Schreck

who specifically requires the temperature of the shape-memory

alloy change to dilate the cannula see for example column

line 7-16 of Schreck This is significant advantage of

Applicants invention in that recovery is achieved without

temperature change Schreck does not have this feature

Therefore for the foregoing reasons and in

particular because no prima facie case of obviousness has been

made removal of the rejection under 35 U.S.C 103 is

respectfully requested

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Applicant has obtained translation of Oonishi

Clinical Magazine Orthopedic Surgery 32 page 1180 1981 which

was listed as one of the references cited to the Examiner as part

of the information disclosure statement that accompanied the

original application copy of the translation is enclosed

Applicant appreciates the fact that the Examiner

considered some of the references cited However the Examiner

wPS1\C3\TErIP\94382.AMD
1_5 Nov 24 1993
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has not acknowledged considering references that were cited as

part of supplemental information disclosure statement that was

mailed April 1993 copy enclosed nor references cited in the

original application pages 1-7 of PTO-1449 forms It is

respectfully requested that the Examiner acknowledge

consideration of all these references Copies of these seven

pages are provided herewith for the convenience of the Examiner

If for some reason the Examiner does not have copies of

any of these references please notify the undersigned and

courtesy copies will be hand carried to the Examiner Applicant

respectfully requests the Examiner to initial all of the attached

forms and return them to the undersigned

CONCLUS ION

For reasons detailed above it is believed that the

present application is in condition for allowance If for some

reason the Examiner considers otherwise it is respectfully

requested that telephone call be placed to the undersigned to

resolve any remaining difficulties It is the undersigneds

experience that such telephone calls can often lead to early

disposal of applications

Respectfully submitted

SHELDON M2C

t1L By____________
Date JeffrekW Sheldon Reg No 27953

225 South Lake Avenue Suite 900

Pasadena California 91101 Phone 818 796-4000

wpS1\pC3\TEMP\9438-2.AND
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Second in many hape memory alloys there isa larg
NICKELTITANIUM/VAN.ADICM SHAPE hysteresis as the alloy is transformed between austeritici

MEMORY ALLOY and martensitic states so that reversing ofhe state of an

SMA element may require temperature excursion of Jr
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION everal tens oi desrees Celsius The combination of

Field of the Invention
these factors with the limitation tha human tissue can
not be heated or ccbied beyond certain relatively nat-

This invention relates to nickel/titanium shape mern
row limits without sutfering temporary or permanent

alloys and improvements therein
damage is expecreu to limit the use that can be made of

Introduction to the Invention SMA medical devices

Materials both organic and metallic capable of pos-
In copending and commonly assigned U.S patent

essing shape memory are vejI known An article made application 5cr No 541.844 tiled 10/14/83 to Jervis

the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by refer
.f such materials can be deformed from an original

heat-stable configuration to second heat-unstable
ence it is proposed that the stress-induced martensite

.ontiguration The article is said to have shape memory
SIM properties of shane memory alloys be employed

for the reason that upon the application of heat along in SMA medical devices rather than the use of the

can be caused to revert or to attempt to revert from shape memory effect

ts heat-unstable configuration to its original heat-stable hen an SMA sample exhibiting stress-induced mar

.onhigurauon i.e it remembers its original shape tensite is stressed at temperature above Mcso that the

Among metallic alloys the ability to possess shape austenitic state is initially stable it first deforms elasti

memory is result of the fact that the alloy undergoes cally and then at critical stress begins to transform by

reversible transformation from an austenitic state to the formation of stress-induced inartensite Depending

martensitic state with change in temperature This on whether the temperature is above or below the

ransiormation is sometimes referred to as thermoelas- behavior when the deforminz stress is released differs

martensitic transformation An article made from --
If the temperature is below Ar the stress-inducçd mar

-uch an alloy for example hollow sleeve is easily tensite is stable but if the temperature is above the

deformed from its original configuration to new con- martensite is unstable and transforms back to austenfle

figuration when cooled below the temperature at which with the sample returning or attempting to return to

me alloy is transformed from the austenitic state to the
its orleinal shape The effect is seen in almost all alloys

martensiuc state The temperature at which this trans- which exhibit thermoelastic martensitic transforma
formation beeins is usually referred to as and the don alone with the shape memory effect However the

temperature at which it finishes Mj When an article
extent of the temperature range over which SIM is seen

thus deformed is warmed to the temperature at which
and the stress and strain ranges for the effect vary

the alloy starts to revert back to ausienice referred to as
grradv with the alloy For many purposes it is desirable

Arbeing the temperature at which the reversion is

that the SIM transformation occur at relatively con-

complete the deformed object will begin to return to its
stant stress over wide strain range thereby enabling

nginal configuration
the creation of in effect constant force spring

Shape memory alloys SMAs have found use in re-
Various alloys of nickel and titanium have in the past

.ent years in for example pipe couplings such as are
been disclosed as beine capable of having the property

described in U.S Pat Nos 4035007 and 4.19808 to

1-tarrison and Jervisi electrical connectors such as are

of shape memory imparted thereto Examples of such

alloys may be found in U.S Pat Nos 3174851 and
aescribed in U.S Pat No 3.740.839 to Otte and Fi

3.35 1.43
-cher switches such as are described in U.S Pat No

Buehler et at iMater Des Eng pp.823 Feb 1962
a05.293 actuators etc

Various proposals have also been made to employ
App Phvs v.36 pp.3232-9 1965 have shown that

.iiape memory alloys in the medical field For example
in the binary Ni/Ti alloys the transformation tempera-

U.S Pat No 3.620.212 to Fannon et al proposes the
ture decreases dramatically and the yield strength in

se of an SMA intrauterine contraceptive device
creases with decrease in titanium content from the

Pat No 3.786.806 to Johnson ci at proposes the use of
stoichiomeinc 50 atomic percent value However

in SMA bone plate U.S Pat No 3.890.977 to Wilson lowering the titanium content below 49.9 atomic per-

proposes the use of an SMA element to bend catheter cent has been founo to produce alloys which are unsta

cannula etci
ble in the temperature range of 100 to 500 as

These medical SMA devices rely on the property of described by Wasilewski et aL Met Trans. v.2 pp

.hape memory to achieve their desired effects That is

22938 1971 The instability temper instability maid-

to say they rely on the fact that when an SMA element
f5t5 itself as change generally an increase in

cooled to its martensitic state and is subsequently
between the annealed alloy and the same alloy which

deformed it will retain its new shape but when it is
has been further tempered Annealing here means heat-

warmed to its austenitic state the original shape will be ing to sufficiently high temperature and holding at

ecovered that temperature long enouth to give uniform stress

However the use of the shape memory effect in mcd- 60 free condition followed by sufficiently rapid cooling to

cat applications is attended with two principal disad maintain that condition Temperatures around 900

vaitiages First it is difficult to control the ransforma- lot about 10 minutes are generally sufficient for anneal

on temperatures of shape memory alloys with accu- ing and air cooling is generally sufficiently rapid

racy as they are usually extremely composition-sensi- though quenching in water is necessary for some of the

ive although various techniques have been proposed oS low Ti compositions Tempering here means holding at

including the blending by powder metallurgy of al- an intermediate temperature for suitably long period

eadv-made alloys of differing transformation tempera- such as few hours at 200400 C. The instability

ures see U.S Pat No 4.310.354 to Fountain et aLl thus makes the low titanium alloys disadvantageous for
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high yield strengtn and i-..coucibie is derreo

Although certain cold-worked binary mkei
titanium alloys have been shown to exhibit SIM these

alloys are difficult to use in practice because ii orcier to

obtain the aoproonate to give SIM properties at

physiologically acceptable rernoeratures toe aLloYs

must have less than the stoichiometric titanium content

These binary alloys then are extremely comnosition

sensitive in M. as referredto above for shaoe memory
unstable in with aging and sensitive to cooling

rate and require cold-working to develop the SIM
so that any inadvertent plastic deformation is not recov

erable simply by heat-treatment new cold-working is

required

Certain ternary Ni/Ti ailovs have been found to

overcome some of these problems An alloy comprising

.57.2 atomic percent nickel 40
percent titanium ana

3.2 atomic percent iron such as disclosed in U.S Pat

No 3753.700 to Harrison et ai has an Mtemperature

near 100 and yield strength of about 70.000 psi

While the addition of iron has enabled the production of

alloys with both low temperature and high yreid

strength this addition has not solved the problem of

nstaoility nor has it produced great improvement in

the sensitivity of the temperature to compositional

change

LS Pat No 3.558.369 shows that the temneja

cure can be lowered by substituting cobalt for nickel

then iron for cobalt in the stoichiometric alloy How
ever although the alloys of this patent can have low

transformation temperatures they have only modest

yield strengths 40.000 psi or tess

U.S Naval Ordnance Laboratory Report NOLTR
64-235 August 1965 examined the effect upon hard-

ness of ternary additions of from 0.08 to lb weight

percent of eleven different elements including vana

dium to stoichiometric Ni/Ti Similar studies have

been made by for example Honma et al. Res Inst

Mm Dress Met Report No b22 1972 and Proc mt

Conf Martensitic Transformations ILCOMAT pp
259264 Kovnei-tstii et al. Proc 4th mt Conf on Tita

nium pp 146979 1980 and Donkersloot ci at.

U.S Pat No 3.832.243 on the variation of transforma

tion temperature with ternary additions also including

vanadium These references however do not escribe

any SIM behavior in the alloys studied

It would thus be desirable to develop an alloy which

exhibits stress-induced martensite in the range from

to 60 which is preferably of low composition sensi

tivity for ease of manufacture

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Summary of the Invention

have discovered that the addition of appropriate 55

amounts of vanadium tonickelititanium shape memory

alloys permits the production of workable alloys exhib

iting stress-induced martensite in physiooicaly ac

ceptable temperature range when in the fully annealed

condition i.e no cold working is required to produce sO

the desired mechanical properties

This invention thus provides shape memory alloy

consisting essentially of nickel titanium and vanadium

within an area defined on nickel titanium and vana

dium ternary composition diagram by hexagon with 15

its first vertex at 38.0 atomic percent nickel 37.0 atomic

percent titanium and 25.0 atomic percent vanadium its

second vertex at 47.6 atomic percent nickel 46.4 atomic

erceni titantu nd 0.1 atomic riercent anaulum its

rC crtex at .I atomic percent nicKel 4o4 atomic

percCflt ittanium anu 4M atomic percent .anadium it

urtn vertex at atomic percent nicke 45.h atomic-

percent titanium ana 4.n atomic percent .anadium its

f.h .ermex at atomic percent ntckci 4.i atomic

perceni titanium anu u.1 atomic percent %anadium and

ts sixth ertex at atomic percent nickel 35

atomic percent titanium and 25.0 atomic percent vana

dium

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

FIGS 1A through 1E are typical stress-strain curves

for shane memory alloys at various temperatures

FIG is nickel titanium/vanadium ternary compo

orion diagram showing the area ol the alloy of this

flventiOfl

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

FIGS lA through IE are typical stress-train curves

fsr shape memory alloys at various temperatures Ig

noring for the moment the difference between and

M. and between and A. the behaior if shape

memory alloy may be generally seen to iii with one of

these Figures

In FIG 1A is below M. The alloy is initially

martensitic and deforms by twinning beyond low

elastic limit This deformation though not recoverable

at the deformation temperature is recoverable when

the temperature is increased above A. This gives rise to

the conventional shape memory elfect

In FIG lB is between Mand M.jrhe maximum

temperature at which martensite may be stress

induced and below Here though the alloy is ini

tially ausreniric stress results in the formation of mar

tensite permitting ready deformation Because the alloy

is below the deformation is again not recoverable

until heating to above results in the transformation

back to austenite If the sample is unrestrained the origi

nal shape will be completely recovered if not it will be

recovered to the extent permitted by he restraint

However if the material is then alloweo to re-cool to

the temperature of deformation the stress produced in

the alloy is constant regardless ol the strain provided

hat the strain lies within the placeau region of the

tress-strain curve This means that Known constant

force icalculable from the height of the stress plateaui

can be applied over wide up io 57 or more strain

range

In FIG IC is- between and M. and above A.

Here the stress-induced martensite is thermally unsta

ble and reverts to austenite as the stress is removed This

proouces without heating what is in effect constant-

force spring acting over strain range which can be

about Sc This behavior has been termed stress

induced mat-tensiLe pseudoelasticity

FIG ID shows the situation where is near

Although some stress-induced martensite is formed the

stress level for martensite formation is close to the aus

cenitic yield stress of the alloy and both plastic and SIM

deformation occur Only the SIM component of the

deformation is recoverable

FIG IE shows above The aiways-austenitic

alloy simply yields plastically when stressed beyond its

dastic yield point and the deformation is non-recovera

ble
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The type of stress ii0 behavior shown in these

FIGS IA through 1E will hereafter be referred to as A-

through E-type behavior

Constant stress over ide strain range is desirable

mechanical behavior for many medical applications

Such plateau in the stress-strain curve of these alloys

occurs over limited temperature ranges above Mc and

below Md
Such properties are useful for medical products when 40

they occur at temperatures between and 60 C.

and particularly at 20 to 40 It has been discov

ered that certam compositions of Ni/Ti/V alloys ex
hibit B- or C-style behavior in this temperature range

Shape memory alloys according to the invention may 45

conveniently be produced by the methods described in

for example U.S Pat Nos 3.753.700 and 4.144.057

The following example illustrates the method of prepa
ration and testing of samples of shape memory alloys

EXAMPLE

Commercially pure titanium and vanadium and car

bonyl nickel were weighed in proportions to give -the

atomic percentage compositions listed in Table the

total mass for test ingots was about 330 These metals 55

were placed in water-cooled copper hearth in the

chamber of an electron beam melting furnace The

chamber was evacuated to i0 Torr and the charges

were melted and alloyed by use of the electron beam

The resulting ingots were hot swaged and hot rolled in 00

air at approximately 850 to produce strip of approxi

mately 0.025 inch thickness Samples were cut from the

stnp descaled vacuum annealed at 850 for 30 min
utes and furnace cooled

The transformation temperature of each alloy was oS

determined on an annealed sample as the temperature

at the onset of the rnartensite transformation at 10 ksi

stress referred to as Ml0 ksi

Fcr er tll samples itress-strain curves were

measured at temperatures between II and 60 to

determine the esistence of .tress-induced martensite

hehavir

It can be seen from Table that alloys with an

higher than 40 but lower than 20 show pre
dominantly B- and C-type behavior at 20 and 40

This criterion is not sufficient to ensure flat stress-

strain curve at the desired temperatures however

vanadium content of at least 4.6 atomic percent is also

necessary since alloys with 1.5 and 4.0 atomic percent

show D- and E-type behavior at 20 and 40

The sample with content of 4.5 at shows 0-type

behavior at 40 C. although B-type at and 20

Such an alloy would be marginally useful

Since the alloy with an of 42 has 0-type

behavior at C. it is expected that alloys with an

below 40 will show D- or E-type behavior in the

50
temperature range of interest while alloys with an

above 20 show A-type behavior over at least half

the OôO range
Too much vanadium also leads to undesirable proper

ties since an alloy with 30 atomic percent vanadium

shows lesser degree of SIM elongation and much

higher yield strength for the SIM transformation than

alloys of lower vanadium content This alloy also

showed A-type behavior at 20 despite an Mof
Such an alloy with nearly 111 composition ratio

is probably not treatable as Ni/Ti type alloy

The claimed composition range based on these data

is shown in FIG and the compositions at the vertices

given irs Table II

TABLE II

Aromle Perceni Comiiic.ns

Pnni \ckci rrnium Vaiwduom

ilii .l 25.0

TABLE

Lric \r.iei rianiom naulum Alm

C.mposiiion

Sittmlc Iercenl .i IIkii tcchzsnicaa iIchuct.ru

ri

fill 455

a5 at 1110 .-

.LQ5 355 117

50.0 i-Li Ito

3A -iSO ii c3
500 35.11

300 450 -35 CD
50.5 441 -32
4SO 410 41

.114.5 445 II -30 CD
495 35.5 .13

500 .0
355 35.0 s.5 II

040 45.5 -U CD
414 4425 A-B

114.5 455 cI -5 .A

41.5 30.5 204

a.5 43 tOo

25 33 75 30.1 II

405 40 45 it

441.0 30 hI AI3 It II

47 75 45 75 s.5 20 .A

47.5 35.5
it

314.5 .15.5 50 27

45.0 45.0 0.0 30 Ii

375 40.5 511 52

46.5 45.5 7.1

45.25 46.25 St

.Iist ts.ih an .t-ari InJc iii ccmpcrslurc urt iou sihiiu he tope.i ih.nnsciui.ou eseuiuh..mju

the icnp..nuurc in Ike Ia.rtIcI raee
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TABL .-contrnued

comic Percni L.mr.cutons

Ir \J.j jnium ruulum

-LU fl4

.L

The hnes AB and BC represent the upper limit of

expected to allow the desired behavior i.e 20 The

line AB corresponds approximately to NiTi atomic

ratio of 1.13 The line CD corresponds to the lower

limit oi vanadium composition alloys having less vana

dium do not exhibit B- or C-type behavior in the desired

temperature range even if of the correct M- The lines

DE and EF represent the lower limit of giving the

desired behavior i.e -10 The line EF corresponds

approximately to an NiTi atomic ratio of 1.02 Finally

the line FA represents the upper limit of vanadium

.ontent for the desirable SIM properties

Presently preferred alloys include rezon consisting

csentialty of 47 4.8% at 9- Ni 45.2-46.4 at 9- Ti

remainder around 48.09- NI 46.0% Ti 6.0%

hich alloy has B-tYpe behavior from ID to 50 and

region having an NiTi atomic ratio between about

1.07 and LII and vanadium content between 5.25 and

IS atomic percent which shows C-type behavior at 20

and/or 40

In addition to the method described in the Example

alloys according to the invention may be manufactured

from their components br appropriate master alloys

by other methods suitable for dealing with high

utamum alloys The details of these methods and the

precautions necessary to exclude oxygen and nitrogen

either by melting in an inert atmosphere or in vacuum
are well known to those skilled in the art and are not

repeated here

Changes in composition cann occur during the elec

tron-beam melting of alloys the technique employed in

this work Such changes have been noted by Honma et

ai. Res Inst Mm Dress Met Report No 622 1972
and others The composition ranges claimed as part of

this invention are defined by the initial commpositions

of alloys prepared by the electron-beam method How
ever the invention includes within its scope nickel/

titanium vanadium alloys prepared by other techniques

which have final compositions which are the same as

the iinal compositions of alloys prepared here

Alloys obtained by these methods and using the mate
rials described will contain small quantities of other

elements including oxygen and nitrogen in total

amounts from about 0.05 to 0.2 percent The effect of

these materials is generally to reduce the martensicic

transformation temperature of the alloys

Tie alloys this invention are hot-workable and

exhibit stress-inducea martensite in the range of to

in the fully anneaied condition

claim

shape memory alloy consisting essentially of

nickel titanium and vanadium within an area defined

on nickel titanium and vanadium ternary composi
ion diagram by hexagon with its first vertex at 38.0

atomic percent nickel 37.0 atomic percent titanium and

25.0 atomic percent vanadium its second vertex at 47.6

atomic percent nickel 46.4 atomic percent titanium and

6.0 atomic percent vanadium its third vertex at 49.0

atomic percent nickel 46.4 atomic percent titanium and

4.6 atomic percent vanadium its fourth vertex at 49.8

atomic percent nickel 45.6 atomic percent titanium and

4.6 atomic percent vanadium its fifth vertex at 49.8

atomic percent nickel 44.0 atomic percent titanium and

O.2 atomic percent vanadium and its sixth vertex at 39.8

atomic percent nickel 35.2 atomic percent titanium and

20 25.0 atomic percent vanadium

The alloy of claim which has an.NjTj atomic

ratio between 1.07 and 1.11 and vanadium content

between 5.25 and IS atomic percent
The alloy of claim which consists essentially of

25 between 47.6 and 48.8 atomic percent nickel 45.2 and

.tb.4 atomic percent titanium and the remainder vana

dium

shape-memory article comprising shape-mem

ory alloy consisting essentially of nickel titanium and

30 vanadium within an area defined on nickel titanium

and vanadium ternary composition diagram by hexa

gon with its first vertex at 38.0 atomic percent nickel

37.0 atomic percent titanium and 25.0 atomic percent

vanadium its second vertex at 47.6 atomic percent

35 nickel 46.4 atomic percent titanium and 6.0 atomic

percent vanadium its third vertex at 49.0 atomic per
cent nickel 46.4 atomic percent titanium and 4.6

atomic percent vanadium its fourth vertex at 49.8

atomic percent nickel 45.6 atomic percent titanium and

40 4.6 atomic percent vanadium its fifth vertex as 49.8

atomic percent nickel 440 atomic percent titanium and

6.2 atomic percent vanadium and its sixth vertex at 39.8

atomic percent nickel 35.2 atomic percent titanium and

25.0 atomic percent vanadium

45 The article according to claim which has an NiTi

atomic ratio between 1.07 and 1.11 and vanadium

content between 5.25 and IS atomic percent

The article according to claim which consists

essentially of between 47.6 and 48.8 atomic percent

50 nickel 45.2 and 46.4 atomic percent titanium and the

remainder vanadium

The aritcle according to claim exhibiting stress-

induced martensite

The article according to claim exhibiting stress-

55 induced rnartensite in the range of to 60 when in

the fully annealed condition

60
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SUMMARY

In the near-equiatomic NiTi alloy certain

processing factors significantly affect the shape

recovery temperature T1 and the extent of

shape recovery while others do not The lowest

recovery temperature and the best shape re

covery were obtained by annealing between

450 and 500 Varying the annealing tern

perature resulted in the largest change in these

two parameters causing an increase of 20

in T1 and decrease of 13% in the shape re

..jery in one sample batch if the annealing

..Jperature was increased much above 500

Increasing the maximum strain in the range

between 0% and 8% induced an increase of

10 in T1 at 500 with larger inOreases at

other annealing temperatures but without any
effect on the extent of shape recovery Alter

ing the annealing time had relatively small

effect recovery-resistant physical constraint

raised the effective but if the constraint

was maintained at sufficiently high tempera
ture the transformation occurred plastic de
formation resulted and permanent partial loss

of shape memory was suffered

Tf extrapolates to nearly the same tempera
ture at zero strain for all the annealing tem
peratures near 500 Similarly the final

temperature of the transformation from mar
tens ite to phase zero strain is the same for
all the annealing temperatures This strongly

suggests that each annealing temperature

yields high temperature P2 phase with

slightly different structure which interacts

differently with stress

Although this study is based on only two

batches of NiTi wires of similar composition

expected that qualitatively similar varia

ions with processing factors occur in all NiTi
alloys which exhibit shape memory

INTRODUCTXON

Near-equiatomic NiTi alloys Nitinol ex
hibit shape memory characteristics

The memory is such that given the proper

conditions Nitinol objects can be reStored

thermally to their original shape after being

deformed from that shape The shape recovery

takes place over range of temperatures on

heating with maximum or ideally complete

recovery being reached at specific tempera
tore

The high temperature phase in NiTi aüoys

is reported to be of CsC1 B2 type and the

martensite is reported to be monodinic
distortion of the B19 structure There is

also higher order phase transition from the

B2 phase which occurs below critical tem
perature TR Among many other effects the

transition fror- the B2 phase is characterized

by rapid increase in electrical resistance

extra diffraction spots at the one-third

positions of the B2 reciprocal lattice

and rhombohedral distortion of the B2

lattice This transition is pre-empted by
the martensitic transformation when
where M5 is the martensitic transformation

temperature application of factors which

lower M5 relative to such as thermal cy
cling of the specimen in the transformation

range or compositional variations may be

necessary to see both transformations We
define the structure below as the phase

and refer to the structure encompassing both

the B2 and the phases as the j3 phase Thus

martensite may form from the B2 or the

phase depending on the relative temperatures

TR and

The primary mechanism for the shape

memory effect is generally considered to be

the interaction of stress with the martensitic

0Q25-5416/81 /0000-0000/$02.50 Elsevier Sequoia/Printed in The Netherlands
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transformation -11 Depending on the

deformation temperature with respect to

one or more of the following three mecha

nisms may be operative in NiTi alloys

stress-induced martensite formation from

the phase reorientation of thermally

induced martensite variants through twin-

interface motion variation in twin thick

ness within individual variant plates The

B2 transition has been found to contri

bute to the two-way shape memory Our

recent results show that this transition

is probably also primary shape memory

mechanism although the effect is smaller in

magnitude than that due to the martnsitic

transformation When is below the final

temperature A1 of the transformation from

martensite to phase the final shape recovery

temperature will be determined by the rever

sion of the last plate of martensite ideally the

first one formed This situation is generally

observed in NiTi alloys Thus we expect T1

to be closely related to A1
The shape memory properties of NiTi

alloys are very sensitive to the chemical com

position of the alloy Buehler and Wang

have shown that varies in binary NiTi

alloys from about 50 to 166 Eckelmeyer

has also reported that T1 showed steep

increase 80 as the titanium content

changed from about 49.7 to 50.4 at.% and

remained constant for further increases in

titanium content Substituting small percen

age of third element for either nickel or

titanium can cause either an increase or

decrease in Tf The shape memory

properties are also sensitive to the methods by

which the alloy is processed and heat treated

Cross et al have performed

study on the shape memory response of NiTi

rod wire and foil of varying diameter or

thickness They selected final annealing

temperature of about 500 as the optimum

for shape memory and reported on the shape

recovery as function of material form rod
wire or foil and the amount of strain The

variation in T1 was not documented Besides

the references cited above we are not aware

of any published results which deal quantita

tively with the effect of other factors on T1

and shape recovery

Variables of concern in utilizing the shape

memory phenomenon can be divided into two

groups the first group associated with shape

memory in general includes the final anneal

ing temperature the annealing time the

amount of strain and the effect of thermal

cycling the second group relates to param
eters intrinsic to practical applications such as

shape change constraints caused by storage

device and manual handling Although these

were not expected to have as drastic an effect

on the recovery temperature as the composi

tion there are potential applications where

strict temperature requirements demand close

knowledge and control of all parameters which

may together cause unacceptable variations

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The materials used in this study were drawn

wires approximately 0.020 in in diameter

Two batches numbered A383 and V4865 were

chemically analyzed to be of compositions

50.l3at.%Ti49.96at.%Ni and 50.l2at%Ti

4986at.%Ni respectively with reported

estimated error of 0.1% The A383 wire was

supplied by the Nitinol Technology Center

Naval Surface Weapons Center White Oaks
MD It was strand annealed at 500 in the

as-received condition The V4865 wire was

purchased from the Timet Corporation In the

as-received condition it is totally martensitic

The procedures used for specimen preparation

electrical resistance measurement and shape

recovery experiments were as described in

ref Figure illustrates schematically the

shape memory geometry for these experi

ments As shape change parameter we chose

the included angle between the two arms of

the U-shaped specimen The fractional shape

recovery was taken to be 180 81180
The measurements of the detailed shape

recovery including precise Tf values were

made as function of annealing temperature

and annealing time and for various straighten-

tcgh temperotore cooled to 0C or spnngbock at OC
shape -l96C and

stratqhtened at

twa-way memory
at room

temperature

Fig schematic sequence of the shape memory
experiment

shape recovery

eTç
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strains between 2% and 8% Earlier

empirical observations 17 have indicated

that an annealing temperature in the vicinity

of 500 yields good shape recovery behavior

hi NiTi alloys Thus our investigation centered

on this temperature region All specimens

unless otherwise specified were air cooled

after the high temperature anneal by placing

thejig over an air vent

The specimen was straightened at At

this temperature the V4865 wire is essentiÆliy

100% martensite For A383 wire the initial

state depends on the lowest cooling tempera

ture prior to deformation 100%

phase 196 mixture of phase and

martensite

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Although the A383 and V4865 alloys have

similaratomic compositions differences exist

in their transformation behavior For

example in the range of annealing temperature

and strain investigated T1 lies between 30 arid

4C for the A383 alloy and between 60 and

fiDC for the V4865 alloy The different

recovery temperatures for the two materials

are also reflected in the low M5 value below
10 observed for the A383 alloy com
pared with that about 30 for thØV4865

alloy The zero-strain values of and A1 as

function of annealing temperature for an

annealing time of 30 mm are listed in Table

Af is constant for all the annealing tempera
tures in each material Although is also

constant for the V4865 alloy changing the

TABLE

annealing temperature from 500 to 540

raiss M9 from 25 to 12 for the A383

alloy It was also observed that 100% shape

recovery was attained for the A383 alloy for

all strains tested compared with 94% for the

V4865 alloy at the higher strains of 5% 8%

and annealed at 500 On -oeating shape

memory cyclesup to 10 times the A383 alloy

still achieves 100% recovery while the incom

plete shape recovery in the V4865 alloy de
teriorates with cycling The differences in the

transformation behavior between the two

materials are not clear Neither optical micros

copy nor X-ray diffraction in these wire

specimens revealed any noticeable difference

in the structure or phases initially present

Processing variables prior to the final anneal

such as in wire drawing etc arid the impurity

content probably cause the differences

typical shape recovery curve of U-shaped

specimen consists of an immediate elastic

spring-back and then slow recovery followed

bya narrow temperature region of rapid

recovery description of shape recovery

mechanisms has been presented earlier In

this paper we shall concentrate on the experi

mental variations of T1 and the percentage of

shape recovery

3.1 Variation in the shape recovery tempera

tu re

Although the A383 and V4865 alloys show

differences in the transformation behavior

both wire batches none the 1sexhibit similar

variations in T1 with annealing temperature

and with percentage strain for fixed anneal

ing time of 30 mmAs shown in Fig Tf

The variations in M5 and A1 at zero strain as function of annealing temperature for an annealing time of

30mm

Specimen batch Annealing temperature Ta A1

A383 500 28 25 31

520 25 20 31

540 20 12 31.5

V4865 400 45 31.5 59

450 40 31.5 60

500 372 31 60

550 372 31 58

500 372 31 61

These values of Ta M5 and A1 were determined from the electrical resistance measurements on the first thermal

Cycle after cooling to room temperature from the high temperature annealingtreatment
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Thus jinal anneal near 500 yields low

recovery temperature

The effect of changing the annealing time is

shown in Fig for the V4865 alloy With the

annealing temperature fixed at 500 and

with 6.3% strain Tf increases from 65 to

67.5 as the annealing time is increased

from 30 mm to about 1.5 and remains con

stant for longer annealing times up to 24

The specimen annealed for 10 mm was

quenched in water at room temperature The

perfection of the shape recovery decreases

slightly from 94% to 91% with increasing

annealing time

Using A383 wire othor pacametcrs wre
studied to determine their effect on Cool

ing toO 100% It phase or 196
mixture of phase and martensite prior to

straightening at resulted in variation in

Tf of only This means that is the same

whether the induced strain is result of

stress-induced martensite formation andor

reorientation of martensite variants Two

different cooling rates after the final anneal

air cooling and quenching in iced water

showed less than difference in Tf This

indicates that any structural changes which

may occur on cooling to the straightening

temperature are not diffusion controlled On

cycling the same specimen through the shape

memory cycle up to 10 times the T1 values

showed scatter of L5 Changing the

straightening temperature from to 15 and

to 24.5 Cthe A383 alloy is 100% phase at

all these temperatures does not shift T1 by

more than The immediate recovery at

the higher straightening temperatures is such

that the specimen goes directly to the shape

700

40 A383 000
30

Maximum bending strain

Fig Variation in the shape recovery temperature

Tf with percentage bending strain at different anneal

ing temperatures for an annealing time of 30 mm for

the V4685 alloy 600 550 500

450 400 and the A383 alloy 540

520 0C 500

increases linearly with increasing strain be

tween 2% and 8% strain with change of

approximately for annealing tempera

tures near 500 Larger increases are caused

in samples of the V4865 alloy annealed at

other temperatures External strain stress

raises and Af in general so this result is not

unexpected For fixed strain has mini

mum for annealing temperatures between 450

and 500 aC as shown in Fig Similar varia

tions occur for strains between 2% and 8%

7-

V4865

60

50

A383

40
77%

30

L9 /0

I00

80

68
-a-

t86
64

62

600 82022 24

Time hrs

Fig Variations in Tj and shape recovery with

annealing time batch V4865 500 anneal 6.3%

strain

450 500 550 600

Annealing Temperature

Fig Variation in shape recovery temperature Tt

with annealing temperature at different bending

strains for an annealing time of 30 mm
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was attained at the same temperature by

specimen that was straightened at

Thus these processing parameters seem to

have relatively little effect on the recovery

behavior

We now turn to the effect on the wire of

physical constraint as in storage or applica

tion container while the temperature is

raised above the normal after it has been

straightened and placed in the container The

normally occrring hnpe chage is partially

constrained by the container This might

result in plastic deformation which will impair

shape recovery In our experiments an ini

tially U-shaped specimen A383 wire air cool

ing at 500 for 30 -mm 6.0% strain was

straightened at and was placed inside

rigid tube in inside diameter which only

allows small fraction of the shape recovery

to occur The specimen was then heated in

water to various temperatures before being

pulled from the tube into the water These

experiments are depicted in Fig Figure

curve illustrates the case when the specimen

was not constrained The corresponding elec

tal resistance curve is also shown It should

.tioted however that the resistance mea
surements here are for the entire length of the

wire approximately 2.5 in whileonly about

20% of the wire was actually deformed as part

of the bend Thus the resistivity changes are

underrepresented

Fig Effect of recovery-resistant-constraint on

and shape recovery batch A383 500 anneal for

jin B% strain electrical resistance ER
.5 .Jo strain curves and correspondence be

tween the electrical resistance and changes

After straightening the electrical resistance

is lower than in the zero-strain curve broken

line because of the stress formation of mar

tensite which has lower intrinsic electrical

resistance than the phase Between 27 and

37 the martensite electrical resistance is

higher than that of the or B2 phase so

curve lies above the zero-strain curve Above

37 Ar the transformation of martensite to

the B2 phase is completed and the electrical

resistance curves shov the same temperature

variations If the intermediate temperature is

below Tf about 36 the specimen imme

diately reverts to the identical partially

recovered shape that was attained at the same

temperature by specimen which has not

been constrained Under these conditions the

ultimate Tf did not vary from the original

value by more than 1.5 Fig curve

If the intermediate temperature was above Tf

but below about 90 an instantaneous and

100% recovery was obtained Figure curve

illustrates the case when the intermediate

temperature is 51 The corresponding elec

trical resistance curve showed that-the electri

cal resistance remained constant between 37

and 51 indicating that volume fraction

of martensite was prevented from reverting to

the B2 phase by the constraint Once the

specimen had been pulled from the rigid tube

the electrical resistance immediately attained

the value of the B2 phase at that temperature

so the instantaneous shape recovery was ac

companied by the simultaneous reversion of

the remaining martensite to the B2 phase

Thus the extra stress caused by the constraint

raises the effective Tf At temperature of

about 90 only- 85% recovery was achieved

Fig curve Further only incomplete

shape recovery was achieved on further cy

cling at lower intermediate temperatures

Thus at sufficiently high temperature the

external stress due to the constraint is unable

to prevent the transformation in the matetial

which then results in permanent plastic de

formation

This important result indicates that the

equilibrium Tf may be exceeded significantly

while shape memory device is constrained

without impairing shape recovery These data

also stress the fact that any handling technique

likely to cause plastic deformation in the wire

should be avoided

20 30 40 50 60

Temperature
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CONCLUSIONS

We established that certain processing

factors affect Tf and the extent of shape

recovery significantly while others do not

The lowest recovery temperature T1 and the

best shape recovery is obtained by annealing

between 450 and 500 Varying the anneal

ing temperature results in the largest change

in these two parameters causing an increase

of as much as 20 in Tf and decrease of

13% in shape recovery for the V4865 alloy if

the annealing temperature is increased much

above 500C Changing the maximum strain

between 2% and 8% induces 10 varia

tion in Tf at 500 with larger increases at

other annealing temperatures but without an

effect on the extent of shape recovery Alter-

temperatures A5 is about 60 for the

V4865 alloy and 31 for the A383 alloy

This strongly suggests that each different

annealing temperature yields high tempera

ture B2 phase with slightly different struc

ture degree of order defect structure etc
that interacts differently with stress to yield

different finite strain T5 values at different

strains

Consideration must therefore be given to

the possibility that the annealing temperature

affects such structural factors as the degree of

long- and short-range order in the mutual

arrangement of the nickel and titanium atoms

and that subsequent transformations ar

affected by these factors particularly in the

presence
of strain Similarly the effect of

annealing on defect structures must be con

sidered For example the NiTi alloys are

subject to contamination by oxygen and

nitrogen which form oxides and nitrides as

inclusions Although inclusions are an integral

part of the microstructure in Nitinol alloys

their atomic composition structure and

morphology have not been determined The

inclusions may affect the phase transformation

and shape changes because of the internal

stress modifications which they cause as

result of interaction with external stress The

influence of annealing temperature on the

effect of the inclusions is not clear clarifi

cation of these effects may lead to better

understanding of the changes caused by the

annealing treatment

3.2 Variation in the percentage of shape

recovery

In the A383 wire 100% recovery was

achieved in all the specimens and conditions

tested The V4865 wire however did not

show similarly perfect behavior The variation

in percentage shape recovery with annealing

temperature and strain is shown in Fig At

fixed annealing temperature the elastic

spring-back is largest at 2% strain while the

total shape recovery spring-back and shape

memory decreases from 100% at 2% strain

to approximately 94% for strains between

5% and 8% at an annealing temperature of

500 These results agree qualitativety with

those reported by Cross eta on NiTi

alloys with final annealing temperature of

500 Their tests have shown that shape

recovery deteriorates with increases in strains

up to 18%
At different annealing temperatures the

spring-back is essentially constant for fixed

strain while the extent of shape recovery has

maximum of 94% between 450 and 500

with slight decrease to 90% at 400 and

larger decrease to 81% at 550 and 600

Thus final annealing temperature near 500

gives the best shape recovery as well as low

recovery temperature

3.3 Further consideration of the annealing

treatment

Tf extrapolates to nearly the same tempera

ture at zero strain for all annealing tempera

tures near 500 Fig Similarly Af at

zero strain is the same for all the annealing

100-

tcrlol eloslic recovery

80-

60
shape memory

40

20 spnn-back

400 450 500 550 600

Annealing Temperature 1C

Fig Percentage shape change as function of

annealing temperature and strain batch V486

maximum strains of 8% 6.3% irs 5% and 2%

annealing time 30 mm
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ing
the annealing time has relatively small

effect At 500 and 6.3% strain there is only

maximum of change in Tf and 4%

loss in shape recovery for the V4865 alloy

Recovery-resistant stress caused by an external

constraint raises the effective T1 but if main

tained at sufficiently high temperature the

plastic deformation accompanying the trans

formation under constraint causes permanent

partial loss of shape memory
Although this study is based on only two

batches of Nitinol wires of similar composi

tions it is expected that qualitatively similar

variations occur in all NiTi wires that exhibit

shape memory
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ur Dwyerschen Skoliosenoperation mittels Drähten aus Memory-Legierungen

sine experimentelle Studie

Baumgart Bensmann2 Haasters Nölker2 und Schiegel

OrthopadiSche Klinik des Universitätsklinikums Essen Gesamthochschule Direktor Prof Dr med Schieget

Hufelandstr 55 D-4300 Essen Bundesrepublik Deutschland

Krupp_ForsChuflgSinStitUt Essen Direktor Dr.-Ing Hartwig MUnchenerStr 100 D-4300 Essen Bundesrepublik Deuischland

hi DWYERS Scoliosis Operation Using

4emory Alloy Wire

ummary In Dwyers spinal column correction

itanium cable is stretched from vertebra to vertebra

.-pecial clamp and secured to each vertebra with

cis and clips It is suggested to replace the titanium

vire with wire consisting of the memory alloy NiTi

rhis will permit the prestretched wire to be tensioned

heating it to 60 deg after it has been fixed at its

nds in the vertebrae

The functional principle of the NiTi memory wire

vas demonstrated in an experiment carried out on

lastic model This consists of plastic vertebrae with

0mm sides which are connected by interposed

vedge-shaped soft rubber discs giving the model

lirved shape Memory wire prestretched by 7% is led

hrough eylets on the convex side and fixed at the

nds On being heated electrically in this experiment

Or the sake of simplicity the wire shortens righting

he model so that it assumes straight shape

The authors also describe in detail the manu
acture of the alloy i.e the melting and shaping

perations as well as the propet-ties of the material

hat is the stress-strain and strain-temperature re

tionships and the transformation temperatures as

elI as mechanical problems

usammenfassung Bei der Dwyerschen Wirbelsäulen

Orrektur wird mittels einer Spezialspannzange em

itankabel von Wirbelkorper zu Wirbelkorper ver

rdruckanfragen an Prof Dr Baumgart Adresse siehe

ben

spannt und an jedern einzelnen mittels Schrauben in

Agraffen festgeklemmt Hier wird vorgeschlagen das

Titankabel durch einen Draht aus Memory-Legierung

NiTi zu ersetzen Dies ermoglicht das Spannen des

vorgereckten Drahtes durch einfache Erwärmung auf

etwa 60 nachdem dieser an den Enden in den

Wirbelkorpern verankert wurde

Die Wirkungsweise des NiTi-Drahtes wurde in

einem prinzipiellen Versuch an einem Kunststoffmodell

demonstriert Das Modell besteht aus Kunststoff

wirbein von 30mm Kantenlange die durch dazwi

schengeklebte keilformige Weichgummischeiben ver

bunden sind Dadurch erhalt das Modell eine ge
krummte Form Der auf der konvexen Seite durch

Osen gefuhrte und an den Enden verankerte Memory
Draht ist urn 7% vorgereckt Er wird in diesem

Versuch der Einfachheit halber elektrisch aufgeheizt

verkurzt sich und richtet das Modell in eine gerade

Form aus

In diesem Zusammenhang werden auch ausfuhr

lich die Herstellung der Legierung Erschmelzen

und Umformen die Eigenschaften Spannungs

Dehnungs-Verhalten Dehnungs-Temperatur-Verhal

ten und Umwandlungstemperaturen sowie mechani

sche Probleme beschrieben

Die Skoliose ist eine Dreh-Seitverbiegung der Wirbel

säule die auch mit dn heute bekannten und ange

wandten Operationsverfahren nur sehr schwer zu

korrigieren ist Mit den meisten derzeit ublichen

Operationsmethoden IaBt sich die Seitverbiegung in

erstaunlich gutem MaBe korrigieren Die Torsion
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Baumgart et at Zur Dwyerschen Skolios eration mittels Drähten aus Memory-Legierungen

hingegen ist bisher noch nicht oder nur unbefriedigend

zu beherrschen Wird eine dorsale Spondylodese nach

Harririgton durchgefuhrt so resultiert meist em br
dosierender Effekt wogegen bei dec ventralen Wirbel

säulenkorrektur nach Dwyer sith die Kyphose nicht

oder nur schwer verineiden IäBt Dieser kyphosierende

Effekt 1st irn Dorso-Lumbalbereich wo die Dwyer

Technik auch am erfobgreichsten ist nut erwUnscht

Besoiiders vorteithaft ist diese Technik bei rigiden

thorakolumbalen und lumbalen Wirbelsäulenverbie

gungen Erwachsener sowie bei Lähmungsskoliosen

Sic bilden sornit die besten Erfolgschancen für die

Dwyersche Operationsmethode Bei den Skobiosen

und Lordosen die durch Meningornyelozelen oder

andere Fehibikiungen im Bereich der dorsaen Aurn

balen Wirbelsäule bedingt sind .1st sic sogar die

Methode der Wahi

Urn nun die aufwendige und ohnehin schon

schwierige Operationsrnethode zu vereinfachen wurde

von uns cia Verfahren zur Korrektur der Skoliose im

Modell erprobt das auf die Grundidee von Dwyer

zurückgeht

Operationstechnik irn Experiment

Nach dern Ausräumen der Bandscheiben wirdbei dec

Dwyerschen Operationsrnethode cia Titaniurnkabeb

durch Schraubenköpfe gefuhrt die in der Mitte em

Loch haben Diese Schrauben wiederurn sitzen in

sogenannten Agraffen die den Wirbelkorper wie eine

Klamrner fest umschlieBen Diese Agraffen haben die

Aufgabe cia seitliches Abrutschen oder Ausbrechen

der Schrauben während des Spannvorganges zu vet

hindern Bei der Methode nach Dwyer wird das

Titaniumkabel mit einer Spezialspannzange von Wir

belkorper zu Wirbelkorper verspannt und jeweils

lurch Zusamrnenquetschen des Schraubenkopfes blok

kiert

In unserern weiter unten ausfQhrlich beschriebencn

Modeilversuch wurde das Titaniurnkabeb durch einen

NiTi-Draht ersetzt dec lediglich an den Neutral

wirbein fixiert wurde An den ubrigen Wirbelkörpern

wird dec NiTi-Draht durch Osen gefuhrt urn cia

Ausgleiten der Korrektur aus dec gewunschten Rich

tung zu vermeiden Die Korrekturwirkung wird durch

Erwarmen des Drahtes erreicht und ist stufenlos

steuerbar Die genaue Versuchsbeschreibung des Mo
deilversuches ist weiter unten angegeben

Wir giauben das Operationsverfahren nach Dwyer

dutch die VerwendUng von NiTiDrähten noch welter

vereinfachen und verbessern zu konnen

Weiterhin ware auch eine postoperative Nach
korrektur durchaus noch denkbar da die NiTi-Drähte

ja nicht in ihrer vollen Zugkapazitat ausgeschopft

werden müssen Es erscheint nicht ausgeschlos

sen das Metafl induktiv soweit wieder aufzu

heizen daO sich eine gewisse Nachkorrektur evtl auch

noch post operationern womoglich unter Blidwandler

kontrolle durchfUhren lieBe

Neben schon anderen von uns beschriebenen

Einsatzmoglichkeiten dieses neuen Implantat-Werk

stoffes sehen wir in der Verwendung von NiTi

Drähten bei dec Dwyerschen Operation eine erheb

liche tech nische Verbesserung einer vielfach mit Erfoig

erprobten Opera tionsmethode Der Vorteil gegenüber

dec herkomrnlichen Spanntechnik ist die stufenbose

Spanntechnik des Drahtes die eineschonendekorrek

tur der Wirbelsäule auch in Etappen ermoglicht

Herstellung der NiTi-Legierung

Die Legierung NiTi kann grundsatzlich sowoht im Etektronen

strahiofen als auch in einent Vakuuminduktionsofen erschmol

Zen werden beim Eektronenstrahtofen zu einer bestimmten

Zeit unmer our em geringer Anteil des zu erschmelzeuden NiTi

Vcilumers flussig ist kann es vorkommen daB beim ungleich

mafligen Abschmelzen des Ausgangsmaterials der GuBblock

inhomogen wird Die lnhomogcnitaten des GuBblockes kdnnen

such durch mehrfaches Vmschmelzen im Etektronensirahlofen

nicht beseitigs werden Legierungsschwankungen von 1%

zwischen Kopf und Full des
Ingots waren bei den durchge

fOhrten Versuchen keine Seltenheit

Gunstiger gestaltes sich die Erschmelzung des NiTi im

Vakuumind uktionsofen Probleme der InhomogenitAt treten

bier praktisch nicht auf da die Schmetze während des Her

stellungsprozesses stetig gut durchgemischt wird

Nachdem der-Gullblock erstarrt und abgekuhlt itt wird er

gedritrelt Das anschtiellende Warmwalzen selbst bereitet

solange man nichi zu web von der stöchiometrischen Zu

sammensetzung entfernt ist keine Schwierigkeiten Die Block

segmente werden in einem elektrischen Kammerofen auf 900C

erwärmt wobei darauf zu achten ist dalI das Material
gut

durchgewarmt itt

Nach jedem Walzstich ist es empfehlenswert die Bramme

im Ofen wieder aufzuwarmen Gewalzt werden kann mit einem

Walzgrad von 025 Höhere Walzgrade können mit groBer

Wahrscheinlichkeit erreicht werden wurden abet versuchs

maBig noch nicht erprobt

Dec dem Warniwaizen folgendeKaltwalzvorgang gestaiter

sich etwas aufwendiger alt der Warmwalzvorgang Die warm

gewalzte Platte kann in den ersten drei Stichen mit eiaem

Umformgrad von 004 gewalzt werden wobei nach jedem

Stich doe Zwischengluhung zu erfolgen hat Bei dieser Zwi

schengluhung wird der in der Niedertemperaturphase vor

liegende Werkstoff Cber seine A5-Temperatur erwärmt und die

lJmformung wird durch den einsetzenden Memory-Effekt

wŒitgehend wieder rUckgangig gemacht Pro Waizzykius Kalt

waizen Zwischengluhung Abksthlung an Loft wird dadurch

nut din sehr geringer Umformgrad erreicht Danach kann des

tJmformgrad langsam gesleigert werden ohne dalI mit einem

Versagen des Werkstoffes gerechnet werden mull

Die Probleme dec Drahtherstellung sind ähnlich wie beist

Kaitwaizen Die warmgewalzten geschmiedeten oder strang

geprellten Rundstabe können zunächst nor mit einem seht

-kleinen Ziehgrad gezogen werden Hat dec Draht bereitt

rnehrere Zuge hinter sich kann der Ziehgrad gesteigert
werdcn
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Abb Spannungs

Dehnungs-Diagramm eines

bei 500C gegluhten NiTi

Drabtes bei Raum

temperatur

Eigenschaften der erschmolzenen NiTi-Legierung

Urn Aussagen ilber die Eigenschaften der NiTi

Legierung machen zu können wurden Drähte von

mm aus dern Material bei verschiedenen Tempera

gegluht und dann in der Zerreifimaschine bis zu

vorgegebenen ptastischen Dehnungen gereckt Diese

verformten Drähte wurden dann bis über die Urn

wÆndlungstemperatur erwärrnt und die Umwand

Iungstemperaturen und die ROckdehnung gemessen

3i Das Spannungs-Dehnungs-Diagramm

Abbildung zeigt das typische Spannungs-Dehnungs

Diagramrn der NiTi-Legierung Kiar erkenbar glie

dert sich die Kurve in drei Bereiche Vor dem ersten

Bereich erfolgt em linearer Anstieg der Spannung der

durch die elastische Dehnung der Probe hervorgerufen

WjrcT

Die drej Bereiche lassen sich wie folgt deuten

Bereich Sobald eine kntische Spannung überschritten wird

Wird das in der Niedertemperaturphase vorliegende marten

sitische Gefuge bei gunstig orientierten Kristallen in ..Ver

formungsmartensit umgewandelt Da für die Bidung des

Verformungsmartensits nut cine geringe Energie erforderlich

1St wird die Spannung bei grof3eren Dehnungen nur genngfugig

rhoht so daB die Kurve bier einen sehr flachen Anstieg.zeigt

Bereich Die Bildung von ..Verformungsmartensit auf die Im

Bereich der groBere Anteil der Dehnung zurUckzufUhren war

tzt weitgehend abgeschlossen Durch die nun verstärkt

jzenden Versetzungsbewegungen kommtes zu Versetzungs

reaktioiten durch die die Gleitwege verkBrzt und die Versetzun

gen aufgestaut werden Mit groBer werdender Debnung nirnmt

die Versetzungsdichte stark zu was eine erheblich groflere

Fliel3spannung als im Bereich erlordert Der Werkstoff

verfestigt

Bereich ilL Sobald die Versetzungsdichte einen bestimrnten

WerE erreicht hat können Schraubenversetzungen quergleiten

Dadurch werden die Versetzungen wieder frei beweglich und

die Kurve nimmt wieder einen flacheren Verlauf Dieser Bereich

wird auch als der Bereich des dynamischen Erholung be

zeichnet

3.2 Der Meniors-Effeki

Erwärmt man einen plastisch verformten Draht bis

sich das in der Niedertemperaturphase vorhandene

martensitische Gefuge in em austenitisches urngewan

delt hat Hochtemperaturphase so nimrnt er seine

ursprungliche Gestalt weitgehend wiedr an In Abbil

dung ist die Abhangigkeit der Ruckverforrnung von

der Vorverformung und der GlUhiemperatur aufge

tragen Bei den Proben handelt es sich urn Drahte die

im Ietzten Stich urn ca 8% kaltverformt wurden Aus

Abbildung2 ist ersichtlich daI3 die Ruckverformung

mit steigender Gluhtemperatur ansteigt Bei einer

Gluhtemperatur von 500C scheint die Rückverfor

mung unabhängig von der danach erfahrenen plasti

schen Dehnung am grOt3ten zu sein Das läI3t sich

dadurch erklären da bei dieser Temperatur bereits

alle Eigenspannungen die durch den Herstellungs

prozeB in die Proben eingebracht wurden weitgehend

abgebaut sind Bei niedrigen GlUhtemperaturen

200 durfte das noch nicht der Fall sein was zu

t.paumgast tiL ZuI Dwyerschen Skohosenoperatton nuttels Drahten aus Memory Legierungea
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Abb Abhangigkeit der RUckverfor

mung von der plastischen Vorverfor

mung bei verschiedenen GIuh

temperaturen für die Schmelze VO
Die Kurve für den ungeglUhten Draht jot

unter BerUcksichtigung der nach dem

letzten Ziehvorgang eingeprägten

Dehnung von 8% korrigiert worden

einer Behinderung der Ruckdehnung führt Tragt man

die Ruckdehnung in Prozent von der plastischen

Vorverformung des Drahtes auf so erhält man

Abbildung Wie aus diesem Diagràmm ersichtlich

betragt die Ruckdehnung bis zu einer Vorvrformung

von Ca 7% etwa 80% Werden 7% Vorverformung

uberschritten verringert sich der Ruckdehnungsanteil

Dieser Effekt ist zwanglos aus dent Spannungs

Dehnungs-Diagramm erklärbar Bis etwa 7% plasti

scher Dehnung resultiert die Verformung zurn über

wiegenden Tell aus der Bildung von Verformungs

martensit der bei Uberschreitung der Umwand

lungsternperatur in eine austenitische Konfiguration

übergeht Bei groBeren plastischºn Verformungen

erfolgt diese in zunehmendem MaDe durch das Wan

dern von Stufenversetzungen Der dadurch aufge

.brachte Verformüngsanteil ist irreversibel

3.3 Die Uniwandlungstemperatur

Nimmo man von einem plastisch verformten NiTi-Draht die

Dilatometerkurve cf9 auf so erhªit man Abbildung Aus

diesem Diagramrn kOnnen die Urnwandlungsoemperaturen wie

folgt abgelesen werden

A5455C A151C Dci der in Abbildung gezeigtcn

Kurve handelt es sich urn einen NiTi-Draht der bei 400C

geglOho und urn 668% plastisch gedehnt worden war

Tragt man die mit Hilfe des Dilatometers bessimmten

Umwandungstemperaturen für verschiedene plastische Deh

nungen in Abhängigkeit von der Glilhtemperatur auf so erhält

man die in Abbildung dargesteilten Kurven Ausgehend vom

ungegluhten Zustand nimmt die Umwandlungstemperatur mit

steigender GlUhtemperatur rasch ab Bei einer Gluhtemperatur

von 200 bis 300C zeigen die Kurveri em schwaches Minimum

urn dann mit höher werdender Gluhtemperatur wieder Ieicht

anzusteigen Aus diesen Diagrammen kann abgeschätzt werden

innerhaib weicher Bereiche die Umwandlungstemperatur durch

eine entsprechende Gluhbehandlung variiert werden kann

70 Daumgart Ct al Zur Dwyerschen Skoiioseno ion mjttels Drähten aus Memoey-Legterungea
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Abb Diiatometerkurve eines NiTi-Drahces 668%
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Abb Abhängigkeit der Umwandlungstemperaturen A0 und A1

VOn der Gluhtemperatur flit verschiedene plastische Dehnungen
bej der Schmelze VIO

Modellversuch Dwyer-Operation

Wie bereits unter Punkt dargelegt besteht die

Moglichkeit eine Wirbelsaulenkorrektur mittels eines

Spanndrahtes vorzunehmen Es erscheint nun sehr

sinnvoll bei dieser recht aufwendigen Operations

technik den Spanndraht durch einen Memory-Draht

zu ersetzen und dadurch die Operation wesentlich

einfacher zu gestalten In diesem Fall wird em urn

vorgereckter Memory-Draht im Bereich der Wirbel

saulenverkrummung an den beiden äueren Wirbein

befestigt Durch die anschliel3ende Erwarmung his

Uber die Umwandlungstemperatur nimmt der Draht

seine ursprungliche Gestalt naherungsweise wieder an

und richtet dadurch die deformierte Wirbelsäule wieder

gerade Das Richten der Wirbelsäule kann dabei

durch die Wahl einer geeigneten Aufheizgeschwindig

keit sehr schonend erfolgen

Eine prinzipielle Demonstration dieser Moglich

keit wurde an einem einfachen Modell im Krupp

Forschungsinstitut in Essen durchgefuhrt Abbildung

zeigt die Versuchsanordnung Das Modell besteht

aus kubischen Kunststoffelementen die die Wirbel

symbolisieren Sie sind dutch dazwischengeklebte

Weichgummischeiben miteinander verbunden die

durch ihre Keilform die Verkrummung des Wirbel

saulenmodells erzeugen Der Memory-Draht von 28

mm Durchmessir ist um 7% bleibend vorgereckt

dutch in den Wirbeln sitzende Osen gezogen und an

den Enden mit Schraubklemmen verankert Dabei 1st

darauf zu achten dal3 sich der Draht moglichst

reibungsfrei durch die Osen bºwegen kann Prinzipiell

Abb Versuchsaufbau
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Memory-Legierungen1

Abb Veranderung des StichmaBes

in Abhangigkeit von der Temperatur

.4

besteht auch die Moglichkeit den Draht an den in den

Wirbeln befestigten Osen festzulegen Diese Methode

bringt dann keinen Vorteil wenn die Wirbelsäule

zwischen den beiden äul3eren Befestigungspunkten

gleichmal3ig gerichtet werden soil wenn die

verkrummte Wirbelsäule Kreisbogenform aufweist

Gunstig wirkt sicli die Festlegung des Memory
Drahtes an alien Wirbein nut dann aus wenn der

Memory-Draht sich zwischen den einzelnen Fixpunk

ten urn unterschiedliche Wege verkurzen soil was bei

einer vom Kreisbogen stark abweichenden VerkrOm

mung interessant scm könnte In diesem Fall sind die

einzelnen Drahtabschnitte zwischen den Befestigungs

punkten getrennt zu beheizen und die Wärmezufuhr in

dem Moment zu unterbrechen in dem partiell die

gewunschte Verkurzung eingetreten ist Bei dem hier

durchgefuhrten Modeilversuch wird der Memory
Draht nut an den beiden ªuBeren Wirbºln befestigt

Die Erwärmung des vorgereckten Drahtes erfolgt

uber eine stufenlos regelbare Widerstandsheizung Zur

Bestimmung der Temperatur wird -eine Infrarot

Thermovisionskamera eingesetzt die es gestattet

beruhrungslos die Temperatur innerhalb des Gesichts

feldes zu bestimmen

Hierzu wird die vom Objekt ausgehende Infrarot

strahiung punktformig abgetastet auf einen Detektor

fokussiert tind in em elektrisches Signal umewandelt

Dieses Signal wird aufeinem Oszillografen dargestellt

wobei die Abstufung der Grautone der Temperatur

verteilung des Objektes entspricht Diese Kamera wird

ubrigens auch in der Medizin eingesetzt z.B zur

Krebsfruherkennung Für die kontinuierliche Regi

strierung der Temperatur sind am Draht zusatzlich

Thermoelemente angebracht die an einen Punkt

drucker angeschlossen sind

Die ursprungliche Verformung des Models

gernessen als Stichmal3 in der Mitte betrug 25 mm
Bei Ca 600 wurde die Umwandlungstemperatur

ei-reicht und der Memory-Effekt setzte em Diese

Umwandlungstemperatur kann durch eine geringe

Anderung der Legierungszusammensetzung sowohi

nach oben als auch nach unten verschoben werden

vgl Buehler Wang In Abbildung ist die Veranderung

des StichmaBes in Abhängigkeit von der Temperatur

aufgetragen Die Gesamtverformung von 25 auf 4mm
StichmaB wird bei einer mittleren Drahttemperatur

von ca 65C erreicht

Die Verformungsgeschwincligkeit kann über die

Warmeeinbringung in weiten Grenzen gesteuert wer

den Im vorliegenden Fall betragt die interessierende

Zeit 15 mm sie kann im Bedarfsfail verlangert oder

auch wesentlich verkurzt werden Eine weitere Stei

gerung der Temperatur von 67C auf 90C erbringt

dann keine Vergrol3erung des Memory-Effektes mehr

Abbildung zeigt das Model in verschiedenen Ver

suchsphasen --

72
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Abb 8ad Versuchsablauf
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Abb Temperaturveei1ung am WirbelsSulenmodell Ther

mogramm in der Draufsicht TemperaturverteUung àngs des

Memory..Drahtes

Durch den Einsatz rnehrerer Memory-Drahte kann

eine beliebig starke WirbelsaulenverkrUmmung korri

giert werden Der Mechanismus ist dabei der gleiche

wie bej dem hier beschrjebenen Modeliversuch

Die mit der Infrarotkamera gemessene Tempera

turverteilung ist in den folgenden Abbildungen und

dargestelit Irn Thermogramm Abb 9a ist in der

Draufsicht der erwärmte Memory-Drain als helle

Linie zu erkennen Die Kopfe der Osenschrauben

zeichnen sjch als einzelne dunkle kältere Punkte ab

Die Warmeableitung in die Kunststoffwurfel ist ge
ring In der Umgebung der eingeschraubten Osen 1st

Zwar eine gewisse Temperaturerhöhung festzustellen

die jedoch auf einen recht engen Bereich beschrankt ist

In
Abbildung 9b ist die Temperaturverteilung in ArnpIi

tudenform langs einzelner BildzeilŁn wiedergegeben

Die Temperatur stelit sich uber die gesamte Lange

recht gleichmäl3ig em so daB davon auszugehen 1st

Jda der Mernory-Effekt auf der gesaniten Lange des

Drahtes ausgenutzt wird

FM

LUfibtt
Abb 11 Rechenmodell

zi .0

T-7Ht1
Ex Fx .1x

Mechanische Probleme

5.1 Grundlagen System und Belastungen

Die Grundlagen fur die Berechnung von Memory
Bauteilen -wurden von Baumgart Bensmann und

Hartwig ausfuhrlich dargelegt Hier geht es urn die

Berechnung eines Systems aus einem einachsig bean

spruchten Memory-Draht und einem als ela.stisch

angenommenen Balken Wirbelsaule mit verAnder

lichen Material- und Querschnittswerten Abb 10
Von funktionellen Belastungen soil bei dieser Unter

suchung zunächst abgesehen werden Der einzig

wirkende Lastzustand ist der durch den Memory

Effekt hervorgerufene Vorspannzustand des Memory

Drah tes Die Zusammenziehung des Mernory-Drahtes

bewirkt eine Krumrnungsänderung und eine Kom
pression der Wirbelsäule

Der Berechnung wird das idealisierte System ge

rnäB Abbildung 11 zugrunde gelegt Es stimmt mit dem

im Experiment untersuchten System praktisch über

em Der Memory-Draht ist nur an den beiden Enden

Dwyerschen Skohosenoperation miUels Drahten aus Memory Legierungen 73

Abb 10 System Wirbelsäule-Memory-Draht

i-v

Abb 12 Bezeichnungen
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74 Baumgart et Zur Dwyerschen Skoliosenop4-..don rnittets Drähten aus Memory-Legierungen

fest mit dem Stab verbunden dazwischen wird er in

Osen geführt Für eine genauere Berechnung müBte

die Veränderlichkeit der Querschnjtte zusätzlich be-

rucksichtigt werden

5.2 Berechnung

Die Berechnung lehnt sich an die von Baumgart Bensmann trnd

Hartwig durchgefiihrte Untersuchung eines Stabsystems aus

einern Memory-Stab und einem elastischen Stab an

Für die Uberlegungen wurden die in Abbildung 12 einge

tragenen Bereichnungen benutzt Es wird davon ausgegangen

daB das System als schwach gekrummter Balken betrachtet

werden kann

Das Biegemornent Male Funktion der Koordinate jet beim

Wirken der Vorspannkraft im Memory-Draht bei einer

konstanten Exzentriziüii des Drahtes gegenuber der Schwer

achse des Stabes const

Die Lengskrafr icr

Vconst

wShrend keine Querkraft vorhanden ist

Q0
Dabei ist angenommen dalI die StUtzung des Memory

Drahtes nicht in aquidistanten reibungsfreien Osen sondern

kontiæuierlich erfogt

Legt man die Querschnitcswerte und die Kombination von

Kunststoffwirbeln mit Gummi..knorper-Scheiben gemäB

Abbildung zugrunde dann
ergibt sich die für die Erzeugung

der Vorspannkrafte erforderliche einzupragende Relativver

kurzung Au im Memory-Draht zu

Fdx Vdx Ve2dx

ExFx JExJx

AurV _J_i_ L__.\
eM FM .1 .1

Für die Verschiebung As in der Mitte des Balkens

gegenuber der Anfangsauslenkung relativ zur Sehne hat man in

gleicher Weise bei Annahme eines zur Stelle x1/2 symmetri

schen Systems
1/2

xdx

Au Le
ExJx

Vu a49a48b h5Oa49b
Air EJ

FOremen zahlenmaBigen Uberschlag wurden die folgenden Werte

eingesetzt

1.000.000 N/cm2 10.000 N/mni2Kunststoff l-Ioz

30-30900 mm

k3067.5O0 mm4

EK 043 N/mm in einem Druckversuch gemessener

Materialwert

900 mm
67.500 mm4

30 mm
mm

195 mm

EMEI35.000 N/mm2

F.282616 mm2

Man sieht leicht dalI die Anteile aus den Wirben

gegenlIber
denen aus dem _Knorpel wegen des erheblichen

Unterschiedes der Elastizitgtsmoduli in diesem Falle zu ver

nachlässigen sind

Man erhäit

und

7-38 7-30 1952Au

7-8 1952 \1

Ltu
V1000l2-l.0.O0010.8783jV.087961

Au mm2
204-101-
1951 3049.3048-8 850-3049-81lxw-V

l000067500 04367500

.VO000212711...4 12713

Der Draht ist urn 7% bleibend vorgereckt Man hat also eine

Anfangsdehnung von e0007
Man kann sich leicht Uberlegen daB

Au mm2 mm2

yu10.72O4O --cr204-10

sein mull Dabei let e0 eine für eine bestimmte Legierung

aus Versuchen ermittelbare Kurvenschar für die -Memory

ruckdehnung als Funksion der Lastspannung und der

Anfangsdehnung e0 Wir nehmen für diesen Fall an daB die

Spannung sehr klein let so daB keine Behinderung des

Memory-Effektes erfolgt und daB bei dieser Legierung bej

Lastfreiheit elne 80%ige Ruckverformung erfolgt

E1u7 c0O8 eO056
Damit lällt sich leicht errechnen

0.056

204-10
z275 ----

und eirue Vorspannkraft von

275-6I6169
Damit ergibr sich eine Stichanderung von

Au 169 12713 215 mm
Dies stimmi recht gut mit 1en gemessenen Werten Oberein

Der nach AbschluB der Erwärmung verbleibende

Spannungszustand sieht also im Versuchsmodell gio

l3enordnungsmäl3ig so aus

im Memory-Draht

275 Zugspannungmm

in der Wirbelsäule

16916 -24\ _100920 N/mm2 Druck

30 100545 N/mm2- Zug

N-lan siehi daB die Beunspruchungen sehr gering

sind was auf die groBe Nachgichigkeit der Gummi

scheihcn zurückzufBhren is Auf der ursprunglich

.-
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Abschtieflende Bemerkungen

Del beschriebene Versuch zeigt dal3 es moglich ist

Krummungsanderungen an der Wirbelsaule durch

vIemory-Spanndrähte vorzunehmen Die Vorteik bei

dieser neuartigen Technik sind das EntfaHen jeglicher

Spannvorrichtung und die schonende Ausosung durch

Erwarmen des Drahtes.Der Draht braucht nuran den

biden Enden der Spannstrecke hinreichend veranket

zu werden an den Zwischenwirbeln genügen

Ieichte Fuhrungsosen so daB der Umfang des Em
griffs

reduziert wird Die bel dieser Maf3nahme

auftretenden Spannungen in der Wirbelsäule sind

relativ gering
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Ni-Ti $4j Ni-Ti oft$
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cTffl WE oftt ffikfl

WcO it RI ff icPfl44ict

iflUfli c.r tI4iffiiagqrjt ftjt

ttijINi-Ti 4oflj

ifr
ggK3 6h7Skt

jlji$f Ni-Ti -frj2 tjifl1tjifl rDAt If

h9t st ej4j 5%kcitIt

t.Uk

it

flhl 27 1971 245

Wasilcwski Scripta Met 1971 127

Miyazaki Otsuka and Suzuki Scnpta Met

15 1981 287

rJ nun
IFI

lzrRn iLwfl 1i 270.-Z-- a000s T24o-c--

7E4fl-77Z-E
3Vn1 A5jflJ 30-C-- 450O js3oofq

It/Jt12

171.-C-- l600j js 250P1

i\-jf

FTaascn fttJR 340-C 4000p 300

Cullity 516-C 5O00 300

6flt11 470-Z-- fdli 2200R 5fl 2SOpj

t1J 200-C fl 2000 jflf 250

t4 JkkXT
ifffi -j9J 374-C sau ioooq SOON
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4%ItVol.23 No.61 1982

MLWl NiTi 74t-Ql39

oufa

22

Studies on New Superelastic
NiTi Orthodontic Wire

Part Tensile and Bend Test

Katsuhisa WATANABE

Division of Metallurgy Institute for Medical and Dental

Engineering Tokyo Medical and Dental Univ Tokyo

Director Prof Ishi Miura

NiTi alloy has attracted the most public interest in recent years This alloy has two unique properties

one is Ushape memory eWect and the other is outstanding elasticity NiTi wire with the property of

outstanding elasticity suggeated it could he useful in orthodontics

Recently new NiTi
alloy

which had other characteristics of superelasticity was developed In this

study new soperelastic
NiTi wire was examined to evaluate for use in orthodontics in tensile and bend

tests compared with stainless steel Cocr
alloy

and work hardened NiTi wire

The results obtained are as follows

New
superelastic

NiTi wire showed unique stressstrain curve with plateau from the strain

of 2% to 5% the unique deformation behavior was caused by stress induced transformation and

returned to almost zero strain as stress was reduced

New superelastic NiTi wire showed an elongation of about 11% In the cyclic tensile tests to

the strain of 8% new superelastic NiTi wire showed little permanent deformation of 0.5% after 10

cycles

In bend tests new superelastic NiTi wire showed lower than half load compared with stsin

less steel and CoCr
alloy

wires Its permanent deformation was very
little after mm deflection

The loaddeflection curve of new superelaatic
NiTi wire showed almost constant load in the

wide range of deflection

The results of this study indicate that new auperelastic NiTi wire must be considered as promising

candidate for orthodontic arch wire

tfltt
tltb3 l.1fr11 tEyfrr.vafslflfllt

alctsvt liEi37f74tl2 vts.zfw1 co-cr

nt/ Ck.t b4SE
S.8 iTs raettLk
iNWt t88569.8 lt ckt rii-fllC1tl2 94tUffi4ff438Pl 12W tt6t%ffi iEb

PItmNflIt 2-3-to %3 kslCU 7f 942f4 YlCk
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jft NiTi94tb -a5tu. tC
2gcJjtt NiTi 94t6flfØfl Ctt

4ct Et WItfrjflh Andreasen

NiTi 2flifljfjNi Ti lf
ItT 11 e-ntctrftfl.t

4fl4-tS iiuItfJht L4%ttIE

flItI5 flt7 Ctl5

2tTJLkL fl1aicfl
tŁflflOi@flKSfl
4U1S CsCI Ll-ttdI9

giiai6flIehn cct4t
itCŁhT Rktit NiTLfr94

tUI44t9 tt1AttC
It

t4/
Tint

tt0

fllt jUflflttb5ttfl
I-iikt NiTi V4t1Ct1t lItiL5L
k3fls It IETh 94

tE Ltfl3tajt Co-Cr MnIl4L
Nit 94 t_lc-Jstt cii1ns Ittflf

Lit

II

4fl41t 00.4mm 0016 NiTi

nII4LiNiTi94t 2fjyp0
kAtw94t

94 Lit t5$ Co-Cr COItl2
Ijk4c tCttt1t
t500Ct1%fj-

l.a

flTlt
çS

0.4nnt corns 94C jfljlfl

t5k151C 1coJ5C 2OXSOmm cocor
04 Araldite Standard Ciba-Geigy IC

J94tflLt lcS 8mm QAj-

4lIflCfl Ltt
LtLt

Instron Model 1102

0nX.yXtr1rnm/minlCtfl-t jic
flt Ztj-O14 ilU fltR tj%iffl41Ut

Instron Strain Gage Extensometer 5117 MA

10mm 1t1ccf4kJ
lNOMflttlttCcflIItL v-5---tâIIE

SILk jJ ttflfitICtt Zjcth
55

LI llfl55

Lb 455jL55

EidcoI555555t1CJt NiTi 94t
ItRiklc 5555eflvgjj tt tt

Nit KO15tltfU8%

huIi4I NiTi t54t5 8% Itco554 10

55j55I.5

55iE9 -cotWflM%
I5-ctIt55fl5t154C U94t-55

Lt55fltt
55co55fl55iE4tUt 2tt-5Ic fl

7mm 55%5fl GrWt 14mm

ItItrIc55Lk94 t-rliflThSmmt
tT51C551tti-t fl

51cm gc
eIwcomIr

0.4mm wire
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MthlCI2 FVf4
018xQ 025 slot fficJ %F174tUt
lCTh% Nikon Ic

2L cAfl5.t
3ctJ5KUk zfI274
/lCJ l/I000mm

50p/3Oaec tffct- j2n VtiI

lVr54Yj l000gf KV5--t
thll%Ut UtLCit
t94t-lCfl1J0ttff ThzfleM
%fl%0 9iifltUt

%ll21ICLkt 74t

3flj
2t%it1 Bracket fl Brackettot tht

Single 2mm

Single 2mm

Siamese 2mm

Siamese l.3 mm

t4i Ut Single type Siamese type

94t9 thSTh

ThU i5FtCl2%4v7

HI MW
La

IfltZ-t1tdhcI2 I4ICEUt-y_1720x103 kg/mm2

I4 9-i-Uf4d

1iL2--L6% Il2a5IX7.t
tA$233.3kg/mrn2 vaafjfr815 182kg

mm2 $ic Co-Cr 2023x

102 kg/mm2 eThtU4oI2 150S

l8Skg/mm2 fU12 24--3% t-tSt
5Kth 160..200kg/mm2 WU %IC

ftJ5tYIS L82% ŁJUt
JLh94t1CItNiTi 94tciU
5ckth tjUt I4l NiTi 12fl

5-.-6x105 kg/mm2 kiAt 2l2th1
eUEo% 2t1ct flIf NiTi 124th

O74tH$Pj tKttsfl
-OtdUt tt 9tjU 2% tl2
41 8x102 kg/mm2 41tt 2% 5%

tQjlflttmtf W--tIflt-t 44F

5% tZUthliuUUttbbQ
41U thU 11% tJfUt

Us

NiTi 94tUttUHthfl
l2tttt 56IckUt flNiTiI2
5cy 5c ltfltitht1
flM ljffljj

2Jjff2 0.3% fll 10

0.5% l2e tfr-j huI1 NiTi 12

10 UtcAJlt 0.75% fist

94tNK-iLtc13A

r-t
3ff5l1
fljaf2
5Y4fy9z

Shah
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frf
single bracket bracket tco

OtLtR
7-.-J 13

.f LI NiTi l$tot lmm

flfl4flT 2fllcZffi

2mm tfl12 200g fl-t 2mm

fri 1fl 2mm tsi 1mm

tU 1Li flj 0.01mm 12T

nIIL NiTi

151

300

rv- .----

1.0 2.0

Cyclic lassIe Test

Strath

U-

Cycic lensite Test

ft

j5 NiTi94tcDos-fb8%st
1UtflLftŁo Zi-ufp

f6 jijI4f NiTi 94ttfl 4.8%

tti5L gIitLtck cD tJj-

Dellectian mm

KtZs% NiTi 94t
%-fl

single btacket tlN Ut bracket to

1-

3tcSflI%4bNiTi94

single bracket Ut bracket

0tht-tcD

Strain
Del tectine mm
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3tUtKZ.6 Co-Cr flt 94

flflhLftU4 Lft7

U-

41
single bracket Ut bracket -e

OtIflhfth-

JO 3fgpc7j Co-Cr 94
-8

fltUftOflUt
941
aingle bracket kffl Ut bracket

ltIUihfttc ftt

5EU L7mm t1pltp
4tTtjUk tUt 2mm fl 258g

fUt lcec ickflU
O.O3Omm t-t

Co-Cr 2.0mm ctj
7Ctttjt.tt 3etliekE

.rikUt fj-t
tt4t 2jOj$Ct-Ut.b jfl

U-

11 3pct7Co-Cr t4
Jt hUfttIi frt$ Ut
941

U-

single bracket tffl Ut bracket -c

l1ttifitc ft

130C

I_U

Deflection mm
2.0

J2 351aXcAatyL7.att
94 A0fl-4bk
aingle bracket kRJ Ut bracket -e

2flhtzi ft aC

o1flWCFUkk5t 2mm t0fl
It 580-.-700g fl-t. eMUt .lt
1IIc MP SJI2 45-.-0 8mm Lt

tfl5jIft

eut. aywAU2mmt0
I2 785g iic %ItO.2Smm 3.Y

jtBJ 2mmljfl69Og ft3t
0.63mmtL2Ut. Uhxjgflj94t

teiSLtc StcGjUt.

Dekecltoc mm Detection mm

Deflection mm
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13
74

single bracket 6Th lC bracket -c

40u

1.0

Detection mm

l5 31iuINiTi
single bracket Lt bracket

8u31

on

40C

200

14 NiTi 74

single bracket -t bracket

of4 single bracket It

9I 1420 NiTI

t0.4mm 0fl4
0.7mm

t. 2mm 460

l.Smm 0.5mm ccr0i-t

WOt1JtLt 0.030

inns

uIi4 NiTi 8fl$C 0.5mm

1000

800

///
1/

1.0 2.0

Deflection mm

16 3UtzCo-
Cr -A-
single bracket bracket

74 tl.4cc

4t 2mm óOOg 5kL
to TLto

oYl
038 moe

Co-Cr 0ftfl
l.to 2mm lClt 800g 900g

jt tŁkT I71cLto

0.38 moe 0.ómm -toy_Bl4ja ltIt

Co-CrUtffi Co

U-

_____ _____

800

Deteclion mm

2.0

1.0

Del ectbn mm
2.0
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b_

1.0

Deflection mm

18 3LkCo-
Cr 94t-CI-fld
single bracket Ut bracket

174 tUt-4Q

Crflcijfttc 2mm 07 flU

MUg FjU0.63mmtk 5YkX
Zt.kAU 1.7mm tnVlefrt l000g

4CUtdz.5 2mm tW40Łbt
frk
jtj siamese bracket Th bracket cOt

CflUM 21 IcªkLt 1t NiTi

1mm lNt fi 1.5mm

fl t1tnUflIcT Ut coflU

fi 2mm /p 1mm

I9 3AKcfvtaze
94 t- A0ThI-fl
single bracket ktR1 bracket

tc1tLt4tD

1mb

7/I
7/

20 3fraJv
single bracket tffl bracket t7

tiUt4

flOfl/.flfl Vfl ft hnI
NiTi UI 1z$bl1

Siamese bracket ffl bracket l1t

cJ94tIItUt
cflMLtI 22 rLk 0.5mm2t NiTi 0l25PflLft

1U MflltfltbtTLt
Utflii UjIj ljft huI4 NiTI

fltlfl4tflT Uto tilLcfl
2.7mm tj1jU I000g fliUft

Deflection mm Deflection mm

17 3jlUCo-
Cr fl94t-Bfl-flW
single bracket Ut bracket

2.D .0 2.0

Deflection mm
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eMLLtKe 4t-kfl1Cfl
thH2th 2.3 mm

jflzt th 0.8mm

flLt nI1btMtsflc
tLtU tsPUt

Iv_
NiTi 94ty-f-94j--

btttIflt3k 3dI1
fl

NiTi 9-f tctt.3flL
t41Effl9 4t UT tcflftt.3 Cthæk

fttc.2Uflc flIE94tŁUtfflttt
1Lzxtfr Co-Cr tuI4ft

Nih 94t jthL1t NiTi 91
t41CD4ttU CŁIct.3

II thJLc 73 h-cT fM5
CIct3 KUZj-Ut4th1S

th t$flj ttcltMftS
t-t.s IM%fEOt.4

icJthhu Ut573

jPUtt icfle1ttS iE194

tUte.tJ
4t73ftt94t51CtL73Z-tCtb fl4 tE19

Ltflttfl73 l4.utxvA
3v Co-Cr 94t5c$%iZ
tjftx iDtttlCtLtCt4ZFEtUt
Li1 wcthctcryntMuti73tZkU IESIt12fl0

kthth ttIffi73ŁS4thkf
IM$c 2t .311.12

aI4L NiTi 94t Z-Ut73th1

flfl6%U44j4%t 75I
7xfwp Co-Cr

tZt73 L/tthj1/42zK 1-4t

fLit iit nUtb
.3 tt94tUtsUvfft4
cE4 cflcftt73
thUENiTi 94ti 4th94 tcEU VJ -Ol5ic

thCFl% t1ikUkflZii
2tcE1t kt73tki4% /ithtct1
ZhcEtkJ8% tt tE73cUt 10%

ktitfflifrk4t4tU 11% tUic3 15

1% gojjcJ3 tt73
1% LojJt2 tfl1c%.3 tz

.3c-ettccfl5n4LcE
iict/hXLCJz73ts tfLhZ

ScE 3iUIc -3 UUt
tt-s
hstt73 tflfllNiTi 94

tt-1tc18% tf-tc4c-Mflt
cE

tctt ttot73- tcE1k73Zii

US

I--

U-

1.0

Delleclion mis

21 3cjNiTi

Il4LNiTi 94 eO-flfl11
siamese bracket kth Ut bracket

-c lt htbc ft 00

5-

Detlien mm

22 NiTi

flth1LNiTi 94 t@fl-flkth
-chUk4oflfl NiTi

siamese bracket kfffl Ut bracket

094 tUt
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32jLt6
4VtTh fttt tcFt fltflattfle ii

v5-yt4 FttLhj
YtI ctt7

Łtttk5lcS-tc I2WŁv5col2
to1Tflfltjc iflkail
lCJJUt3 ootRiCt%5

Uts $0
tclc33tUts hh
ftc-tsitytl EeLttfltiUit.6
CtteflLjoj1fiMl-7e nft4

LtIk$5h CsCI ilc 42531

b31c 3Ut5QffVCWjfl5G5 4ofl
MflNiTi tol2Afjat4tf Ltt5ic tUiij4tfl

wtki2tnb
4tt flkUh ojt Af

hniJst4jtjjt.5 Lti
Co.t5icL

tPUl%h4%ttut4itjts 4% P1Łta

tb5lCUt oLwe.42t.s .t .5 lCt

.3 rJ 4%b 8% Icbrcmcifljn
CC LOt .3 ti .3

NiT flIt6to f4j 11%

4UE54lC4 10 ijigLolctIt
eticnUo.s%

tWT 8t13 jflIft4 NiTi IC

1% ttoPtn\untfpEti1-ezJt4ULA5e%-t3 CM
NiTi 0iEJ It ttŒ

.5tfrfl4 ifltttt6 NiTi 94tJ
4tf4tt4t tLtt1a l4tCcoJ5tfl OlcflcotEffl9

tL Ltt lf-DVt4flt3

7fliy
7f 941 Oj$2jk c4flticflm LtC
Tbti2Dtt7a LhLtShblcWj3Ł

Effl74t-oylcl-.3ean1
4cJ3$

3etutat-n Lt 4otij

3fljem 94 t-ne-4eo
oemi1tut tt13I
EMfl-tts SojcW5M2t

54L4 MllCU iW 1-4 LŁ Ltrnt1

ffjz single braket im it bracket tO
94 toe L-

single bracket l2f04 b9 L.t

t3kfr5 74tot 35tcc.3e5.t6fl

C01

ttU.Hfl bracket t9 t0
tl2fthtflB1t.3 5jc.t 941 --t
kJtff-

iTh NiTi Ul1%A1t0ujcX

jFtlcifSt-t XfYf/ktZJ
Co-Cr aiu

h3ThtLk1lCMiUeEt3/
LO huUtJtS6C3fl3- CCfa5

2mm JfLtSAItZttjc

ASfte Ltt3CMCZ4 lCb7
t3 Lts41 2mm tU 1ts4
lflrffcl C0æEiJ1t1fflt6ICl2

Hf1W-t t33
MW NiTi Cifl- t4Jtho

lflkcPsC325 Co-Cr

jLtc7 utj ePute Co-Cr

-tt5 Ic ttoMfl7xt
Utbt4eijUt o1fl%%tkiciTL

fltŁtf3U tEttV30tl5.f

flC.t3MCtb5fl3
uI1 NiTi lSliIIlCtt-L

tMi7LtUK lCttJLtl3

s4 single bracket Ut

ICJJJ 94 tetUt
7f94tLtlCDJFt3tt3t

l2.94ti5--FlCItUtffl6 0249
4t0%jjeffilcEt3tLOlcU 1557Ft0
ttLZ2JS3 C0t0lCUOMl

kOict41
.5O94tlChnb6tit52 1-

-y Ft94tc4fllcte MLctLB3
JŁa6 CtLOtlCl2iY9k7F12fflLlCtUt4nlfr\cIt

NiTi l2en t4Łj 0.5mm ti

nhFt6h tWUttbuWt
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ni NiL

flMDL cW tC2-Dt
fl NiTi 2ffi imm tt$ttct
jI.1 -HI J5ffluf

tLjtuV5 cff
5Ł
ctat tŁLTflLL2t
jit2 NiTiflCcHcJ
It Tt 94 tt12 4tt/fr-t $bc

tCflcJ Ł94t-cotfl
aJfLjLtb\3 42Fca-i

taxtAAU 2mm %flc l000g Lt
LtLI-1c 2t Co-Cr

$12

tLt4D4tt4- Ct7f91tJ
Iff 4.i-Iict 1t$$1flLE

tcThIflhtttu73 Mt
NiTi 94 tU2 mm

Co-Cr %1aTt kick3fg

t4CP 1tflfluJjt
cDT $1 ff
tCICkb XcDbjjj3

44 Siamese bracket Lt bracket

1t Lin
1TUt2 V/h 4Kt4tk Siamese

bracket 24ffl LJ 7-5 IVY

$1./Yjjc 94t JUj5ic Ct
fl NiTi I2MPLtŁ WJoLtThI1Th
NiTi U14f fl1L 1a tlli

Ut

44 Siamese bracket Ut bracket j3t

Yf-FI
CU4fl94t1 2mm ITT

krrLtt4oe 3miu 2Tj
Ut- bNiTi
I4h NiTi IS tE7jUk cttIS 94

-P--I-ttCLIt2Y 77j5flfl94

t6ff4 2mm hsj 1mm ItO

fl%-JWfl huIiUt NiTi 220g

$130 cMUtfl NiTi lOOg itc
thfr7- tt5t3

1jstsiu NiTi btJjfg
t3C2IX iciiti5.
Uk ljflNiTi 0f4jETh9 41
eUtt3 5Ic.2ut-3

IftM NiTi I2t01E9 -t--lCI$tSU ct
a-t 512

--tc IfflUtTt94t--dUt
Wfflt1 EjjUtI25btT23

Lttt3

$1UMtOL NiTi 94t-CJ
t1S Jfy1fl\ 4iEffl

UTtIK-ntflbt Jt0cffi24I
1E U-c\tt 3x-t.xxt--iv Co-Cr

tt SkUnIttflNiTi 91tWo1tfr
frtfl.3st cotttI2$3

t$13-

NiTi 94 tI--

0fft4i2 tfl9 t-ut.3i4Ie7t
Ut ut.42%2s%0rnl2 tt.3Wflt

3tcj2U12teti CcVtI2Ut3
tf-t ZfiU-7Jt

5IflfliUt
NiTi ITtfl2j 11% tw

1LF8% IT UI flkXfl
120.5% Łht%T$1-t iEbI2
Zfl5 tOt$13

tYct5Lt %NiTi 94t2
Co-Cr XfVkX Xtit94t--- thYIUfltt %JI2tfriJ

t-71 Ut-

jtijNiTi 94---I2t1Ic2ftt

Utk- fl1t2 rtuflWict

-ttflfl2t3 eU5fl-æUk-MH NiTi ULPtC
LT Uhb 3FflPtUU 5t

CL2C iEffl94tUtflICttt$t

TtsK tb h02Ut
LIWflkIL kfl 4iEflEWfL
flt7aMItflLtt- t1Ok%O
zfffle tiflUtXcNiIf
U.kLVte2C .tŁtJfl

Ltfl
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gj StYtLit t$kQ
Jflhj3 t4iflfttffl LfflefIfl$

floJrktj tgkU
1SI 17Kff tf

it

Begg P.R Am OrthoS 42-7 1956 46
BurstoncC.J.BaldwinJ.J and LawltnsD.T Angle

Onhod 31 1961
8ustone.C.J Am Orthot 65 1974 270

Andreanen and Hillernan Am Dent

Anoc 82 1974 1373

AndreasenG.F and Barrett ft Am Orthod_63-

1973 462

AndreasenG.F and Morrow R.E Am Orthot

732 1978 142

Btt$L 12-3 1973 157

mtAW sMtt 1979 255 tfl

ZR 19-5 1980 323

10 Miyazaki Otauka and Suzuki Scripto

Met IS 198 287

11 MaltlerD.B and Goodwin Angle Orthod 371

1967 13

12 4$4foZR flI1t 10-19 1969 142

13 CL ZR

1976 thZ5
14 ftcitanK Am .1 Orthod 431 1957 32
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tii1
I1fri.ir9..- Z.iIlLZs

ii Liii flUUIcC .Uht njii1n
JAtIjlJiith1 tiUii

.1

/s1 ..t 1eCtbt /1h1
1.CZX

17S Pariian I1RiWLd j1

4V ii-

112 VOc

TSTA 9.I jizXj ti 71 517J Lk
112 fiJfU TSTA

i-r .i

11iJ

it ..t. C. 141lJt-C JuI1

i-c dL iii7 fly4

immunological CnQgCnhzttiOn
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mucocutaneou .gmentation and family history and sug

gested that these were incomplete forms of the syndrome

recent report4 gave some support to their concept by the

finding of solitary hamartoma in resected specimen of

ileum

Paterlini et a.6 in 1983 succeeded in performing endo

scopic polypectomy of multiple jejunal polyps in patient

with Peutz-Jeghers syndrome who had undergone surgical

segmental resection of the jejunum In the literature there

have been only two cases of hamartoma detected endoscop

ically in the distal duodenum.26 One polyp was removed by

endoscopic polypectomy.2

Because of the difficulty of inserting the conventional

duodenofiberscopes into the distal duodenum and upper

jejunum endoscopic excision of polypoid lesions in these

areas has rarely been reported We recently described the

advantages of jejunal endoscopy with long duodenoflber-

scope3 which was successfully used for the excision of these

solitary hamartomas in the distal duodenum

Hiroaki Tanaka MD
Mitsuo lida MD

Norlo Kohrogi MD

Tostiiyuki Matsul MD
Youich Yasunami MD

Takashi Yao MD

Kenjirou Nakamura MD
Masatoshi Fujishima MD

Departments of Internal Medicine II Surgery and Pafhology II

Faculty of Medicine

Kyushu University

Fukuoka Japan
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Variable stiffening device for colonoscopy

To the Editor

It is apparent to most endoscopists who perform colon

oscopy on regular basis that it is sometimes difficult to

perfOrm colonoscopy where there is formation of loops an

the sigmoid transverse colon or even the descending colon

The more redundant the colon and the less stiff the scope

the more frequent this problem would be Some endoscopists

have already used various devices such as biopsy forceps to

_j
642 GASTROINTESTINMiENDOSCOPI

65

Figure Case Photomicrograph of the polypectomy spec

imen Note the branching core of smooth muscle fibers in

treelike pattern in the lamina propna HE original magnifi

cation X17

Figure Case Radiographic appearance of multilobu

lated polyp in the second to third portion of the duodenum

the head measures 25 20 -mm in size arid the stalk

measures 53mm in length
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stiffen the colonoscope As the colonoscope becomes older

with more frequent uses and more torqueing the inserion

tube becomes more flexible it then becomes more difficult

to perform colonoscopy since the critical stiffness is lost

Various ways to introduce stiffening into the scope in

cluding external stiffeners such as splints have not received

widespread acceptance Patients with redundant sigmoid

colons redundant colons in general long colons and large

dilated atonic colons and those with megacolon are espe

cially difficult to treat To provide for stiffening device it

was thought best that the stiffener might have the additional

luxury of being variably stiff This would allow different

degrees of stiffness for different settings and different en

ioscopists
For- the past years we have been experimenting with

different types of cables to be used through the biopsy

forceps of standard colonoscope protoiype stiffening

device SVSC-1 Wilson-Cook Medical Inc Winston

Salem N.C through an Olympus CF1OL colonoscope was

used in 25 patients Fig The patients were selected when

routine colonoscopy was not easily performed

The SVSC-1 was successful in providing colonoscopy to

the cecuin in 22 of 25 patients 88% It was thought that

the stiffening device was helpful ir proceeding with more

rapid colonoscopy where the procedure might have been

prolonged without the use of the stiffener

Although we do not have control group it was thought

subjectively that the stiffener provided great improvement

in forward motion in cases where the colonoscope was

thought to be too limp or the colon itself was thought to be

too redundant

This type of variable stiffener can be expanded to other

types of endoscopy including in the very flexible upper

endoscopes that require further stiffening to intubate the

pylorus and even in intubation of other structures that are

routinely performed by the gastrointestinal endoscopist e.g

choledochoscopy stent placement etc. It is thought that

variable stiffening device will provide many more applica

tions in the future hi all fields of endoscopy

Michael Sullivan MD
East Tennessee University School of Medicine

Kingsport Tennessee

Pyelo-choledochat ila secondary to

pancreatic carcinoma

TotheEditor

The presence of spontaneous fistulization between the

biliary system and the gastrointestinal tract is an uncommon

complication of neoplasms Fistulizations are exceptional

when one of the organs is not digestive

We encountered 55-year-old man who was heavy

smoker and moderate drinker He was admitted to the

hospital with 1-month history of upper abdominal pain

progressive jaundice dark urine and pale stools

Abdominal sonography displayed dilation of the intrahe

patic and common bile ducts and gallbladder In addition

CT demonstrated mass in the head of the pancreas and

dilation of the main pancreas duct and the common bile

duct was sharply interrupted at the level of the pancreatic

mass
ERCP was performed and showed long irregular ste

nosis in the intrapancreatic portion of the common bile duct

and small fistula between the bile duct and the right renal

pelvis The ureter was filled with the contrast that was

introduced into the common bile duct There was signifi

cant dilation of the common hepatic and intrahepatic bile

ducts Fig subsequent abdominal radiograph showed

the bladder to be filled with contrast Urinalysis confirmed

the presence of bile

The patient underwent surgical exploration that disclosed

unresectable pancreatic carcinoma choledochojejunos

tomy was performed The patient died month later

Figure Prototype vaxiable stiffening device SVC-1 Wil

son-Cook Medical Inc for colonoscopy

Figure ERCP showing fistula between the common bile

duct and the tight renal pelvis arrow

VOLUME 36 NO 1990 643
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFF CE

In re the Application of Group Ptrt Unit 331

James Jervis Examiner Sam

Serial No 177817 Raychem Corporation
300 Constitution Drive

Filed March 30 1988 Menlo Park CA 94025

For Medical Devices

Incorporating SIM Alloy
Elements August 11 1988

RESPONSE TO OFFICE ACTION

Hon Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

Washington D.C 20231

Sir

This is response to the office action dated August

1988 Reexamination is requested in view of the following

amendments and remarks

REQUEST FOR WITHDRAWAL OF FINALITY OF REJECTION

The present application was filed as continuation

application claiming pribrity under 35 USC 120 from US

patent applications nos 06/541852 and 07/047824 As filed

the application contained claims identical to those con

tained in application serial no 07/047824 and rejected in

an office action in that application dated September 30

1987 It was the intention to amend the present applica

tion by submitting new claims in preliminary amendment

lere5y certify hal hs CCf scnrence bngcSC Wi the Urited Sats Pci S..ce as

C5S fl3I Cfl eav3C addrce
Cornm cad Td.ak Wa

tOn.CLon/f
a2z- aSO Or CetVjj oL/j
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In order to provide the Examiner with all the information

that the might require in order to consider the issues pre
sented in the amendment it was thought prudent to submit

declaration under 37 CFR 1.132 by technical expert This

was completed and signed at the beginning of August

It is sincerely regretted that compilation of the papers

to be submitted has meant that the preliminary amendment has

not been filed before receipt of the first office action

In accordance with MPEP 706.07 it is requested that

the finality Of the rejection of this application be

withdrawn The general policy of the Patent Office of

rejecting continuation application in the first office

action in the situation outlined in MPEP 706.07 b- is

recognized However in the present case the delay in

filing preliminary amendment arose from efforts to make

more clear the issues presented in the amendment

Furthermore the rationale behind the policy of final

rejecting applications is to further the interest of the

public that prosecution of an application be confined to as

few actions as is consistent with thorough consideration

of its merits see MPEP 706.07 It is respectfully sub

mitted that the examination to which the present application

was subjected for the purposes of the outstanding office

action did not involve the consideration of merits not con

sidered previously in connection with the application from

which priority is claimed The merits are now presented for

consideration unfortunately and regretably after receipt of

the first office action In view of the bona fide reasons

for the delay in filing the amendment and of the nature of
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the examination to which the application has been subjected

it is respectfully requested that the finality of the rejec

tion withdrawn and that the amendments now submitted be

entered and considered While refusal to enter the amend

ments would be contrary to the interest of the applicants

it is believed that it would also be contrary to the

interest of the public since the required further con

tinuation application would prolong prosecution of this case

yet further It is believed that this should be avoided

and that in the present circumstances to do so by

withdrawing the finality of the rejection is consistent.with

the provisions of the MPEP and the Code of Federal

Regulations

AMENDMENTS

The Examiner is requested to amend the specification as

follows

In the Description

Page before the heading Background of the

Invention insert

CROSSREFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application is continuation of copending commonly

assigned application serial no 047824 filed May 1987

which is continuation of application serial no 865703

filed May 21 1986 now US Patent No 4665906 which is

continuation of application serial no 541852 filed October

14 1983 now abandoned
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Page line 28 after Quin insert now U.S Patent

No 4505767

Page line 26 delete power and insert powder

Page line 19 delete ED and insert -EA

Page line 19 delete strain and insert -stress-

7Page line 20 delete tttheart and insertthe art

Page line 21 delete tsting and insert testing-

Page line 24 after Docket No MP0873US1 insert

now U.S Patent No 4505767

Page 11 line 17 delete by and insert be
ç\ JPage 13 line delete it

Page 14 line 12 delete whch and insert which-

f\
IPage 15 line 17 delete tranisition and insert

transition

Page between lines 24 and 25 insert the following

paragraph

The following table sets forth transformation tem

perature data for alloys disclosed in US4505767
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In the Claims

Cancel claims to 10

Add new claims 11 to 28 as follows

11 medical device for use within mammalian body

or in such proximity to mammalian body that the device is

substantially at body temperature the device comprising an

5--

TABLE

Composition atomic percent

MPO 884 E3S4

A90
49.50 43.50 7.00 107 88
50.00 44.00 6.00 96 84
49.00 43.00 8.00 83 61
50.00 45.00 5.00 42 33
49.00 45.00 6.00 35 12
50.50 48.00 1.50 32
48.50 44.50 7.00 30 13
50.00 46.00 4.00 11
48.50 45.00 6.50 10 15
49.00 45.50 5.50 10 14
48.00 44.25 7.75
48.50 45.50 6.00 27

41.50 38.50 20.00 86

46.50 43.50 10.00 50
36.25 33.75 30.00 42
49.50 46.00 4.50 35
48.00 46.00 6.00 12 36

47.75 45.75 6.50 20 54

47.50 45.50 7.00 26 58

48.50 46.50 5.00 27 58

45.00 45.00 10.00 30 71

47.50 46.50 6.00 32 71
46.50 46.50 7.00 34 70--

element which comprises shape memory alloy which
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displays stress induced martensite behavior at body

temperature and

has an A90 temperature of not rnorethan 0C

12 device as claimed in claim 11 which includes

restraint by means of which the shape memory alloy element

is held in deformed configuration to allow it to be posi
tioned within or in proximity to mammalian body the

deformation occurring through the formation of stress

induced martertsite

13 device as claimed in claim 12 in which the

restraint is hollow and the shape memory alloy element is

deformed in such way that it is compressed transversely

and is positioned within the restraint the restraint pre

venting transverse expansion of the element

14 device as claimed in claim 13 in which the

restraint is catheter

15 device as claimed in claim 13 in which the shape

memory alloy element is an intrauterine contraceptive

device

16 device as claimed in claim 14 in which the shape

memory alloy element is filter for blood vessel

17 device as claimed in claim 12 in which the shape

memory alloy element is tubular and the restraint is posi
tioned within the shape memory alloy element to deform -it
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18 device as claimed in claim 17 in which the shape

memory alloy element is tracheal catheter

19 medical device for use within mammalian body or

in such proximity to mammalian bcdy that the device is

substantially at bdy temperature the device comprising an

element which comprises shape memory alloy consisting

essentially of nickel titanium and vanadium within an area

defined on nickel titanium and vanac3.iuin ternary com

position diagram by hexagon with its first vertex at 38.0

atomic percent nickel 37.0 atomic percent titanium and

25.0 atomic percent vanadium its second vertex at 47.6 ato

mic percent nickel 46.4 atomic percent titanium and 6.0

atomic percent vanadium its third vertex at 49.0 atomic

percent nickel 46.4 atomic percent titanium and 4.6 atomic

percent vanadium its fourth vertex at 49.8 atomic percent

nickel 45.6 atomic percent titanium and 4.6 atomic percent

vanadium its fifth vertex at 49.8 atomic percent nickel

44.0 atomic percent titanium and 6.2 atomic percent vana

dium and its sixth vertex at 39.8 atomic percent nickel

35.2 atomic percent titanium and 25.0 atomic percent vana

di urn

20 medical device which comprises

an element for use within mammalian body or in

such proximity to mammalian body that the device

is substantially at body temperature the element

comprising shape memory alloy which displays

stress induced martensite behavior at body tem

perature and
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bY restraint by means of which the shape memory

alloy element is held in deformed configuration

to allow it to be positioned within or in proximity

to mammalian body the deformation occurring

through the formation of stressinduced martensite

21 device as claimed in claim 20 in which the

restraint is hollow and the shape memory alloy element is

deformed in such way that it is comprssed.transversely

and is positioned within the restraint the restraint pre

venting transverse expansion of the element

22 device as claimed in claim 21 in which the

restraint is catheter

23 device as claimed in claim 21 in which the shape

memory alloy element is an intrauterine contraceptive

device

24 device as claimed in claim 22 in which the shape

memory alloy element is filter for blood vessel

25 device as claimed in claim 20 in which the shape

memory alloy element is tubular and the restraint is posi

tioned within the shape memory alloy element to deform it

26 method of medical treatment which comprises

providing device comprising an element which

comprises shape memory alloy which displays

stress induced martensite behavior at body tem

perature the element being restrained in
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deformed configuration against stress which indu

ces the formation of stress induced martensite

positioning the device so that the shape memory

alloy element is within mammalian body or in such

proximity to mammalian body that the element is

substantially at body temperature and

allowing the element to transform from the deformed

configuration the transformation occurring

substantially at body temperature

27 method as claimed in claim 26 in which the shape

memory alloy element is held in the deformed configuration

by restraint and the method includes the step of removing

the restraint to allow the element to transform from the

deformed configuration

28 method as claimed in claim 26 in which transfor

mation of the shape memory alloy element causes one or more

parts of the body in contact with the element to be

displaced.-

REMARKS

Amendments to the description

The description has been amended by incorporating

crossreference to related applications and to correct

typographical errors

Information concerning alloys disclosed in US4509767

has been incorporated in the description on page The
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10

disclosure of 0S-4505767 is incorporated in the present spe
cification by the reference thereto on page at line 28

Specifically several alloys are disclosed in Table in

column of the incorporated document each alloy having

characteristic thermomechanica properties In particular

the Ms temperature which is the temperature at which tran
sition of the alloy from martensitic phase to austenitic

phase starts is specified for each alloy Each alloj1
inherently also has characteristic A90 temperature

which is the temperature at which the transformation from
martensitic phase to austenitic phase is 90% complete.-rt

is appropriate to define alloys which are preferred for use

in the device of the present invention in terms of their

A90 temperature since for the alloy to capable of

being deformed by the formation of martensite under stress

it is necessary for the alloy initially to be at least par

tially preferably completely in the austenitic phase

Like the Ms temperature the A90 temperature is an

inherent characteristic of the alloys disclosed in

US4505767 so that the disclosure therein of alloys having

the compositions set forth in Table represents also the

disclosure of alloys having the M90 values set forth in

the table to included on page of the description

The table incorporated on page sets out Ms and A90
data for the alloys disclosed in US4505767 The data is

the subject of 37 CFR S1.l32 declaration submitted

herewith It is believed that amendment of the description

by inclusion of the data set out in the table does not

involve the addition of subject matter

Amendments to the claims
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re the Application of Group Art Unit 331

James Jervis Examiner Sam

Serial No 177817 Raychem Corporation
300 Constitution Drive

Filed March 30 1988 Menlo Park CA 94025

For Medical Devices

Incorporating SIM Alloy
Elements August 1988

DECLARATION UNDER 37 CFR 1.132

Hon Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

Washington D.C 20231

Sir
Thomas Duerig of 41618 Mission Creek Drive

Fremont CA 94539 hereby declare as follows

hold BS Degree in physics from Lehigh University

and ME and Ph.D Degrees in metallurgy from CarnegieMellon

University have worked in the field of shape memory

alloys for eight years

For the last five years have been employed by Raychem

Corporation of 300 Constitution Drive Menlo Park

California 940251164 in its metals division to develop

inter alia shape memory alloys and devices employing such

alloys

US Patent No 4505767 relates to shape memory alloys

which consist essentially of nickel titanium and vanadium

ccrIy that- ihs couesondence IS beip

Sie w.r he Unied Saes PoseI Srvco as

c1355 mail in an en loon addree

mrossoner ci Paens and TiadC.iaL Wssh

nton D.C 20231 on
____________________

Jiiii/-cA aD-
Name ol nppoa- esoee or eiser.4
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and which were developed by Mary Quin who at the time

was also employed by Raychem Corporation in the metals divi
sion

The compositions and aspects of the thermomechanical

behavior of certain NiTi-V alloys are disclosed in Table

in column of tJS4505767 The disclosed alloys have

characteristic martensiteaustenite transformation tem

peratures of which the Ms temperatures ar set forth in the

table

The table which forms part of this declaration sets

forth M5 and A90 temperatures for alloys disclosed in

Table of US4505767 The A90 temperature is the tem

perature at which the transformation from the martensite

phase to the austenite phase is 90% complete Like the

temperature the A90 temperature is an inherent charac

teristic of the alloys disclosed in US4505767 so that the

disclosure therein of alloys having the compositions set

forth in Table represents also the disclosure of alloys

having the M90 values set forth in the table below

The data included in the table below have been compiled

by me from technical records of the metals division of

Raychem Corporation which were compiled during the develop

ment of the alloys which form the subject of tJS4505767

declare that all statements made herein of my own

knowledge are true and that all statements made on infor

mation and belief are believed to be true and further that

these statements were made with the knowledge that willful

false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine

or imprisonment or both under the provisions of 18 U.S.C
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1001 and that such willful false statements may jeopardize

the validity of any patent issuing upon the application

FURTHER DECLARANT SAYETH NOT

Declared at Menlo Park California

__________________ 1988
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TABLE

Composition atomic percent

it Ms A90

49.50 43.50 7.00 107 88
50.00 44.00 6.00 96 84
49.00 43.00 8.00 83 61
50.00 45.00 5.00 42 33
49.00 45.00 6.00 35 12
50.50 48.00 1.50 32
48.50 44.50 7.00 30 13
50.00 46.00 4.00 11
48.50 45.00 6.50 10 15

49.00 45.50 5.50 10 14

48.00 44.25 7.75
48.50 45.50 6.00 27
41.50 38.50 20.00 86

46.50 43.50 10.00 50

36.25 33.75 30.00 42

49.50 46.00 4.50 35

48.00 46.00 6.00 12 36

47.75 45.75 6.50 20 54
47.50 45.50 7.00 26 58
48.50 46.50 5.00 27 58

45.00 45.00 10.00 30 71

47.50 46.50 6.00 32 71

46.50 46.50 7.00 34 70
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For MEDICAL DEVICES INCORPORATING SIM ALLOY ELEMENTS

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
Washington D.C 20231

STATUS INQUIRY

More than months have passed since the filing of

response on 11/24/1993 No further communication has been
received from the Patent and Trademark Office

Kindly advise the undersigned of the present status of this

application by checking the appropriate box on the next

page stamped returnaddressed envelope is provided

Respectfully submitted

SHELDON MAK

Date

225 South Lake Avenue
9th Floor

Pasadena California

818 7964000

3xç

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re application of

James Jervis

Serial No 07/956653

Filed October 1992

Examiner Ken

Group No

No 27953

91101

pc96\deborah\ptlu-s\9000\9438 si
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STATUS INQUIRY REPLY

APPLICATION SERIAL NO 07/956653 IS CURRENTLY

LI ASSIGNED TO GROUP ____________ AND AWAITS

LI ACTION BY THE EXAI4INER

LI APPLICANTS RESPONSE TO THE OFFICE ACTION
MAILED__________________

LI OTHER ____________________________________

pc9o\deborah\ptltrs\9000\9438 si
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UNITED IE$EPARTMENT or coMMERCE
Patent and demark Office

Adthesg COMMIS$1ONEWP4TNTS AND TRADEMARKSWOflD 221

j921 .JERV ilRST NAMED iNVENTOR A16liEY DOCKET NO

Under 37 C.FA 1.84 these drawings

PTOL-326 Rove-Be

EXAMINERS ACTION

KENEALY

EXAMINER

2.Iaims

El I.in

F3N1/0307

JEFFREY Gi SHELDON
SHELDON MAK
25 LAKE AVENI IE 9TH FLOOR

PASADENA CA 91101 AMT --PAPER.NLJMER

O3/U7/4

DATE MAILED

This Is rammunication Iron lIre examiner in charge of your application

COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

sappIication-has been examined Responsive to communioation-filed -a-mis action Is made final

shortened statutoly period for response to.this-ection is set-to expire months.-- days from the date of this letter

Failure to respond within the period for response will cause the application to become abandoned 35 U.S.C 133

Part THE FOLLOWING ATTACHMENTS ARE.PART OF THIS ACTiON

References Cited by Examiner P10-892 0-Notice re Patent Drawing P10-948

3.-jNotice of Art Cited byApplicant PTO-t449 Noticeof Informal Patent Application Form P10-152

ii Information on How to Effect Drawing Changes P10-1474 6. __________________________________________

Part II SUMMARY OF ACTION

Iiaims
are pending in the application

Of the above claims 2222 3i 143 Lc-zf
are withdrawn from consideration

have been cancelled

are-allowed

Iclaims 2- tf 3ta 1Z are rejected

s.D
Claims are objected to

2laims
are subject to restriction or election requirement

been filed wifhinfounaldrawings ujnder.37 C.FR 1.tt5which are acceptable for examination purposes

Formal drawings are requIred in response to this Office action

El The corrected or substitute drawings have been received on ___________________________

are acceptable -0 not acceptable seeexplanation or Notice re Patent Drawing P10-948

10 0- The proposed additionalor substitute sheets.of drawings filed on has have been apprpved by the

examiner disapproved by.the examiner see explanation

1-i El- The proposeddrawing correction filed has been -1 approved dIsapproved see explanation

12 DAclcnowledgementismade of the claim for- priority under U.S.C 119 The certified copy-has been received not been received

been filed in parent application serial no._____________ filed on

13.-El Since this application.apppears to be.ln condition for allowance except forformal matters prosecution as to the merits is closed in

aocordancewith4he practice under Es porte Quayle 1935 CD 11 453 O.G 213

14 Other
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Serial No 956653
Art Unit 331

Applicant should note that preliminary amendment filed

1/5/93 added claim 54 subsequently restricted Applicants

additional claims 5456 have been renumbered as claims 5557

Applicant should refer to these claims as claims 55-57 in any later

communications

The following is quotation Of the first paragraph of 35

U.S.C l12

The specification shall contain written description of the

invention and of the manner and process of making and using
it in such full clear concise and exact terms as to enable

any person skilled in the art to which it pertains or with
which it is most nearly connected to make and use the same
and shall set forth the best mode contemplated by the inventor

of carrying out his invention

The specification is objected to under 35 U.S.C 112 first

paragraph as the specification as originally filed does not

provide support for the invention as is now claimed Applicants

declaration defining the A90 temperature as the temperature at

which 90% of the material has been transformed from martensite to

austenite is not sufficient to now allow claim for specific

value for the A90 temperature being degrees Nowhere.iir

applicants specification does he state the criticality of such .a

temperature for the A90 temperature nor does he ever state

preferred range in which the A90 temperature should fall

Claims 111417 and 18 are rejected under 35 U.S.C 112

first paragraph for the reasons set forth in the objection to the

specification
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Art Unit 331

Claim 25 is rejected under 35 U.S.C 112 second paragraph

as being indefinite for failing to particularly point out and

distinctly claim the subject matter which applicant regards as the

invention It cannot be discerned from the drawings or the

specification how the SIN material inside catheter can be

deformed in transverse dimension If this claim is directed

towards an IUD it should have been restricted from this

application Examiner cannot find support for such deformation

of the catheter SIN invention

Claims 111417212427313641424453 and 5557 are

rejected under the judicially created doctrine of obviousnesstype

double patenting as being unpatentable over claim of U.S Patent

No 4665906 Although the conflicting claims are not identical

they are not patentably distinct from each other because they both

are directed towards restraint in combination with an SIN medical

device

Claims 28-30 rejected under the judicially created doctrine of

obviousnesstype double patenting as being unpatentable over claim

of U.S Patent No 4665906 in view of Wilson To have made the

restraint out of SIN material and the catheter out of nonSIN

material is well known in the art as shown by Wilson

The following is quotation of 35 U.S.C 103 which forms
the basis for all obviousness rejections set forth in this Office
action

patent may not be obtained though the invention is not
identically disclosed or described as set forth in section 102
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Art Unit 331

of this title if the differences between the subject matter
sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the

subject matter as whole would have been obvious at the time
the invention was made to person having ordinary skill in
the art to which said subject matter pertains Patentability
shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention
was made

Subject matter developed by another person which qualifies as
prior art only under subsection or of section 102 of
this title shall not preclude patentability under this
section where the subject matter and the claimed invention

were at the time the invention was made owned by the same

person or subject to an obligation of assignment to the same
person

Claims 1920262841424547484950 and 57 arerejected

under 35 U.S.C 103 as being unpatentable over the Wayman article

titled Some Applications of Shape Memory Alloys of applicants

disclosure referred to as Wayman Wayman discloses an SIM alloy

that can be used in orthodontic dental wires The wire is placed

in restraint bands placed on the users teeth and exhibits SIM

behavior at body temperature inside the mouth of the patient This

SIN behavior cause the wire to act more like spring and retain

pressure or tension on the treated teeth When the wire is taken

out of the mouth it is assumed that the wire will return to its

austenitic state and straighten out of the stress induced

martensite state The Wayman disclosure of the orthodontic device

does not specifically disclose the use of SIN material for the

wire but the disclosure does describe the use of SIM as natural

property of SMAs in general It is not believed to have been

outside of the scope of the skilled artisan to have ued wire

with an Af temperature at about body temperature such that this
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superelasticity region can be taken advantage of in an

orthodontic device as described later in the Wayman article

Claims 2129 rejected under 35 U.S.C 103 as being

unpatentable over Wayman in view of Wilson Wayman discloses the

use of SIN alloys that exhibit SIN behavior at body temperature

Wilson teaches the use of SMAs in catheter It would have been

obvious to have used the Wayman alloy in catheter because if one

had desired to have catheter that could be bent and instantly

retain its original unbent shape when the stress induced martensite

transforms back to austeriite one could have looked to Wayman to

see that such material was available

RESPONSE TO APPLICMITS REMARKS

Applicants remarks have been considered but are deemed moot

in light of the new rejections set forth This action has not been

made final since the new rejection was not necessitated by

applicants amendments

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier
communications from the examiner should be directed to David

Kenealy whose telephone number is 703 308-2680

DavidJ Kenea ly
March 1994

-1
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademark Office

Address COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS
Washington D.C 20231

TsE1I NLIMRER FILING DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTORNEY DOCKET NO

q1y4
-I

DATE MAILED

EXAMJNER INTERVIEW SUMMARY RECORD

All participants applicant applicants representative PTO personnel

Dk SJw.ldoki

le4uc5f

Date of interview 7/

Type IJ Telephonic
arsonal

copy is given to El applicant applicants representative

Exhibit shown-or demonstration conducted El Yes If yes brief description

Agreement
IVs reached with respect to some or all of the claims in question was not reached

Claims discussed
l2LL

Identification of prior art discussed iJZ k1i fri Ot44 /4/ CV

Description of the general nature of what was agreed to if an agreement was reached or any other comments ________________________________________

Fbtf 4w tEl pvi CL tfr tôi iri
V1S vt cfrs 444- 01

Uoy rvt@v Pe41t trxah1fe
çjee ojer pk\ liCk.. gfC.k

fuller description if necessary and copy of the amendments if available which the examiner agreed would render the claims allowable mustbe
attached Also where no copy of the amendments which would render the claims allowable is available summary thereof must be attached

iL

Unless the paragraphs below have been checked to indicate to the contrary FORMAL WRITTEN RESPONSE TO THE LAST OFFICE ACTION
NOT WAIVED AND MUST INCLUDE THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW e.g items 17 on the reverse side of this form If response to the

last Office action has already been filed then applicant is given one month from this interview date to provide statement of the
sustance

of the interview

ôscu4 qfrtta Gt5e Fw c-I
It is not necessary for applicant to provide separate record of the substance of the interview iieA2 wiTh -pie eerzep

4- 4i-%. clii C4J
El Since the examiners Interview summary above Including any attachments reflects complete response to each of the objections rejections and

requirements that may be present in the last Office action and-since the claims are now allowable this completed form is considered to fulfill the

response requirements of the last Office action

Examiner Signatu
PTOt-413 REV 1-84

nDIPIMIII rcso IIVDTIflM III DIUT latsin ci co flc flI WDADDCD

EXAMINER

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In reApplication of Group Art Unit 3301

JAMES JERVIS Examiner KENEALY

Serial No 07/956653

Filed October 1992 Pasadena CA

For MEDICAl DEVICES
INCORPORATING SIN ALLOY Zft
ELEMENTS

Honorable Commissioner of
Patents and Trademarks

Washington D.C 20231

AMENDMENT

Sir ac Am Noied

In response to the Office Action of March 199.4

please amend the aboveidentified application as follows

IN THE CLAIMS

Please amend Claim 16 19 23 27 28 30 32 33 42 --

and 57.as follows

Claim 16 linel change 14 to 13

Claim 19 line 10 after

deformed configuration-
BA 07/12/94 07956653/1274

090 BA 07/12/94 07956653 115 110.00 CK

Claim 23 1irr1 change tI21t to 20
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3L1 f27 Twice Amended medical dev/ce suitable for

placet within or proximate to mammali body for treatment

of the mammalian body the device coluprisi/ig

memory alloy elemeij4
formed at least partly

from pseudoelastic shape-memory alloY/the alloy displaying

reversible stressinduced martensitic tate and an austenitic

state the memory alloy element havinl de rmed shape when

the alloy is in its sress-induced m/rtens ic state and ii
different unstressed shape and

restraining me/ns
en ing an stressing the

memory alloy element at
tempera/ure than the As of the

alloy so that the memory alloy kement ca be positioned within

or in proximity to the mammali1 body the memory alloy

element is in its deformed she
wherein the alloy

i/i
selected so that removal of the

restraining means from the mory alloy element at temperature

greater than the As of the/iuloy when the device is placed within

or proximate to the mainmaan body transforms at least portion

of the alloy from its
styess_induced

martensitic state so that

the memory alloy elemen/ transforms from its deformed shape

toward its unstressed
/hapet

without any change in temperature of

the restraining means/or
the memory alloy element being required

for the transformati of the alloy

28 Twi Amended medical device for treatment of

mammalian body device comprising

Pc\WP513GS\9438-3J.MD
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memory alloy elemit formed at least partly

from pseudoelastic shape-memory allo/ the alloy displaying

reversible stressInduced
inartensite1ht

about body temperature

such that it has stessinduced mtensitic state and an

austenitic state the memory alloy/element having deformed

shape when the alloy is in its
st71ess-induced

martensitic state

and ii different unstressed jhaPe and

hollow re/training member with the memory

alloy element being within the/restraining member the

restraining member engaging a/d stressing the memory alloy

element at temperature gre/ter thanth
As of the alloy so that

the memory alloy element cal be posioed iFh or in rPmtv
to the mmm1r body ij1-1 the ahoy element is

1deformed shape

wherein the retrainingember and the memory alloy

element are movable relive tach other to transform at least

portion of the alloy frrom its stressinduced martensitic state

at temperature greatr than the As of the alloy so that the

memory alloy element ransforms from its deformed shape toward

its unstressed shape and wherein the alloy is selected so that

the transformation an occur without any change in temperature of

the restraining me er or the memory alloy element

Claim 3Qlthe change 27 to 29-

in its

Claim 32 lines and iange means to member

PC4\WP5tJGS943S-3.AMD
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çwice Amended medical device for insertion

into ammlLcubody the device comprising restraining

member arid ii hollow catheter formed at least party from

pseudoelastic shape-memory alloy he alloy displaying reversible

stressinduced martensite at
aboutA

body tempera ure such that it

has stressinduced martensitic state and an austenitic state

the catheter having an easily inserted shape when the alloy

is in its stress-induced martensitic state and ii different

unstressed shape wnen the alloy is in its austenitic state

the restraining member engaging and

stressing the catheter at temperature greater than the As of

the alloy so that the catheter is in its easily inserted shape so

that the catheter can be inserted into the mammalian body

wherein disengagement of the restraining member from

the catheter at temperature greater than the As of the alloy

transforms at least portion of the alloy from its stress

induced martensiti state to its austenitic state so that the

catheter transform from its easily inserted shape toward its

unstressed shape and wherein the alloy is selected so that the

transformation can occur without any change in temperature of the

restraining member or the catheter

Claim 42 line change means to member
/7

57 Amended medica3/de ice suitable for placement

within or proximate to
mamluali/n

for treatment of the

mammalian body the deiice corn si restraint and ii

WP5IJGS948-3.AMD
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an element formed at least partly from pse doelastic shape

memory alloy

the alloy displaying reversible/stress-induced

martensite by virtue of being above its/s and above its M3 and

below its M4 at about body temPerature

such that it has
str/ss_induced

martensitic

state and an austenitic state the efement having deformed

shape when the alloy is in its
strels_induced martensitic state

ii different unstressed shpe
wherein the restrait is capable both

jJj stressing the element for Plement of the element in its

deformed shape in or in
Proximiy1 to the mammalian body and

ii of being at last partiaiyç removed from element while

the device is within or proxite to the body at the

body temperatue and ye element is refore at an

operating temperature great than the and below the Md

of the alloy

such remova of the rest mt causing at least

portion of the alloy to
t/ansform from its stressinduced

martensitic state to its/austenitic state so-that the element

spontaneously from its deformed shape toward its

unstressed shape

and
suci

transformation can occur without change

in temperature of the/restraint or of the element from the

operating
temperatur7t

Please add claims 58-65 to the application

PCWP5I\JGS\9433.AMD
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$8- medical device for treatment of

body the device comprising

memory alloy element formed at least partly

from pseudoelastic shapememory alloy the by displayin

reversible stressinduced martensite at about temperature

such that it has stressinduced martensitic state and an

austenitic state the memory alloy element having deformed

shape when the alloy is in its stressinduced martensitic state

and ii different unstressed shape and

hollow tubular restraining member with the

memory alloy element eing within the restraining member the

restraining member engaging and stressing the memory alloy

element at temperature greater than the As of the alloy so that

the memory alloy element is in its deformed shape

wherein the memory alloy element is axially slidable

within the tube and wherein the memory alloy element can be

extruded completely out of the tube for deployment in the

mammalian body to transform at least portion of the alloy from

its stressinduced martensitic state towards its austenitic state

at temperature greater than the As of the allysothat the

memory alloy element transforms from its deformed shape toward

its unstressed shapc and wherein the alloy is selected so that

the transformation can occur without any change in temperature of

the restraining member or the memory alloy element

PC4\WP5I\JGS\9438-3.AMD
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medical device which comprises

tubular ment for use within
ammalian-\

body or in such proximity to -mamma-an-body that the device is

jf.OII
substantially atbod temperature the tubular element comprising

shape memory alloy which displays stressinduced martensite

behavior at body temperature and

restraint within the tubular element

holding and deforming the tubular shape memory alloy element in

deformed

conf tiontoajiow
it to be positioned within or

proximity to
aamme4a4k-body

the deformation occurring

through the formation of stressinduced martensite

wherein the tubular element is sufficiently deformed

that removal of the restraint from the tubular shape memory alloy

element without change in temperature of the device releases at

least portion of the tubular element from its deformed

configuration

60 medical device for eat nt of mammalian

body the device comprising r7tring member and ii

hollow memory alloy element forme/at fast partI from

pseudoelastic shape-memory anoy/ the iioy displaying reversible

stressinduced martensite at alut Ji1y temperature such that it

has stressinduced martensiyic stat/jrand an austenitic state

the memory alloy element havfng
i1deformed shape when the

alloy is in its
stress.indu/ed

martensitic state and ii

different unstressed shap

PC4WP5I3GS\9438-3.AMD
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the restraining member being wthin the hollow memory

alloy element and engaqing and stressi the memory alloy element

at temperature greater than the As the alloy so that the

memory alloy element can be positio ed within or in proximity to

the mammalian body while the memo alloy element can be

positioned within or in proximi to the ilian body while the

memory alloy element is in it deformed

wherein the restra ning ie memory alloy

element are movable relati to each to transform at least

portion of the alloy fr in its ssinduced martensitic state

at temperature greate than the As of the alloy so that the

memory alloy element ansforms from its deformed shape toward

its unstressed shape and wherein the alloy is selected so that

the transformation can occur without any change in temperature of

the restraining me ber or the memory alloy element

The device of Claim jwherein the memory alloy

element is tube and the restraining member is axially slidable

within the tube and wherein the tube is sufficiently long that

relative axial movement between the tube and the restraining

member extends at least portion of the tube beyond the

restraining member and thereby transforms the tube toward its

austenitic shape

\Sk462 medical into mammalian

body the device compris member and ii

hollow catheter formed ly from pseudoelastic

PC4WP51\JGS\943S-3.AMD
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shapememory alloy the alloy displaying rrersible stress

induced martensite at about body tempera7ire such that it has

stressinduced martensitic state and aVaustenitic state the

catheter having an easily inserte/ shape when the alloy is in

its stressinduced martensitic stat/and ii different

unstressed shape when the alloy is/in
its austenitic state

the restraining member/engaging and stressing the

catheter at tempirature great/r
than t9As of the alloy so

that the catheter is in its
ea/ily insed shape so that the

catheter can be inserted intthe ma$alian body and

wherein disngageyent of-i restraining member from

the catheter at temperat/re grea than the As of the alloy

transforms at least porAion of the alloy from its stress

induced martensitic stab to its austenitic state so that the

catheter transforms
fr/Mi

its easily inserted shape toward its

unstressed shape anqwherein the alloy is selected so that the

transformation can cur without any change in temperature of the

restraining member/or
the catheter

The invention of Claim 5fre orMwherein the

transformation of the alloy occurs without any change in the

state of the restraining member

The device of Claimfrwherein the device is

adapted so that the restraining member can be completely

disengaged and separated from the catheter and ii re-engaging

the restraining member with the catheter after separation results

PC4WP51\JGSW438-3AMD
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in the catheter transforming toward its easily inserted shape by

reversion of at least portion of the alloy from its austenitic

state to its stressinduced martensitic state

REN1RKS

Claims 1164 are pending in this application Claims 1-

10 have been canceled and Claims 15 16 22 23 25 after this

amendment 3740 43 and 54 have been withdrawn from

consideration All of the claims originally submitted and

examined were rejected Claims 58-64 are added by this

amendment Reexamination reconsideration and allowance are

respectfully requested

Entry of th amendments to the claims originally

submitted is respecfu1ly requested Claims 16 23 and 30 have

been amended to correct their dependency Claims 19 27 28 33

and 57 have been amended to make it clear that the because of the

restraint the shape memory alloy element can be positioned

within or in proxinity to mammalian body while it is in its

deformed configuration Claims 32 and 42.haveJØen amended to

use the correct antecedent term namely restraining member

New claim 58 is claim 30 rewritten in independent form

rewritten as if it depended from Claim 29 which it should have

in the first place

Claim 59 is Claim 24 rewritten in independent form

LJ
C4WPt\JGS\9438-3.AMD 10
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Claims 6064 correspond to claims 31 32 33 42 and

51 respectively where the independent claims include the

limitation that the memory alloy element can be positioned within

or in proximity to the mammalian body while it is in its deformed

shape as result of the restraining member

REJECTION UNDER 35 U.S.C 112

Claims 1114 17 18 25 were rejected under 35 U.S.C

112 With regard to the rejection under 35 U.S.C 112 of

Claim 20 applicant agrees that Claim 25 should be withdrawn from

consideration The rejection of the remaining claims is

respectfully traversed

Claims 1114 17 and 18 were rejected under the first

paragraph of 35 U.S.C 112 on the basis that the specification

as originally file does not provide support for the invention

as it is claimed In particular the Office Action contends that

the definition in Lhe pecification of the A90 temperature and

including specific value of 00 is not supported by the

specification as originally filed This rejection is

respectfully traverse1

Both the Federal Circuit and the CCPA have held that

including in the claims an inherent limitation of composition

described in the patent application is permissible See

Kennecott Corp Kyocera International Inc USPQ 2d 1194

835 F.2d 419 Fed Cir 1987 In Re Nathan 140 USPQ 601 321

PC4\WP51JGS9438-iAMD 11
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2d 1005 CCPA 1964 In the Kennecott decision the Federal

Circuit held that it is permissible to add to the claims the

limitation that ceramic body has predominantly equitaxed

microstructure even though the original application did not

disclose such structure because the structure was inherent in

the original disclosure The Court stated

The disclosure in subsequent patent

application of an inherent property of

product does not deprive that product of the

benefit of an earlier filing date Nor does

the inclusion of description of that

property in later-filed claims change this

reasonable result

USPQ 2d at 1198

Similarly in Nathan the CCPA held that it is

permissible to include in the claims the limitation that

particular compound had an alpha orientation even though that

was not in the original disclosure because it was merely

statement of an inherent property of the steroids as disclosed in

appellants original disclosure

If it is the examiners position that applicant was

required to indicate in the disclosure that 0C is preferred

temperature for the A90 temperature of the alloys that

contention is respectfully traversed The requirement of 35

U.S.C 112 first paragraph is The specification shall

contain written description of the invention There is

nothing in section .l2 that requires the applicant to specify

PC4\WPI\1GS\943S-3.AMD 12
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that particular limitation is preferred or critical 112 only

requests that the invention as claimed be described See

examDle In Re Eickmeyer 202 USPQ 65 CCPA 1979 where the CCPA

held that specification supported adding to the claims the

limitation at least about 56 In that case the patent

office contended that the description requirement of 35 U.S.C

112 was not satisfied because applicant had not disclosed that

56 was minimum or critical lower limit for operation of the

process The CCPA reversed that rejection noting that the

appellant was entitled to claim range of temperatures below

56C and above 56C stating

We are not persuaded that there is any

requirement for the appellant to demonstrate

the criticality of lower limit to meet the

description requirement Emphasis

original

202 USPQ at 663

The examiners attention is also directed to the

Federal Circuit decision in VasCath Inc 4ahurkaas 35 F.2d

1555 Fed Cir 1991 where the Federal Circuit held that

design patent application provided sufficient basis under 35

U.S.C 112 for utility patent Certainly if design

application which contains substantially nothing but drawings

can support utility patent application applicants disclosure

herein supports the claims presented

For these reasons removal of the rejection under

35 U.S.C 112 is respectfully requested

13
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DOUBLE PATENTING REJECTION

Certain claims were rejected under the judicially

created doctrine of obviousnesstype double patenting

Applicant without prejudice to expedite prosecution is willing

to file terminal disclaimer on resolution of the remaining

issues present in this application

ALLOWABLE CLAIMS

Upon filing of the terminal disclaimer it is believed

that Claims 24 3056 35 36 42 31 33 44 35 45 31 46

48 31 33 50 48 31 33 51 52 and 53 are allowable

Moreover all of the new claims are likewise allowable In

particular Claims 58 and 59 are claims that are believed to be

allowable based on the prior office action rewritten in

independent form Claim 6064 are narrower versions of claims

cOntaining allowable subject matter

REJECTION UNDER 35 U.S.C SECTION 103

Claims 19 20 2628 41 42 45 4750 and 57 were

rejected under 35 U.S.C 103 The rejection was based upon the

Wayman article alone In addition Claims 21 and 29 were

rejected as unpatentable over Wayluan in view of Wilson These

rejections are respectfully traversed as applied to these claims

as you presented

It is believed that the claims as originally submitted

are allowable over Wayman alone or Wayman in combination with

Wilson However to further distinguish the claimed subject

PC4\WP5NGS943-3.AMD 14
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matter over these two references certain of the claims have been

amended In particular all of the claims rejected under

35 U.S.C 103 now state that the restraining member stresses

the SIM memory allow element so that the memory allow element can

be positioned within or in proximity to the mammalian body while

it is in deformed shape something not suggested by these

references

In particular it iscontended in the office action

that Wayman suggests or teaches the use of dental wires using SIM

StressInduced Nartensite alloys However Waymans device is

clearly of the kind which is inserted into the body in an

unstressed state and is subsequently stressed within the body

and fixed in the stressed state so as to apply corrective

pressure to misaligned tooth

The Wayman oressureapplying device does not require or

suggest the presence of restraint which is essential to the

claimed invention for holding the SIN device in the deformed

state during insertion into the body There is no need in Wayman

for restraint to be applied to the dental wire before it is

positioned in the body since it is unstressed during insertion

Indeed it is difficult to imagine how pre-insertion restraint

could be used with the dental wires given their elongated form

The claims presented specifically require that the

restraint stresses the SIM memory alloy element so that it can be

positioned within or in proximity to the mammalian body while

the memory alloy element is in its deformed shape See for

example Claim 27 The claimed device is constructed so that

PC4\WP5UGS\9438-3.AMD 15
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after the deformed device held in the restraint has been

positioned within the body the restraint can be removed to allow

the SIN element to recover to its unstressed shape

The claimed devices with the insertion restraint are

highly advantageous in surgical techniques whereas the unstressed

shape to which the SIN element reverts on removal of the

restraint within the body is important for the therapeutic

effect This ability to release the unstressed shape after

placing the SIM element where it is needed for treatment is the

antithesis of deforining and stressing the element within the

body which would be essential to the use of an SIN dental wire

Thus the claimed shapeforming device claims should

be regarded as different class of medical devices from the

pressureapplying Wayman device The problems encountered in

surgical use of the shapeforming devices generally are quite

different from those of the pressure-applying devices and it

must be recognized that each special surgical procedure has its

own unique set of probems

Part of the claimed invention is the recognition of the

problem in prior art devices that rely on temperature change

Note that Claim 27 for example specifically states that the

change in shape of the SIN member can occur without any change

in temperature of the restraining means or the memory alloy

element

Wilson does nothing to remedy the deficiencies of

Wayman Wilson in fact teaches away from the invention in

that Wilson requires change in temperature of the catheter for

PC4\W5IUGS438-3.AMD 16
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it to be effective This is completely contrary to what is

claimed by applicant In effect Wayman teaches away from the

use of SIN material in combination with restraint

Further there is no suggestion in the ref erencØs to

place an SIN element inside restraint as specified in

Claims 20 21 28 29 and claims dependent therefrom The most

Wayman teaches is an SIN element engaged with device on

tooth and Wilson does not teach the use of any restraint In

the Wilson device the catheter 10 does not restrain the rod 16

in any configuration Rather the shape of the rod is dependent

only upon temperature Thus neither reference suggests the use

of an external restraint for maintaining an SIM element in

deformed configuration

CONCLUSION

Thus for these additional reasons it is respectfully

submitted that these claims are allowable

SHELDON MAR INC

Date June 24 1994 By

No 27953

SHELDON MAX
225 South Lake Avenue
Suite 900

Pasadena California 91101

818 7964000 213 6819000

PC4\ViP5fUGS943S-3.AMD 17
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9N REA CATION OF JAMES JERVIS

07/956653

FOR MEDICAL DEVICES INCORPORATING SIM ALLOY ELEMENTS

HONORABLE COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARXS

Washington D.C 20231

Sir

Transmitted herewith is paper in the above-identified application Any necessary extension of time period set for this

paper is hereby requested

No additional fee is required

The fee has been calculated as shown below

IwErrENSION FEE RATE RATE
Non-Small Entity SmalPEntity

FIRST MONTH AFTER TIME PERIOD SET 110.00 55.00 $110.00

SECOND MONTH AFTER TIME PERIOD SET 360.00 180.00

THIRD MONTH AFTER TIME PERIOD SET 840.00 420.00

FOURTH MONTH AFTER TIME PERIOD SET 1320.00 660.00

TOTAL EXTENSION FEE 110.00

lYFEE FOR EXTRA CLAIMS added by Amendment in this response

Column Column Column

Number of Number RAIl

Claims after Prteioueiy umber of Non-Sn RATE FEE

Amendment Paid for is Claims Entit Small Entity

TOTAL CLAIMS 55 MINUS 46 22 11 $198.00

INDEPENDENT jJ 12 MINUS 74 37 $296.00

First presentation of multiple dependent claim 230 115

II

II

II

TOTAL FEE FOR EXTRA CLAIMS $494.00

If the entry in Column is less than the entry of Column write in ColumnS

If the number of Total Claims previously paid fbr is less than 20 write 20 in this space

If the number of Independent Claims
previously paid

for is less than write in this space

Enclosed is the fee of $604.00 by Check No 5012

Please charge Deposit Account No 19-2090 in the amount of
________________________________

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment of any additional fees in particular the following

fees associated with this communication or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No 19-2090

Any filing fees under 37 C.F.R 1.16 for the presentation of extra claims

Any patent application processing fees under 37 C.F.R 1.17

SHELDON

Date June 24 1994 By

DOCKET NO 9438

FILED October 1992

225 South Lake Avenue

Suite 900

Pasadena California 91101

818 796r4000 213 681-9000

29753

pc%\wPs1uns\g45.3.nc
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT ND OFFICE

In re application of Group Art Unit 3301

JAMES JERVIS Examiner KENEALY

Serial No 07/956653

Filed October 1992

For MEDICAL DEVICES Pasadena CA
INCORPORATING SIM ALLOY
ELEMENTS

SUPPLEMENTAL AMENDMENT

Honorable Commissioner of
Patents and Trademarks

Washington D.C 20231

Sir

In response to the Office action of March 1994 and

as supplement to the Amendment of June 24 1994 please amend

the above-identified application as follows

IN THE CLAIMS

Please amend c1aims

follows

PC3\pTO\9438-4PMID
1--

Jul 28 i99

-1
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19 Thrice Amended medical device whi

comprises

an element for use within mammalian /odY or in

such proximity to mammalian body that the device
i4

substantially at body temperature the element compr/sing shape

memory alloy which displays stress-induced martenite behavior

at body temperature and

restraint holding the shape memorf alloy element

in deformed configuration at temperature less/than the body

temperature of the mammal to allow it to be pos4ioned

positioning the shape memory alloy element withi4 or in proximity

to mammalian body in its deformed configuratio/1 the

deformation occurring through the formation of qtressinduced

martensite

wherein the element is sufficiently leforme -C
removal of the restraint from the shape memor/a1low

lem nt

without change in temperature of the device ieiease at least

___
portion of the element from its deformed con iguration

Thrice Amended medical device suitable for

placement within or proximate to mammalian body for treatment

of the mammalian body the device comprising

memory alloy element formed at least partly from

pseudoelastic shape-memory alloy the alloy displaying

Pe3\PTO\9438-4.P.MD Jul 28 1994
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reversible stress-induced martensitic state and an austenitic

state the memory alloy element having deformed shape when

the alloy is in its stress-induced martensitic state and ii

different unstressed shape and

restraining means engaging and stressing the

memory alloy element at temp rature less an the bod

jemerature of tre
mamLI13

and greater than he As of the alloy

that for positioning the memory alloy element be

positioned within or in proximity to the mammalian body while

the memory alloy element is in its deformed shape

wherein the alloy is selected so that removal of the

restraining means from the memory alloy element at temperature

greater than the As of the al oy when the dev ce is placed within

or proximate to themmu4 ransforms at least portion

of the alloy from its stress-induced martensitic state so that

the memory alloy element transforms from its deformed shape

toward its unstressed shape without any change in temperature of

the restraining means or the memory alloy element being required

for the transformation of the alloy

_28 Thrice Amended medical device for treatment

of mammalian body the device comprising

memory alloy element formed at least partly

from pseudoelastic shape-memory alloy the alloy displaying

PC3\PTQ\9438-4AND Jul 28 1994

ticj
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reversible stress-induced martensite at
aboutbod

temperature

such that it has stress-induced martensitic state and an

austenitic state the memory alloy element having deformed

shape when the alloy is in its stress-induced martensitic state

and ii different unstressed shape and

hollow restraining member with the memory

alloy element being within the restraining member the

restraining member engaging and stressing the memory alloy

elemen at temperature less than the body temperature of the

.-amrnaland greater than the As of the alloy that for

positioning the memory alloy element be positioned within

or in proximity to the mammalian body while the memory alloy

element is in its deformed shape

wherein the restraining member and the memory alloy

element are movable relative to each other to transform at least

portion of the alloy from its stress-induced martensitic state

at temperature greater than the As of the alloy so that the

memory alloy element transforms from its deformed shape toward

its unstressed shape and wherein the alloy is selected so that

the transformation can occur without any change in temperature of

the restraining member or the memory alloy element

-- Twice Amended medical device suitable or

placement within or proximate to mammalian body for treatment

PC3\PTO\9438-4.AND Jul 28 1994

LC\
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of the mammalian body the device comprising restraint and

ii an element formed at least partly from pseudoelastic

shape-memory alloy

the alloy displaying reversible stress-induced

martensite by virtue of being above its and above its and

below its Md at about body temperature

such that it has stress-induced martensitic

state and an austenitic state the element having deformed

shape when the alloy is in its stress-induced martensitic state

and ii different unstressed shape

wherein the restraint is bothil

stressing the element at temperature less than the body

temperature of the mammal for placement of the element in its

deformed shape in or in proximity to the mammalian body and

ii is capable of being at least partially removed from the

element while the device is within or proximate to the body at

the body temperature and the element is therefore at an operating

temperature greater than the and M5 and below the Md of the

alloy

such removal of the restraint causing at least

portion of the alloy to transform from its stress-induced

martensitic state to its austenitic state so that the element

spontaneously transforms from its deformed shape toward its

unstressed shape

PC3\PTO\9438-4.2.MD Jul 28 1994

51J
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and such transformation can occur without change

in temperature of the restraint or of the element from the

operating temperature

Amended medical device for treatment of

the device comprising restraining member

and ii hollow memory alloy element formed at least partly

from pseudoelastic shape-memory alloy the oy displayi

reversible stress-induced martensite at
aboutA per ure

such that it has stress-induced martensitic state and an

austenitic state the memory alloy element having deformed

shape when the alloy is in its stress-induced martensitic state

and ii different unstressed shape

the restraining member being within the hollow memory

alloy element and engaging and stressing the memory al oy element

at temperature less than the body temperature of the an

greater than the As of the alloy that for positioning the

memory alloy
ement

be positioned within or in proximity

to the mammal b9hile the memory alloy element can be

positioned within or in proximity to the mammalian body while

the memory alloy element is in its deformed shape

wherein the restraining member and the memory alloy

element are movable relative to each other to transform at least

portion of the alloy from its stressed-induced martensitic

PC3\PIt\9438-4N4D Jul 28 1994

51
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state at temperature greater than the As of the alloy so that

the memory alloy element transforms from its deformed shape

toward its unstressed shape and wherein the alloy is selected so

that the transformation can occur without any change in

temperature of the restraining member of the memory alloy

element

Amended medical device for insertion into

mtclirtbody the device comprising restraining member

and ii hollow catheter formed at least partly from

pseudoelastic shape-memory allow the alloy displaying reversible

stress-induced martensite at about body temperature such that it

has stress-induced martensitic state and an austenitic state

the catheter having an easily inserted shape when the alloy

is in its stress-induced martensitic state and ii different

unstressed shape when the alloy is in its austenitic state

the restraining member engaging and stressing the

cathet\r
at temperature less than the body temperature of the

janma
terthan the As of the allor so that the catheter

is in its easily inserted shape that the for inserting the
wC4Jt-

catheter be inserted into the nmmlf.body and

wherein disengagement of the restraining member from

the catheter at temperature greater than the As of the alloy

transforms at least portion of the alloy from it stress-induced

PC3\PTO\9438-4 AMD
-7- Jul 28 1994
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martensitic state to its austenitic state so that the catheter

transforms from its easily inserted shape toward its unstressed

shape and wherein the alloy is selected so that the

transformation can occur without any change in temperature of the

restraining member or the catheter

Applicant wishes to thank the Examiner for the courtesy

shown to Applicants attorney the undersigned during the

interview on June 30 1994

As indicated during the interview and as stated on the

Examiners Interview Summary Record

Examiner agrees that the inclusion of the

limitation requiring the restraining means to

engage and stress the memory alloy element at

temperature below body temperature will

define over the Wayman article

In accordance with that statement the independent

clairnspending in this application that were subject to rejection

under 35 U.S.C 103 namely claims 1927 28 and 57 have been

PC3\PTO\9438-4.ND Jul 28 1994
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so amended In addition other claims namely claims 60 and 62

which were not so rejected have been amended

As indicated in the interview for the purposes of

response Applicant has assumed that Wayrnan teaches an SIM dental

wire However as appreciated by the Examiner in the interview

Waymans SIM dental wire is not stressed until it is In the

mouth and thus Wayman does not teach or suggest restraining

means engaging and stressing the memory alloy element at

temperature less than the body temperature of the mammal

Therefore for this reason and in addition the reasons

presented in the prior amendment allowance of all of the claims

is respectfully requested

Applicant wishes to remind the Examiner of two comments

made by Applicants attorney during the interview In

particular it was noted that at page 12 line the word is

equiaxed and not equitaxed It was also noted that at page

15 of the amendment the pacagraph bridging pages 15 and 16 in

the first sentence the claims being referred to were the claims

rejected under 35 U.S.C 103 Not all of the claims presented

include the limitations specified in that sentence but only the

PC3\PO\9438-4AMD Jul 28 1994
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claims that were being argued with regard to the rejection under

103

Another typographical error has been noted At page

11 line the reference is to claim 25 and not claim 20

Respectfully submitted

SHELDON MAK

Dated July _____ 1994 By __________________________
SHELDON

Regis No 27953

PC3\PtO\9438-4AND 10 Jul 28 1994
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4ENDMENT COVER SHEET
DOCKET NO 9438

IN RE APPLICATION OF JAMES JERVIS

SERIAL NO 07/956653 FILED OCTOBER 1992

FOR MEDICAL DEVICES JNCORJOpATING SIM ALLOY ELEMENTS

HONORABLE COMMISSIONER OF

PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS
Washington D.C 20231

Sir

Transmitted herewith is paper in the above-identified application Any nssary extension of time period set for this paper is

hereby requested

No additional fee is required

The fee has been calculated as shown below

EXTENSION FEE RATE RATE
Non-Sinali Entity SmaU-Eptity FE

FiRST MONTH AFTER TIME PERIOD SET 110.00 55.00

SECOND MONTH AFTER TIME PERIOD SET 360.00 180.00 $360.00

THIRD MONTH AFTER TIME PERIOD SET 840.00 420.00

FOURTH MONTH AFFER TIME PERIOD SET 1320.00 660.00

No extension fee is necessary because the original amendment was filed with the extension fee already paid

FEE FOR EXTRA CLAIMS added by Amendment in this response

Column Column Column

Nunther of Number RATI

Claixns alter Previously .smber of Non is RATE PEE
Amendment Paid for.I ra Claiæis Entit Ssnall Entity

TOTAL CLAIMS MINUS
.-f

22 11

INDEPENDENT MINUS 74 37

First presentation of multiple dependent claim 230 115

TOTAL FEE FOR EXTRA CLAIMS _________________________

If the entry in Column is less than the entry of Column write in Column

If the number of Total Claims previously paid for is less than 20 write 20 this space

If the number of Independent Claims previously paid for is less than write in this space

Enclosed is the fee of $_______________ by Check No
____________________

Please charge Deposit Account No 19-2090 in the amount of ________________________________

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment of any additional fees in particular the following

fees associated with this communication or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No 19-2090

Any filing fees under 37 C.F.R 1.16 for the presentation of extra claims

Any patent application processing fees under 37 CF.R 1.17

SHELDON MAK

By
Wii

c\pc3lpTowosMslAMEnD.c2 28 1994

iPr

JUL 29 94

GROUP 3o

Date

SHELDON MAK
225 SOUTH LAKE AVENUE SUITE J0
PASADENA CALIFORNIA 91101

818 796-4000 Direct Line 818 356-1201

JeeV
Sheldon Reg No 27953
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UNITED STA EPARThENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademark Office

Address COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

Washingtan D.C 20231

SERIAL NUMBER FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATIORNEY DOCKET NO

This Is communIcation from the examiner In charge of your application

COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

application has been examined onslve
to communication filed on 7/2_1 /4 Iactlort

Is made final

shortened statutory period for response to this action is set to expire months ___________ days from the date of this letter

Failure to respond within the period for response will cause the application to become abandoned 35 U.S.C 133

Part THE FOLLOWNG ATIACHMENTS ARE PART OF THIS ACTiON

Notice of References Cited by Examiner P10-892

Notice of Art Cited by Applicant P10-i 449

Information on How to Effect Drawing Changes PTO-1 474. _________________________________________

Part II SUMMARY OF ACTION

airns Cc Wa pa.iuuiy HI appJnuuzI

___________________________________________________________ are withdrawn from consIderation

11 have been cancelled

Ciaims______________________________________________________________________________

ICiaims

Claims ______________________________________________________________________________ are objected to

Claims________________________________________________________________ are subject to restriction or election requirement

Iiis
application has been filed with informal drawings under 37 C.F.R 1.85 which are acceptable for examinalion purposes

Formal drawings are required in response to this Office action

The corrected or substitute drawings have been received on ________________________ Under 37 C.F.R 1.84 these drawings

are acceptable not acceptable see explanation or Notice of Draftsmans Patent Drawing Review P10-948

10 The proposed additional or substitute sheets of drawings filed on _______________ has have been approved by the

examiner disapproved by the examiner see explanation

11 The proposed drawing correction filed has been approved disapproved see explanation

12 Acknowiedgemeni is made of the claim for priority under 35 U.S.C 119 The certified copy has been received not been received

been flied in
parent appiication serial no ___________________ filed on ______________________

13 Since this application apppears to be in condition for allowance except for formal matters prosecution as to the merits is dosed in

accordance with the practice under Ex pane Quayie 1935 C.D 11 453 0.0 213

14 Other

07/956653 10/02/92 JERVIS

F3M1/1031
JEFFREY SHELDON
SHELDON NAK
225 LAKE AVENUE 9TH FLOOR

FASADENA CA 91101
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EXAMINER

KLNEMLY

ART UNI1 PAPER NUMBER

Is-
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DATE MAILED
10/31/94

Notice of Draftsmans Patent DrawIng Review P10-948

Notice of Informal Patent Application P10-152
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EXAMINERS ACTION
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Serial No 956653
Art Unit 331

The following is quotation of the first paragraph of 35

U.S.C 112

The specification shall contain written description of the

invention and of the manner and process of making and using
it in such full clear concise and exact terms as to enable

any person skilled in the art to which it pertains or with
which it is most nearly connected to make and use the same
and shall set forth the best mode contemplated by the inventor
of carrying out his invention

The specification is objected to under 35 U.S.C 112 first

paragraph as the specification as originally filed does not

provide support for the invention as is now claimed Applicants

declaration defining the A90 temperature as the temperature at

which 90% of the material has been transformed from martensite to

austenite is not sufficient to now allow claim for specific

value for the A90 temperature being degrees Nowhere in

applicants specification does he state the criticality of such

temperature for the A90 temperature nor does he ever state

preferred range in which the A90 temperature should fall

Claims 111417 and 18 are rejected under 35 U.S.C 112

first paragraph for the reasons set forth in the objection to the

specification

Claim 25 is withdrawn since it is drawn to nonelected

species of invention

Claims 111417212427313641424453555759 and 6064

are rejected under the judicially created doctrine of obviousness

type double patenting as being unpatentable over claim of U.S

Edwards Exhibit 1033, p. 236
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Art Unit 331

Patent No 4665906 Although the conflicting claims are not

identical they are not patentably distinct from each other because

they both are directed towards restraint in combination with an

SIM medical device

Claims 28-3058 rejected under the judicially created doctrine

of obviousnesstype double patenting as being unpatentable over

claim of U.S Patent No 4665906 in view of Wilson To have made

the restraint out of SIN material and the catheter out of nonSIM

material is well known in the art as shown by Wilson

Claims 19202126294142454748495057 and 63 are

rejected under 35 U.S.C 112 second paragraph as being

indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly

claim the subject matter which applicant regards as the invention

Applicants amended language requires the element to be restrained

in deformed configuration at temperature less than body

temperature The claim also states that this deformation occurs

through the formation of stressinduced martensite at that

temperature less than body temperature However the device is

earlier claimed as exhibiting stressinduced martensite behavior

body temperature

RESPONSE TO APPLICANTS REMARKS

Applicants amended claim language is not believed to place

the case in condition for allowance Applicant is invited to

discuss the claim language with the examiner to determine possible

amendment to the claims to overcome the indefiniteness rejection
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With regard to the rejection under 35 USC 112 1st paragraph

it should be noted that if applicant believes that the A90

temperature being greater than degrees is an inherent quality

of any SIM material then the only true limitation that claim 11

has is that the material exhibits stress induced martensite at body

temperature Examiner does not consider the value of A90

temperature being degrees to be inherent Thus this

limitations is considered to be new limitation presently set

forth in the claims with no basis in the original specification

Applicants amendment necessitated the new grounds of

rejection Accordingly THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL See M.P.E.P

706.07a Applicant is reminded of the extension of time policy

as set forth in 37 C.F.R 1.136a

SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR RESPONSE TO THIS FINAL ACTION

IS SET TO EXPIRE THREE MONTHS FROM THE DATE OF THIS ACTION IN THE

EVENT FIRST RESPONSE IS FILED WITHIN TWO MONTHS OF THE MAILING

DATE OF THIS FINAL ACTION AND THE ADVISORY ACTION IS NOT MAILED
UNTIL AFTER THE END OF THE THREEMONTH SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD
THEN THE SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD WILL EXPIRE ON THE DATE THE

ADVISORY ACTION IS MAILED AND ANY EXTENSION FEE PURSUANT TO 37

C.F.R 1.136a WILL BE CALCULATED FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THE

ADVISORY ACTION IN NO EVENT WILL THE STATUTORY PERIOD FOR

RESPONSE EXPIRE LATER THAN SIX MONTHS FROM THE DATE OF THIS FINAL

ACTION

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier

communications from the examiner should be directed to David

Kenealy whose telephone number is 703 3082680

October 31 1994
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MENDMENT COVER SHEET

IN RE APPLICATIO Jame Jervis

SERIAL NO 07/956.653 FILED_

FOR MEDICAL DEVICES INCORPORATING SIM ALLOY ELEMENTS

COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS
Washington D.C 20231

Sir

Transmitted herewith is paper in the above-identified application Any necessary extension of time period set

requested

MAR 1995

No additional fee is required to Box Non Fee Amendment
GROUP 330

The fee has been calculated as shown below

EXTENSION FEE RATE RATE FEE

Non-Small Entity SmalIEntity

FIRST MONTH AFTER TIME PERIOD SET 10.00 55.00

SECOND MONTH AFTER TIME PERIOD SET 370.00 185.00 $370.00

THIRD MONTH AFTER TIME PERIOD SET 870.00 435.00

FOURTH MONTH AFTER TIME PERIOD SET 1360.00 680.00

TOTAL EXTENSION FEE $370.00

ci FEE FOR EXTRA CLAIMS added by Amendment in this response

Column Column Column

Number of Number Number of R/ RATE FEE

Claims after Previously Extra Claims Non- iaII Small Entil

Amendment Paid for En

TOTAL CLAIMS MINUS 22

INDEPENDENT MINUS 76 38

First presentation of multiple dependent claim 240 120

CERTIFICATE OF MAILJNGi hereby certify that the above-identified correspondence which is attached is being deposited with the

clas mail in an envelope addressed to Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks Washington D.CU.S Postal Sea
20231 on

93 By
Signature

ear 1995

Date Signed

SHELDON MAK
225 South Lake Avenue 9th Floor

Pasadena California 91101

818 796-4000213 681-000

100 116 03/27/95 07956653

31
.OCKET NO.______________

x9y3

II

TOTAL FEE FOR EXTRA CLAIMS AUTo7y ss.

If the ent in Column is Less than the ent in Column write imn3
If the number of Total Claims previously paid for is Less than 20 write 20 in this space
If the number of Independent Claims previously paid for is Less than write in this space

Enclosed is the fee of 1o .0
by Check No Hip

ATry
Please charge Deposit Account No 19-2090 in the amount of .1

The Commissioneris hereby authorized to charge payment of any additional fees in particular the following fees

associated with this communication or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No 19-2090

Any filing
fees under 37 C.F.R 1.16 for the presentation of extra claims

Any patent application processing fees under 37 C.F.R 1.17

Date jI By ________________________________
Jeffy Sheldon Rag No 27953

Paik

163O.OO CI

-/
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In re application of

JAMES JERVIS

Serial No 07/956653

Filed October 1992

For MEDICAL DEVICES INCORPORATING
SIM ALLOY ELEMENTS

HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THIS CORRESPONDENCE
IS BEING DEPOSIrED WITH THE POSTAL

SERVICE AS FIRST CLASS MAIL IN AN ENVELDE
ADDRESSED TO COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND
TRADEMARKS WASHINGTON 20231 ON

M-4 /9c
DATE SIGNED

BACKGROUND

As established in my attached resume am an

expert metallurgist with special knowledge of alloys exhibiting

martensite/austenite transformation characteristics

In particular received B.S and M.S in

Metallurgy from Pennsylvania State University and an Sc.D in

Metallurgy in 1958 from the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology

My professional experience includes almost 30

years as metallurgist associated with Raychem Corporation

where among other projects worked on the research and

development which lead to commercial shape memory alloy products

including those based upon titanium/nickel alloys
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left Raychem in 1981 to start my own consulting

business In my consulting business have continued my work in

titanium/nickel alloys as exhibited by the list of publications

provided in my curriculum vitae For example since 1989 have

had two publications dealing with shape memory effects and

titanium/nickel alloys Also was co-editor on chapter on

IlMetalsil in Electronic Materials and Processes Handbook

In my position as consultant one of the

companies consult for is Raychem from whom also receive

pension as result of my retirement am charging Raychem

Corporation for the time expended in preparing this declaration

at my normal billing rates

In addition to the publications listed in my

attached resume am also the inventor or co-inventor of the

following U.S patents which relate to shape memory alloys

Patent No Title

3753700 HEAT RECOVERABLE ALLOY

4035007 HEAT RECOVERABLE METALLIC COUPLING

4198081 HEAT RECOVERABLE METALLIC COUPLING

4337090 HEAT RECOVERABLE NICKEL/TITANIUM
ALLOY WITH IMPROVED STABILITY AND
MACHINABILITY

4565589 NICKEL/TITANIUM/COPPER SHAPE MEMORY
ALLOY

There are also foreign patents corresponding to at least some of

these U.S patents

PC3\PTO\DEC\JH9438 DEC Feb 21 1995
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MATERIALS REVIEWED

In preparation for this declaration reviewed

the above-identified patent application the Office Action of

October 31 1994 for this application and U.S Patent No

4505767 to Quin Quin which is incorporated by reference

into the above-identified patent application

CONCLUS IONS

wish in this declaration to correct some

misconceptions that appear in the Office Action of October 31

1994

A90 temperature is an inherent property of any

alloy that can transform from the martensitic phase to the

austenitic phase It represents the temperature of such an

alloy annealed under standard conditions where the

transformation from the martensitic phase to the austenitic phase

is 90 complete Just like water has freezing point of OoC at

standard pressure each alloy that exhibits SIM behavior

inherently has fixed A90 temperature which is function of

its specific composition when annealed under standard

conditions

10 The A90 of an alloy is dependent upon its

composition At least one and possibly more of the alloys

described in the Quin example and prepared using standard

annealing conditions i.e those described in the example of the

Quin patent has an A90 temperature of not more than 0C
limitation that appears in claim 11 Stating it in another way

PC3\PTO\DECVTH9438.DEC Feb 21 1995
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at least one but definitely not all of the alloys in the

hexagonal area in Fig of the Quin patent inherently has an

A90 of not more than OoC when annealed under standard

conditions

11 Accordingly claim 11 has at least two important

limitations on the shape memory alloy that is used to form the

medical device of claim 11 namely the alloy has to display SIM

behavior at body temperature and has to have an A90 of not

more than OoC These properties clearly are not satisfied by all

shape memory alloys

12 As the table added to the application and which

appears in issued U.S Patent No 5067957 clearly shows alloys

within the scope of the Quin patent have A90 that ranges from

at least -88C to 86C

13 person of ordinary skill in the art by reading

the above-identified patent application will recognise that the

preferred shape memory alloy for use in at least some medical

devices according to the present invention has an A90 of not

more than 0C This is because the application makes it clear

the invention requires an alloy element which displays stress-

induced martensite at said body temperature for the shape memory

alloy element page lines 29-31 It is evident that an

alloy with an A90 of not more than 0C will assure good SIM

effect in the body temperature range A90 above 0C would give

mix of SIM and SME or all SME in the body temperature range

An A90 far below 0C would give permanent deformation in the

body temperature range

PC3\PID\DEC\JH9438.DEC Feb 21 1995
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further declare that all statements made herein of my

own knowledge are true and that all statements made on

information and belief are believed to be true and further that

these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false

statements and the like are punishable by fine or imprisonment

or both under 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code and

that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of

this application and any patent or patents resulting therefrom

Respectfully submitted

Date 199C
John Harrison

PC3\PTO\DEC\J19438 DEC Feb 21 1995
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CURRICULUM VITAE

JoHN HARRISON Sc.D

Watsonville California 95076-5333

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

October 1981 to Present

JACK HARRISON INC formerly John Harrison Metallurgist

December 1966 to October 1981

RAYCHEM CORPORATION Menlo Park California

First metallurgist at the corporation primary activity was the research and development

which led to shape memory alloy products most intimately involved with TiNi alloys

extensively involved with copper-base memory alloys participated in initial laboratory

development first production product introduction to customers trouble-shooting field

problems alloy development thermomechanical processing melting techniques from
gas-

fired crucibles through induction electron beam and plasma strategy for proprietary

protection and patents corporate-wide metals selection corrosion studies failure analysis

September 1959 to November 1966

WESTINGHOUSE RESEARCH LABORATORIES Churchill Borough Pennsylvania

Research into solidification phenomena special topics included interface morphology of ice

during freezing from saline solutions embrittlement of chromium-copper castings and

seeded growth of selenium single crystals under high pressure

August 1958 to August 1959

FRITZ-HABER-1NSTITUT DER MAX-PLANK-GESELLSCHAFT Berlin German

Post-doctoral study of internal oxidation in alloys

WP51\PC3\TEMP\HARIUSONRES Feb 23 1995
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EDUCATION

MASSACIUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Sc.D Metallurgy 1958

Thesis Advisor Professor Carl Wagner

PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY

M.S Metallurgy Ensign USNR 1953

B.S Metallurgy 1952

MILITARY EXPERIENCE

July 1953 to July 1955

U.S Navy Ensign then Lt j.g

USS LST 32

Home port Naples Italy

September 1949 to June 1953

NROTC Midshipman

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS

K.N Melton J.D Harrison Corrosion of TiNi Proceeding of Shape Memory

Superelasticity Technologies Conference Asilomar March 6-10 1994 in publication

J.D Harrison D.E Harrison co-editors Chap Metals Electronic Materials

Processes Handbook second edition editors C.A Harper and R.M Sampson McGraw-

Hill New York 1993 5.1-5.69

J.D Harrison Measurable Changes Concomitant with the Shape Memory Effect

Transformation Engineering Aspects of Shape Memory Alloys editors T.W Duerig K.N

Melton Stoeckel C.M Wayman Butterworth Boston 1990 106-111

C.M Wayman J.D Harrison The Origins of the Shape Memory Effect JOM 41 no
26 September 1989

WP51\PC3\TEMP\HPRRISON.RES 23 1995
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J.D Harrison D.E Hodgson Use of TiNi in Mechanical and Electrical Connectors

Shape Memory Effects in Alloys edited by A.J Perkins Plenum Press New York 1975
517-523

J.D Harrison D.E Harrison Etch Pit Studies on Single Crystals of Hexagonal Selenium

Grown from the Melt at High Pressures The Physics of Selenium and Tellurium edited by

W.C Cooper Pergamon Press New York 1969 115-134

J.D Harrison Seeded Growth of Selenium Crystals under High Pressure Journal of

Applied Physics 39 no 3672 July 1968

J.D Harrison Measurement of Brine Droplet Migration in Ice Journal of Applied

Physics 36 3811 December 1965

J.D Harrison Solute Transpiration Pores in Ice Journal of Applied Physics 36 326

January 1965

J.D Harrison W.A Tiller Ice Interface Morphology and Texture Developed During

Freezing Journal of Applied Physics 34 3349 November 1963

J.D Harrison W.A Tiller Controlled Freezing of Water Ice and Snow Properties

Processes and Applications edited by W.D Kingery Technology Press Cambridge

Massachusetts 1963 215

J.D Harrison W.A Tiller The Controlled Solidification of Aqueous Solutions

Desalination Research Conference Proceedings NASNRC Publication 942 312 1963

J.D Harrison W.A Tiller Optimum Conditions for Zone Refining Trans AIME 221

649 June 1961

J.D Harrison Wagner The Attack of Solid Alloys by Liquid Metals and Salt Melts

Acta Met 722 November 1959

HEREBY CERTIFY ThAT THIS CORRESPOwDCE
IS BEING DEPOSITED WITH THE POSTAL
SERVICE AS FIRST CLASS MAIL IN AN ENIELOE
ADDRESSED TO COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND
TRADEMARKS WASHINGTON 20231 ON

c1 7994

LDATEGNED

WP51\PC3\TEMP\H9RRISOSL9ES feb 23 1995
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Honorable Commissioner of

Patents and Trademarks
Washington 20231

Sir

Cancel claim 54

IN THCfAIMS

REMARKS

Claims 11-53 and 55-64 are in this application with

claim 25 being withdrawn as being directed to non-elected

species of the invention All the claims presented were rejected

under 35 U.S.C 112 and/or for double-patenting

Reexamination reconsideration and allowance are respectfully

requested

O3LO1

9438\MP0884 -US7

IN THE UNI STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re application of Group Art Unit 3301

JAMES JERVIS Examiner KENEALY

Serial No 07/956653

Filed October 1992

For MEDICAL DEVICES INCORPORATING
SIM ALLOY ELEMENTS

AMENDMENT

Office Action Mailed
10/31/94

Pasadena Californi

CElV
MAR

1995

GROUp 330
This is submitted in response to the final rejection of

October 31 1994 It is believed this response places this

application in condition for allowance and such allowance is

respectfully requested

PC3\PTO\AMD\943$3 .J1D Mar 1995
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DOUBLE- PATENTING REJECTION

All the claims under consideration have been rejected

for double-patenting Applicant respectfully disagrees with the

Examiner that terminal disclaimer is appropriate with regard to

at least some of the claims subject to the double-patenting

rejection However to expedite issuance of this application

terminal disclaimer is submitted herewith

SPECIES CLAIMS

Claims 15 16 22 23 25 37-40 and 43 were withdrawn

from consideration as being directed to nonelected species

However for the reasons detailed below and in view of the

terminal disclaimer the generic claims are allowable in this

application and thus the species claims should also be allowed

REJECTION OF CLAIM 25

Claim 25 complies with 35 U.S.C 112 As the

Examiner noted at least the IUD version of the invention

supports claim 25 Applicant recognizes that claim 25 is not

under consideration However since generic claim is

allowable claim 25 should be allowed

REJECTION UNDER 35 U.S.C 112

REGARDING TEMPERATURE LIMITATIONS

Claims 19-21 26-29 41 42 45 47-50 57 and 63 were

rejected under 35 U.S.C 112 second paragraph for being

indefinite In particular the Examiner was not clear as to how

PC3\PTO\AM1D\9438-3I1D Mar 1995
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the element can be restrained in deformed configuration at

temperature less than body temperature while the claim also

requires that the element display stress-induced martensite

behavior at body temperature

The undersigned placed telephone call to the Examiner

regarding this rejection in December 1994 and it is believed

that in view of the telephone conversation and the remarks made

by the undersigned the rejection will be withdrawn

In particular the two limitations referred to by the

Examiner are two limitations on the claimed device which are

complimentary and not inconsistent The first limitation

requires that the element which is used within mammalian body

be shape memory alloy SMA which displays stress-induced

martensite behavior at body temperature In particular this

limitation requires that the element be made out of particular

alloy that has specific properties namely SIM behavior at body

temperature This is physical parameter of the element

analogous to Applicant specifying that the shape memory alloy has

melting temperature at body temperature

The second limitation referred to requires that the

restraining portion of the claimed medical device holds the shape

memory alloy element in deformed configuration at temperature

less than the body temperature of the mammal In particular the

claimed combination of the SMA element and the restraint must at

PC3\PTO\AMD\9438-3.7Nt Mar 1995
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some time be at temperature less than body temperature

limitation which helps distinguish over prior art dental arch

wires Using the same analogy above as with regard to the

melting temperature of shape memory alloy this is akin to

requiring that the medical device be provided at temperature

less than the melting point of the shape memory alloy

Accordingly the two limitations are not inconsistent

but rather are complimentary The shape memory alloy must

display SIM behavior at body temperature but in addition the SMA

element must be restrained by the restraint at some point in time

at temperature lower than body temperature

It is believed that in view of this explanation this

rejection under 35 U.S.C 112 should be withdrawn

REJECTION RELATING TO A90 TEMPERATURE

Claims 11-14 17 and 18 were rejected under 35 U.s.c

112 and similarly the specification was objected to under 35

U.S.C 112 with regard to the reference to A9O temperature

It is believed that the rejection is based on the

following grounds

Reference to A90 is not in the application as

originally submitted i.e is new matter and

pC3\PTO\AMD\9438-3.AND Mar 1995
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The specification as originally submitted did not

state the criticality of the A90 temperature and the preferred

range

This rejection is respectfully traversed for the

following reasons

First the addition of the A90 temperature in the

specification is not new matter This is in inherent property of

the alloys described in the Quin patent which is incorporated by

reference into the present application Provided herewith is

declaration by an expert in the field Dr John Harrison

where he concludes based upon facts that

A90 temperature is an inherent property of

any alloy that can transform from the

martensitic phase to the austenitic phase

The Examiners attention is directed to the declaration and the

factual basis in the declaration for that conclusion

Since we are dealing with an inherent property of the

material it is not new matter to add A90 values to the

specification and the claims Both the Federal Circuit and the

C.C.P.A have held that an inherent property of product that is

not disclosed in the original specification can be recited in

later filed claiins without losing the benefit of the earlier

PC3\PTO\MD\9438-3.AMD Mar 1995
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filing date Kennecott Corp Kyocera Intl Inc

U.S.P.Q.2d 1194 1197 835 F.2d 419 Fed Cir 1987 In re

Nathan 140 U.S.P.Q 601 321 F.2d 1005 C.C.P.A 1964 In

Kennecott the Federal Circuit held that it is permissible to add

claims directed to ceramic body having predominantly

equitaxed microstructure even though the originally filed

specification directed to process for producing the ceramic did

not disclose that the ceramic body had such structure The Court

allowed the later filed claims because the equitaxed

microstructure was an inherent property of the ceramic material

fabricated in the original patent The Court stated

The disclosure in subsequent filed patent

application of an inherent property of

product does not deprive that product of the

benefit of an earlier filing date Nor does

the inclusion of description of that

property in later filed claims change this

reasonable result

Id at 1198

Similarly in Nathan the C.C.P.A held that is

permissible to include in later added claims limitation that

particular compound had an alpha orientation even though that

was not in the original disclosure because the alpha orientation

was an inherent characteristic of the claimed subject matter

The Nathan Court explained that subsequent clarification of

PC3\P1OVIlD\9438-3Al4D Mar 1995
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or change in an original disclosure does not necessarily make

that original disclosure fatally defective 140 U.S.P.Q at

603

Another C.C.P.A case supporting this established rule

of law is In re Reynolds 170 U.S.P.Q 94 443 F.2d 384 C.C.P.A

1971 In Reynolds the claimed product had an inherent function

that was not expressly described in the specification The issue

was whether words describing this function could be added to the

Specification by Amendment or whether such description was new

matter The Court held that the express description of the

inherent property was not new matter and could be added to the

Specification without losing the original filing date at

98

Accordingly in view of this case law and in view of

Dr Harrisons explanation that at least one and possibly more of

the alloys described in the Quin example which was incorporated

by reference in this application has an A90 temperature of

not more than 0C it is clear that if the Examiner is

suggesting the specification and claims create issues of new

matter this suggestion is incorrect

It should also be noted that the Examiners comment

that an A90 greater than 0C is an inherent property of any

SIM material is incorrect All SIM materials do not have such

an A90 Dr Harrison notes that at least one but definitely

PC3\PO\JND\438-37D Mar 1.995
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not all of the alloys in the hexagonal area in Fig of the

Quin patent inherently has an A90 of not more than OoC when

annealed under standard conditions paragraph 10

With regard to the suggestion that Applicant needed to

recognize the criticality of the limitation this suggestion is

respectfully traversed It is believed the law does not support

the contention For example in Kennecott and Nathan cited

above the claims were amended to include limitation that was

not in the application as originally filed but was inherent in

the application as filed Similarly here Applicant is entitled

to include in his claims claim limitation which is inherent in

the specification as filed

leading case on this issue is In re Voss 194

U.S.P.Q 267 271-3 CCPA 1977 In that case the CCPA held

that

It is only required for example that the

specification describe the invention

sufficiently for those of ordinary skill in

the art to recognize that the Applicant

invented the subject matter he now claims

The PTO has the initial burden of presenting

evidence or reasons why those skilled in the

art would not recognize in the specification

PC3\PTOVND\9438-3.A14D Mar 1995
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description of the invention defined by the

present claims citations omitted

Applying this principle the Court held that the Patent

Office improperly rejected claims under 35 U.S.C 112 even

though the expression at least 50 percent crystal content did

not appear in the parent application The Court noted that the

application at issue incorporated by reference discussion of

glass-ceramic materials from another patent application and even

though that portion incorporated by reference did not include at

least 50 percent the Court concluded that the at least 50

percent limitation merely quantifies the percent of

crystallinity one of ordinary skill in the art at that time would

have attributed to the term glass-ceramic material emphasis

original

Likewise here we have the necessary information

incorporated by reference Moreover Dr Harrison in his

accompanying declaration concludes

person of ordinary skill in the art by

reading the above-identified patent

application will recognize that the

preferred shape memory alloy for use in at

least some medical devices according to the

present invention has an A90 of not more

than 0C

PC3\PTO\1D\94383.M1D Mar 3995
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Thus based on Voss the claims submitted are supported by the

specification and should be allowed

The Examiners attention is also directed to the

decision of the Patent and Trademark Office Board of Appeals in

Ex Parte Cure 215 U.S.P.Q 567 1982 which likewise is

factually similar to the present application In Cure the

claims at issued included limitation said shield being

constructed of metal which melts at 2800F but there was no

disclosure in the application of that limitation The only

disclosure was that the shield could be made with low carbon

steel The Board concluded that based on the disclosure of low

carbon steel one having ordinary skill in the art would have

understood that other metals having melting point less than

2800F are suitable for use as shield materials in Appellants

invention The Examiner should note that claims in Cure were

not limited just to low carbon steel having such melting point

but metal

Likewise here as stated by Dr Harrison one of

ordinary skill in the art from the disclosure will recognize that

the preferred shape memory alloy for use in at least in some

medical devices claimed in the present invention has an A90 of

not more than 0C Accordingly the rejection under 35 U.S.C

112 should be withdrawn in view of Cure

PC3\PTOV.D\9438-3.ND 10
Mar 1995
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CONDITIONAL NOTICE OF APPEAL

Accompanying this amendment is conditional notice of

appeal which should be entered in case the amendment does not

place this application in condition for allowance

CONCLUSION

In view of the foregoing remarks allowance of all the

claims is respectfully requested

Respectfully submitted

SHELDON MAR

__________ By________________
Date Jery el

Reg No 27953

225 South Lake Avenue 9th Floor

Pasadena California 91101
818 796-4000

il $mw cipr ii
InEns1rm witn ii

AtDREs PATws ANn1
.mADEMARKS w-- zo31 ON

/122rOI7

JWT EP

PC3\PO\7lD\9438-3A1W 11
Mai 1995
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THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND

In re application of

JAMES JERVIS

Serial No 07/956653

Filed October 1992

For MEDICAL DEVICES INCORPORATING
SIM ALLOY ELEMENTS

CONDITIONAL NOTICE OF

Honorable Commissioner of

Patents and Trademarks

Washington 20231

Sir

ó1L

943B\MPO8B4_1S9ft1

TRADEMARK OFFIC

Group Art Unit 3301

Examiner KENEALY

Pasadena California

HEREBY CERTIFY ThAT THIS CORRESPODENC
APPEA BEiNG DEPOSITED WITH THE PQT/

SERVICE AS FIRST CLASS MAIL IN AN ENVLOF
ADDRESSED TO COMMISSIONER OF FiTENT AN

TRADEMARKS WASHINGTON 20231

4a-Ji 9r

3-7-r -4-4i
DATE SIGNED

192090 110 119 280.OOCH

Office Action Mailed
10/31/94

Applicant conditionally appeals from the final

rejection of October 31 1994 rejecting claims 1-64

This appeal should be entered only if the accompanying

amendment does not place this application in condition for

allowance

Please charge the requisite $280 Large Entity fee to

our Deposit Account No 19-2090 if this Notice of Appeal is

entered

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment

of any additional fees associated with this communication or

credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No 19-2090

Respectfully submitted

By Jf7kL-
Date 13 Sheldon

Reg No 27953
SHELDON MAK
225 South Lake Avenue 9th Floor
Pasadena California 91101
818 796-4000

HMI 1396 04104/95 07956653

PC3\PTO\9438C0N0A9L Mar 1995
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TRADEMARK OFFICE

Group Art Unit 3301

Examiner KENEALY

Office Action Mailed
10/31/94

Pasadena Ca1irnia

TERMINAL
DISCLLMER

RECEIVED

APR 1995

GROUP 330

Herbert.G Burkard residing at 256 Prior Lane

Atherton California 84027 represent that am Corporate Counsel

and Assistant Secretary of Raychem Corporation corporation

having its principal place of business at 300 Constitution Drive

Menlo Park California 94025 and that Raychem Corporation is the

assignee of the entire right title and interest to Application

Serial No 07/956653 filed October 1992 for method for

inserting medical devices incorporating SIM alloy elements

on behalf of Raychem Corporation hereby disclaim

the terminal part of any patent granted on the aboveidentified

application which would extend beyond the expiration date of the

full statutory term defined in 35 U.S.C 154 to 156 and 173 as

shortened by any terminal disclaimer filed prior to U.S Patent

No 4665906 issued May 19 1987 and hereby agree that any

patent so granted on the above-identified application shall be

enforceable only for and during such period that the legal title

090 EA c5/27/95ô79566c
148 iio.oo CK

WP51\pC3\TEtP\9438TMDIS Feb 22 1995

L1
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND

In re application of

JNES JERVIS

Serial No 07/956653

Filed October 1992

For MEDICAL DEVICES INCORPORATING
SIM ALLOY ELEMENTS

Honorable Commissioner of

Patents and Trademarks

Washington 20231

Sir
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to said patent be the same as the legal title to the above

referenced patent this agreement to run with any patent granted

on the above-identified application and to be binding upon the

grantee its successors or assigns

In making the above disclaimer petitioner does not

disclaim the terminal part of any patent granted on the present

application that would extend to the expiration date of the full

statutory term as defined in 35 U.S.C 154 to 156 and 173 as

presently shortened by any terminal disclaimer of the above-

listed application in the event that it later expires for

failure to pay maintenance fee is held unenforceable is found

invalid by court of competent jurisdiction is statutorily

disclaimed in whole or terminally disclaimed under 37 CFR 1.321

has all claims cancelled by reexamination certificate is

reissued or is otherwise terminated prior to the expiration of

its full statutory term as presently shortened by any terminal

disclaimer filed prior to the grant of the patent

The undersigned has reviewed all the evidentiary

documents accompanying or referred to in the instant Terminal

Disclaimer and it is certified to the best of the undersigneds

knowledge and belief title is in the assignee identified above

The undersigned whose title is supplied below is

empowered to act on behalf of the assignee

hereby declare that all statements made herein of my

own knowledge are true and that all statements made on

information and belief are believed to be true and further that

these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false

WP51\PC3\TEMP\943STERIIDIS Feb 22 1995
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statements and the like so made are punishable by find or

imprisonment or both under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the

United States Code and that such willful false statements may

jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued

thereon

The fee of $110 required by 37 C.F.R 1.20d is

submitted herewith

Respectfully submitted

RAYCHEM CORPORATION

By___________
Dat Herbert urkard

Assistant Secretary

HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THIS CORRESPONDE
IS BEING DEPOSITED WITH THE POSTAL

SERVICE AS FIRST CLASS MAIL IN AN ENVELOP
ADDRESSED TO COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AFD

TRADEMARKS WASHINGTON 20231 ON

DATE SIGNED

WP51\PC3\TEMP\9438ThR11.DIS Feb 22 1995
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JEFFREY E. SHELDON

SHELDON

2.25 LAKE AVENUE 9TH FLOOR

PASADENA CA 91101

UNITED STATES _PARTMENT OF COM4ERCE
Patent and Trademark Office

Address COMMISSIONER OF PATENTSND TRADEMARKS

Washington D.C 20231

SERIAL NUMBER FILlInG DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTORNEY DOCKET NO

4lo
fl7/95 litfl7S2JERVIS

KENEALY AMlNER

F3li1/042G

ART UNIT PAPER NIJMBER

3301

DATE MAILED
04/26/95

Be/ow Is communication from the EXAMINER In charge of this application

COMMISSIONER OF PA TENTS AND TRADEMARKS

ADVISORY ACTION

jTHE PERIOD FOR RESPONSE

is extended to run or continues to run _________________ from the date of the finat rejection

expires
three months from the date of the final rejection or as of the mailing date of this Advisory Action whichever is later In no

event however will the statutory period for the response expire later then six months from the date of the final rejection

Any extension of time must be obtained by filing petition under 37 CFR 1.136a the proposed response and the appropriate fee

The date on which the response the petition and the fee have been tiled is the date of the response and also the date for the

purposes
of determining the period of extension and the corresponding amount of the fee Any extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR

1.17 will be calculated from the date of the originally set shortened statutory period for response or as set forth in above

Appellanfs Brief is due in accordance with 37 CFR 1.192a

Applicants response to the final rejection filed ________________ has been considered with the following effect but
it is not deemed

to place the application in condition for allowance

The proposed amendments to the claim and/or specification wilt not be entered and the final rejection stands because

There is no convincing showing under 37 CFR 1.116b why the proposed amendment is necessary and was not earlier

presented

They raise new issues that would require further consideration and/or search ISee Note

They raise the issue of new matter See Note

They are not deemed to ptace the application in better form for appeal by materially reducing or simplifying the issues for

appeal

They present additional claims without cancelling corresponding number of finally rejected claims

NOTE

Newly proposed or amended daims would be allowed if submitted in separatety filed amendment cancelting

the non-allowable claims

Upon the filing an appeal the proposed amendment be entered will not be entered and the status of the claims will

be as follows

Claimsallowed i3
Claimeobjectedto l4t qb

Claims rejected
Vt 24 1_ 2ix i14I 2h41JP1O7 j7

However

Applicanys response has overcome the
following rejections

The affidavit exhibf
or request for

r2consideration
has been considered but does not overcome the rejection because ___________

4.1p17j1 Ffi9

The affidavit or exhibit will not be considered because applicant has not shown good and sufficent reasons why it was not earlier

presented

The proposed drawing correction has has not been approved by the examiner

ther

S.P.E

PTOLxoa rtEV s-se
ART UNIT 331
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Attachment To Advisory Action

With regard to the rejection relating to the A90

temperature examiner agrees that an A90 temperature is inherent

to SIM materials Like the ceramic that inherently has an

equitaxed microstructure SIM materials inherently have an A90

temperature However specific value for the A90 temperature

is not an inherent quality of all SIM materials In fact the

specific value for the A90 temperature is exactly what applicant

bases patentability on Therefore it is difficult to see how

applicant can argue that the specific value is inherent without

also conceding that the claim is obvious Examiner concludes that

the degree value for the A90 temperature is new matter that is

unsupported in applicants original specification and validly

rejected under 35 USC 112 1st paragraph

Examiner is hesitant to allow claim 19 despite applicants

arguments and explanations The claim that the dekrice be at body

temperature is still indefinite because different mammals have

different body temperatures Does the material exhibit SIM

behavior at below body temperature

Finally examiner also requests drawings to accompany the case

since applicants claim 19 requires structural entities to restrict

wire

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier
communications from the examiner should be directed to Exr Kenealy

wope telephone number is 703 308-2680

DKenealy

S.P.E

IJNtT 331
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re application of

JAMES JERVIS

Serial No 07195665.3

liuled October 1992

For MEDICAL DEVICES INCORPORATING
SIM ALLOY ELEr1ENTS

Group Art Unit 3301

Exaininer KENEALY

Pasadena California
CROUP 2300

REOTJEST FOR EXTENSION OF TIME TO FILE APPEAL BRIEF

Honorable Commissioner of

Patents and Trademarks

Washington DC 20231

Sir

Applicant requests an extension of dine of one month to file an appeal brief in the

above-identified application Notice of Appeal had been previously filed on March 1995

No 19-2090

The Examiner is authorized to charge the requisite fee of $110 to our Deposit Account

Small Enmity Large Entity

if any additional extension of time is required such extension is hereby requested The

Cormnissioner is hereby authorized to charge any additional fees which may be required or credit

any ovexpayment to Account No 19-2090

Respectfully submitted

SHELDON MAK

225 South Lake Street Suite 900

Pasadena California P1101

818 79.4000 213 681.9000

30136 06/22/95 07956653

By
Reg No 27953

u5 il5

192090 030 115 11G00CH

JU 1995

First Month After Time Period Set 55.00 110.00

Second Month After Time Period Set 185.00 37000

Third Month After Time Period Set 435.00 870.00

Fourth Month After Time Period Set 680.00 1360.00
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Sir

MENDMENT COVER SHEE71
DOCKET NO 94381MP0884-US7

Transmitted herewith is paper in the above-identified application Any necessary extension of time period set for this paper is

hereby requested

No additional fee is required

The fee has been calculated as shown below

EXTENSION FEE RATE RATE

Non SxnaIl Etitity FEE

FIRST MONTH AFTER TIME PERIOD SET 110.00 55.00 $110

SECOND MONTH AFTER liME PERIOD SET 360.00 180.00

THIRD MONTH AFTER TIME PERIOD SET 840.00 420.00

FOURTH MONTH AFTER TIME PERIOD SET 1320.00 660.00

TOTAL EXTENSION FEE 110.00

FEE FOR EXTRA CLAIMS added by Amendment in this response

Column Column Column

Number of Number RATE
Claims after Previously umber of Non-Sm RATE FEE

Amendment Paid for ra aims Entity Small Entoty

TOTAL CLAIMS MINUS 20 10

INDEPENDENT MINUS 72 36

First presentation of multiple dependent claim 220 110

JLrtJ

flAT tGNED

PC3\TO\9438-5A5l.S0T Jur 1995

IN RE APPLICA

SERIAL NO 07/

FOR MEDICAL DEVICES INCORPORATING SIM ALLOY ELEMENTS

HONORABLE COMMISSIONER OF

PATENTS AND TRADEMARXS

Washington D.C 20231

FILED October 92

t.cL
SI

/99

TOTAL FEE FOR EXTRA CLAIMS

If the entry in Column is less than the entry of Column write in Column

If the number of Total Claims
previously paid

for is less than 20 write 20 in this space

If the number of Independent Claims previously paid
for is less than write in this space

Enclosed is the fee of $_______________ by Check No
_____________________

Please charge Deposit Account No 19-2090 in the amount of $110.00

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment of any additional fees in particular the following

fees associated with this communication or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No 19-2090

Any filing fees under 37 C.F.R 1.16 for the presentation of extra
cIairxs

Any patent application processing fees under 37 C.F.R 1.17

SHELDON MAK

Date __________ By

Jefffykl.heldon Reg No 27953

CERTIFICATION OF FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION hereby certify that this paper is being facsimile transmitted to

the Patent and Trademark Office on the date shown below

Date Transmitted June 1995

Date Signed June 1995

ShELDON MAK
225 SOUTH LAKE AVENUE SUflE 500

PASADENA CALIPORNIA 91101

818 796-4000 Lm 818 556-1201
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IN THE UNITED STATES

In re application of

J4ES ERVIS

Serial No 07/956653

Filed October 1992

For MEDICAL DEVICES
INCOP.PORATING SIM ALLOY
ELEMENTS

Honorable Commissioner of
Patents and Trademarks

Washington 20231

Sir

MDMENT

IO919 795 6321 PACE 2/S

LCE
JUN 7199.aç-\

94981TRP0
Group 1xt Unit 3301

Examiner ENEALY

VIA FACSIMILE 703 305-3590

Pasadena CalifoJO fŁ
CERTF1CATION FACS4fl.E ANSMSStON

fleraby certity that thiper is being facslee

trstmtiitted to the Patent Of fic and Tradematt

Offfc on the date shown b4ow-

_marig
Type or print namef person igesiI

Si

In response to the Advisory Action of April 26 1995

please amend the above-identified application as follows

IN THE CLAIMS

Cancel claims 11-18 without prejudice Applicant may

present these claims in continuation application

1w
Please amend claim 19 as follows

FourthenentAmedicaldevice which

comprises

an element for use within human body

or in such proximity to human body that the device

PC3\P2\94355 995
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is substantially at an body temperature the element

comprising shape memory alloy which displays stress-induced

rnartensite behavior at body temperature and

restraint holding the shape memory alloy element

in deformed configuration at temperature less than the body

temperature of the human for positioning the shape

memory alloy element within or in proximity to mammalian

human body in its deformed configuration the deformation

occurring through the formation of stress-induced martensite

wherein the shape menthrv alloy element is sufficiently

deformed that whn the shape memory alloy element is at human

body temperature removal of the restraint from the shape memory

alloy element without change in temperature of the

device releases at least portion of the shape memory alloy

element from its deformed configuration

REMARKS

Applicant wishes to thank the Examiner for the courtesy

shown to Applicants attorney the undersigned during

telephone interview on May 16 1995

During the telephone interview the amendments to claim

19 were discussed The Examiner indicated that the amendments

made herein to claim 19 would obviate the rejections under 35

U.S.C 112

19S
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With regard to the claims that contain the A9O
limitation Applicant respectfully disagrees with the position of

the Patent Office Nevertheless to expedite issuance of this

application the claims containing hIA90d are cancelled by this

amendment thereby obviating the rejection as to those claims

In the Advisory Action the Examiner requested drawings

to accompany the case During the telephone interview the

undersigned advised the Examiner of the filing of Figs and

which are believed to meet the drawing requirements of 37 C.F.R

Applicant wishes to advise the Examiner that claim 19

is not restricted to wire This comment is being made because

the Examiner refers to wire In the Office Action Claim 19

only refers to shape memory alloy element and restraint

Although one or more of these elements may be wire the claim

does not so require

Iii view of the amendments to the application and the

above remarks it is believed that this application is in

condition for allowance Such allowance is respectfully

requested Since Applicants appeal brief was due on May

1995 it is unclear to Applicant whether an extension of time is

required for submitting this amendment In an abundance of

caution such an extension is hereby requested and an

If
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authorization to charge our Deposit Account 19-2090 for the

extension fee is included If for some reason the extension is

not necessary it is requested that the deposit account not be

charged

Applicant wishes to advise the Examiner that Applicant

may file continuation application that includes the A90T

claims as well as claim comparable to claim 19 that is not

limited to humans Applicant respectfully disagrees with the

rejections for new matter and under 112 However to expedite

issuance of this patent Applicant has agreed to amend the

application as indicated above

Respectfully submitted

SHELDON MPK

____________ By_J6
Date Jffey Sheldon

Reg No 27953

225 South Lake Avenue 9th Floor

Pasadena CalIfornia 91101

818 796-4000

.3t 2995
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademark Office

Address COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS
Washington D.C 20231

SERIAL NUMBER FILING DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTORNEY DOCKET NO

EXAMINER

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER

24
DATE MAILED

EXAMINER INTERVIEW SUMMARY RECORD

All participants applicant applicants representative PTO personnel

fr4fLjL4

-trt Akb%
Date of interview 2.c

Type 1phonic Personal copy is given to applicant applicants representative

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted Yes E1i
If yes brief description _____________________________________________

Agreement
ias

reached with respect to some or all of the claims in question was not reached

Claims discussed

Identification of prior art discussed

Description of the general nature of what was agreed to if an agreement was reached or any other comments lirtL ctfit.Ltc

4xvteq kw I- tL ce-- C4$ vifz c1 -jIv -1r-

4k2vi

fuller description if necessary and copy of the amendments if available which the examiner agreed would render the claims allowable must be

attached Also where no copy of the amendments which would render the claims allowable is available summary thereof must be attached

Unless the paragraphs below have been checked to indicate to the contrary FORMAL WRITTEN RESPONSE TO TI-fE LAST OFFICE ACTION IS

NOT WAIVED AND MUST INCLUDE THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW e.g items 17 on the reverse side of this form If response to the

last Office action has already been filed then applicant is given One month from this interview date to provide statement of the substance of the interview

it is not necessary for applicant to provide separate record of the substance of the interview

Since the examiners interview summary above including any attachments reflects complete response to each of the objections rejections and

requirements that may be present in tIie last Office action and since the claims are now allowable this completed form is considered to fulfill the

response requirements of the last Office action

PTOL-4 13 REV 1-84

ORIGINAL FOR INSERTiON IN RIGHT HAND FLAP OF FILE WRAPPER
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All thments

zarniners Amendment

Euamine lotersiew Summary Record P1OL-43

Reasons br Allowance

Notice ol References Cited P10-892

Information Disclosure Citation PrO- 1449

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademark Office

Address COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

Washington D.C 20231

SERIAL NUMBER FILING DAtE ST NAMED APPLICANT ATToEpocKET NO
07ii5b..b.$ 1l.J/UC .JLkv.r.J

KEN EPLY
EXAMINER

ART.Ifq
PAPER NUMBER

F3NI/0706 __________________________________

JEFFREY SHELEUN

8HEL.DClN MAK
_______________________________________

LAKE AVENUE 9TH R_crllR

PAF-NA- CA 101

DATE MAILED

NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY

PARTI
5icommunication is responsive to j4
IAll the claims being allowable PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS OR REMAINS CLOSED in this application II not included

herewith or previously mailed Notice Of Allowance And Issue Fee Due or other appropriate communication will be sent ti due

deatowedclairns
are

The drawings tiled on _______________________________ are acceptable

Acknowledgment is made of the claim for priority under 35 U.S.C 119 The cerlilied copy has _J been received f_J not been

received .. been tiled in parent application Serial No __________________________ tiled on _____________________________________

the attached Examiners Amendmenl

Jote the attached Examiner Interview Summary Record PTOL-413

Note the attached Examiners Statement ot Reasons br Allowance

LI -Note the attached NOTICE OF REFERENCES CITED PTO-892

10 Note the attached INFORMATION DISCLOSURE CITATION PTO-1449

PART

SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR RESPONSE to comply with the requirements noted below is set to EXPIRE THREE MONTHS
FROM THE DATE MAILED indicated on this form Failure to timely comply wilt result in the ABANDONMENT of this application

Extensions of lime may be obtained under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136a

LI Note the attached EXAMINERS AMENDMENT or NOTICE OF INFORMAL APPLICATION PTO- 152 which discloses that the oath

pr declaration is deficient SUBSTITUTE OATH OR DECLARATION IS REQUIRED

APPLlCANT MUST MAKE THE DRAWING CHANGES INDICATED BELOW IN THE MANNER SET FORTH ON THE REVERSE SIDE

OITHIS PAPER

IDrawing intorroalilies are indicated on the NOTICERE PATENT DRAWINGS PTO-948 attached hereto or to Paper No
CORRECTION IS REQUIRED

The proposed drawing Correction tiled on _______________________ has been approved by the examiner CORRECTION IS

REQUIRED

Approved drawing corrections are described by the examiner in the attached EXAMINERS AMENDMENT CORRECTION IS

REQUIRED

EFormaI drawings are now REQUIRED

Any response to this teller should include in the upper right hand corner the following information from Ihe NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE
AND ISSUE FEE DUE ISSUE BATCH NUMBER DATE OF THE NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND SERIAL NUMBER

Notice of Informal Application PTO.152

Notice re Patent Drawings PTO-94

Listing 01 BOnded Drattsmen

Other

S..E

ART UNT.33l

P.TOl.37 9.Ej 4-89 USCOMM.DC 89.9789
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Art Unit 3301

An Examiners Amendment to the record appears below Should

the changes and/or additions be unacceptable to applicant an

amendment may be filed as provided by 37 C.F.R 1.312 To

ensure consideration of such an amendment it MUST be submitted

no later than the payment of the Issue Fee

Authorization for this Examiners Amendment was given in

telephone interview with Mr Sheldon on 6/26/95

The following changes have been made to the claims

Claim 27V At line of subparagraph the phrase the mammal

has been deleted and replaced with the phrase human

At 1e 10 of subparagraph the term mammalian

has been deleted and replaced with the term human

Claim 28eit line of subparagraph the term human has

been Inserted in bween the term about and the term body

At 1i of subparagraph the term mammal has

been deleted and replaced with the term human

Claim 33 At line the term mammalian has been deleted and

replaced with the
t7j1

human

At line the term human has been inserted in

between the term about and the term body

Claim At line the term mammalian has been deleted and

replaced with the term/human

At line 54he term human has been inserted in

between the term about and the term body
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Claims 37-40 d43 Have been cancelled

Claim 54 Heen cancelled

Claim 58 line the term mammalian has been deleted and

replaced with the term human

At line the term human has been inserted in

between the term about and the term body

Claim 59r line of subparagraph the term mammalian has

been deleted and replaced with the term human

At line of subparagraph the term mammalian has

been deleted and replaced with the term human

At line of subparagraph the term human has

tt
been inserted intween the term 1ae- and the term body

At Line of subparagraph the term mammalian has

Jee.A/
been deleted and replaced with the term human

Claim 60 At line the term mammalian has been deleted and

replaced with the term human

At line the term human has been inserted in

between the term 9t and the term body

At line 12 the term mammal has been deleted and

replaced with
theerm

human

At 1ie 15 the term mammalian has been deleted and

replaced with the term human

Claim 62 ine the term mammalian has been deleted and

replaced with the term human
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At line rmhuman has been inserted in

between the term about and the term body

At line 12 thŁm mammal has been deleted and

replaced with the term human

At line 14th term mammalian has been deleted and

replaced with the term human

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier
communications from the examiner should be directed to David

Kenealy whose telephone number is 703 308-2680

5W
David Kenealy
June 28 1995

S2.E

ART WiT 331
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JEFFREY 5HELt.ON

SHEL.tON MAK
223 6. LAKE VENLE

rrN1 r2

UNITED STATEt-ZEPARtNT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademark Office

Address Box ISSUE FEE
COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS
Washington D.C 20231

F3M1

9TH FLOOR

NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE
AND ISSUE FEE DUE

Note attached communication from the Examiner

ThIs notice Is issued In view of applicanra communication filed__________________

SERIES CODE/SERIAL NO FILING DATE TOTAL CLAIMS EXAMINER AND GROUP ART UNif DATE MAILED

Y/9E S3 10/02/92 010 KEcL-.. 3301
First Named

.r/Tr
Tm.EOF
INVENTION

rElI FE riiURFlItRcT ii AL.uo EL.Er-IEN

Li ATIYS DOCKET NO CLASS-SUBCLASS BATCH NO APPI.N TYPE SMALL ENTITY FEE DUE DATE DUE

-9 0_.07Ei...1Il1 Ni JTTI Ti t-.n 11flifl ir
/7

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIES ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS PATENT
-FROSECUTION ON THE MER1TS IS CLOSED

HE ISSUE FEE MUST BE PAID WITHIN THREE MONTHS FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS

APPUCATION SHALL BE REGARDED ABANDONED THIS STATUTORY PERIOD CANNOT BE EXTENDED

HOW TO RESPOND TO THIS NOTICE
Review the SMALL ENTITY Status shown above If the SMALL ENTITY IS shown as NO

--if the-SMALL ENTITY is shown as YES verify your Pay FEE DUE shown abOve or

current SMALL ENTITY status File verified statement of Small Entity Status before or with

pay of 1/2 the FEE DUE shown above
li-the status is changed pay twice the amount of the

FEE DUE shown above and nothe patent and

Trademark Office of the changein Status or

if the Status is the same pay the FEE DUE shown

above

II Part-B of this notice-should be completed and returned to the Patent and Trademark Office PTO with your ISSUE FEE
Even if the ISSUE FEE has already-been paid by charge to deposit account Part should be cpmpleted and returned.

-f.If you are charging the ISSUE.FEE.to your deposit account Part-C of this notice should also.be completed and returned

III All communications regarding this application must give series-code or filing date serial number and batch number

Please direct all communication prior to Issuance to Box ISSUE FEE unless advised to contrary

-MpORTANT REMINDER Patents-issuing on applications filed-on Or after Dec 12 1980 may require payment of

maintenance-fees -It Is patentees responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance
fees when due

-1
PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE COPY

JPrOL.e50

REV 4-94 0651-0033
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UNITED STATES-0EPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademark Office

Address COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

Washington D.c 20231

SERIAL NtJMBEtt DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTORNEY DOCKET NO

EXAMINER

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER

DATE MAILED

-j
NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY

PART

fl This communication is responsive to _________________________________________________________________________________

4lI the claims being allowable PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS OR IIEMAINS CLOSED in this application It not included

herewith or previously mailed Notice Of Allowance And Issue Fee Due or other uppropriate communication will be sent in due

The allowed claims are
icr -3 ts- 5c64

The
drawings tiled on _______________________________ are acceptable

Acknowledgment is made of the claim br priority under 35 U.S.C 119 The certified copy has been received not been

received ...J been tiled in parent application Serial No ________________________tiled on __________________________________

6.Note the attached Examiners Amendment

ole the attached Examiner Interview Summary Record

Note the attached Examiners Statement ot Reasons br Allowance

Note the attached NOTICE OF REFERENCES CITED PTO-892

10 Note the attached INFORMATION DISCLOSURE CITATION PTO-1449

PART IL

SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR RESPONSE to comply with the requirements noted below is set to EXPIRE THREE MONTHS
FROM THE DATE MAILED indicated on this torm Failure to timely comply will result in the ABANDONMENT of this application

Extensions of time may be obtained under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.138a

Note the attached EXAMINERS AMENDMENT or.NOTtCE OF INFORMAL APPLICATION PTO-152 which discloses that the oath

declaration ix deficient SUBSTITUTE OATH OR DECLARATION IS REQUIRED

APPLICANT MUST MAKE THE DRAWING CHANGES INDICATED BELOW IN THE MANNER SET FORTH ON THE REVERSE SlOE

OFHIS PAPER

EVDrawing informalities .are indicated on the NOTICE RE PATENT DRAWINGS PTO-948 attached hereto or to Paper No
CORRECTION IS REQUIRED

The proposed drawing correction filed on _______________________ has been approved by the examiner CORRECTION IS

REOUIREO

tJ Approved drawing corrections are described by the examiner in the attached EXAMINERS AMENDMENT CORRECTION IS

frEOUIREO

-Format drawings are now REQUIRED

Ane reponse4o this letter ahoutd include in The upper right hand corner the following information from the NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE
AND ISSUE FEE DUE ISSUE BATCH NUMBER DATE OF THE NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE ANDSERIAL NUMBER

Attaehmentsr

Evawiners Awenuweet Nutise ef Intormal Application PTO-152

Euamirrerlnterview Summary Rexerd PTOL- 413 Notice re Patent Oeawins PTO-a48

Reaseea tar Atlawauxe Listin9 of Banded Draftsmen

Notice of Ref ereaxea Cited P10.892 Other

Information Disclosure Citation FTO.144a

4Phj
rjexence Cii7LllcflS 44- frj4 dctfa

h4trk4 htwe av hvc nt4-

ART utaJ3k
PTOI.37 tREY 4893 USCOMM-0C 89.3789
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

re application of Group No 27953

JämØs Jervis Examiner Kenealy

Serial No 07/956653

Filed October 1992 Batch No N17

For MEDICAL DEVICES INCORPORATING SIN ALLOY ELEMENTS

TRANSMITTAL OF FORMAL DRAWINGS

Patent and Trademark Office

Washington D.C 20231

Attention Official Draftsman

Dear Sir

Please find sheets of formal drawings for this

application Each sheet of drawing indicates the serial number
and Group Art Unit on the reverse side of the drawing

Respectfully submitted

SHELDON MAK INC

Date__________________ By 1fl4

JeffJ1
Sheldon

Reg No 27953

SHELDON MAK
225 South Lake Avenue
9th Floor

Pasadena California 91101

818 7964000

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING hereby certif that this paper is being deposited with the U.S Postal Service

as First Class Mail in an envelope addressed to

Box ISSU FEE

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks Washington D.C 20231

Date signed /1
Willis

93IjobnJptltrsI9000I9438fd.txn
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Raychein Corporation......
t2JDfSScflY STATEóRc0UN1

Menlo Park California

ThIs application le NOT assigned

Aaslgnment previously
sclxnhtted to the Patent and Trademark Office

sslgnmant Is being submitted under separate cose sslgnmenis shn.$4J be

ecled to Box ASSIGNMEN
PLEA SE NqTE Unless an assignee le ktsatitled in Blocks no

assignee riats arts

indesloriof .sslgnee.data
Is only epptcptlate

when an
gnmen.th.59 P5tant
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MEDICAL DEVICES INCORPORATING SIM

ALLOY ELEMENTS

CROSS-REFERENCE 10 RELATED
APPLICATIONS

This application is divisional of application Set No
682243 filed on Apt 1991 now U.S Pat No.5190546
which is divisional of Ser No 252019 filed on Sep 27

1988 now U.S Pat No 5067957 which isa continuation

of Application Ser No 177817 filed Mar 30 1988 now

abandoned which is continuation of Application Ser No
047824 filed May 1987 now abandoned which is .a

continuation of Application Ser No 865703 filed May 21

1986 now U.S Pat No 4665906 which is continuation

of Application Ser No 541852 filed Oct 14 1983 now

abandoned

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

This invention relates to medical devices incorporating

shape memory alloys and to improvements therein

Introduction to the Invention

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

5597378

effect However the extent of the temperature range over

which SIM is seen and the stress and strain ranges for the

effect vary greatly with the alloy

In copending and commonly assigned U.S patent appli

cation to Quin now U.S Pat No 4503767 the disclosure

of which is incorporated herein by reference nickell

titanium/vanadium alloy having SIM over wide tempera

ture range is disclosed

Shape memory alloys have found use in recent years in

for example pipe couplings such as are described in U.S

Pat Nos 4035007 and 4198081 to Harrison and Jervis

electrical connectors such as are described in U.S Pat No
3740839 to Otte Fischer switches such as are

described in U.S Pat No 4205293 actuators etc

Various proposals have also been made to employ shape

memory alloys in the medical field For example U.S Pat

No 3620212 to Fannori et al proposes the use of an SMA
intrauterine contraceptive device U.S Pat No 3786806 to

20
Johnson et proposes the use of an SMA bone plate U.S

Pat No 3890977 to Wilson proposes the.use of an SMA
element to bend catheter or cannula etc

These medical SMA devices rely on the property of shape

memory to achieve their desired effects That is to say they

25 rely on the fact that when an SMA element is cooled to its

martensitic state and is subsequently deformed it will retain

its new shape but when it is warmed to its austenitic state

the original shape will be recovered

However the use of the shape memory effect in medical

30 applications is attended with two principal disadvantages

First it is diflicult to control the transformation temperatures

of shape memory alloys with accuracy as they are usually

extremely composition-sensitive although various tech

niques have been proposed including the blending by

35 powder metallurgy of already-made alloys of differing trans

formation temperatures see U.S Pat No 4310354 to

Fountain et at. Second in many shape memory alloys there

is large hysteresis as the alloy is transformed between

austenitic and martensitic states so that reversing of the state

40 of an SMA element may require temperature excursion of

several tens of degrees Celsius The combination of these

factors with the limitation that it is inconvenient to have

to engage in any temperature manipulation and human

tissue cannot be heated or cooled beyond certain relatively

45 narrow limits approximately O60 for short periods

without suffering temporary or permanent damage is

expected to limit the use that can be made of SMA medical

devices It would thus be desirable to develop way in

which the advantageous property of shape memory alloys

i.e their ability to return to an original shape after relatively

substantial deformation could be used in medical devices

without requiring the delicacy of alloying control and/or the

temperature control of placement or removal needed by

present shape memory alloy devices

Materials both organic and metallic capable of possess

ing shape memory are well known An article made of such

materials can be deformed from an original heat-stable

configuration to second heat-unstable configuration The

article is said to have shape memory for the reason that upon
the application of heat alone it can be caused to revert or

to attempt to revert form its heat-unstable configuration to

its original heat-stable configuration i.e it remembers its

original shape

Among metallic alloys the ability to possess shape

memory is result of the fact that the alloy undergoes
reversible transformation from an austenitic state to mar

tensitic state with change in temperature This transfor

mation is sometimes referred to as themioelastic marten

sitic transformation An article made from such an alloy for

example hollow sleeve is easily deformed from its original

configuration to new configuration when cooled below the

temperature at which the alloy is transformed from the

austenitic state to the martensitic state The temperature at

which this transformation begins is usually referred to as

and the temperature at which it finishes M1 When an article

thus deformed is warmed to the temperature at which the

alloy starts to revert back to austenite referred to as A1
being the temperature at which the reversion is complete
the deformed object will begin to return to its original

configuration

Many shape memory alloys SMAs are known to display

stress-induced martensite SIM When an SMA sample

exhibiting stress-induced martensite is stressed at tempera-

tare above so that the austenitic state is
initially stable 55

but below Md the maximum temperature at which marten-

site formation can occur even under stress it first deforms

elastically and then at critical stress begins to transform

by the formation of stress-induced marterisite Depending on

whether the temperature is above or below the behavior 60

when the deforming stress is released differs If the tem

perature is below the stress-induced martensite is stable

but if the temperature is above the martensite is unstable

and transforms back to austenite with the sample returning

or attempting to retum to its original shape The effect is 65

seen in almost all alloys which exhibit thermoelastic

martensitic transformation along with the shape memory

Summary of the Invention

have discovered that if in medical device containing

shape memory alloy element which uses the shape

memory property of that alloy an element which shows the

property of stress-induced martensite is used instead an

improved device results

Accordingly this invention provides medical device

intended for use within mammalian body or in such

proximity to mammalian body that the device is substan

tially at body temperature which device comprises shape
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memory alloy element the improvement in which comprises

the substitution of an alloy element which displays stress-

induced martensite at said body temperature for the shape

memory alloy element

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

FIGS and illustrate the stress-strain behavior Of an

alloy which exhibits constant stress versus strain behavior

due to stress-induced martensite
10

FIG is side elevation view of partial section of

catheter of the present invention in stressed configuration

FIG is side elevation view of the catheter of FIG

in an unstressed configuration

FIG is tracheal catheter which is curved in its

unstressed configuration partially straightened by straight

pin restraint

FIG shows an IUD formed at least partly from

pseudoelastic shape-memory alloy being restrained in 20

deformed shape by restraining tube

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The invention will be discussed first by introducing the

concept of stress-induced martensite and the effect achiev

able by its use and then by examples showing how SIM

alloy elements can be substituted for conventional SMA
elements in medical devices to achieve the beneficial effect

of the invention

The Figures illustrate the phenomenon of stress-induced

induced martensite by means of stress-strain curves In both

FIG and FIG the alloy is at temperature between M3
and Md so that it is initially austenitic and it will be assumed

for the purposes of this discussion that M5 is equal to and

A5 equal to FIG shows the case when the temperature

is below A5 so that any martensite formed by the applied

stress is stable while FIG shows the case where the

temperature is above A5 so that austenite is the only stable

phase at zero stress

In FIG when stress is applied to the alloy it deforms

elastically along the line OA At critical applied stress GM
the austenitic alloy begins to transform to stress-induced 45

martensite This transformation takes place at essentially

constant stress until the alloy becomes fully martensitic at

point From that point on as further stress is applied the

martensite yields first elastically and then plastically only

elastic deformation is shown at point When the stress is 50

released the martensite recovers elastically to point at

which there is zero residual stress but non-zero residual

strain Because the alloy is below A3 the deformation is not

recoverable until heating above A5 results in reversion to

austenite At that point if the sample is unrestrained the 55

original shape will be essentially completely recovered if

not it will be recovered to the extent permitted by the

restraint However if the material is then allowed to re-cool

to the original temperature at which it was deformed or

temperature where SIM behavior of this type is seen the 60

stress produced in the sample will be constant regardless of

the strain provided that the strain lies within the plateau

region of the stress-strain curve That is for stress between

e11
and EA the strain will be GM This means that known

constant force calculable from GM can be applied over

wide up to 5% or more for certain Ni/Ti alloys strain range

Thus though this resembles the conventional shape memory

effect because the alloy shows SIM and is below A5

constant force can be achieved

In FIG when stress is applied to the alloy it deforms

elastically along line DA then by SIM along line AB and

by deformation of the martensite to point just as in FIG

However the stress-strain behavior on unloading is sig

nificantly different since the alloy is above A5 and the stable

phase is therefore austenite As the stress is removed the

alloy recovers elastically from to then at critical

stress GA the alloy reverts to austenite without requiring

change in temperature Thus reversion occurs at essentially

constant stress Finally if the stress is removed from the

reverted austenite it recovers elastically along line EO The

recoverable deformation associated with the formation and

reversion of stress-induced martensite has been referred to

as pseudoelasticity While 5M may be comparatively high

e.g 50 ksi GA is usually substantially lower e.g less than

10 ksi thereby creating constant-force spring with an

effective working range of about 5% BeA The shape

change available in the SMA is thus mechanically rather

than thermally actuated and controlled permitting greater

control over device incorporating it

Suitable alloy for this invention i.e those displaying

stress-induced martensite at temperatures near mammalian
25

body temperature 350_4o may be selected from

known SMAs by those of ordinary skill in the art having

regard to this disclosure by testing for the existence of the

SIM effect at the desired temperature particularly pre
ferred alloy is the nickel/titanium/vanadium alloy of U.S

30
patent application No now U.S Pat No 4505767 referred

to previously

The following table sets forth transformation temperature

data for alloys disclosed in U.S Pat No 4505767

TABLE

Composition atomic percent

Ni Ti A90

49.50 43.50 7.00 107 88
50.00 44.00 6.00 96 84
49.00 43.00 8.00 83 61
50.00 45.00 500 42 33
49A0 45.00 6.00 35 12
50.50 48.00 130 32
4830 44.50 7.00 30 13
50.00 46.00 4.00 11
4830 45.00 630 10 15

49.00 45.50 530 10 14

4800 44.25 7.75

48.50 45.50 6.00 27

4130 38.50 20.00 86

46.50 43.50 10.00 50

36.25 33.75 30.00 42

49.50 4600 4.50 35

4800 46.00 6.00 12 36

4775 45.75 630 20 54

4730 45.50 7.00 26 58

4830 46.50 5.00 27 58

45.00 45.00 10.00 30 71

47.50 4650 6.00 32 71

46.50 46.50 7.00 34 70

The invention will now be discussed in detail by some

Examples of the use of an SIM alloy

EXAMPLE

5597378

65
Heart Valves

Akins in U.S Pat No 4233690 the disclosure of which

is incorporated herein by reference describes the use of
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shape memory alloy ring to hold sewing cuff to the body

of an artificiat heart valve The ring is made in the austenitic

phase cooled to the martensitic phase deformed placed

around the valve body and heated or allowed to warm to

cause reversion to the austenitic phase and recovery of the

ring into engagement with the valve body

Hcwever tbistecbnique has not found commercial accep

tance Present medical technique requires that the valve

body be capable of being rotated relative to the cuff thereby

enabling the surgeon to set the rotational orientation of the

valve after it has been sewn into place This is desirable

because the techniques usedmÆke it difficult to visualize or

accomplish optimal orientation during initial placement

In order to accomplish the desired torque control to permit

the desired rotation and yet ensure firm hold of the cuff on

the valve body precise control of the pressure exerted on the

valve body by the ring is needed This is difficult because

there are substantial manufacturing tolerances in the valve

body which maybe made for example of pyrolytic graphite

or ceramics etc Because the austenite stress-strain curve is

extremely steep it is not considered practical to use the

simple shape memory technique proposed by Akins Indeed

Akins does not even address the issue of rotation of the cuff

with respect to the valve body

However if an SIM alloy is used instead of conventional

shape memory the process may be considerably simplified

First if the alloy has stress-strain curve like that of HG
the alloy ring may be made just as for A.kins The ring is

then expanded from its initial austenitic state by the forma

tion of SIM When the ring is placed about the valve body
it needs only to be heated above

A1
and allowed to cool to

its original temperature forthe ring to engage the valve body

with constant force even if the valve body has deviation

from the specified size The torque may thus be controlled to

the desired level despite manufacturing tolerances

Second if the alloy has stress-strain curve like that of

HG the ring may be expanded placed over the valve

body and the stress released all at the same temperature

Because the austenitic phase is stable the stress-induced

martensite spontaneously reverts to austealte until recovery

is restrained by the ring engaging the valve body Because

the reversion to austenite takes place at constant stress

constant force and hence constant torque may be obtained

regardless of manufacturing tolerances Close temperature

control is not required either and the faetthat the patient in

heart valve replacement operation is conventionally cooled

as much as 15 or so below normal body temperature

does not affect the operation of the ring

T6 control the totque at sufficiently low level it may be

desirable for the alloy ring to be other than solid ring such

as for example continuous helical spring flat rigzag

spring etc Such variations permit the achievement of

greater range of movement with constant force and redüc

lion in the force exerted by the ring on the value body since

the ring recovers in bending mode rather than in tension

EXAMPLE II

Catheters and Cannulas

Wilson in U.S Pat No 3890977 the disclosure of

which is incorporated herein by reference discloses cath

eter or cannula both being included hereinafter in the word

catheter made of or containing an SMA clement to cause

all or portion of the catheter to deploy in useful form once

introduced into living body

I0

However again this device has not been commercialized

Possible defects of the device which have prevented com
mercialization include the inability to slowly emplace the

catheter in desired position when the transition tempera

ture of the alloy is below body temperature since the SMA
element will attempt to revert to its original shape as it

reaches body temperature thus limiting the ability of the

physician to place the device carefully and precisely or

alternatively if the transition temperature of the alloy is

above body temperature the requirement that the device be

heated to temperature above body temperature to cause

recovery and that the device be placed so as not to change

shape again when itre-cools since the body temperature is

below the transition temperature ii the inability to remove

is the device easily and iii the need for controlled tempera
ture storage to prevent premature reversion to austenite of

the SMA with consequent shape change

The issue of removal of catheter is especially significant

and not addressed by Wilson Consider for example
20 tracheal puncture catheter This should be straight for easy

insertion into the trachea through puncture into the front of

the neck but should curve after insertion so that the flow of

air or oxygen through the catheter passes axially down the

trachea rather than impinging on the surface of the trachea

25 and damaging it If shape memory catheter is used as

contemplated by Wilson it would presumably become aus

tenitic and bend after insertion see FIGS la and lb and

corresponding text of Wilson But removal would require

either cooling to below the transition temperature which
30 could easily mean cooling to so low temperature that the

tracheal tissue is damaged removal in the bent shape

presumably damaging tissue or forcing the anstenitic

SMA to straighten to pennit direct removal unlikely to be

satisfactory since the austenitic alloys e.g of NiIli may have

yield strengths of 100 ksi or more and force sufficient to

cause plastic deformation would be required

If an SMI element is used instead however removalcan

be accomplished almost as easily as insertion If the catheter

is made in bent shape as in Wilson it can be straightened

by insertion of straight pin down the catheter axis the

catheter defonning by the formation of stress-induced mar

tensite Insertion of the catheter into the trachea is accom

plished while the catheter is straight at whatever rate is

desired permitting easy and accurate placement and the

pin is gradually withdrawn to permit the catheter to take up

its desired shape as the martensite reverts to austenite is

assumed here that the stress-strain curve of the alloy at the

temperature of use is of the form of FIG SO spontaneous

reversion occurs on removal of the stress induced by the

pin When removal is desired it may be achieve simply by

the gradual insertion of the pin straightening the catheter

and permitting easy withdrawal Insertion of the catheter

intO the body and pin removal may of course take place

simultaneously if desired as may pin reinsertion and

removal of the catheter from the body

60 ILJDS

EXAMPLE ifi

Fannon et al in U.S Pat Na 3620212 the disclosure

of which is incorporated herein by reference discloses an

intrauterine contraceptive device an proposed to be

formed of shape memory alloy The device is suggested to

65 be deformed in the martensitic phase the transition tem

perature being below the temperature of the uterus and the

deformed device insulated with e.g wax and inserted
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Removal is contemplated only by using two SMA elements

in opposition the higher temperature one being martensitic

at body temperature but strong enough so that if heated it

will overcome the lower temperature element and deform

the 1131 back to removable shape The heating contem-

plated is electrical The storage problem discussed in

Example 11 also exists here so that the device must be stored

below its transition temperature

By the use of an SIM element however these disadvan

tages may be overcome Again assume that the alloy is SIM

psuedoelastic i.e that it has the stress-strain curve of FIG

Then an IUD may be formed into the desired shape in the

austenitic state and deformed by compression into tubular

placement device the deformation being such that the strain

levels lie within the plateau of the-stress-strain curve The

LUD has longitudinal dimension and transverse dimen

sion When the placement device is inserted into the uterus

the 1131 may be deployed by extrusion of the 1131 from the

placement device Deployment is then controlled but imzne

diate so that the physician may satisfy himself with place

ment Removal is the reversal of placement the placement

device is inserted into the uterus the IUD deformed by

withdrawal into the placement device and the placement

device withdrawn Temperature control is not required

EXAMPLE IV

Bone Plates

Johnson et al in U.S Pat No 3786806 the disclosure

of which is incorporated herein by reference propose the use

of NiiTi SMA bone plates in fracture fixation The plate is

deformed in its martensitic state screwed to the two ends of

the bone it is desired to compress together and warmed or

allowed to warm to the austenitic state when the plate

contracts compressing the bone ends together The Johnson

et al bone plate is of generally oblong configuration over

laps bone fracture and is secured by two screws to one

portion of the bone and by two other screws to the other

portion of the bone

Because of the high elastic moduli of the austenitic shape
40

memory alloys it will be difficult to control the amount of

force which may be applied by bone plate of the type

proposed by Johnson et al and precision placement of the

bone ends and elongation of the plate will be required

If however an SIM pseudoelastic bone plate is used it

will be easily possible to elongate the plate and fasten it to

the bone ends without requiring high precision Because of

the comparatively large e.g 5% strain range at essentially

constant stress the force which will be put on the bone ends

to compress them will be readily adjustable by the size of

the plate for example and will be insensitive to precise

placement of the bone ends andlor elongation of the plate

Also the recovery of the plate since it is controlled by

mechanical restraint may be as gradual as desired achiev

ing excellent force and time control and permitting the

surgeon to make adjustments as desired

Marrow Nails

EXAMPLE

Baumgart et al in U.S PaL No.4170990 the disclosure

of which is incorporated herein by reference discloses the

use of the two-way shape memory effect where an SMA
element exhibits first shape in the austenitic state and

second in the martensitic state and spontaneously changes

between the two shapes with change in temperature in

inter alia implants such as marrow nails see FIGS la

through le and corresponding text of Baumgart ct al
Marrow nails according to Baumgart et al comprise tube

of memory alloy which has been split along its longitudinal

axis and which may have circular elliptical clover-leaf on

other rotation preventing cross section which may also be

variable along the axis of the nail prepared marrow nail

having reduced diameter is loosely inserted into slightly

or not at all pre-drilled marrow channel of bone which has

been broken or fractured By means of heating probe the

marrow nail is heated and thus expands This achieves

relative fixing of the two bone ends along the marrow

channel axis Compression of the fracture is effected by the

available muscle tension If it should be necessary the

marrow nail may also be additionally prestretched along its

longitudinal axis so that it is additionally compressed in the

longitudinal direction when heated in this case it is neces

sary however to anchor the nail at both of its ends which

anchoring can be effected for example by sprockets or teeth

on the outer surface of the nail

20 The method proposed however requires the use of wide

temperature range in order to cause the phase change which

is the origin of the two-way shape memory effect to

60 for the water used to cool or heat the nail In

addition it requires the manufacture of two-way shape

memory elements which is generally more complex than

the manufacture of conventional shape memory elements

and precise control of the transition temperature is required

However if an SIM pseudoelastic alloy element is

employed these disadvantages may be overcome If internal

30
tangs which may be gripped by an inserted tool are

provided within marrow nail of the type shown in FIG la

of Baumgart et al then the nail may be radially compressed

by the application of stress by such tool When the nail is

released by the tool it will expand to fill the bone channel

with constant force not readily available by Baumgart et

al and it may be withdrawn by the reverse procedure

EXAMPLE VI

Dental Arch Wire

Andreasen in U.S Pat No 4037324 the disclosure of

which is incorporated herein by reference proposes the use

of dental arch wires made of NiJTi alloys instead of con

ventional 18-8 stainless steel wires The wires are stated to

be of lower elastic modulus and higher elastic limit than

stainless steel which is stated to be advantageous Heat

recovery of an SMA wire is also suggested as technique for

orthodonture

50
The technique of using the conventional shape memory

effect is not believed to have found clinical application

possibly because such technique would require rapid

placement of the wire in its martensitic state to avoid

premature recovery and would result in rapid recovery with

extremely high forces which would be painful for the

patient

The use of wire which displays lower elastic modulus

and higher elastic limit than stainless steel has found some

application however Otsuka et al in Metals Forumv pp
14252 1981 have suggested that this behavior maybe the

result of elasticity enhanced by cold working and marten

site-to-martensite psuedoelasticity in an alloy which has

transition temperature below body temperature The alloy

then-is martensitic rather than austenitic in its undeformed

65
state

5597378

10

15

While the use of an enhanced elasticity wire may offer

some advantages over the more usual stainless steel wire it
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remains the situation that the amount of motion in the teeth

that may be produced by an arch wire without further

adjustment is largely limited by the pain tolerance of the

patient since the force applied by the arch wire is propor
tional to the deformation of the wire However is an SIM

pseudoelastic wire is used it can exert relatively constant

force chosen by the dentist to be sufficient to cause tooth

movement but not painful over strain range of up to 5%
The load may be applied mechanically and is thus more

readily established and no precise temperature control of the

alloy is needed as would be required for the shape memory
effect

EXAMPLE VII

Coil Stents and Filters

The use of tubular coiled wire stunt grafts has been

discussed in the medical literature since 1969 Although the

coils helped maintain patency of the vessels in which they

were placed they were difficult of insertion unless narrow

enough to significantly narrow the lumen of the vessel

Recently it has been proposed see Radiology 147 pp
25960 and pp 26 13 1983 the disclosures of which are

incorporated herein by reference to use SMA wire to form

these tubular coils The wire -which has transformation

temperature below body temperature is introduced through

catheter after being straightened in its martensitic state

When the wire is heated the coil re-forms

Because of the difficulty of controlling the transformation

temperature accurately it has proved necessary to cool the

straightened wire during insertion and/or to heat the wire to

form the coil after insertion These procedures add to the

complexity of the operation

If an SIM pseudoelastic wire is used to form the coil

which is then isothermally deformed by loading into

catheter then the need for temperature control is avoided

The wire remains straight when in the catheter but re-forms

the coil spontaneously when it is extruded from the cathetet

Accurate placement is thus readily obtainable since there is

no.urgency as might be required with conventional shape

memory effect element

It has similarly been proposed to use SMA wire to form

filter for emplacement by catheter in the vena cava to trap

blood clots The filter is formed in the austenitic state the

wire straightened in the martensitic state and inserted and

the filter re-forms on warrning Just as for the coil stunts

discussed above the use of an SIM pseudo-elastic wire

would greatly simplify manufacture and insertion of such

vena cava filter permitting accurate placement with no need

for urgency or temperature manipulation

EXAMPLE Vifi

Bone Staples Clips etc

Bone staples are frequently used to hold fragments of

fractured bone together when the fracture is fixed and may
be used in some cased as replacement for bone plates in the

same situation Sometimes the staples are inserted into

drilled holes sometimes merely driven into the bone 60

directly

It would be desirable to have bone staple which pro
vided controlled force between the tines which would tend

to hold the staple in place Shape memory alloys have been

proposed -for this application but again the problem of

accurate placement while operating quickly enough- to pre

vent the shape change associated with the martensite-to

10

austenite transition and/or the need for temperature control

complicate their use

If an SIM alloy is used these disadvantages may be

readily overcome If the alloy is below it may be

emplaced in the martensitic state Brief heating will then be

required to cause it to become austenitic but on re-cooling

to body temperature constant force can be achieved If the

alloy is above the staple can be held deformed by

moderate force then released after insertion to also provide

an accuEately-known force In either event removal is easier

than if the alloy is purely austenitic as discussed above for

Examples II and for example

Similarly SIM alloy especially alloy which is pseu

doelastic above at its utilization temperature may be

15
used to manufacture vascular clips etc The alloy element

here acts as constant force spring over wide strain range

greater than conventional elastic metals resulting in ease

of use

From the foregoing it is clear that in situation where

20
narrow temperature differences are available or preferable

as often is the case in medical applications mechanically

constrained shape change is much more useful solution

than beat actuated shape change It offers degree of control

heat actuation does not it offers easier alloy composition

control it eases mating part tolerance requirements and it

offers simple mechanical reversal at minimal stress levels

all without heating cooling or insulation complications

It will be obvious to those skilled in the art having regard

to this disclosure that other variations on this invention

beyond those specifically exemplified here and other medi

cal devices making use of stress-induced martensite may be

made Such variations are however to be considered as

coming within the scope of this invention as limited solely

by the following claims

claim

35 medical device which comprises

an element for use within human body or in such

proximity to human body that the device is substan

tially at human body temperature the element com
prising shape memory alloy which displays stress-

induced martensite behavior at body temperature and

restraint holding the shape memory alloy element in

deformed configuration at temperature less than the

body temperature of the human for positioning the

shape memory alloy element within or in proximity to

the human body in its deformed configuration the

deformation occurring through the formation of stress-

induced martensite

wherein the shape memory alloy element is
sufficiently

deformed that when the shape memory alloy element is

at human body temperature removal of the restraint

from the shape memory alloy element without change

in temperature of the device releases at least porlion

of the shape memory alloy element from its deformed

configuration

55 device as claimed in claim in which the restraint

is hollow and the shape memory alloy element is positioned

at least partially within the -restraint

device as claimed in claim -2 in which the restraint

is catheter

device as claimed in claim in which the shape

memory alloy element is an intrauterine contraceptive

device

device as claimed in claim in which the shape

memory alloy element is filter for blood vessel

65 device as claimed in claim -1 in which the shape

memory alloy element is tubular and the restraint is posi

tioned within the shape memory alloy element to deform it

5597378
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device as claimed in claim in which the shape

memory alloy element has transverse dimension and

longitudinal dimension and wherein the shape memory
alloy element is deformed by its transverse dimension being

reduced and wherein the restraint prevents transverse

expansion of the element

The device of claim wherein the shape memory alloy

element is sufficiently deformed that removal of the restraint

from the shape memory alloy releases at least portion of

the shape memory alloy element from its deformed configu
ration without change in state of the restraint

medical device suitable for placement within or

proximate to mammalian body for treatment of the main
malian body the device comprising

memory alloy element formed at least partly from

pseudoelastic shape-memory alloy the alloy displaying
reversible stress-induced inartensitic state and an aus

tenitic state the memory alloy element having
deformed shape when the alloy is in its stress-induced

martensitic state and ii different unstressed shape
and 20

restraining means engaging and stressing the memory

alloy element at temperature less than the body

temperature of human and greater than the As of the

alloy for positioning the memory alloy element within

or in proximity to the mammalian body while the

memory alloy element is in its deformed shape

wherein the alloy is selected so that removal of the

restraining means from the memory alloy element at

temperature greater than the As of the alloy when the

device is placed within or proximate to the human 30

body transforms at least portion of the alloy from its

stress-induced martensitic state so that the memory

alloy element transforms from its deformed shape

toward its unstressed shape without any change in

temperature of the restraining means or the memory

alloy element being required for the transformation of

the alloy

10A medical device for treatment of mammalian body
the device comprising

memory alloy element formed at least partly from

pseudoelastic shape-memory alloy the alloy displaying

reversible stress-induced martensite at about human

temperature such that it has stress-induced martensitic

state and an austenitic state the memory alloy element

having deformed shape when the alloy is in its

stress-induced martensitic state and ii different

unstressed shape and

hollow restraining member with the memory alloy

element being within the restraining member the 50

restraining member engaging and stressing the memory

alloy element at temperature less than the body

temperature of the human and greater than the As of the

alloy for positioning the memory alloy element within

or in proximity to the mammalian body while the

memory alloy element is in its deformed shape

wherein the restraining member and the memory alloy

element are movable relative to each other to transform

at least portion of the alloy from its stress-induced

martensitic state at temperature greater than the As of 60

the alloy so that the memory alloy element transforms

from its deformed shape toward its unstressed shape
and wherein the alloy is selected so that the transfor

mation can occur without any change in temperature of

the restraining member or the memory alloy element

11 The medical device of claim 10 wherein the restrain

ing member is tube and the memory alloy element is

12

axially slidable within the tube and wherein the memory
alloy element is sufficiently long that relative axial move
ment between the tube and the memory alloy element

extends at least portion of the memory alloy element

beyond the tube and thereby transforms the memory alloy

element toward its austenitic state

12 The device of claim 11 wherein the memory alloy

element can be extruded completely out of the tube for

deployment in the mammalian body.
13 medical device for treatment of mammalian body

the device comprising restraining member and ii
hollow memory alloy element formed at least partly from

pseudoelastic shape-memory alloy the alloy displaying

reversible stress-induced martensite at about body tempera-
tare such that it has stress-induced martensitic state and an

austenitic state the memory alloy element having
deformed shape when the alloy is in its stress-induced

martensitic state and ii different unstressed shape

the restraining member being within the hollow memory

alloy element and engaging and stressing the memory
alloy element at temperature greater than the As of the

alloy so that the memory alloy element is in its

deformed shape

wherein the restraining member and the memory alloy

element are movable relative to each other to transform

at least portion of the alloy from its stress-induced

martensitic state at temperature greater than the As of

the alloy so that the memory alloy element transforms

from its deformed shape toward its unstressed shape
and wherein the alloy is selected that the transformation

can occur without any change in temperature of the

restraining member or the memory alloy element

14 The device of claim 13 wherein the memory alloy

element is tube and the restraining member is axially

slidable within the tube and wherein the tube is sufficiently

long that relative axial movement between the tube and the

restraining members extends at least portion of the tube

beyond the restraining means and thereby transforms the

tube toward its austemtic shape

15 medical device for insertion into human body the

device comprising restraining member and ii hollow

catheter formed at least party from pseudoelastic shape-

memory alloy the alloy displaying reversible stress-induced

martensite at about human body temperature such that it has

stress-induced martensitic state and an austenitic state the

catheter having an easily inserted shape when the alloy is

in its stress-induced martensitic stale and ii different

unstressed shape when the alloy is in its austenitic state

the restraining member engaging and stressing the cath

eter at temperature greater than the As of the alloy so

that the catheter is in its easily inserted shape so that the

catheter can be inserted into the mammalian body

wherein disengagement of the restraining member from

the catheter at temperature greater than the As of the

alloy transforms at least portion of the alloy from its

stress-induced martensitic state to its austenitic state so

that the catheter transforms from its easily inserted

shape toward its unstressed shape and wherein the

alloy is selected so that the transformation can occur

without any change in temperature of the restraining

member or the catheter

16 The medical device of claim 15 wherein the catheter

is cannula

17 medical device for insertion into human body the

65 device comprising straight pm and ii catheter formed

at least partly from pseudoelastic shape-memory alloy the

alloy displaying reversible stress-induced martensite at

35
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about human body temperature such that it has stress-

induced martensitic state and an austenitic state the catheter

having straight shape when the alloy is in its stress-

induced martensitic state and 11 curved unstressed shape

when the alloy is in its austenitic state

the straight pin engaging and stressing the inside of the

catheter at temperature greater than the As of the alloy

so that the catheter is in its straight shape

wherein withdrawal of the pin from the catheter at

temperature greater than the As of the alloy transforms

at least portion of the alloy from its stress-induced

martensitic state to its austenitic state so that the

catheter transforms from its straight shape to its curved

shape and wherein the alloy is selected so that the

transformation can occur without any change in tern-
15

perature of the pin or the catheter

18 The medical device of claim 17 wherein the catheter

is tracheal insertion catheter

19 The invention of claim wherein the transfonnation

of the alloy occurs without any change in the state of the

restraining means

20 The invention of claim 10 13 or 15 wherein the

transformation of the alloy occurs without any change in the

state of the restraining member

21 The invention of claim 17 wherein the transformation

of the alloy occurs without any change in the state of the pin 25

22 The invention of claim 10 or 13 wherein the

memory alloy element exerts constant stress during its

transformation

23 The invention of claim 15 or 17 wherein the catheter

exerts constant stress during its transformation 30

24 The medical device of claim wherein the removal of

the restraining means from the memory alloy element causes

at least portion of the alloy to transform to its austenitic

state

25 The medical device of claim 10 13 15 wherein 35

relative movement of the restraining member and the

memory alloy element causes at least portion of the alloy

to transform to its austenitic state

26 The device of claim 24 wherein the alloy is selected

so that engaging the restraining means with the memory 40

alloy element after removal results in the memory alloy

element transforming toward its deformed shape by rever

sion of at least portion of the alloy from its austenitic state

to its stress-induced martensitic state

27 The device of claim 25 wherein the restraining 45

member can be completely disengaged and separated from

the memory alloy element and ii the alloy is selected so

that engaging the restraining member with the memory alloy

element after separation results in the memory alloy element

transforming towards its deformed shape by reversion to its 50

stress-induced martensitic state

28 The device of claim 15 wherein the restraining

member can be completely disengaged and separated from

the catheter and ii the alloy is selected so that reengaging

the restraining member with the catheter after separation 55

results in the catheter transforming toward its easily inserted

shape by reversion of at least portion of the alloy from its

austenitic state to its stress-induced martensitic state

29 The device of claim 17 wherein the pin can be

completely disengaged and separated from the catheter and 60

ii the alloy is selected so that reengaging the restraining

means with the memory alloy element after separation

results in the catheter transforming toward its deformed

shape by reversion of at least portion of the alloy from its

austenitic state to its stress-induced martensitic state 65

30 The device of claim 36 wherein the placement

device can be completely disengaged and separated from the

10

14

catheter and ii the alloy is selected so that reengaging the

placement device with the catheter after separation results in

the catheter transforming toward its deformed shape by
reversion of at least portion of the alloy from its austenitic

state to its stress-induced martensitic state

31 The medical device of claim 15 wherein the restraint

externally engages the catheter

32 The medical device of claim 15 wherein the restraint

internally engages the catheter

33 medical device suitable for placement within or

proximate to mammalian body for treatment of the mam
malian body the device comprising restraint and ii an

element formed at least partly from pseudoelastic shape-

memory alloy

the alloy displaying reversible stress-induced martensite

by virtue of being above its A5 and above its and

below its Md at about body temperature

such that it has stress-induced martensitic state and an

austenitic state the element having deformed

shape when the alloy is in its stress-induced martensitic

state and ii different unstressed shape

wherein the restraint is stressing the element at

temperature less than the body temperature of the

mammal for placement of the element in its deformed

shape in orin proximityto the mammalian body and ii
is capable of being at least partially removed from the

element while the device is within or proximate to the

body at the body temperature and the element is

therefore at an operating temperature greater than the

and and below the Md of the alloy

such removal of the restraint causing at least portion of

the alloy to transform from its stress-induced marten

sitic state to its austenitic state so that the element

spontaneously transforms from its deformed shape

toward its unstressed shape

and such transformation can occur without change in

temperature of the restraint or of the element from the

operating temperature

34 medical device for treatment of human body the

device comprising

memory alloy element formed at least partly from

pseudoelastic shape-memory alloy the alloy displaying

reversible stress-induced martensite at about human

body temperature such that it has stress-induced

martensitic state and an austenitic state the memory

alloy element having deformed shape when the

alloy is in its stressinduced martensitic state and ii

different unstressed shape and

hollow tubular restraining member with the memory

alloy element being within the restraining member the

restraining member engaging and stressing the memory

alloy element at temperature greater than the As of the

alloy so that the memory alloy element is in its

deformed shape

wherein the memory alloy element is axially slidable

within the tube and wherein the memory alloy element

can be extruded completely out of the tube for deploy

ment in the mammalian body to transform at least

portion of the alloy from its stress-induced martensitic

state towards its austenitic state at temperature greater

than the As of the alloy so that the memory alloy

element transforms from its deformed shape toward its

unstressed shape and wherein the alloy is selected so

that the transformation can occur without any change in

temperature of the restraining member or the memory

alloy element
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35 medical device which comprises

tubular element for use within human body or in

such proximity to human body that the device is

substantially at human body temperature the tubular

element comprising shape memory alloy which dis-

plays stress-induced martensite behavior at body tem

perature and

restraint within the tubular element holding and

deforming the tubular shape memory alloy element in

deformed configuration to allow it to be positioned

within or in proximity to human body the deforma

tion occurring through the formation of stress-induced

martensite

wherein the tubular element is sufficiently deformed that

removal of the restraint from the tubular shape memory

alloy element without change in temperature of the

device releases at least portion of the tubular element

from its deformed configuration

36 medical device for treatment of human body the
20

device comprising restraining member and ii hollow

memory alloy element formed at least partly from pseu
doelastic shape-memory alloy the alloy displaying revers

ible streSs-induced martensite at about human body tem

perature such that it has stress-induced martensitic state

and an austenitic state the memory alloy element having

deformed shape when the alloy is in its stress-induced

martensitic state and ii different unstressed shape

the restraining member being within the hollow memory

alloy element and engaging and stressing the memory 30

alloy element at temperature less than the body

temperature of the human and greater than the As of the

alloy for poritioning the memory alloy element within

or in proximity to the human body while the memory

alloy element is in its deformed shape

wherein the restraining member and the memory alloy

element are movable relative to each other to transform

at least portion of the alloy from its stressed-induced

martensitic state at temperature greater than the As of

the alloy so that the memory alloy element transfonns

from its deformed shape toward its unstressed shape

and wherein the alloy is selected so that the transfor

mation can occur without any change in temperature of

the restraining member of the memory alloy element

16

37 The device of claim 36 wherein the memory alloy

element is tube and the restraining member is axially

slidable within the tube and wherein the tube is sufliciently

long that relative axial movement between the tube and the

restraining member extends at laast portion of thô tube

beyond the restraining member and thereby transforms the

tube toward its austenitic shape

38 medical device for insertion into human body the

device comprising restraining member and ii hollow
10

catheter formed at least partly from pseudoelastic shape-

memory allow the alloy displaying reversible stress-induced

martensite at about human body temperature such that it has

stress-induced martensitic state and an austenitic state the

catheter having an easily inserted shape when the alloy is

in its stress-induced martensitic state and ii different

unstressed shape when the alloy is in its austenitic state

the restraining member engaging and stressing the cath

eter at temperature less than the body temperature of

the human and greater than the As of the alloy so that

the catheter is in its easily inserted shape for inserting

the catheter into the human body and

wherein disengagement of the restraining member from

the catheter at temperature greater than the As of the

alloy transforms at least portion of the alloy from it

stress-induced niartenistic state to its austenitic state so

that the catheter transforms from its easily inserted

shape toward its unstressed shape and wherein the

alloy is selected so that the transformation can occur

without any change in temperature of the restraining

member or the catheter.

39 The invention of claim 34 36 or 37 wherein the

transformation of the alloy occurs without any change in the

35 state Of the restraining member

40 The device of claim 38 wherein the device is aMpted

so that the restraining member can be completely disen

gaged and separated from the catheter and ii re-engaging

the restraining member with the catheter after separation

40 results in the catheter transforming toward its easily inserted

shape by reversion of at least portion of the alloy from its

austenitic state to its stress-induced martensitic state

5597378
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